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PREFACE.

The following discussions, though properly
forming a part of a series, are yet sufficiently
distinct in their nature to be regarded as
an independent work : considerable parts of
Essays II. III. and IV. were in fact composed
long ago, as amplifications of an argument
pursued in some articles in a periodical , por
tions of which may be recognised in some
parts of the following pages.
In the present work, in the same spirit of
free inquiry as in former instances, I have
endeavoured to supply what, as far as I am
aware,

has been hitherto wanting to our

theological

and philosophical literature, —
A4
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a perfectly impartial,

candid, unpolemical,

discussion of the subject of miracles, impera
tively demanded at the present day, in im
mediate connexion with the vast progress of
physical knowledge : and this in not less in
timate relation to the grand result of that
progress, the firm establishment of the great
principle of immutable order, and thence of
universal mind in nature.

We are thus in

volved in the larger consideration of the
whole relations of physical, to revealed or
spiritual, truth ; and it is to the conclusion of
their independence, as relates to the essential
nature of the Christian revelation, that the
whole discussion tends ; while the true in
fluence of that revelation is secured as based
on the recognition of the important distinction,
at once Baconian and Pauline, between the
provinces and objects of reason and of faith.
The present Essays are avowedly restricted
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to the physical aspect of the subject, but
without at all meaning to undervalue the
importance of the corresponding question of
the relations of Christianity to moral and
metaphysical philosophy.
In many instances, however, the Christian
doctrines have been formerly maintained in
close connexion with physical ideas*, while
those ideas, and the views taken of them, must
of necessity be liable to change and improve
ment as science advances.

And if some ex

pressions, apparently implying such connexion,
are retained in the formularies of the Church
of England, which thus acquire a modified
interpretation,

it must

also

be

observed

that many points, of great importance, are
there

left

mention.

without

any

determination

Thus, to whatever

or

extent indi

vidual, or even general, opinion may have
* See Appendix, No. VII.
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given a turn to such questions, they are un
deniably perfectly open questions to those who
adopt these formularies.

Of this class are the

entire subjects of philosophical theism, or
natural theology ; — the evidences of Chris
tianity; — the inspiration of the Bible; — the
immateriality of the soul ; and the nature of
miracles.
That thus, in the moderate tone of the
requisitions of the Church of England, free
course is allowed to more enlightened views,
without impugning a system so highly and
practically valuable, — is at once the security
of the established institution in an age of
progress, and supplies the sure means by
which eventually the advance of truth, without
external innovation, will carry out its noiseless
triumph over all artificial obstructions. "Hac
ce.rte mente, quae neminem contemnit, sed nec
alius amore aUum ultro laedit, agere ipse et
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studeo et audeo: veritatis omne imperium
internum, \oyix6v, liberale, ad omnes patere:
externa autem vi atque potentia non posse,
itaque etiam non debere, illud proferri: conservato tamen ordine, et honesta ecclesice forma
salva."— Semler, Instit. Brev. Pref.

6, Stanhope Street, Hyde Park Gardens,
May, 1859.
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INTRODUCTION

THE THIRD SERIES OF ESSAYS.

CONNECTION OF THE PRESENT WITH FORMER
ARGUMENTS.

B

THE ORDER OF NATURE.

INTRODUCTION.
The several arguments pursued in my first series of object of
former
Essays under the title of " The Unity of Worlds and Essays,
of Nature," were mainly directed to the one great
object of illustrating the true fundamental prin
ciples of the inductive philosophy, taking up the
leading idea of the unity of system pervading all
nature, and this especially in relation to its bear
ing on the connection between that philosophy and
theological views.

Special reference was made to

several points in -which physical science and religious
belief seem, as it were, brought into peculiar con
tact with each other ; the first and chief of which —
the basis indeed of all further ideas of the kind —
Ba
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is the grand inference of natural theology as derived
from the extended study of the laws of the material
universe.
But besides this main topic, several others of
scarcely less moment and importance, dependent
upon it, were adverted to, especially referring to
cases in which the deductions of science seemed to
have any particular bearing on the doctrines or the
truth of revelation.

Though some of these topics

were more or less fully treated, others were rather
glanced at than discussed; and some of the main
difficulties confessedly involved, were avowedly re
served for more full consideration than the limits of
those Essays would admit.
The examination of one of the questions thus de
fectively left, involving purely theological considera
tions, was the object of the second series of Essays,
under the title of " Christianity without Judaism,"
or the vindication of the independence of Christianity,
necessitated by the positive contradiction given to the
cosmogony so essential to the Old Testament system
by geological researches.

In a word, the facts of

geology necessarily contravene the historical charac
ter of a very essential portion of the Old Testament :

INTRODUCTION.
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not a mere accessory or incidental statement or ex
pression, but a point vitally wound up with its whole
tenor — the six days' work, and the seventh day's rest.
How then is the veracity of revelation altogether to
be vindicated ?

This is the question discussed in my

second series, and the answer is, that neither this nor
any such contradiction to the Old Testament, as being
a system of peculiar adaptations, can affect the New.
The Gospel is essentially independent of the Law in
general, and especially in respect to the particular
point referred to.

This, of course, turns upon con

siderations purely critical and theological; and being
opposed to some prevalent opinions requires to be
discussed at length.
Connected with the same primary question, other
topics of a more peculiarly philosophical kind re
main for fuller discussion, and will form the sub
ject of the present third series.

The influence of

science, arising both from the nature of its general
principles and the particular truths it elicits, remains
to be considered in reference to the grounds of reli
gious belief, with a more special regard to certain
points in which their respective claims may seem to
stand in some degree opposed to each other.
B3
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influence of
The great truth of the invariable order of nature,
science on
theology. which was before dwelt upon as the substantial basis
of all rational views of natural theology, will be
found to possess a further bearing on the reception
of the higher disclosures of revelation ; and we shall
recognise a close connection between the extent to
which researches into nature are pursued, and the
degree in which the conclusions thus established may
react on some of the inferences of theology, and
modify the view we must take of some points' of an
external and accessory kind ; and the actual evidence,
and thence ^n some measure the interpretation, of
theological truth will thus take a different form at
different periods, according to the existing character
and state of advance of physical knowledge.
But besides these more direct results, in a wider
sense, physical philosophy, as cultivated in any par
ticular age, will exercise an indirect and powerful in
fluence over the general tone of thought and reasoning
of that age, which will extend itself to other subjects
not immediately physical.

Thus in both wayf the

state of natural science will manifest effects directly
and indirectly bearing on that of theology ; and it
becomes a highly interesting and important subject

INTRODUCTION.
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.
of inquiry to trace such influence in its progress, and
to follow the steps by which, from the contemplation
of nature, advancing intelligence has been led to the
more or less just appreciation of those higher topics
which, however distinct in their nature, are often
found connected with physical ideas.
It will thus be desirable, as being eminently illus- Historical
view protrative of the wider argument^ to take a brief retro- iX)5e<1spective historical glance at the progress of physical
science in former ages, so as to follow, however im
perfectly, some general traces of its connection with
natural theology, and, through that connection, its
influence on the grounds of religious belief and on
theology in general, whether in the way of confirma
tion or of objection, of extension or of limitation ;
after which we shall be in a condition to discuss more
satisfactorily the general arguments involved.

B4
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ESSAY I.
HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE PROGRESS OP PHYSICAL
SCIENCE AS BEARING ON RELIGIOUS BELIEF.

§ I

THE PHYSICAL PHILOSOPHY OF THE ANCIENTS AND
OF THE MIDDLE AGES.

The first origin and early progress of all science is Early proinvolved in obscurity ; yet, on general grounds, it scientific
may be considered evident tbat the necessary arts of
life must, from the nature of the case, precede all
scientific speculation or inquiry ; and, again, when
such speculation does begin, it seems an equally
natural result that, in the infancy of intellectual pro
gress, imagination should largely predominate, and
that science should not at first take the strictest or
simplest form of inquiry into facts, but rather begin
with widely extended yet visionary contemplation,
out of which more sober and exact conclusions are
only by degrees evolved.

Men must live and act

12
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before they speculate ; and when they speculate they
feel and fancy before they investigate and measure —
they wonder and imagine before they reason and
analyse.
Mystical
origin of
science.

If we look at the case historically, in its first stage,
as far back as we can trace it, early science is always
found involved in a large admixture of mysticism,
closely combined with religious or superstitious im
pressions on the one hand, and with not less visionary
philosophic theories on the other.
The rudest observations of great natural pheno
mena were associated with those feelings of awe and
wonder which easily accorded with a belief in super
natural influences; and some of the earliest indica
tions of this spirit were seen in the ideas of astrology,
and of omens and portents supposed to be connected
with human affairs ; while the phenomena themselves,
not reduced to laws, were ascribed to arbitrary and
often conflicting supernatural agencies.
But the feelings of awe and wonder first inspired
by the contemplation of nature, especially in its
grander aspects and phenomena, gave way by de
grees to more familiar inquiry; and thus out of
mysticism we trace the first rise of philosophy, as

Essay L § r.]
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described by Aristotle 1 : Sia yap to QavpA&iv oi avQpuynoi kcu vvv xai to irparov ijpgavTO <bikoa6ji£iv.
With the varied phenomena of nature constantly
before their eyes, it was impossible that men should
not gradually, and by the continued use of their
senses, exercised on objects around them, arrive at
some conceptions of physical truth, however imper
fect. Such knowledge, slowly accumulated, by degrees
assumed some definite shape, and ideas properly be
longing to science were, in some measure, extricated
from the mass of extraneous, if not prejudicial, ad
juncts in which they were involved ; and thus, in
some isolated departments, in early times, a few
physical facts, and even simple laws and general
truths, were recognised, amid the multitude of spe
culations and imaginary theories in which man's
untaught fancy luxuriated.
But such ideas, at the best, were unconnected No distinc
among themselves, and were mixed up with an incon- tween
tion be-fact .
and theory.
gruous mass of mystical conceits, and hardly intelli
gible abstractions. There was scarcely any definite line
of demarcation drawn between fanciful hypothesis

1 Aristot. "Metaph." L 12.
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and physical reality, between fiction and fact.

Now

and then a high physical principle or a just 'and
sound analogy was thrown out, as it were by acci
dent, or at least without any apparent sequence or
connection with other truths, and amidst a mass of
absurdity and error,
instances.

Thus, for example, Pythagoras had asserted not
only the heliocentric planetary system, but even that
comets resemble planets of longer period.

But, in

stead of advancing in later ages, these sound and
just analogies were overpowered by the increasing
subtleties of the mere technical schools, — when Aris
totle taught that comets were mere terrestrial me
teors, and refused them a place among the objects
of astronomy ; when others held that the earth was
a flat cylinder, and the sun the size of the Pelo
ponnesus, and when the solar system gave way before
the complex geocentric scheme of the Peripatetics,
and a multitude of antagonistic powers, sympathies,
and
cal phenomena.
antipathies, were assigned as the causes of physi-

Anaxagoras taught just notions of the celestial
dynamics when he affirmed that the heavenly bodies
would fall if not prevented by their rapid motion,

EssAy 1 § I.]
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" like a stone whirled round with a string ; " — Democritus argued the infinity of the sidereal universe,
or it would collapse into a point ; — Aristarchus of
Samos described the sun, with his attendant planets,
as a star among innumerable stars ; — yet these
sublime and just views were soon lost sight of in the
crystalline spheres and firmaments of the Ptolemaists, and the distinctions between terrestrial and
celestial motions of the Peripatetics.
Such was the absence of sequence and connection Fragmenwhich characterises the history of the ancient specu- ledge,
lations, and which, in truth, results almost inevitably
from the nature of the principles on which they were
conducted.
The physical science of the ancients was chiefly a
multitude of discordant gratuitous theories, amid
which we discern, here and there, some disconnected
individual investigations of immense power and
beauty ; such as their geometry, their geometrical
optics, their principles of the mechanical powers,
and a few elementary applications of them.

But No real
advance
when we look beyond these, we perceive that in with time,
such a philosophy there was no continuous progress,no settled order according to which one truth was

HISTORICAL SKETCH.
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elicited out of another, no advance from the mere
particular to the more general.

The earlier views

were often better, more sound and comprehensive,
than the later.

They were, in fact, all more or less

conjectural, and, as such, were not dependent upon
any steady advance in discovery, or the cooperation
of many minds and many hands, but arose entirely
out of the spontaneous conceptions of individual
intellects, and were thus good or faulty, not with
reference to any advance in the age, but only in
proportion to the intrinsic ability and power of
those individual minds.
The Greek philosophers, in an early age, had
asserted the dignity of physical inquiry ; an ancient
astronomer had declared that man wa8 born to study
Preference the heavens. But later philosophers were bewildered
of mural
to
speculation.
physical amid the multiplicity of systems, and thence regarded
all inquiry into the world of matter as vain and un
worthy, and turned to speculations in the world of
mind or spirit as a more congenial and satisfactory
field.
And the same idea has been re-echoed in modern
times ; men have turned from the path of physical
and demonstrative certainty to the dubious regions

ESSAy I. § L]
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of moral disputation, and have even denounced the
inquiry into nature as presumptuous and irreligious ;
while they have confidently rushed into metaphy
sical speculation on topics beyond all human com
prehension.

Pliny 1 thought Hipparchus impious in

making a catalogue of the stars; and an equally
preposterous prejudice actuates vulgar minds even
in our own days.

At a much earlier period, the

same spirit of jealousy and hostility against physical
investigation was displayed when Anaxagoras was
persecuted for showing that an eclipse was nothing
but the stoppage of light by the opaque body of the
moon or earth, instead of a supernatural miracle, as
was then the orthodox creed.
In the earliest stage to which we can trace the Ancient
cosmoideas of ancient nations, we always find conspicuous gonies.
a mythological cosmogony.

That of the Hindoos is

of a most elaborate and abstruse kind, involving the
notion of many successive creations and destructions
of the world, and in its details offering many striking
analogies to systems which have been upheld even in
later ages.

The Egyptians held a like series of cata-

1 Nat. Hist. Ii. 26.
0
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clysms and renovations.

[Essay I. § r.

Among the Chinese and

Peruvians, the equally marvellous fables of deluges
and universal catastrophes seem to refer to later
periods, and do not assume so transcendent and
sublime a character as those of the Indian cosmo
gonies.
jwwers of
nature.

Apart, however, from these visionary fancies and
fabulous conceptions of creation, there are on record,
even in early times, discoveries of fossil bones, shells,
and other remains, which were either ascribed to
fancied monsters, or else to the plastic powers of
nature indulging in wanton frolics, and mocking
human research by forged imitations of real objects.
Among the Greeks, though some mythological
ideas of a similar kind were prevalent, yet instances
are not wanting of more philosophical views, sug
gested by actual observation of phenomena — as far
as they went — conformable to what modern research
has confirmed.

Such are some of the speculations

upheld by Strabo and others as to the effects of
earthquakes, volcanic action, and the like, in the
upheaval of strata and other terrestrial changes.
Value of
It is only in an advanced state of cultivation that
generalisa«
tion.
men have been led to acknowledge the preeminent

Essay I. § I.]
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value and higher character of all science to be in
proportion to the degree of generalisation to which
it has attained; in accordance with the extent of that
generalisation do we perceive the vast combination
of natural laws, all mutually dependent on each
other, conspiring towards greater and higher prin
ciples ; and begin to obtain glimpses of that unity
pervading nature which is the true basis of the grand
idea of " Cosmos " — the principle of universal and
perpetual law, order, harmony, and reason through
out the material universe.

Ideas of this tendency

were occasionally broached by the ancients amid
their manifold speculations — philosophical dreams,
which yet, like other dreams, sometimes chanced
to prove true.
Among the ancients, as the physical sciences had Some ideas
of inductive
hardly advanced, at least to any higher generalisa- g«n<raiisation.
tions, as there were even counteracting causes im
peding any possibility of its attaining them, so we
could not legitimately expect any indications of those
higher conclusions just alluded to. Yet, though such
conclusions could not strictly follow from existing
physical data, we find a similar kind of instinctive
anticipation to that noticed in some other instances ;

HISTORICAL SKETCH.
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larger ideas occasionally thrown out, and reflec
tions on them sometimes followed up by the an
cient philosophers, though altogether hypothetical
— happy theoretical conjectures suggested by the
spirit of speculation in which they were so fond of
indulging.

We may perhaps exemplify this in the

remarkable declaration of Cicero, so accordant with
the real progress of inductive discovery, advancing
from artificial systems towards natural principles : —
" Opinionum commenta delet dies, naturae judicia
" confirmat ; " as well as the very just distinction
drawn by Seneca as to the real object of physical
inquiry, the search after natural causes as real and
permanent, not arbitrary or fortuitous : — "Naturalem
" causam quaerimus et assiduam, non raram et for" tuitam."
It may, perhaps, be taken as something like a
recognition of an unity in natural causes that several
of the ancient schools in their speculative theories
resolved all things into one primary element — the
Ionic school into water, Anaximenes into air, Heraclitus into fire.

But with these speculations there

seems to have been usually mixed up some vague
notion that these elements were pervaded by a kind
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of vital or creative energy; Thales is said to have held
that out of water a supreme mind (vow) evolved
all things.

But in general there appears no disposi

tion on the part of the ancient writers to ascribe
creation to their gods.

Hesiod1 supposes gods as

well as men to have sprung from unknown powers of
nature, and Diodorus Siculus* enumerates the vari
ous opinions held as to the origin of the world, in
which there is little or no reference to the idea of a
creative Deity ; but he owns the subject to be one
beyond human intelligence.
A striking instance of some anticipation of more idea of
Cosmos.
extended ideas may be found in the very earliest
phase of Greek philosophy, when Pythagoras is
stated to have introduced the term Koafios, in the
sense of "the order of the world,"3 and thus doubt' Op. et Dies, i. 108.
• lib. i.
* This is distinctly asserted by Plutarch, "De Placitis Philos." ii. 1,
and in the Fragments of Philolaus, Stobsus, Eclog. p. 360. 460.
Plato, though he drew a distinction between the celestial world (ouparis) and the terrestrial, yet seems to apply the term K6apos to the whole ;
affirming the universe to be a living being with a soui. Kiajsos fuov
iji^ivxov.—Timaeus, p. 30. B.
Aristotle maintains the same idea of the " order of the world " under
the same term ; though he divides it into super-lunary and sub-luuary.
(Meteor. L ill, and iii. 13.)
According to Philolaus, some of the ancients divided the universe
03
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less had some distinct perception of the grand
idea implied.

In this view he was followed, with

less distinctness, by Plato and Aristotle.

But, at

a later period, the treatise " De Mundo " (long
attributed to Aristotle) contains a nearer approach
to the modern view, defining Cosmos to be "the
" connected system of all things — the order and ar" rangement of the whole preserved under the gods
" and by the gods." 1
In this passage it may be remarked that the
reference to divine superintendence is introduced
altogether as a foregone conclusion, and not at all
as an inference from the contemplation of the order
of the world.
At a much later period, though the writings of

into three regions: the highest and outermost Olympus, the region of
Are ; the next Cosmos, that of the invariably moving planets ; the
innermost TJranos, that of variable nature, between the earth and the
moon ; while the earth itself was called the " hearth of the universe "
(itrrla toC tokto'j). (Stobcus, i. p. 488.)
Some other philosophers held separate stellar systems, each of which
in itself was called a Cosmos. (Humboldt, note p. 78, transl" 1845.)
1 Kiofsos (tpa tar« aiarvfsa ^{ oiipavov Ka\ 7ijs — xal tozv iv toi/tois
'Ktpitxo^ivwv <puaiwif. Aey"erai bi erepus Kijir/ios, 7l tuv tiKuv rd^is teal
SiataiouTiais — {mb 8t&v tc koI bth. Btuv <pv\VTroistm\. (Pseudo-Aristot.
de Mundo, c. 1i. p. 391.)
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Cicero bear witness to a similar appreciation of the
idea of order in nature, yet we can only regard it as
the expression of a sort of anticipatory vision of that
grand physical application to which we can now
appropriate
" et
continuatio,
These
onmes
speculative
inter
it:
seriesque
—
se"Est
aptee,
ideas,
rerum,
enim
colligataeque,
beautiful
ut
admirabilis
aliae
as they
ex
videantur."
aliis
are,
quaedam
nexae,
were
1 No sound

little established on any solid physical basis.

From inferences
of order,

the desultory and scattered character of the ancient
discoveries in physical phenomena, none but partial
and restricted conceptions of physical causation could
be derived.

Hence there could be no real or sub

stantial unity of science indicative of unity in na
ture

When they generalised on causes to the ex

tent of imagining certain powers above nature putting
them in action, it was almost a matter of necessity to
suppose a number of distinct, independent, and con
flicting powers.

When they examined organised Final causes
as viewed
nature and found structures adapted to purposes, by the
means beautifully fitted to ends, they could not ancients.
advance beyond isolated cases, or combine those

1 De Nat Deor. i. 4.
C4
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structures in one view with any great laws of unity
or symmetry.But further, in the system of the world in the few
instances wherein they could in any degree assign
mechanical causes, they always seem to have con
sidered them as conveying the idea of fated necessity,
rather than that such indissoluble connection in rea
son is the very evidence of supreme mind, and this
prepossession has remained in full force in men's
thoughts even to much later times,—derived no doubt
from too exclusive a devotion to the ancient writings,
without the corrective of a thorough study of the

Natural
theology
of the
snrients.

inductive physical philosophy.
The most remarkable discussions of the ancients,
as bearing on what we should now call natural theology (as in the beautiful instance of the Socratic
argument recorded by Xenophon1), were restricted to
obvious instances of the design manifested in the
structure of men and animals; and in the further
application of such conclusions the points of chief
interest were such as bore directly on existing ques
tions, as to worship, and sacrifices, and the influence

1 Memorab. lib. i. c. 4.
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exerted by the gods on nature and on the affairs of
men, descending even to the lowest indications by
omens, divinations, and the like.1

Indeed in all

their discussions on these subjects we find a large
admixture of reference to supernatural influences in
physical events; though in some few instances a
glimpse of more enlarged contemplations is opened,
as for instance in the well known Ciceronian dis
cussions, —where Cleanthes, one of the speakers in
the dialogue, is made to sum up under four prin
cipal heads all the most material arguments for the
existence of the gods; (1.) Indications of Divine
prescience given in omens and the like: (2.) The
beneficial order of the seasons and fruitfulness of
the earth: (3.) Marvels and signs in nature and
portents above nature ; and (4.) (as he admits " eamque vel maximam ") the order and regularity of the
heavenly motions.2
This last admission is certainly remarkable, espe
cially as compared with the former points, and in the
existing state of physical knowledge.

But upon the

whole, even in these most favourable instances, the

1 Memorab. lib. i. c. 1 ; lib. Iv. c. 3, &c.
1 De Nat. Dcor. lib. il. c. 5.

26
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view we obtain of the ancient Theistic argument is
such as to impress us strongly with the fidelity of the
apostolic description, — d>y SuaiSaifwvearepovs vfias
6etopu 1—" Ye are too superstitious," too much given
to Herodotus
the fear of tells
supernatural
us that beings.
the ancient Persians ridi

culed the Greeks for their gods with human natures,
and boasted their nobler worship of the elements ;
making the heavens their god :—" rbv kvkKov iravra
" rov ovpavov Aibv koXsovtes."3
Anaxagoras appears to have recognised one supreme
intelligence; but perhaps the only more enlarged
and philosophical speculations of this kind in which
the ancients indulged, were either those sublime but
visionary imaginations which characterise the Platonic
mysteries, or else, on the other hand, the doctrine of
the " animus mundi * and the pantheistic or atheistic
systems with which we are familiar in their fullest
development, in the Epicurean materialism, so elabo
rately and beautifully expounded by Lucretius.
When a supreme deity was acknowledged, it was
commonly with little reference to any practical or

1 Acta xvli. 22.

2 Herod. i. 131.
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The Platonists held indeed that

God was concerned in the affairs of men; hut the
Epicureans that he was indifferent to them.

The

Stoics, we are told, placed Him " without the universe,
" turning about, like a potter, this mass of matter
" from without, the Platonists within, abiding, like
" a pilot, within that which he directs."1
Aristotle appears to deny any external agency in
the Divinity8, and seems to favour Pantheism*: an
idea more distinctly traced in some parts of Virgil.4
The state of philosophy and the degree of re- Relations
of early
ference it had to any views of theology, about the Christianity
period of the origin of Christianity, will be apparent prevalent
to the
philosophy.
were it only from what has been observed above.
It is also well known that in more immediate rela
tion to Christianity itself, that modification of Platonism which was prevalent among the Hellenistic
Jews, became the parent of the mystical system of
Gnosticism: and in the writings of Philo it made
1 Tertullian, " Apologia," § 47.
* Polit, vii. 3.
' Eth. Nic. vii. 8.
4 As
in the passages,—
" Partem
.Mens
. agitat
.dttins
" Totamque
molem."—j£n.
mentis,"infusa
&c.—vi.
per
Georg.
726.
artusiv. 220.
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the nearest approach to some of those ideas after
wards developed under other forms in the Christian
Church.
1nfluence
But while some of the ideas, or at any rate the
of Neo-Platonism.
language of that Platonism became incorporated with
the doctrines of the Gospel, its form of Gnostic
extravagance was strenuously opposed and condemned
by the Apostle Paul, who expressly announced the
spiritual doctrines he taught as essentially inde
pendent of all human reason or philosophy.1
In the second century we find a kind of eclecticism
(mainly derived from Platonism) mixed up with the
Christian doctrine by some of its leading teachers,
especially in the Alexandrian school ; among whom
Clement of that place was one of the most eminent
While somewhat later another modification of a simi
lar philosophy, proposed by Ammonius, was embraced
by the learned Origen, and obtained a great influence
over the theology of the Church.
A more rigid party, however, strenuously opposed
these innovations, and contended for the original
purity of the faith.

These disputes are represented

1 As, e.g. 1 Cor. i. 21 ; Col. ii. 18, fcc.
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by some ecclesiastical historians as the first indication
of an antagonism between the principles of reason
and of faith.1
The conversion of many of the professed " philo
sophers" to the Christian faith, about the second
century, of whom Justin Martyr was the most illus
trious instance, was much boasted of by many of the
ecclesiastical writers, but others viewed it rather with
different feelings, as productive of a tendency to
corrupt the simplicity of the Gospel doctrines with
the admixture of philosophical speculations alien (at
best) from their real character.
Of this tenor is the complaint of an author quoted
by Eusebius against these philosophical converts : —
" They venture to alter the sacred Scriptures, to
" desert the old rule of faith, and to mould their
" opinions according to the sophistical precepts of
" logic.

The knowledge of the Church is deserted

" for that of geometry, and they lose sight of heaven
" while they are employed in measuring the earth.
" Euclid is perpetually in their hands; Aristotle and
" Theophrastus are their admiration ; and they ex-

1 See MoBheim, " Ecc. Hi»t." i. 17S.

so
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" press great veneration for the works of Galen.
" They fall into error from the use of the arts and
" sciences of unbelievers, and corrupt the simplicity
" of the Gospel by the subtleties of human reason." 1
Of the heathen philosophy of this period, it would
appear that the prevalent theological aspect was that
of Pantheism, as we learn from Augustine2, who
had himself been originally instructed in its schools.
System of

Aristotle.

argumentative
sophistical,
against
to
formidable
undermine
theOn
artfully
with
But
sustain.
Emperor
the
the
notwithstanding
the
professed
ancient
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other
were
assaults
Christian
Such
Julian,
true
cavils
inhand,
mythologies,
to
were
those
doctrine
which
and
reconcile
of
doctrine,
those
the
the
others.
ages
this
the
by
polemical
vague
regarded
of
so-called
the
corrupting
and
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however
Celsus,
Some
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thus
andattacks
as
again
philosophy
empty
cause
sought
Hierocles,
it.
desultory
thetenets
more
most
and
had
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&

&
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' Euseblus, " Ecc. Hist." lib. v. c. 28. This is the version given by
Mosheim (ubi rapra) ; but a reference to the original will shew that
this is a very free translation, though to the same purport. It is also
given by Mosheim as from Euseblus himself.
' Confessions, v. 10.
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character of much of the ancient philosophy, it yet
gave rise to some few well compacted systems,
framed necessarily on abstract mental ideas, and not
on any true generalisation, but which were believed
to include not merely the whole compass of moral,
but even of physical, truth.

And of those systems

(without dwelling on some others which have re
tained a partial acceptance), that of Aristotle stands
preeminent in the name which it acquired even in
ancient times, and still more in the authority which
it obtained, and continued to exercise, eventually Predomi
in uncontrolled supremacy, through the long series nant
middlein the
ages.
of the middle ages.

Yet one of its main charac

teristics in the form it then assumed, was a total
forgetfulness of that inductive spirit which Aristotle
himself so distinctly insisted on, and the substitution
of a system of deductive reasoning supposed equally
applicable
But the to
really
all subjects.
distinguishing feature of the medi- Disputes
verbal.
aeval Peripatetic philosophy was not merely its
preference for the deductive method to the neglect
of the inductive, but that the deductions themselves
were all of a kind not relating to realities but to
words, turning, not on the connection and depend
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ence of substantial truths, but on artificial combina
tion of terms ; and by mere verbal quibbles of the
most puerile kind men deceived one another, and
often themselves, into the belief that they were
making real advances in knowledge, or at any rate
giving convincing proofs and demonstrations of true
propositions, and refuting erroneous and heretical
Examples.

opinions.
To take an instance of an Aristotelian physical

argument; — gravity or weight is the cause of the
fall of bodies to the earth; therefore, the greater their
weight the more rapidly they will fall.

Again :

Terrestrial motions are corrupt, celestial perfect;
therefore, a body in motion on the earth's surface
soon comes to rest, but the heavenly bodies move on
for ever.

The former, a false conclusion from true

premises; the latter, a true conclusion from false
premises ; but both merely verbal.
Thus technicalities usurping the name and func
tions of philosophic reason were permitted to assume
the supremacy, and imagined capable of reducing
all nature into obedient conformity to their dogmas.
Ptolemaic
The actual condition of knowledge under the doastronomy. minion of the scholastic philosophy, was restricted
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The Ptolemaic astronomy

was, perhaps, the best and most advanced portion
of the system, since it undeniably afforded the means
of actually computing the planetary motions within
such limits of accuracy as the age demanded ; and
it professed nothing beyond giving a sort of mathe
matical representation of those motions which it
assigned to the heavenly bodies, as being carried
round in their crystalline spheres by the primum
mobile ; beyond this, it was neither attempted, nor
would it have been right, to inquire into the causes
of those motions.
In speaking of the astronomy of the middle ages, Astroioey
it must not be overlooked in how large a degree it
was upheld and cultivated, in reference to its appli
cation to the more noble and important uses of
astrology.

The nature and pretensions of those two

branches of science were, indeed, by no means well
discriminated, even by philosophical writers ; and the
patronage which the former received at the hands of
most of the sovereigns of those times, arose almost
entirely from their sagacious appreciation of its
utility in relation to the latter more valuable art.
Intimately connected with this sublime principle of
D
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the dominion of the stars over the affairs of men,
was the view entertained of comets as the omens
and harbingers of the fate of kings and nations,
onerai
phjsics.

In other branches, and the study of nature generally, a few scholastic dicta and dogmas, derived
from metaphysical abstractions, supplied the place
of all more extended inquiries of a physical kind,
which, it was held, were at best uncertain, which
might be indefinitely dangerous, and which were,
therefore, to be prohibited altogether, unless carried
on strictly in accordance and subservience to the
rules and principles authoritatively laid down.

Such

formulas and technicalities must of course suffice for
lower truths, since they had been applied with such
exalted sanction as the interpreters of the highest
doctrines of the Church.
The schoolmen argued in familiar syllogisms on
the most awful mysteries of heavenly things ; and
in ages when the light of discovery was too feeble
to display any glimpse of the real system of nature,
the human intellect was deemed powerful enough to
penetrate far and wide into the regions beyond
nature.
^natural
theology,

^a suc^ a s*a*'e °^ Pnysica,l an(i cosmical science,
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^-

it 13 clear there could be nothing resembling what
would now be regarded as a philosophical natural
theology, derived from the evidences of order and
arrangement in nature.
Under a more mystical point of view, however,
some speculations were put forth in the period in
question, among which we may find occasional indi
cations of somewhat more worthy conceptions.
Perhaps the earliest modern writer of a professed Writings of
treatise on natural theology was Raimond de Se- Sebondc.
bonde

professor of medicine at Barcelona, in the

early part of the fifteenth century.

In his " Theo-

logia Naturalis, sive Liber Creaturarum," he pro
fesses to develope truths latent in nature, which
may disclose to man both the perfections of God
and the right clue to the understanding of Scripture.
He dwells much on the impossibility of misinter
preting the book of nature, while that of revelation
is open to every kind of false comment.

Hence the

certainty with which we may rely on the former as
the key to the latter. The application of the method
proposed is found
1 See Hallam's
in a "kind
Lit. ofofEurope,"
analogy
i. 182.
between na-
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tural and divine things, followed out in a somewhat
fanciful and mystic style.

In fact, not only in those

ages, but for long afterwards, "natural theology"
had but a vague meaning, and, at the best, consisted
in illustrations and confirmations from the works
of nature, in support of the belief in the existence
and perfections of the Deity already assumed and
presupposed : not in the discussion of the question,—
to what legitimate inferences of this kind does the
independent examination of nature rightly conduct us?
The idea of creation, in particular, was always as
sumed in the first instance ; the argument was solely
as to the perfection of the Creator.

It was never

inquired, what is the evidence of the origin of exist
ing things; unless, indeed, the interminable meta
physical disputations of those ages for and against
the thesis of the eternity of the world may come
under that designation.
Aristotelian
The dominion of the Aristotelian philosophy over
philosophy
adopted by the European schools during the middle ages was
the Church.
complete, and was upheld with the full authority of
the Church, with the manifest motive, that as it pro
fessed to systematise all knowledge, and to confer a
deductive power as the sole means of arriving at
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truth, so by this means all knowledge was restricted
within prescribed limits ; no additions could be made
to a system already perfect and complete ; all fresh
discovery was impossible, all original remark and
inquiry prohibited, and the dominion of the ecclesi
astical dogmas (all defensible and deducible on the
scholastic principle) was unalterably secured.
Under the outward profession of submission to the MedtenJ
scepticism.
decrees of the Church and devotion to the Aristotelian
philosophy in the middle ages, so often vaunted as
peculiarly ages of faith, more deeply inquiring
writers 1 have, however, traced no slight indications
of a very prevalent spirit of scepticism in religion,
not unnaturally arising out of the disputatious cha
racter of the school theology.

But it is worthy of

remark, that this scepticism was for the most part of
a metaphysical cast, and little connected with any
physical ideas.

Those who might secretly deride

the metaphysical mysteries of which they made such
a parade in their professed formularies, yet sank in
the lowest prostration before physical prodigies and
supernatural influences.

Yet some few instances

1 See Hallam's "Lit. of Europe," i. 190.
D3
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were not wanting of minds superior even to these pre
judices in the darkest periods ; among whom Roger
Bacon was the most conspicuous. His physical inno
vations were chiefly those which brought down on
him the animosity of the ecclesiastical authorities.
The Peripatetic doctrine, as embodied in the dogmas
of the schoolmen, even to its physical details, was
closely mixed up with the mediaeval theology.

None

of its subtleties could be disregarded without endan
gering the doctrines of the Church.

The theology

and the physics of the age formed a closely com
pacted system.

No one point, however apparently

insignificant, could be displaced from its position
without perilling the stability of the whole.1

Hence

the tenacity with which the ecclesiastics clung to
every proposition of the scholastic physics.

Their

whole creed was in jeopardy if substance and accident,
occult qualities, the essential perfection of celestial
phenomena, and the corruption of terrestrial, were
called in question.
Antipodo.

We may cite, as a curious illustrative instance,

1 On this point see Bp. Hampden, " Bampton Lectures," Oxford,
1833, pp. 191,334.
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the disputes sometimes raised in those times, as to
the figure of the earth, and the existence of antipodes.
Lactantius argued elaborately on the absurdity of
supposing the possibility of human beings so situ
ated ; Augustine denied their existence as irrecon
cilable with Scripture ; and Boniface, Archbishop of
Metz, placed such beings out of the pale of salva
tion.1 .
The consequences of this alliance, or rather mis- Collision of
science with
alliance, of religion with the philosophical system of theology,
the day, such as it was, were necessarily the abuse
and perversion of both.

A false philosophy gave

support to a corrupt religion ; and the first refu
tation of the philosophical errors, and the gradual
introduction of better views of the natural world,
could not but be the occasion of a collision between
science and theology ; just as the most elementary
instruction in geography dispels from the mind of the
Hindoo the ideas of the seven oceans and the seven
continents surrounding India, and with them discre
dits the whole authority of the sacred books of the
Brahmins.

1 Whewell, " Hist, of Ind. Sciences," i. 254. 256.
S4
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THE EPOCH OF COPERNICUS, GALILEO, AND
BACON.

Commence- On the nrs* dawn of what is commonly called the
ment of
.
.
,
.
modem
science.
revival of letters, after the retrograde period of the
dark ages, but which may be more properly desig
nated as the first commencement of civilisation in,
at least, northern and western Europe, science had
evinced some signs of vitality, and even promising
symptoms of advance, while yet under the dominion
of the Aristotelian schools.
The mathematical literature of the ancients was,
perhaps, the first department cultivated; and this,
from the nature of the subject, could hardly excite
much suspicion or opposition.

It was, however, the

necessary precursor of the more dangerous innova
tions which shortly followed in its train in the
System of

physical
The theory
branches.
of Copernicus (1543) is a splendid

Copernicus. monument of the power of simple analogical con
jecture, when its course is in happy accordance with
the great principles of nature, to anticipate what the
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labours of centuries of observation have been em
ployed in confirming, and transcendent mathematical
skill in demonstrating.

But its simplicity and unity

are the characteristics which peculiarly mark it out
as connected with those higher contemplations to
which we are now referring.

It opened the door to

the conception of one common cause of the planetary
motions, of one universal principle of order and
arrangement pervading the system ; — the first real
glimpse obtained of the true Cosmos.
Within a century, this bold, if not wholly original, Kepler,
conception received its great corroboration and ex
tension in the grand discovery of the three laws
of planetary motion by Kepler, based on the accu
rate observations of Tycho (1609— 1618) and the
mechanical and astronomical discoveries of Galileo,
which followed in rapid succession with the invention
of the telescope, to verify and extend the predictions
of Copernicus.
We have before noticed the extent to which the Verbal
disputes.
verbal spirit of the Peripatetic logic had fixed itself
in the intellect of the 15th and 16th centuries: so
deeply had it taken root that we find the very
same style of argument sometimes adopted by the

42
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defenders as well as the assailants of the new doc
trines.
Thus, Nicolas of Cusa argued against the central
position and fixity of the earth that " since there is no
" circumference to the system there can be no centre."
And in the same strain, on the other side, the Sieur
de Beaulieu affirmed it to be a proposition absurd in
geometry as it is against faith and reason to make
the circumference of a circle fixed while the centre is
moveable.
We cannot, however, be surprised at the slow
progress made by such novel ideas even among
the more educated classes.

The new theory seemed

to contradict the evidence of the senses; and as
an eloquent writer has observed, " the glorious de" lusion of the rising and setting sun could not be
" overcome." 1 All impressions, associations, and pre
judices were arrayed against the new doctrine, which
only the few were even competent to understand.
In the disputes which arose as to the Copernican
theory, and still more extensively, half a century

1 Mr. Everett's Address on the Opening of Albany Observatory, U. S.,
1856, p. 97.
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later, in those which the discoveries of Galileo called Opposition
to the
forth, we trace the first decisive conflict of the discoveries
of Galileo.
positive physical philosophy with the scholastic
metaphysical spirit of the age; and in the more
serious hostility and persecution which it encoun
tered from the ecclesiastical authorities, we see the
same antagonism with the erroneous theological
principles then maintained.
These events form, perhaps, the first great epoch
where we may contemplate the real influence which
the advance of physical discovery was beginning to
exercise on subjects and opinions, which, though of
a different kind, could not fail to be materially
affected by the general movement.
The influence of the metaphysical forms of rea- Philosophi
soning, in those times adopted even in physical cal
theological
and
mysticism.
questions, directly cooperated with the theological
spirit of the age, in that they both tended to involve
the subject in mystery, which it is the distinguish
ing character of the inductive principle to clear
away.
Thus, the single experimental fact exhibited by
Galileo, — so utterly confounding to the Aristote
lians, as by necessary consequence it impugned

41
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their entire system, — that weights of ten pounds
and of one fell from the top of the tower at Pisa in
exactly the same time ; and the simple reason that
each of the ten must fall in exactly the same time,
whether united in one mass or falling singly, —
however obvious in itself, — was highly important for
dispelling the mysticising spirit which then involved
and obscured physical truth equally whether it
arose from a metaphysical or from a theological
source.
divested
mystery.
science of divested
By this
theand
lawsother
of mechanics
simple experiments,
of the obscurity
Galileo
and

confusion with which the Peripatetic system had
invested them, and prepared the way for the novel
and startling doctrine that the same laws of motion
would apply to bodies in the heavens as to those on
the earth.
After the investigation of the simpler mechanical
powers, from the date of the discoveries of Archi
medes, eighteen centuries elapsed before the solution
of the problem of the inclined plane was effected by
Stevinus : and the great algebraist Cardan could not
conceive the composition of forces : so entirely
were the minds of men incapacitated by confused
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metaphysical notions, which mystified the plainest
truths.
principles
It was thus
announced
long before
by Galileo
the simple
obtainedphilosophical
acceptance, vance
Slow
inductive
adof
principles.
Even Kepler did not acknowledge the sufficiency of
the law of inertia to preserve the motions of the
planets ; and imagined animal forces or supernatural
agency for the purpose.

In other words, in accor

dance with his age, he did not apprehend the simple
proposition that a body in motion must go on till its
motion is stopped or altered ; and whatever stops or
alters it is a new force.
The followers of Copernicus long felt a difficulty as
to the preservation of the parallelism of the earth's
axis, and imagined three distinct motions impressed
upon it, orbital, rotatory, axial : not understanding
that the third is a necessary part and consequence
of the second.
The Peripatetic dogma was that a body could only
be moved by something in contact with it.

They

had not attained the abstract notion of free motion
retained after impulse.

Hence the main difficulty

of the Copernican system to their minds.

It was on

this ground that the Ptolemaists could only conceive
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the planets as being carried round their orbits by the
motion of the solid crystalline spheres, like the
hands of a clock; just as even at the present day we
have heard of some who fancy this to be the case
with the moon.

Nothing was more difficult at first

than to accept the simpler idea of free motion under
the influence of cosmical forces ; or to appreciate the
analogy of all the celestial motions, as being of the
same kind, or the connection of impulsive with rota
tory force.
necessity
kind
of
and
true
causation
Such
ideas
above
;key
ifinstances
we
whether
pervading
forall,
to
would
the
clearing
ofunity
are
of
adhere
seizing
the
aimportant,
the
metaphysical
ofwhole.
to
principle
upon
subject
the just
simplicity
as they
and
ofor
analogy
all
supernatural
point
harmony
of
obscurity
nature,
as
to the
of

Theological
iwrsecution.

The persecution of Galileo has been oftener declaimed against than fully reflected on.

Galileo

maintained the positions of the advancing inductive
philosophy, on the grounds of demonstration and ex
periment ; but beyond the strict limits of either, he
reasoned and generalised on the broad basis of sound
analogy in a manner utterly subversive of the re
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ceived Aristotelian dogmas, which, at all events, had
no better ground to stand upon, without any regard
to ulterior consequences or existing prejudices.

He

boldly proclaimed the most unpalatable truths : he
asserted the motion of the earth round the sun, de
grading it from its high central supremacy to the
humble position of a very secondary member of a
system of many tributary worlds.

He affirmed its Heresies of
Galileo.
rotation on its axis, thus destroying the notion of up
and down in the universe, of a heaven above, or
a hades beneath ; in both propositions directly contra
dicting numerous passages of Scripture and the estabbshed creed of the Church, besides maintaining
many minor doctrines negativing points of the scho
lastic philosophy, which had become incorporated
with the ecclesiastical system, and the denial of
which perilled the most sacred dogmas.

And in the

mechanical and physical points, as well as by the aid
of his telescope, he aggravated the matter by urging,
not vague speculations, but unassailable facts.
At all this, the spirit of orthodoxy necessarily took
alarm.

Some of its most favourite tenets and che

rished pretensions were directly assailed.

The words

of Scripture and the decrees of the infallible Church

4S
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The earth was displaced

from its proud position as the " central hearth " of
the world, which even pagan philosophers had as
signed to it; and still more, it was in great danger
of losing the higher title demanded for it as the seat
of moral supremacy, the sole centre and fountain of
spiritual blessing in the whole universe.
These and other not less heretical positions Galileo
had openly proclaimed and defended, in defiance of
the authority of the Church and to the disparage
ment and subversion of its claims.

But he did

more ; by questioning one part he opened the door
to questioning others ; he unsettled men's minds and
sowed the seed of future unknown heresies, whose
evil fruits might be beyond calculation.
That he was subjected to the power of the Inqui
sition, and escaped worse consequences only by a
forced nominal submission and recantation, is then
neither to be wondered at nor to be regarded as
Case of
Galileo
not peculiar.

an isolated case of the ignorance and barbarism of
the age, or of the tyranny of the Roman Church
resenting an attack on its particular assumptions.
It is simply the true exemplification and type of
the antagonism of all arbitrary religious systems,
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strengthening themselves upon error and invested
with power, against every successive advance in phi
losophical discovery and enlightenment of the public
mind: — against a progress which the upholders of
such systems with good reason dread as dangerous to
their assumptions.

It is but a significant instance of

the hostility which must always result, while either
established priesthoods, or the more independent pro
phets of fanaticism and expositors of popular prejudice,
continue to ally themselves and their cause with dark
ness and ignorance rather than with light and know
ledge, to associate religious truth with physical error,
and thus expose the doctrines of Christianity to the
reproach of being an appeal rather to the blindness
and infirmity, than to the information and higher
sense of mankind; tacitly confessing that it is
unable to stand the test of advancing inquiry, rather
than seeking to identify it with all that tends to en
lighten, to elevate, and to benefit the human race.
The question has been discussed with some curio
sity, why Copernicus was not subjected to the same
persecution as Galileo ? and reasons have been found
by some writers in the comparatively abstract nature
of his speculations, the calm tone in which he proE
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posed them, his own high position in the Church,
his deference to those in authority, and the like con
siderations.

But a truer solution probably may be

found in the fact that the first copy of his work was
only laid before him in his last illness, and nature
did but forestall the persecutors.
Attempts
nt com
promise.

The glosses of Foscarinus to torture the text of
motion
Scripture
were
intoasaccordance
empty as with
ineffectual,
the factand
of the
the earth's
retro

grade movement of Tycho (even though a Protes
tant) was simply an absurd renunciation of philoso
phical truth from a desire to conciliate prejudices,
which after all never will be nor can be conciliated,
Like all such compromises, it satisfied neither party,
and was speedily consigned to oblivion.

It is only

worth
tioned alluding
scheme, toas in
both
connection
were thewith
verythe
counterparts,
first-men-^

and ought to have been the warning, of the similar
attempts of those who, down to the present day, are
continually aiming at the very same thing as to the
other parts of science which equally contradict the
expressions of Scripture.
Remains of
The mysticism of numbers was a superstition
yt° ™" which had infected philosophy from the days of
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Galileo's announcement of the satel

lites of Jupiter was denied, because it would invade
the sacredness of the number 7, which hitherto
included the planets.

But at a much later period

even Huyghens, when he had discovered one satel
lite of Saturn, declared the system complete, be
cause 6 primary and 6 secondary planets made up
the perfect number 12.

These are curious exem

plifications of the tendency of the human mind
to repose on false analogies, and speculate on
grounds utterly remote from all real physical con
ceptions.
Some light is thrown on the state both of philo- Philosophy
of Monsophy and of religious belief about the end of the taigne.
sixteenth century, in the instance of one of the most
brilliant and enlightened writers of the period, by the
essays of Montaigne (1580); who, though professedly
a moralist, yet in several places, and especially in his
celebrated defence of Sebonde (from which, as Mr.
Hallam observes, that writer is chiefly remembered),
wanders far from his professed subject, into an almost
unlimited range of observations on topics of natural
history, physiology, and physics, according to the
views of his day and the philosophies of the ancients,
xa
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with especial reference to the question of the extent
of human knowledge and the powers of human rea
son, and not without a bearing on the higher question
of religious belief.
Montaigne's physical views are of course in accord
ance with the yet unformed ideas of his age.

Thus,

as to the system of the world ', he remarks that the
motion of the heavenly bodies round the earth was
believed for ages, till some of the ancient philosophers
placed the sun immovable in the centre.
Copernicus has revived this theory.

Of late

" But," he asks,

" how do we know that a better may not in its turn
" be proposed, as one philosophical system has always
" been superseded by another ? "

And he elsewhere

argues that all physical science is dependent on the
senses, which are, after all, continually liable to
deception.a He was wholly incompetent to appre
ciate the grand argument of physical analogy, which
mainly determined the conclusions of Copernicus.
He nevertheless approves of the belief in a plurality
of inhabited worlds 3, arguing from the universal in
fluence of the Divine beneficence.
1 Montaigne's Essays, vol. 11. p. 386. ed. 1793.
" Ibid. 1i. 417.
* Ibid. II. 309.
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Yet his remarks on our knowledge, or rather ig
norance, of the Deity are of the most just and en
lightened kind. He complains1 that human ignorance
leads men presumptuously to prescribe to God, and
to argue upon his dealings, as if they were those of
a man : to call some things miraculous and others
natural ; to ascribe great events to God* as particular
interventions, as if smaller events were not so.
In spite of the reasonableness of these views, we
yet observe some singular inconsistencies, the expo
nents of the mind of the age, rather than of the in
dividual.

He mentions3 instances of prodigies from

ancient writers, without seeming in the least to dis
credit them, and dwells in detail upon the ecclesias
tical miracles in entire faith, making it wholly a
question of testimony and authority, without a
thought, or a disposition to entertain one, as to the
broad question of the grounds of physical credibility.
He appears also to admit the influence of the stars
on human affairs, and other omens and predictions.4
Montaigne has been pointed out as one of the

.' Montaigne's Essays, ii. 311.
* Ibid. i. 233.
■3

* Ibid. U. 316.
« Ibid. ii. 186.
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earliest modern examples of philosophical scepticism.1
This, however, must refer rather to general principles
than to avowed views on any particular points of belief
in religion, or in the supernatural generally. The state
of physical ideas in his time was not such as to in
duce any extended question on points of that nature.
His scepticism was displayed entirely iu subjects of
other kinds — in moral, literary, and critical ques
tions.

He evinces, indeed, a general distrust of the

powers of the human intellect5, and repeatedly en
larges on its weakness, the diversity and uncertainty
of all opinions, and the impossibility of arriving at a
general consent on any subject.

If he allude to

some alleged marvels as being merely fortunate coin
cidences, believed to be miraculous, under the in
fluence of particular circumstances and prepossessions,
he yet fully submitted to the dogmas of the Church
in all matters of religious belief.

In particular, he

regarded with undisguised alarm the innovations of
Luther and the reformation, as setting up human
reason and private judgment, which, by natural con-

1 See Buckle's " Hist, of Civilization," vol. i. p. 475.
1 Moutaigne's Essays, lii. 390.
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sequence, he conceived, could end in nothing but in
" an horrible atheism." 1
Some, indeed, have doubted the sincerity of Mon
taigne in his professions of belief in all the won
ders to which the Church then demanded assent.
We have before alluded to the probable existence of
much latent scepticism in the middle ages ; and it sceptical
can hardly be questioned that, at all events, the tendencies.
whole religious system of those times, by no very
remote consequences, would have a strong tendency
towards encouraging a liberalised kind of belief
among the thinking class ;—when religious doctrines
were inseparably mixed up with so much of the
marvellous, and when those who reflected at all
on the nature and grounds of their faith would,
after all, perceive that the Church by no means de
manded a philosophical conviction, in fact, repudiated
the very use of reason, and the appeal to evidence,
and required only an assent of faith, a profession of
obedience to its decrees.
The immense multiplication of miracles in the
middle ages, or rather the continual appeal to the

1 Montaigne's Essays, ii. 166.
E4
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supernatural implied in the whole religious system
then upheld, must naturally have produced the effect
of assimilating all such alleged manifestations to each
other, and placing them all alike, in general estima
tion, on the same debased level.

Amid innumerable

legends all distinction of fact and fiction was lost.
No one part could be questioned more than another.
And thus, to the apprehension of those at all superior
to such indiscriminate credulity, an equally indiscri
minate incredulity would be the natural result.

The

vulgar took all these marvels equally for truth, the
more enlightened for fable ; and, as being all alike
professedly essentials of the faith, the whole belief
would be conformed to the same mythical standard.
Reginald
^ne belief m witchcraft, and other kindred superfion' ofPj8C" 8^*")ns, was almost universal in the sixteenth cenwitchcraft.

jurv i

Yet in the minds of a few who could reason,

1 Of the fearful excesses to which the belief in witchcraft led in the
merciless persecution and execution of innumerable persons accused of
it, even down to a much later period, some striking exemplifications are
given In Mr. R. Chambers's interesting volumes " The Domestic Annals
of Scotland," 18S8. It has been remarked by another writer, Mr.
Dockeray (Egerla, 1 854), that this zeal in the exposure of witchcraft
seems to have supplied in the Protestant Church the place of the
miracles in the Romish — as a triumph over the powers of darkness
evincing divine aid.
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some doubts were beginning to suggest themselves ;
and though this was perhaps little connected with
any advance of physical knowledge, yet it could not
but indicate some progress in rational and philo
sophical ideas of the supremacy of nature.

Of this a

striking instance is afforded in Reginald Scot, who
freely exposed such supernatural pretensions in his
" Discovery of Witchcraft/' 1 1584, wherein he ex
pressly denied to Satan any power of controlling na
ture. He even appears to have advanced further, and
has been interpreted as disposed to call in question
. or explain away supernatural interposition altogether.
The existence of some degree of scepticism of this
kind about the period in question is attested by an
allusion of Shakspeare, which is remarkable, con
sidering the general state of opinion and tenor of
belief in his day : —
"They say miracles are past, and we have our
" philosophical persons, to make modern and familiar,
" things supernatural and causeless." 2

1 See Ilallam's "Lit. of Europe," ii. 135.
* " All's Well," fcc., act li. sc. 3. In this passage nearly all the
editions place the comma after " things,"—though the original folio has
no stop till the end, — and thus make the sentence contradict itself.
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It has been supposed by some that this passage is
an allusion to R. Scot : but it may rather be asked,
was it not more probably the comprehensive and
philosophical genius of the great poet which anti
cipated forms of speculation as yet undeveloped,

of
Theories
the

though possibly floating on the mind of the age ?
The various speculative
r
theories of the world which

wid.

emanated chiefly from Italian writers in the sixteenth
century, as those of Cesalpin, Telesio, and Jordano
Bruno, can perhaps hardly come under the descrip
tion of physical philosophy, though they each em
of
brace
nature.
a sort Their
of general
systems
scheme
were indeed
of the constitution
mostly of a .

very visionary character.

That of Bruno (1580) has

perhaps attained most celebrity from the cruel per
secution to which it exposed him.

He seems to have

maintained a doctrine differing little from that of
Pantheism. In the more properly physical department
he boldly asserted the Copernican system, and up
held a plurality of inhabited worlds ; in these respects

The punctuation here adopted, which restores it to sense, was suggested
to me by a friend : but I have since found it in an edition published
by Stockdale, 1 790, 8vo.
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more fully evincing a participation in the progress
of a sounder and more substantial philosophy.
If the instances just cited are not examples of the
direct advance of physical science, yet they at least
show the light of the age, such as it was, reflected
on physical conceptions, and exhibiting both the
character of such conceptions and their relations to
religious belief, as then entertained.
We now proceed, however, to a period little
advanced in date, but greatly so if measured by
scientific
clarations progress,
of the father
— marked
of modern
by theinductive
prophetic
philo
de^

sophy.
The views of Bacon and the tendency of his Principles
of Bacon.
philosophy 1 are marked throughout by the elevated
nature of their bearing on the grounds of religious
belief.

The same master mind which dictated the

more purely philosophical part of the system, is
equally conspicuous in its higher applications, and
especially in the expression of conceptions of the
sublime inferences from the order of the natural

1 Advancement of Learning, 1605; De Augmentis, 1623; Novum
Organon, 1620.
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If we sometimes find such expressions con

formed to the ideas or, at any rate, the language
of the age, — as in the instance of the antithesis
of "First" and "Second Causes," referred to as if
they were conceptions of the same kind, — yet in
other cases we must recognise views not only iu
advance of his age, but eminently capable of in
structing the present.
His opinion of final causes', and his often quoted
remark, —respecting their barrenness in a scientific
sense and regarding them as not neglected, but
"wrongly placed,"—if properly attended to, would
have anticipated and superseded volumes of modern
discussion.

While the observation that physical

causes do not really withdraw us from the admis
sion of Divine Providence, is a little vitiated in
its free and full application, when, instead of re
garding them as the very exponents of that Pro
vidence, he talks of the belief in it as the last
resource, — " ad Deum et Providentiam confu" giant." 8
His admired maxim, that a superficial philosophy

1 De Augmentls, lib. iii. c. 4. p. 186. ed. 1624.

» Ibid. p. 189.
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inclines men to atheism, a deeper to religion l, ap
plying directly to the very dubious physics and
metaphysics prevalent in his age, has yet a prac
tical truth in it for all ages, provided men are led
to look for that religion solely in a region beyond
that of positive science ; not as mixed up with ob
jects of sense and affections of matter, but as ex
isting in the world of spirit.
And when he pursues the subject further towards
indicating the class of truths to which natural theo
logy and the use of reason alone are competent to
conduct us, he draws some distinctions which are
marvellously in advance of the speculations com
monly current even in later times.

That natural

light and the contemplation of the works of
creation may teach the existence, but by no
means the nature, and still less the will, of the
Deity 2 ; — that no such investigation can ever bring
us to a knowledge of Divine mysteries; — that
"the senses perceive natural truth, but are blind
" to divine, as the sun lightens the earth, but hides
" the
1 Destars
Augraentis,
; " — bk.
that
1. p.natural
9.
science
* Ibid. is
bk. for
i. pp. the
7, 8. de-
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struction of atheism, not the construction of reli
gion 1 ; — that the light of nature may teach us the
Divine power and wisdom, but not the Divine image
or likeness — are propositions which stand the test
of the highest advances of modern philosophy.
In defining the respective provinces of reason
and of faith, and urging the importance of keeping
them separate, and observing that the neglect of
such distinction leads only to the serious injury
and perversion alike of philosophy and of religion ;
— and again, that to derive religion from philo
sophy is to seek the living among the dead, to
derive philosophy from religion to seek the dead
among the living 8, — he gives utterance to a lesson
which has been reiterated in vain to successive
races of Bible philosophers and Scripture cosmogonists.
Bacon regards the study of the book of nature
as "the true key to that of revelation," 3 both as
opening "the intellect to the true meaning of
" Scripture from the general rules of reason and

1 De Augmentis, bk. HI c. 2. p. 156.
1 Ibid. bk. ix. p. 534.

« Ibid. bk. i. p. 51.
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" language," and as urging the necessity for inquir
ing into its contents.

These are indeed wide and

somewhat vague expressions, and such as might at
the present day be applied by some to an extent
which
But the
in author
some perhaps
other points
did not
wecontemplate.
still recognise a some
lingering
predominance of the theological ideas which cha- influences
of do?racterised the age. When, for example, from the matism.
very just remark that false religions forbid the
use of reason while Christianity encourages it l, he
carries out the use of reason to the explanation
of Divine mysteries, there appears a little incon
sistency with some of his former admirable distinc
tions ; unless indeed we rest in the ambiguity of
the sentence, and suppose the entire meaning to
refer to what he immediately enlarges on — that
all revelation is an accommodation of Divine things
to our finite apprehensions.
In one passage indeed Bacon appears to carry out
the principle of faith to a somewhat strange extreme,
when he alleges that " the more irrational (absonum)
" and incredible any divine mystery is, the greater

1 De Augmentls, bk. ix. c. i. p. 529.
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" the honour we do to God in believing it, and so
" much the more noble is the victory of faith."1
Again, admitting that truths of revelation stand
entirely on the basis of that authority, and are
thus " authypostatae," he contends that reason is
yet competent to deduce conclusions logically from
them * — the very assumption which gave rise to
most of the preposterous dogmas of the scholastic
theology.

Rather as these truths are not conclu

sions of reason, so neither can they fairly be made
premises for it.
One of the most remarkable indications of pre
valent influences may be noticed in the instance
of the inquiry — censured indeed by Bacon, if car
ried out in the spirit of fanciful speculation, but
admitted if kept within sober and rational bounds
— into the nature of angels and spirits, as also of
demons, with whom are associated, by a singular
analogy, not only vices in morals, but poisons in
physics.3
In a more scientific point of view it is also
1 De Aug. lib. ix. p. 527. In the earlier English version " On the
Advancement," &c. these paradoxical expressions are omitted.
» Ibid. p. 530.
• Ibid. bk. HI. p. 158.
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curious to notice the question which Bacon dis- view of the
system of
cusses as an exemplification of his method — the ,ne worl(L
truth of the received Ptolemaic astronomy — dis
tinctly putting it as a point to be inquired into, and
stating the argument on the one side, as, — that the
motion of the stars from east to west is very rapid,
in consequence of their distance from the earth ; that
of the outer planets, Saturn and Jupiter, less so;
that of the inferior planets, still less; that of the
atmosphere, though perceptible within the tropics,
very little; and by induction, therefore, that of the
earth absolutely nothing 1 : while, on the other
side, the inquiry is to be diligently pursued whether
there are any equally good arguments in favour
of the imaginary hypothesis of Copernicus beyond
its simplicity and beauty, which he fully, admits.1
Bacon, indeed (in his "Thema Cceli"), speaks of the
fixity of the earth as that " which seemed to him the
more true opinion," though he, in the same work 3,

1 Nov. Org. lib. ii. § 36, p. 207, ed. 1813.
* This case becomes the more Interesting to state correctly since it
was misapprehended by Laplace, who represents Bacon as arguing
exclusively in favour of the rtolemaic system. — Ectai Philot. »ur lea
Prob. p. 170, ed. 1814.
s Thema Cceli, ix. p. 253.
F
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expressly admits the solar system as far as the two
inner planets Venus and Mercury, yet, in the " Descriptio Globi Intellectualis," dwells on the difficulties
with which he conceived the Copernican hypothesis
attended ; and especially expressed his wish for some
system based on substantial physical grounds, which,
doubtless, was not yet the case with the Copernican.1
The direct argument of Gilbert in its favour (" De
Magnete," 1600), as well as the poetical recommenda
tion of Milton, and, not least, the amusing paradoxes
of Wilkins, tended to open men's minds to the con
sideration of so novel a theory in England, before the
great movement towards the end of the same century.
Before the inductive philosophy was established,
and consequently before the grander truths of uni
versal order could have been thoroughly accepted
in all their extent and consequences, it would be
vain to seek for any enlarged philosophical views on
the question of interruptions of the laws of nature.
Bacon a, when he maintains with so much truth
that "miracles were never wrought to convince

1 See WbeweU's " Hist, of Ind. Sciences," i. 386.
• De Aug. bk. ill. ch. 3, p. 156.
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atheists," and assigns as the reason that God's ordi
nary works are sufficient for that purpose, overlooks
the more powerful reason that no miracle could be
received at all without a previous belief in the
Divine Omnipotence, even in a very positive and
extended sense.

When he adds that miracles were

for the conviction of the idolatrous and superstitious,
he perhaps approaches nearer to the admission of
the adaptation of such evidence to the narrowness
and ignorance of those to whom it was addressed.
In estimating his opinions on the subject of the
supernatural, we must not omit to remark the caution
which he lays down in another place respecting the
strict scrutiny to be used in collecting recorded
instances of marvels,

monstrous productions of

nature,
" prodigies
every
which and
relation
depends
in the
Livy."
in
must
like.
1any be
degree
" Above
considered
on all,"
religion,
suspicious
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1 Nov. Organ, ii. Apn. 29.

* De Aug iv. 2.
F2
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well as his more devout reflections on them in his
" Meditationes Sacrae."
The inestimable value and importance of the one
grand Baconian maxim, " Give unto faith the things
which are of faith," and its great significance in
relation to the modern advance in physical general
isation, has been commented on in former essays.
It is to the full and complete realisation and appli
cation of this broad principle that we may look with
confidence for removing a mass of objections and
difficulties from philosophical sources which have
embarrassed and obscured Christianity, and have been
often held forth as fatal to its cause.

Such diffi

culties, however, disappear when it is simply con
sidered that, however forcibly urged in reference
to matters of sense, properly subjects of reason,
they are inapplicable when the question is one
of faith, and refers to truths of a totally different
Bacon's

order.
We must not forget to mention that remarkable

"Confession
of Haitn." production Bacon's " Confession of Faith," not pub
lished till 1641, fifteen years after his death ; a
production which has excited the admiration of the
more strict dogmatists, as exhibiting a remarkable
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testimony to the orthodox creed.

C9

We may remark

in it, that besides a profession of belief in the crea
tion as well as in the Incarnation, the true resurrec
tion, and visible ascension of Christ, he expressly
declares that He showed Himself " a Lord of nature
in His miracles."

It is, however, material to remark

that these declarations are put forth as articles of
" faith," which we must fairly understand, in accord
ance with his own profound and most important
distinction
As to the
between
general
faith
tone,
and spirit,
knowledge.
and character of General
character
the Baconian philosophy, some degree of misappre- of the
hension very commonly prevails. By some it is Baconian
philosophy,
degraded into mere utilitarianism, aiming only at
practical advance in the arts of life.

By others, its

" inductive " character, in the narrow sense of the
term, as opposed to "deductive" has been insisted
on, but just in the same erroneous light as an
exclusively deductive character has been assigned
to the Aristotelian system ; whereas its founder
expressly made induction of the most primary im
portance.

The Baconian method is essentially a

combination of both processes ; and the material dis
tinction is, that whereas in the Aristotelian method
V3
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the deduction sets out from first principles assumed
on mere ideal, or even verbal, abstractions, the
Baconian deduction necessarily sets out from some
principles originally inductive, however simple and
elementary.1
But the followers of Aristotle did not act up to
the principles of their master ; and the system de
generated into one purely deductive and fruitless,
because it neglected to appeal also to induction.
This system, therefore, became a failure, as after it
did the Cartesian, because the deductive and inductive
methods were disjoined, and the latter not even
recognised.

The Baconian system triumphed, be

cause the two processes were closely united and
Test of true mutually
If the dependent.
power of permanently advancing and conphilosophy.
stantly enlarging the boundaries of knowledge by
its inductive discoveries, while, by its deductions,
it fully keeps pace with and even outstrips and
predicts the progress of experiment, be the cha
racteristics of a true philosophy, by this test we

1 See this upheld and exemplified, '• Unity of Worlds," Essay I. § i.
p. 21, et teq. Snd edit,
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at once recognise the superiority of the Baconian
method.
The philosophy of Aristotle, because it affected to
be unalterable, was transitory ; while that of Bacon
and Galileo, because it is ever in change and move
ment, is permanent,
Thus alone can any philosophy be the true in
terpreter of nature ; and by showing itself conform
able at once to nature and to reason, attending
alike to fact and to theory, can alone elicit those
indications

of

universal

reason which pervade

nature.
One highly distinctive characteristic of the modern Rejection of
authority.
inductive philosophy, is the principle of unlimited
freedom of inquiry, and a rejection of the trammels
of authority under which older systems were ham
pered and impeded from all real progress.

The

inductive spirit acknowledges no dominion of one
mind over another, except so far as one may be
more fully instructed and guided by the supreme
authority of nature than another.

And this is only

in matters of opinion where an experienced judg
ment, conferring a more enlarged view of natural
analogies, comes to the aid of sensible evidence,
I 4
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independent observation, diligent and accurate col
Lingering

lection
So deeply
of facts.
had men's minds been impressed with

influence
of ancient
systems.

the peculiarities of the scholastic philosophy and its
theories, so congenial to men's fancies, of imaginary,
occult, and mystic powers and properties in matter,
that, even under the new system, it was long before
inquirers could altogether divest themselves of such
conceits ; and even to the present day science has
hardly perhaps effectually cleared itself of them to
all apprehensions.

At any rate, we trace numerous

instances of such influence pervading at least the
language of philosophical writers, if not rendering
the conception of better views difficult and uncon
genial.
in
Philosophy
the 17th

The state of philosophy in the earlier part of the

century as
bearing on
theology.

seventeenth century, notwithstanding the great movement made by Bacon and Galileo, was by no means
as yet such as to be capable of leading to enlarged
views of the great idea of universal order in nature,
even if it could have been considered at all proved
in the then state of discovery.

On the other hand,

the spirit of technical metaphysics

retained a

strong hold on the conceptions, and guided the
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speculations of philosophers as well as divines.
Hence, while abstractions of a very recondite kind
characterised the theological disquisitions of some
of the keenest intellects of the age, and, in several
cases, led to serious difficulties and objections with
reference to the higher doctrines of revelation,
there was little disposition to enter on any kind of
question as to the relations of that revelation to
physical truth.
Indications of the tendency of views, in any case,
on the one side, are often to be collected from
writings which obtain repute on the other.

Thus

we may gain some notion of the character of scepti
cism at the period in question from what was
confessedly the standard treatise on the evidences of
religion, that of Grotius " De Veritate" (1627), iiuko
Grotius.
in which it is remarkable that, in respect to mira
culous evidence, while the author dwells largely on
testimony, authority, conformity to the Divine attri
butes, and other like topics, and combats a variety
of objections, he yet never makes the slightest allu
sion to any influence of physical considerations as
affecting the question ; and the fact that his work
should have so long sustained its reputation as the
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text book on the subject, shows how little the main
question of later times was formerly so much as
recognised or thought of.1
As a further single instance, it may be added, that
when we consider what the state of physiology must
have been before the circulation of the blood was
admitted (which was only announced in 1628), we
shall hardly be surprised at the strange physiological
theory adopted by Grotius, in order to maintain the
tenet of the resurrection of the same body, which
among other points of physical belief was anciently
much insisted on.s
Lord
Lord Herbert of Cherbury 3, in his book " De VeHerbert of
Cherbury. ritate," &c. (1624), while, in accordance with his
metaphysical scheme of intuitive elements as the
source of all real conviction, he anxiously engaged
in elaborating what he conceived a philosophical
view of religious truth; yet, in the more tangible
province of the material world, he not only fully
admitted the general credibility of interruptions of

1 See especially bk. i. § 13 ; bk. ii. § 5 ; bk. ill. § 7.
• De Vent. lib. ii. § 10.
5 See especially " De Verit." p 230 ; and bis " Memoirs," published
by Horace Walpole, 1764.
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nature, but firmly relied on such supernatural at
testations in his own times and personal experi
ence.
But we must now glance, however cursorily, at a philoso
system of philosophy, which, though brilliantly con- Descartes,
phy of
ceived, eminently concurring with the advance of
thought in its day, and attaining such general influ
ences as to supplant for a time the hitherto received
Aristotelian method, was yet destined in its turn, in
deed from its very nature, eventually to yield before
the steady progress of the real inductive principles
of Bacon and Galileo.
The philosophy of Descartes, aiming at an expla
nation of the whole system of the world on a common
physical principle, must be regarded (hypothetical as
it confessedly was) as powerfully tending to support
the idea of universal and invariable physical causa
tion, and thence the grand conception of cosmical
order, though incapable then of receiving that de
tailed proof on which it now rests.

The higher

bearing of the system was indeed manifest from the
deductive nature of the whole method, deriving even
its physical principles from the primary assumption
of the Divine existence and perfections, and thence
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supreme
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arguing
one chain
downwards
intelligence.1
with theto primary
natural causes
influence
all of
thus
presiding
linked

Cartesian
theism.

The spirit and tendency of the whole Cartesian
philosophy with reference to theology was suffi
ciently marked and peculiar.

Descartes totally re

jected the study of final causes.2

On the other

band, his proof of the existence of a Deity was of
that abstract kind which consisted with his entire
theory ; it was the simple existence of the idea
of God in the mind ; the cause of which, he argues,
can only be its reality ; just as he made thought the
only proof of our own existence.
Descartes'

Again, the philosophy of Descartes was throughout

revelation.^ preeminently characterised by asserting the unlimited
supremacy of human reason, and the total rejection

1 Descartes, in laying down the primary laws of motion, says : —
" Atque ex hac eadem immobilitate Dei, regulx quadam sive lepes
" nature coitnosci possunt, quee sunt causae secundaria; ac particulates
"diversorum motuum quos in singulis corporibus advertimus." Be
then proceeds to deduce some of the primary laws of motion and force :
and after giving the proof of one part of the theorem of collision of
bodies, he continues, " Demonstratur etiam pars altera ex immutabili" tate operationis Dei, mundum eadem actione qua olim creavit continuo
"jam conservantis."— Principia Philot. p ii. §37.
3 Principia Philosophia;, pt. i. § 28. (1644.)
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Yet, notwithstanding the

adoption of this high standard in philosophy, he
professes an entire acceptance of the mysteries of
faith and the truth of revelation as matters not
cognisable to reason ; as is abundantly testified by a
passage towards the very commencement of the
systematic exposition of his principles ; where he
distinctly asserts that matters communicated by
Divine revelation ought to be believed, though they
may be beyond our comprehension, such as the mys
teries of the Trinity and the Incarnation, and gene
rally, he adds, that both in the Divine nature and in
creation there may be many things beyond oiir com
prehension.1 In deducing all physical action from
the u immutability of the Deity " and thus making
it equally in its nature invariable, he yet expressly
admits an exception with regard to " such mutations

1 " Credenda esse omnia qua: a Deo revclata sunt quamvis captum
" aliis
nostrum
aliquid
excedant.
revelet quod
. .naturales
. Ita ingenii
si fortenostri
nobisvires
Deusexcedant,
de Seipsoqualia
vel
"jam sunt mysteria Incarnationis et Trinltatis, non recusabimus ilia
" credere quamvis non clare inteliigamus. Nec ullo modo mirabimur
" multa esse turn in lmmensa ejus natura, turn etiam in rebus ab
" eo creatU, qute captum nostrum excedant." — Cartesii Princip.
Pkilot. p. 7.
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" as are made in matter, by evident experience or
" Divine revelation." 1
Yet in spite of these and the like professions,
Descartes, not without reason, from the mere fact of
his opposition to the scholastic philosophy, lived under
constant apprehension of persecution from the eccle
siastical authorities ; assailed on all sides by calumnies
and anathemas 8 he only escaped actually suffering
from the hands of the sacerdotal functionaries by
rinding an asylum in the court of Queen Christina of
Sweden, where, as is well known, he ended his days a
victim to the climate.
Followers of
^phe broad profession of faith made by Descartes,
Descartes.
though supported by his disciples Malebranche and
De la Forge, was modified by a seasonable degree of
caution on the part of one of his most eminent
followers, Rohault, whose "Physics" was long the
text-book of the Cartesian doctrine, and who observes,
"it is unbecoming philosophers on all occasions

1 Prtncipia, pt. ii. 3'6.
- In illustration of the kind of accusations which the polemical spirit
of the time brought against the philosophy of Descartes even among
Protestants, the reader may refer to Bp. Stllllngfleet's "Origines
Sacrae," vol. 1i. p. 417, ed. Oxf. 1797.
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" to run to miracles and Divine power ; " 1 thus afford
ing at least an indication of the increasing discrimi
nation of the age as to the proper character and
limits of philosophical investigation.
The celebrity of Hobbes depends almost entirely Hobbes.
on his metaphysical, moral, and political writings
(1642—78).

His speculations on physical as well

as theological subjects evince little philosophical en
largement of ideas, and are conceived much in
the formal scholastic spirit then prevalent.

Yet the

increasing influence of more positive principles may
be traced in the precision of his conceptions on many
points of philosophical inquiry, and his assertion
of unlimited freedom of opinion is indicative of the
spirit of progress.
In regard to higher subjects, he certainly ap- Hia
theological
pears to evince a clear appreciation of the value viewsof the Baconian maxim distinctive of the pro
vinces of reason and of faith ; " Dignius credere
quam scire."
In his most celebrated work (especially in the
chapters on religion in general, and that entitled

1 Rohault's " Physics," pt. i. c. 10. l1e died 1675.
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his discussion on these

subjects almost wholly consists of formal dogmatic:
expositions in the most literal sense of the accepted!
creed.
In one passage indeed, he introduces a caution
against mixing up physical with religious doctrines ;
but in the sequel it appears that this refers only to
guarding against transubstantiation.
He supports at length the received evidential
argument from miracles, exactly in the formal
manner of theologians, as the only proof of a Divine
revelation; though admitting the qualifying appeal
to internal evidence of the worthiness of the doc
trine.a
Physical
views.

In the physical portion of his " Elementa Philosophias " he evinces in general little advance beyond
the ideas of the age; though, on some points, a
singularity of opinion or expression strikes us.
Thus, he expressly maintains that opinions respecting
the magnitude or the origin of the universe, ought
properly to be left to theological authorities to

1 Leviathan, ch. xiv. and ch. xxxiii.
■ Ibid. ch. xii. and ch. xxxvii.
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And on similar questions appeals to the

authority of Scripture supported hy that of miracles,
the customs of our country and the reverence due to
the laws?
In one passage, indeed, speaking of the interpreta
tion of some parts of Scripture, he ventures so far as
to affirm that wa must not adopt too literal a sense ;
as in the instance of the assertions of the immo
bility of the earth and the like; observing that
the object of revelation is not to teach philosophy,
but religious faith and duty.9
He evinoes a just discrimination with respect to
the popular prejudice against second causes, assert
ing distinctly on the contrary, that " ignorance

1 T. Hobbes's "Opera Omnia Philos." Amst. 1678; "Elem.
Philos." p. 204.
8 Ibid. p. 205. " Quaestlones igitur de infinito et «terno sciens pra" tereo, contentus ei doctrina circa raundi magnitudinem et orlginera
" qaam suaserint Scriptural sacrae, et que illas confirmat miraculorum
" fama, et mos patrius, et legum reverentia debita."
* " Argumenta quae a formula dictionls sumantur, flrma non esse :
's Quoties enim loquitur Scriptura sacra de terra ut immobili, quara
" tamen philosophi hodie fere omnes moveri censent signis evidentissi" mis ? Scriptura sacra est a prophetis et apostolis ad docendum non
" philosophiam (quam ad exercitium rationis naturalis contemplationibus
" dbputationibusque hominum reliquit Deus), sed pietatem et salutis
"atern« viam."— Leviathan, c. viii. p. 41.
Q
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" of second causes makes men fear some invisible
" agent like the gods of the Gentiles ; but the inves" tigatiou of them leads us to a God eternal, infinite,
" and omnipotent," and he pursiies the argument to
show that this ignorance of second causes conspiring
with certain common prejudices, as those relating to
supposed spiritual and supernatural beings, and the
like, are the natural source of all corrupt and super
stitious forms of religion.1
But again, as to the ground of belief in revelation,
he avows, "we have no certain knmvledge of the
" truth of Scripture, but trust the holy men of God's
" church, succeeding one another, from the time of
" those who saw the wondrous works of Almighty
" God in the flesh." a
Upon the whole what surprises us is that a man
professing theological views so little distinguishable
from the most orthodox creed of his- day, should
have been obnoxious to charges of scepticism and
even of atheism, did we not know how liberally those

1 The same argument is more expanded in his " Leviathan," c. xil.
P. 55.
1 Human Nature, c. ii.
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epithets are bestowed from mere personal or party
animosity.
The publication of Sir T. Browne's " Inquiry into Sir T.
Browne.
" vulgar and common Errors " (1646) has been justly
commented 1 on as a remarkable case of the advanc
ing influence of the enlightenment of the age on a
mind previously given to superstition and credulity
in no ordinary degree, as evinced in his earlier work
the " Keligio Medici," (1633) : and the author's able
remarks on subjection to authority, neglect of in
quiry, and the spirit of credulity as the main sources
of popular and philosophical error2 are doubtless
urged in the true spirit of progress.

Though when

we look to the details, we must make much allow
ance for the slowness with which progress manifests
itself.
We must recognise the ideas of the age in the
earnestness with which he introduces and denounces
as the main source of all errors, the malignity of the
devil, continually engaged in a warfare against truth,
obscuring and
1 Buckle,
misleading
" Hist, of Civilization,"
men's minds,
i. 334. and propa-

• Vulgar Errora, bk. I. ch. 5.
aa
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gating every kind of delusion, not only on moral
and religious points, but even on physical and
oommon subjects.

And among these deceptions of

Satan, the most notable are the practices of magic,
witchcraft, and the like 1 ; which by his agency, men
took for realities.
It is sometimes impossible to repress a smile at
the author's cautious insinuations of possible doubt
fulness in some cases of the most incredible ab
surdities; or at the elaborate learning he brings
to
ence
bear
of on
thethem;
Griffinas and
in arguing
of the against
Phoenix8;
the orexisthis

recondite speculation on the physiology of Adam
and Eve.3
His remarks on the possible interpretation of the
history of Lot's wife and other Scripture miracles by
a figurative philology4 may find their parallel in
some modern speculations, though he prudently
concludes, "with industry we decline such para" doxes and peaceably submit unto the received
" acceptation." 5

1 Vulgar Errors, bk. i. ch. 10, II.
' Ibid. bk. v. ch. 5.
• Ibid. bk. vl. ch. I.

2 Ibid. bk.iii. ch. 11, 12.
■ Ibid. bk. vll. ch. 11.
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His profession of scepticism as to the commonly
received antiquity of the earth, resolves itself into
insisting on the falsity of all the ancient traditions of
the heathen nations and the entire discrepancies
in the chronology of the Hebrew, Samaritan and
Septuagint versions of the Old Testament, rendering
them all alike unworthy of credit.
Lastly, not to multiply instances, the author's
elaborate discussion 1 to illustrate the Divine wisdom
in making the sun to move round the earth, which is
fitly ordained to be stationary in the centre, and his
several arguments in support of the beneficent
design of this arrangement, might have afforded
a valuable lesson to many modern writers on final
causes.
A singular exemplification of the extent to which Mysticism
of R. Fludd.
the contradictory notion of making faith the basis of
science, was carried about the period of which we are
treating, may be found in the strange system of
R. Fludd (who had previously been known for some
anatomical researches, also curiously connected with
mystical ideas), in which he makes the writings

1 Vulgar Errors, bk. vi. ch. 5.
O3
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of Moses the basis of what, by a strange misnomer,
he calls, " the Christian science of creation ! "
medicine.
Mystical

The

worthy precursor of the Hutchinsonian mysticism.'
From the earliest ages the medical art had been
more or less connected with

the

supernatural.

Hence it is not surprising that even in later times
when philosophy assumed so much of the mystical
form, a similar character should attach itself to
medical speculation, as was strikingly exemplified in
the extraordinary doctrines of Paracelsus; which
long continued their hold on the profession, especially
in Germany.

It was in the same spirit that the

Eosicrucians pretended that they had only to look on
a patient to cure him.

Van Helmont embellished

he
the held
Paracelsian
that thedoctrine
object ofwith
medicine
additions
was of
to his
regulate
own :

the " archaeus " — the ruling immaterial principle of
life and health, -— to which he ascribed a mysterious
and separate existence, and placed the seat of it
' " Philosophia Moysaica, in qua Sapientia et Scientia Creationis et
" Creaturarum sacra vereque Christiana (cuju9 Basis est Lapis An<• gularis Jesus Christus) ad amussim expiicatur Authore Rob. Fiudd,
" alias de Fluctibus. Gariiae, 1638." Ills former works were entitled
" Anatomia Amphitheatrum," &c. 1623; and " Medicina Catholica,"
Sec. 1629.
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in the stomach : in this point doubtless showing
some practical discernment.
Any reference to the philosophy of the 17th Boyle.
century must be very defective if it omitted the
mention of Boyle. In the experimental investigation
of nature he was undoubtedly one of the most
laborious and distinguished, as well as one of the
foremost to advocate the new method, and to vindi
cate the principles of the inductive philosophy
against the numerous prejudices with which it had
then to contend.
His physical researches were nearly all made some
years before the publication of the Newtonian disco
veries ; and in estimating his opinions we must make
considerable allowances for the state of knowledge
as well as for the then prevalent tone of reasoning.
Hence, for example, we shall rather regard it as a
proof of his enlightenment that after referring to the
received scheme of the Ptolemaists, he speaks with
greater favour of " the Copernicans, — that growing
" sect : " or that though a believer and a labourer
in alchemy, he was anxious to support its pretensions
on rational and chemical grounds.
His more metaphysical and theological reasonings
o4

«
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were (as might be expected) marked throughout
by the peculiarities of his time.

His discussion

on natural theology, and his vindication of the study
of " second causes," as in no way really detracting
from the admission of a " first cause," are, of course,
carried on in the spirit of that philosophy, which had
not yet analysed the idea of causation.
He believed the whole universe subservient to the
well-being of man, for whom he says " God originally
" created, and has vouchsafed by miracles to alter the
" course of nature." 1 While speaking of the Mosaic
narrative, which he regards as designed for a real
physical record, he adds, " though, that in most other
" places of the Scripture when the works of nature are
" mentioned but incidentally in order to other pur" poses, they ere spoken of rather in a popular than
" accurate manner, I dare not peremptorily deny."2
And in a like tone of extreme caution he insinuates
■ (following Bacon) that the examination of the book of
nature may be valuable for the better understanding
of the volume of revelation.

1 Usefulness of E»p. Fhilos. p. 24. 1665.
2 Ibid. p. 29.
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Some illustration of the state of ideas at the period Natural and
supcrnow referred to may be collected from the circum- natural
knowledge.
stances attending the first commencement of the
Royal Society, of which Boyle was one of the
founders ; in whose original charter it was expressly
laid down that its object was the advancement of
" natural knowledge " understood as opposed to " su
pernatural."

It was probably chiefly to satisfy the

public mind on this point that Bishop Sprat (one
of its earliest members) wrote his " History of the
"Royal Society " (1667) ; which is in fact simply a
popular exposition of some of the chief subjects which
then engaged the researches of its members, to show
that they were not followers of occult arts ; while in a
higher spirit he enlarges on the tendency of such
studies, as eminently favourable to arming the minds
of their votaries against the influence of fanaticism
and superstition ; doubtless aiming at the morose
and ignorant prejudices of the puritanical party,
which
In fact
had the
so recently
belief in
been
thedominant.
occult arts was at this Demoniacal
influence.
period beginning to undergo a gradual process of
subversion, at least among the better educated.

It

may be worth remarking that it was in connection
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with the subject of witchcraft, that a Dutch theolo
gian, Bekker (about 1690, iu his " Monde Enchante ")
followed up the denial of all real power to evil spirits,
by extending his speculations to the cases of Demo
niacs related in the Gospels, and endeavoured to ex
plain them by natural causes: an attempt afterwards
so In
largely
Blaise
carried
Pascal
outwe
by Semler
must recognise
and the Rationalists.
one of the

brightest ornaments as well of science as of theology,
in the age in which he lived. In him we find a com
bination of high and diversified excellence seldom
united in the same individual ;—transcendent powers
of mathematical and physical investigation, joined
with equally high ability in moral reasoning, clothed
with glowing eloquence, and all absorbed in a pre
dominating spirit of intense religious feeling. Of his
geometry, only some colossal fragments remain ; in
physics, the earliest generalisations of atmospheric as
well as hydrostatic pressure are associated with his
name, while his "Thoughts" (not published till 1670,
some years after his death) are perhaps the chief
monument of his powers of philosophical and moral
discussion applied to theology, and made subservient
to the defence of the Christian doctrine.
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In regard to more positive evidential arguments,
whether in regard to natural or revealed religion, his
expressions and mode of reasoning betray some vague
ness.
Pascal's belief in miracles appears to have received
a powerful support from his conviction of the miracu
lous cure of his niece, Madlle. Perier, by the touch
of the Holy Thorn.

Such a faith would be little in

accordance with the modern evidential distinctions ;
and we may thus account for some expressions in his
writings which might otherwise be imagined of scep
tical tendency ; while his appeal to the principle of
faith, and his avowed preference for the practical ar
gument that it is safer to believe, —are but in accord
ance with the general spirit of the Roman Catholic
theology.

Yet his philosophical mind is continually

evinced in remarks which bear a profound examination ;
as, for example in the emphatic sentence : " Reason
" confounds the dogmatists, — nature, the sceptics."
The latter part of the 17th century abounded in Speculative
systems of
speculations of a mixed physical and metaphysical the world,
kind, which in one sense may seem to be related to
the advance of the study of natural order, though in
another they were rather its hindrances as leading the

02
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thoughts to conceptions but alien from the legitimate
method of prosecuting it. One of the most celebrated
of these speculative theories was that of the erudite
Cudworth ("The Intellectual System of the Universe,"
1678), in which, among other metaphysical concep
tions of great abstruseness, he indicated in a very
remarkable manner the increasing sense of the invariableness of natural order, by introducing what he
termed the principle of " plastic nature," 1 in order to
account for the operations of physical laws without
the continual direct agency of the Deity.

But his

description of this principle is of so confused and
mystical a kind, that it can convey little if any real
philosophical meaning.

He speaks of the "reluc

tance and inaptitude of matter," as if the Deity
had to' contend against it.
Other writers appealed to what they termed " oc
casional causation," as well as various hypotheses,
nearly all originating out of some modifications of
the Cartesian philosophy, or rather, perhaps, a kind
of transition condition between it and the more
advanced inductive system, which soon tended to

1 Intell. System, ill. 37.
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set aside such speculations, or at least to keep them
separate from all real and exact physical views. These
metaphysical theories did not directly aid in esta
blishing any legitimate generalisation of the laws of
matter, and could lead to no substantial advances in the
study of nature.

Yet they should not pass without

notice, especially when taken up, as they were, by such
men as Gassendi, Pascal, and others, as indicative
of a more enlarged spirit of inquiry and research than
the exclusive devotion, whether to the Aristotelian
or the Cartesian systems, had hitherto allowed.
Gassendi, indeed, in his " Institutiones Philoso
phiae," maintained more purely inductive principles,
and especially attacked the metaphysical principles
of Descartes in his " Disquisitio Mathematica " (about
1680).

Hence some writers have drawn a distinction

between two great European schools : the metaphy
sical, or Cartesian, and the mathematical, or that of
Gassendi ; and, following this distinction, have ranked
in the former sect Leibnitz, and in the latter Newton.
Among the theories referred to, the abstruse spe
culations of Spinoza were almost entirely of a meta
physical kind, and led to an extensive pantheistic
and necessitarian system.

Yet, in accordance with

04
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existing physical ideas, he seems to have admitted
the supernatural, though he argues that the actual
boundary between it and the natural cannot be de
termined till the whole extent of nature shall become
known to us 1 ; unless, indeed, we interpret this as a
virtual rejection of any such distinction.
General
tendency
of met..physical
theories.

But, while in a strictly physical point of view, these
theories are of little value, there is still one feature
common to them all ; however metaphysical, how
ever little directly founded on physical induction,
however hypothetical, however mystical, visionary, or
even delusive ; yet, they all agree in this, that they
were professedly philosophical theories ; they were
designed at least to be results of the pure exercise of
reason ; and avowedly admitted no other authority.
They were intended for ge7ieralisations of conclu
sions and truths extending to all nature, and sup
posed to include the whole system of the world.
They, therefore, would necessarily imply some general
idea (however faulty in its details or its foundation)
of universal law and order ; and the mere recogni
tion of such a principle, leaving nothing either to

1 See especially Epist. 23. 1677.
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arbitrary intervention or to inexplicable destiny, but
professing to conceive everything regulated by law
and explicable by reason, was a recognition of the
only time philosophical basis of all scientific know
ledge, pointing at least to some conception of the
unity of all nature.
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§ HI. — THE PERIOD FROM NEWTON TO LAPLACE.

The
epoch.
Newtonian
chronology,
Without having
we now
adhered
arriverigidly
at that
to the
grandorder
epoch
of

which disclosed to the intellectual world views of
the physical universe, and an effectual clue to
their further explanation, never before attained,
never since surpassed, and never to be superseded,
in the discoveries of Newton, especially the system
of universal gravitation.
The inductive laws of Kepler were wholly un
connected with any conception of mechanical causes,
or with the physical views of Galileo : — Gravitation
had been hinted at by Bacon, or even earlier : —
the diffusion of the force in proportion to the square
of the distance was more distinctly conceived by
Bullialdus, but in no relation to orbital motion : —
Horrox had exhibited experimentally the combina
tion of impulsive and central force, in the revolu
tion of a freely suspended pendulum : — the ancients
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had discovered the properties of the conic sections : —
But no one had combined these scattered elements.
Newton, listening to suggestions unheard by Newton's
others, though continually addressed to all, in the discoveries.
spontaneous fall of bodies to the earth, by a force
which he argued must be the same for planets as
for apples, — verified the idea by calculation; solved
the difficulty of elliptic orbits, giving the dyna
mical demonstration of Kepler's laws, by the aid
of the peculiar geometry he had opportunely also
himself created ;

extended the same theory to

comets, and advanced to at least a general investi
gation of the mutual disturbances of the moon and
planets ; the figure and density of the earth ; the
tides; and the precession of equinoxes; — all conse
quences
To estimate
of one the
andmagnitude
the same grand
of these
principle.
discoveries, we Value of his
researches.
should place ourselves in imagination in the posi
tion of an age to which all these great phenomena
appeared isolated and unconnected ; when the only
idea of moving force was that of mere carrying,
like the arm of a lever; when vague ideas of
" animal force " or peculiar " virtue " furnished the
only conceptions of physical agency ; and the whole
H
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universe was a mystical body, animated by a no less
mystical species of vitality, not resolved into any
definite mode of action or capable of calculation.
CircumIn looking at the immense advance effected by
stances of
his history, these pre-eminent discoveries, and the incalculably
beneficial results which have flowed directly, and
still more indirectly, from them, we cannot but in
cline to view the circumstances under which they
were effected, and which were in several respects
remarkable, in connection with the peculiar intel
lectual and personal character of Newton himself;
the precise estimate of which seems a problem
which none of his biographers or commentators
have been fully able to solve.
No great discoverer was, perhaps, ever less influ
enced by his own discoveries, or seemed to value
them so lightly.

He made the capital invention

of fluxions (1666), and kept it a profound secret
for twenty years; thus allowing Leibnitz to fore
stall him in the announcement of what was prac
tically the same method.

He had effected, but

mislaid and forgotten, the important demonstration
of elliptic orbits, though he recalled it when pressed
by Halley (who, with Hooke and Wren, had in vain
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attempted it), and, at his request, composed the
whole of the Principia within eighteen months 1 ;
but when two thirds of it were printed (at Halley's expense), Newton wanted to suppress the lat
ter part containing the whole application to the
planetary system, and was only induced by Halley's
urgent remonstrances to allow the whole to appear
(1687).

When his invaluable optical discoveries

were attacked, he repented their publication be
cause he was "deprived of his tranquillity for the
" sake of a shadow " — an elevation of philosophy
which
The certainly
transcendent
few have
intellectual
attained.
might which enabled Character
and opinhim at once to solve the great problem of the me- ions of
Newton.
onanism of the planetary world, to analyse light, and
to discover the mathematical key to the treasurehouse of all nature, contrasts strangely with his in
difference or even reluctance to following up or mak
ing known these splendid researches; and his far
deeper absorption in some pursuits hitherto not
explained, but which are now known to have been

1 Professor Rigaud's " Essay on the Publication of the Principia,"
p. 92. Oxford, 1838.
BS
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Again, when he had reluctantly

been induced to hring out the most splendid phy
sical investigations, he turned from those fields of
real and demonstrative science, in which he had
reaped so rich a harvest, with just the same, or
perhaps more satisfaction to the shadowy regions
of mysticism, and the solution of the prophetic
visions of the Apocalypse.
His metaphysical
theology.

Newton's grand inference from the vast cosmical
views he had disclosed (expressed in the celebrated
" Scholium," at the end of the Principia), has been
the theme of much admiration.

" This most beauti-

" ful system of planetary motions," he argues, " could
" not originate otherwise than in the wisdom and
" dominion of an intelligent and powerful Being ; "
and from this idea of origination he then proceeds
to enlarge on and deduce the nature and attributes of
that Divine Being, though in the technical language
of the period ; and still further (in the queries,
at the end of the "Opticks") he inculcates yet
more precise metaphysical ideas of the Divine Es
sence, in modes of thought and expression which aje
1 Brewster's "Life of Newton," Ii. 93. tec.
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eminently characteristic, and afford illustrations of
the influence of the metaphysical spirit of that age
on so great a mind.

Again the idea of the imme

diate physical action of the Divine power in con
stituting the system and communicating motion to
the planets, is more minutely dwelt upon in his
letters to Bentley.
In the state to which, by his unparalleled dis- Perturba
coveries, he had brought the investigation of the system,
tions of the
celestial motions, there was still a great desideratum
in regard to the full explanation of the details of
the lunar and planetary perturbations.

The former,

he avowed, were left imperfect; and for the latter
his researches could only lead him to the inference
that in process of time they would so accumulate
as to bring all things into confusion, and thus he
expressed his belief that after a time Divine inter
position would be necessary to restore the system to
order.
Thus familiar with the assumption of Divine in- Miracles and
mysteries.
tervention in nature, he maintained a belief in the
miracles of the Church during, at least, the first three
centuries ; though he speaks of the narratives of the
demoniacs as "the language of the ancients for curH3
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" ing lunatics." 1 Even with this slight exception, the
general absence of all question as to the physically
marvellous, in his views, contrasts remarkably with his
hesitation as to points of doctrinal mystery.

It was

evidently under a strong feeling of this kind that he so
keenly contested the genuineness of two well-known
doubtful texts, then upheld as the strongholds of ortho
doxy ; and there can be no doubt that his opinions,
like those of his friends Locke and S. Clarke, leaned
considerably towards Arianism, doubtless under the
influence Of metaphysical views of the Divine Unity.
It is not in the immediate personal opinions of the

Remoter
influences
of the
great inventor and discoverer, nor in those of his
Newtonian
philosophy, cotemporary disciples, that we can always look for
the full influence of the spirit of his philosophy,
especially in those respects in which it may extend
beyond the mere letter of the actual physical truths,
however grand and comprehensive, which it an
nounces, to other subjects not apparently or directly
connected with them, and producing remoter effects
on the general condition of mind and tone of thought
communicated by the diffusion of these views and

1 Brewster's Life, ii. pp. 319, 320.
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their adoption in the course of the higher education
of succeeding generations.
Perhaps a not less considerable, but very distinct Philosophy
of Leibnitz
kind of influence, was exerted by the philosophy of
Newton's great cotemporary — and, in one point, his
rival — Leibnitz.
He had been the first actually to furnish the
great instrument of mathematical investigation for
the whole modern mechanical philosophy — which
Newton had indeed long before conceived, but did
not publish — in his method of differential calculus
(1684).

The physical philosophy of Leibnitz was of

a more abstruse and deductive nature than that of
Newton ; his speculations on motion of a more tran
scendental kind.

He was desirous of referring all

phenomena to a common principle, including the
rotations and revolutions of the earth and planets,
gravitation, magnetism, light, and other physical
modes of action ; the great principle concerned in
them all he makes to be " asther," and adds — " is
enim fortasse est ille spiritus domini qui super aquis
ferebatur."1
1 Hypothesis Physica Nova, et Theoria Motus Abstract!, p. 9. Lond
1679.
H4
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To his " monads " it is difficult to affix any certain
physical meaning ; and when he deduces as a conse
quence that the universe is bound together into one
continuous and coherent whole, in the abstract lan
guage he employs, it is impossible to decide whether
he fully apprehended, or intended to assert, the real
immutability of natural laws.

The same may be

said of the "pre-established harmony,'' which is so
fundamental a principle of his system.

It, at all

events, seems clear that these conceptions were closely
connected with, indeed founded upon, the idea of the
Divine perfections.
Continuity
Leibnitz's idea of the " plenum " of all creation
and order.
seems to be nearly identical with that of "con
tinuity," or the denial of any break or gap in the
order of things ; but his precise physical application
of it is obscure.

Assuming the Divine will as the

basis, he makes the general law of the universe to
be nothing else than the totality of all special laws,
which, divested of mysticism, seems little better than
tautology.
His maxim " Universum maximo gaudet ordine " 1
1 See "Principia Philosophise Lcibnitzii," by Hanschius, pp. 189, 143.
1728.
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and
based
as the
hisonsource
application
theistic
of considerations.
certainty
of the " in
pre-established
all events, are
harmony
wholly"

In fact, his entire philosophy was conceived in Theological
close connection with theological views by deductive principles.
argument from the assumed perfections of the Deity ;
whence he came to consider the whole question of
the moral government of the world and the per
plexed problem of evil, in his " Theodicee."
For our present purpose it is only necessary to
remark that the influence of Leibnitz's philosophy
was no doubt, on the whole, favourable to the
advance of real physical truth.

Though itself of a

metaphysical character it still tended to deliver phy
sical inquiry from the dominion of the narrow
scholastic systems ; and furnished ideas of a kind far
more conformable to the inductive philosophy.
It is chiefly in connection with the " pre-established Miracles.
" harmony " that Leibnitz is led to discuss the subject
of miracles ; but it must be confessed that his ex
pressions are somewhat obscure.
He holds that the laws of nature are not arbitrary,
but are imposed in accordance with Divine Wisdom.
" Ainsi," he says, " le miracle n'est une exception de
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" ces lois que parcequ'il n'est pas explicable par la
" nature des choses." 1
In his correspondence with Dr. Clarke, he dwells
on the difference between wonderful natural events
and miracles 2, and among the latter, includes ex
pressly the commencement of the celestial motions,
and the origin of plants and animals.3

Yet he

elsewhere allows that all things are in some sense
miraculous.4
In another part of his writings, however, he
expressly includes in the class of "miracles, pro" perly so called, creation, annihilation, and the in" carnation of the Son of God." *
Upon the whole it is by no means clear to what
extent he actually held any views approaching the
principle of physical, universal, and invariable order,
except as essentially dependent on, and animated by
the Divine volition which was the basis of his
philosophy, not a deduction from it.

1 Leibnitzii Opera Omnia, ed. Dutens. vol. ii. pt. I. p. 101. 1778.
•Ibid. p. Ul.
'Ibid. p. 168.
1 Ibid, pt. IU p. 61.
• See "Principia Philosophise Leibnitzii," p. 173. 1728. The
editor or compiler Hanschius gives this from a letter of Leibnitz to
himself.
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His multifarious discussions are almost exclusively
of a metaphysical, and often merely verbal character,
on questions then deemed all important, but which
at the present day would excite no interest, and to
which he makes the really tangible points of positive
science wholly subordinate.1
Yet in reference to the higher considerations of order of
nature.
natural order, we may take as a far more distinct

1 The following passages may illustrate the nature of the author's
-views on the points here referred to : — "lHarmonle préétablie écarte
ss toute notion de miracle des actions purement naturelles, et fait aller
" les choses leur train réglé, d'une manière intelligible : au lieu que le
" système commun a recours à des influences absolument inexplicables ;
" et que dans celui des causes occasionelles, Dieu, par une espèce de
" loi générale, et comme par un pacte, s'est obligé de changer à tout
" moment le train naturel des pensées de l'âme pour les accommoder aux
*' impressions des corps, et de troubler le cours naturel des mouvement
u du corps selon les volontés de l'âme — ce qui ne se peut expliquer que
" par un miracle perpétuel : pendant que j'explique le tout intelli" giblement par les natures que Dieu a établies dans les choses." —
Leibnitz, Considération» par la Principes de Vie,
Opera Omnia,
vol. ii. pt. 1. p. 40, 1778.
" TJnde nollem cum Malebranchio dicere Deum legibus generalibus
" derogare quotiescunque ordo exigit ; neque enlm uni legi derogat
" nisi per alium legem inagis adplicabilem ; et quod ordo postulat, non
" potest non esse conforme régula; ordinis, quœ ex legibus generalibus
" inflma non est. Miraculorum (rigidissime sumptorum) character
" est, ut per rerum conditarum naturas explicari non posslnt." —
Leibnitz, Tentamen Theodicea, Opera Omnia, i. 280.
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illustration of his views, the remarks which Leibnitz
makes in his well-known letter to the Princess of
Wales, where among the objections he raises to
Newton's doctrines, he refers particularly to their
theological bearing, and observes, that according to
Newton the system needs frequent interposition,
that it is here requisite for God "to wind up
" his watch from time to time : " that His work is
left imperfect, and needs occasional mending: and
then more distinctly adds : —
" According to my opinion the same force and
" vigour always remains in the world, and only
" passes from one part of matter to another, agree" ably to the laws of nature and the beautiful
" pre-established order.

And I hold that when

" God works miracles, he does not do it in order
" to supply the wants of nature, but those of
" grace.

Whoever thinks otherwise must needs

" have a very mean notion of the wisdom and power
Geological

" of
In God."
one particular,
1
indeed, Leibnitz advanced in the

theories of
Leibnitz.
region of positive physical speculation beyond many

1 Brewster's " Life of Jfewton," ii. 285.
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when yet no

substantial geology existed, though purely hypotheti
cal, yet approached very closely in character to the
modern views : but it is more worthy of notice that
he desisted from fully following it out, on the ground
of its opposition to public prejudice, avowedly per
ceiving the necessary contradiction of all such in
quiries, followed out independently as matters of
science, to the received Mosaic Cosmogony ; when in
his day it could only be a conflict offirst principles,
and ground of the whole investigation, since no
detailed examination of facts had substantiated any
of the results which now constitute the actual points
of In
contradiction.
this point, as in some others, Leibnitz offers a views of
striking
the thoughts
contrast
of Newton
to his great
were English
also engaged
cotemporary
on the; Newton.

same subject ; and we have a long letter from him to
Dr. T. Burnett, on his "Theory of the Earth,"
in which Newton enters into minute critical details
on each point of that hypothesis to reconcile it with

1 Protogea, § 21, published in 1749, but written before 1700; see
Hallam's " Lit. of Europe," iv. 590.
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the Mosaic narrative 1 : the physical authority of
which, however he may interpret its details, he all
along assumes as beyond question.

Thus he ob

serves : " as to Moses, I do not think his description
" either philosophical, or feigned ; but that he de" scribed realities in a language adapted to the sense
" of the vulgar." 8
Haiiey's
viewsf^

The same subject was also much discussed by
Halley 3 ; but in a far more independent and philoso
phical manner; contending that the appearances
presented by the earth's crust could not be accounted
for by the then received Diluvial theory, but must be
remains of a former world or even several such before
the creation of the present.
On another occasion4 he adduced other argu
ments for the antiquity of the earth ; but thought it
necessary to suggest, that this long period might be
consistently supposed anterior to the creation of
tive
man sense.
: and that the six days might bear a figura-

1 Brewster's " Life of Newton," ii. 447.
* Ibid. p. 450.
* Phil. Trans. 1687 and 1724.
4 Ibid. vol. xxix. p. 296.
* These speculations w«re doubtless quite sufficient with some cotemporary authorities to represent H
alle
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The prevalent theory in the latter part of the Diluvial
hypothesis.
17th century was, that all appearances of changes
or violent action presented by the earth's crust
were due to the universal deluge of the Hebrew
Scriptures.
Yet various other speculations were occasionally other
t
visionary
started, indicative at least of a feeling that something theories.
more
visionary
appeal
speculations
earlierwas
philosophical
to
stages
the
wanted
nature,
were,
Scripture
of to
the
and
.give
for
byearth's
were
narrative.
the
their
a consistent
in
most
formation.
admixture
no part,
degree
account
of
But
with
rendered
aofthese
very
the

Ray (1692), though professedly admitting natural instances,
causes, yet mixed up indiscriminately the conclusions
of science with the authority of the Bible, and even
of the Fathers of the Church.
We have just before alluded to T. Burnett's Burnett.
" Sacred Theory of the Earth " (1690), which, by its
very name, betrays its nature, and presents a series

tical and Irreligious kind. For a very able and elaborate refutation of
these charges, the reader is referred to a paper by the Rev. S. J.
Bigaud (now Bishop of Antigua), in the Memoirs of the Oxford
Ashmolean Society, vol. II.
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of visionary imaginations, which he nevertheless
seriously imagined gave support to the Scripture
account; the strange text of Newton's comments,
Woodward. and
Woodward
the fit object
(1695),
of Butler's
thoughsatire.
in many respects a

rational inquirer, evinced it his chief anxiety to make
every fact accord with the Mosaic narrative, which
was then generally regarded as if it were intended

whiston.

for a precise record of physical facts.
The extravagancies of Whiston's theory (1696), in
which he labours to show that "the creation, the
" deluge, and the final conflagration of Scripture are
" agreeable to reason and philosophy," employing as a
main agent the supposed collision with a comet, are
rendered the more striking by the fact, that the man
who on religious grounds could believe such physical
marvels reconcilable to science, at the same time
was nevertheless an acute critical sceptic as to
doctrinal mysteries, and rejected the Trinity as
contrary to reason !

Hutchinson
And here it should not be omitted, that the origiand his
school.
nal collector of the fossils on which Woodward
theorised, and which form the basis of the Cambridge
Museum, was John Hutchinson, who somewhat later
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obtained celebrity from some singular speculations,
which in truth were but the legitimate development
of the principle of those just adverted to.
He had devoted himself to the study of the
Hebrew Scriptures till he came to regard them as a
treasure-house not only of religious, but of scientific
knowledge; and as designed to reveal a complete
scheme of physical philosophy ; of course entirely at
variance with all inductive principles, and especially
with the Newtonian theory, which he pretended
to refute ; he published his system under the title of
"Moses's Principia" (1724), and in a succession
of smaller productions continued to illustrate and
enforce the same ideas.
This perversion of all sound philosophy never
theless attracted numerous disciples, including some
eminent theologians of that and the following period,
who were alarmed at the progress of the Newtonian
views.

Rejecting all independent natural science,

their system of necessity discarded all natural theo
logy, avowedly deriving the very belief in a God
from revelation alone ; in this particular running into
the opposite extreme from the metaphysical systems
of theism then so much in vogue.
I
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The only corrective can be found in a more just
appreciation of the proper provinces both of natural
science and of Scripture, of reason and of faith.
Some
inquirers,
sounder

Lister
recognised,
Yet more
(1678)
in
rational
was
regard
perhaps
principles
to thethe
were
theory
firstin of
tosome
the
point
degree
earth.
out

the evidence of extinction of species; in which he
was followed by Hooke

who suggested the idea of

" a chronology " derived from them.

He appears to

have possessed the true spirit of philosophic inde
pendence in proposing his views; yet, to answer
objections, appealed to Scripture ; though by inter
pretations of a very singular kind.
other
co9mical
specula,
Hons.

Halley had broached somewhat bold reasonings as
to the extent of the universe, and startled many
J
minds by the announcement of his conclusion, from
the distribution of the fixed stars in space, that the
stellar world must be absolutely infinite.2
On the other hand, he had also entered on a specu
lation as to the supposed effect of an ethereal medium
on the planetary motions, tending to contract their

21 In
Philos.
1668,Trans.
but not
1720,
published
vol.xxxi.
till No.
in his
364.Posthumous
art. 5.
Works, 1705.
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orbits ; wheDce he concluded that these bodies would
ultimately fall into the sun, and that the world must
sooner or later come to an end and be destroyed ; and
thence argued that it also had a beginning ; a point
which, he observes, had not before been proved
physically, and which he deemed of great impor
tance.
These may be taken as specimens of the best
cosmological speculations of the period.

But on

such subjects, a variety of fanciful theoretical ideas,
unconnected with any real analogies or sound phi
losophy, long continued to engage the thoughts
even of some eminent philosophers ; and show the
extent to which a view to ulterior results or fore
gone prepossessions was allowed to fetter the simple
prosecution of philosophical truth.

The idea of

Halley, who (in accordance with Whiston) believed
that the Mosaic deluge was a properly physical
catastrophe, occasioned by the close approach of the
same great comet which spread such terror on its
return in 1680, has found advocates even in modern
times.

And the still grander theory of Buffon that

the planets were all fragments of the sun, struck off
by the collision of a comet, has been fully rivalled
ia
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by that of a more modern astronomer, who ascribed
the origin of the asteroids to some inexplicable ex
plosion of a larger planet which once occupied their
place in the system.

It is in the doubtful region

on the outskirts of positive science that the in

Comets.

fluence of general views is often best perceptible.
Perhaps one of the most immediately striking in
stances of the slow progress of true cosmical ideas has
been afforded in the views entertained respecting
comets.

From the ominous dread they inspired in

ancient times, as portents of coming evil, mankind
seem hardly to have recovered even down to the pre
sent day. But the chief source of alarm, in later times
at least, has perhaps been the belief so long kept up
of their solid nature, doubtless derived from a very
natural supposed analogy with the solid planets, and
the consequent dangers of a possible collision.

This

terror was greatly heightened by the speculations of
Newton in calculating an this supposition the enor
mous amount of the heat such bodies must acquire in
their close approach to the sun, which would be suffi
cient to burn up the earth, if they only passed near

is"1'' of

it after their perihelion.
The alarm rose to an awful height on the occa
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sion of the enormous comet of 1680, when Halley,
after announcing that this terrific visitor was fast
approaching the earth, and at one o'clock on the
11th of November, 1680, would be at about the
distance of the moon ; and that it must, at the very
least, materially affect the seasons, and disturb the
earth's orbit, and length of the year, by its vast
mass, exclaims, " But may the great good God avert
"a shock or contact of such great bodies moving
" with such forces (which, however, is manifestly
" by no means impossible), lest this most beautiful
" order of things be entirely destroyed, and reduced
" into its ancient chaos ! " 1
It may be easily imagined what must have been
the terror excited by such fearful foreboding, so
solemnly and unreservedly expressed by so acknow
ledged an authority.

Yet, after all, this fearful

body passed off without the slightest mischief or
perceptible disturbance, thus positively disproving
the supposition of its solidity.
So again the dreadful comet of 1456, which spread rrosress 0f
cometary
such consternation over Europe, in connection with physics.

1 See Hind on the Comet, 1856.
I3
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the inroads of the Turks, that the Pope ordered
special prayers to avert the omen, at its reappear
ance in 1531 was harmless; — in 1607 formed one of
the first objects of study to the disciples of Galileo ;
— and in 1682 afforded Halley the means of calcu
lating its orbit, and for the first time predicting its
return as an obedient member of our system, — so
conspicuously verified in 1758 and 1835.
The last panic, perhaps, of this kind, was that
which occurred in France with respect to the comet
of 1832, whose nebulosity crossed the earth's orbit.
Arago with difliculty allayed these fears in a season
able publication, which tended powerfully to diffuse
more rational views.
It has required all the increasing enlightenment of
observation and analogical reasoning to convince
men, at the present day, that having determinate
orbits, and obeying the same law of gravitation,
these bodies can announce nothing but the undeviating regularity and beauty of the universal system ;
that all comets accurately observed have been proved
to be transparent ; that they consequently cannot
be heated by the sun's rays ; that having compara
tively no mass, they can exercise no sensible attrac
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tion on the solid planets, though liable to great
perturbations from them ; that a collision would be
unfelt; while the possible points of such collision,
from the positions of the orbits, are of the most
extreme rarity ; and if one were to occur, the only
results we could expect would be phenomena of a
gaseous or electric kind.

The progress of cometary

physics affords a good exemplification of the advance
from superstitious terror to the conception of cosmical
Arising
orderdirectly
and enlightened
out of thetruth.
extension of cosmical Plurality of
worlds.
views, the confessedly conjectural speculation as to
the existence of intelligent and spiritual inhabitants
in other worlds of our system or in other stellar
systems, comprehensively termed the "plurality of
worlds," affords another specimen of the spirit in
which discussions of topics lying on the frontiers of
philosophy have been taken up.1 The arguments
of Huyghens a and Fontenelle in former times, and
of others in later, evince the different points of view

1 See " Unity of Worlds," Essay II.
* Cosmothcoros 1698.
I4
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in which such doubtful questions will be regarded bydifferent classes of minds.

But to whatever diver

gence of opinion real philosophical arguments may
have led different individuals, we cannot but remark
on the main defect which has characterised nearly all
these speculations on either side, arising from mixing
them up with considerations of a kind which of
necessity impaired and destroyed the philosophical
character of the entire inquiry, which have too
much pervaded nearly all the speculations on this
question ; unimportant, indeed, in itself, but inter
esting as an exemplification of the state of opinion,
and the appreciation of philosophical principles.

In

fact, the subject is still too little regarded, simply as
one of fair inductive analogy, and too exclusively with
reference to its supposed bearing on theological con
siderations ; asserted by some because they fancied
it necessary for the vindication of the divine per
fections to imagine a peopled universe; denied by
others, because they seriously feared the Christian
religion would be subverted by supposing other spiri
tual worlds.
The popularity acquired by Fontenelle's " Plurality
of Worlds" (1685) was shared by his "History of
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Oracles " (1687), which has heen regarded 1 as an evi
dence of advancing freedom of opinion.

The oracles

of antiquity, in particular, are examined by him
with more severe and enlightened criticism than had
hitherto been employed, unless by Van Dale (from
whom he borrowed), and who had previously ven
tured so far as to set them down as mere human
impostures, instead of demoniacal delusions, as had
been
Thethegreat
moreintellectual
orthodox belief.
impulse excited by the dis- Philosophy
of Locke.
coveries of Newton extended itself in different ways
to all the thinking minds of the age,—to none more
earnestly or fully than to that of his friend Locke :
and though the bent of his genius lay in another
direction, yet the influence of the emancipating and
renovating principle of the physical movement, —
" the new philosophy," — was preeminently shown in
the positive and definite character of Locke's re
searches, and more emphatically in the power with
which he cleared away the rubbish of the old mystical
metaphysical notions of innate ideas and other
kindred conceits.

This alone was in itself a grand

1 See Hallam'a "Lit. of Europe," Iv. 503.
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step towards a more distinct and comprehensive
philosophy; and the modes of thought thus incul
cated would react upon physical and cosmical specu
lation, though the state of knowledge was not as
yet quite ripe for their full application.
Yet, as to the relative advance of physical as
compared with metaphysical, philosophy, the state
of Locke's own opinions is instructive when he
came to speculate on higher subjects.

His anxiety

to prove the credibility of Christianity1 by making
out its conformity to human reason, and his con
tinual endeavour to explain away what is mysterious
in doctrine, contrast strongly with the brief and
summary manner in which he discusses miracles*,
manifestly ignoring any connection of the subject
with higher physical views.
Contrasi
In truth, notwithstanding the grand physical adof the
metaphysi- vances of the seventeenth century, and the general
cal and
physical
intellectual movement which could not fail to be in
spirit.
some degree consequent upon it, neither that age,
nor even a great part of the next, was by any means

1 See his " Reasonableness of Christianity," 1695.
» Essay, ok. i. ch. xvi. § 13.
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as yet entirely emancipated from the mystical and
metaphysical character, which a later school re
gards as a necessary preliminary phase to the more
"positive"
Thus, in relation
spirit of and
a purely
coordination
physical with
philosophy.
the philo- As tearing
on natural
Sophy, the natural theology of that period was of theology,
the abstract and a priori cast, typified in the writ
ings of Locke, S. Clarke, Cudworth, and Wollaston,
who, setting out from high abstruse first principles,
attempted a deductive system of technical and formal
propositions, embodying precise views of the divine
nature and attributes, and thence the moral scheme
of man's relation to his Creator, and of his condition
in this life to that in another.
When a jpA^sioo-theology, in its more proper sense,
was attempted, it consisted wholly in following out
in nature proofs, confirmations, and illustrations of
the Divine perfections previously assumed, instead
of attempting to deduce the latter from the former.
Such was the line of argument of Boyle, Ray, and
Derham, as it has since been that of the most gene
rally popular writers on the subject; the safest
course, undoubtedly, however defective in a philo
sophical sense ; and even when they have attempted
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sophical animus of a less advanced age than the
prevalent subordination of the positive physical ele
ment to the ideal and metaphysical ; when spiritual
and invisible things essentially inscrutable to reason
become subjects of eager controversy and cavil, while
the study of the sensible world, the proper subject
of human intellect, is disregarded, and its higher
bearings unperceived."
Thus, under such a system, dogmatic views of the
nature and mode of the Divine existence became
topics of serious difficulty and dispute, while the
grand conception of universal physical order and its
sublime consequences was little appreciated ; and the
idea of suspensions of natural laws and contradic
tions to physical truth passed unchallenged, especially
when associated with points of religious belief.

Faith

was made matter of logic, while science was to be
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Squared
mysteries
marvels
It wasthe
to
probably
were
aessence
conformity
made
against
ofsubjects
religion.
with
the tendency
ofrevelation.
scepticism,
to scepticism,
Spiritual
physical The

on points beyond all rational investigation, that the "Analyst."
celebrated argument of Bishop Berkeley's " Analyst "
(1734) was directed, as urging the inconsistency of
some men of science of that day, who objected to
mysteries in religion, yet accepted without question
" the mysteries of the fine and abstruse geometry," 1
as they were then obscurely and insufficiently ex
pounded.

Upon the defects of the demonstrations

then given, Berkeley's argument was triumphantly
raised.

Now that the subject has been fully an

alysed, and the foundations of the infinitesimal cal
culus have been clearly explained, this argument
has indeed become inapplicable ; but it may still sug
gest better discrimination as to those topics which
are legitimate matters for the investigation of reason,
and those which belong to a different order of con
ceptions.
1 He
It rccun
was very
briefly long,
to the same
in fact,
idea inbefore
a note inphilosophy
the " Siris," p.could
130.
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effectually cast off the remains of the old scholastic
tone of thought, which led to a spirit of syllogising
upon points of religions doctrine, as if they were real
tangible objects, within the grasp of the reasoning
faculties, while, on the other hand, by a strange
perversity, higher physical generalisations and con
templations were thought presumptuous and profane.
Thus, the considerations of the grander bearings of
cosmical theory were unperceived, and any philosophic
discussion of alleged interruptions of natural order
was altogether beyond the apprehension even of
many to whose speculations it might have been
supposed congenial,
th^i'th
century.

^ anywhere we might perhaps expect some indications of a disposition to discuss such topics, under
the influence of the advancing philosophy among the
professed " Free-thinkers " and the Deists of the
seventeenth and early part of the eighteenth cen
turies.

But the tenour of their writings is for the

most part of a kind entirely different from any
enlarged philosophical and especially physical specu
lation.
Tindal argued wholly on moral and critical grounds,
in his attempt to make out that Christianity was " as
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old as the creation," and nothing more than a repub
lication of the law of nature ; as did also Toland, in
endeavouring to reduce its peculiar doctrines to mere
general truths of reason and morals : —but with little
or no reference to miracles.

Collins attacked pro

phecy as containing no proper predictions ; and the
appeal to it as being only arbitrary adaptations of
passages to the events of Christianity.

Morgan and

Chubb, from the handle given by the puritanical con
fusion of Christianity with Judaism, rejected the
former along with the latter.

Bolingbroke, profess

ing to purify religion from its corruptions, reduced
it to a mere shadow of Deism, or something less.
Shaftesbury assailed the alleged interested nature of
religious motives as connected with future retribu
tion, as well as other points of belief, with refined
satire ; as did Mandeville and others with coarser
andThe
more
lowoffensive
and unscientific
scoffing. views of this class of CnphUosophical views
writers, and indeed of the age, when they touched of sceptics,
on the subject of the supernatural, may be exempli
fied in the instance of Blount, who, in order to decry
Christianity, endeavoured to revive the credit of the
miracles of Apollonius of Tyana as superior to those
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of Christ ! while Chubh argued rather against points
of evidence than on any higher ground.
But it is not in polemical attacks on religion, like
those just referred to, nor indeed in any controversy
of the kind, that we can look for a worthy and
candid discussion of a wide and delicate philosophical
question.
The school of writers just glanced at have, indeed,
now, for the most part, been deservedly forgotten ;
they are here alluded to only to show how little
direct connection the sceptical speculations of that
period had with the progress of physical science, a
topic equally unnoticed in the replies of the advocates
of revelation in that age

clearly showing that it was

never agitated.
Slow adIt is an indication of the very slow advance of true
vanceoftbe
idea of
conceptions of the universality of physical order, that
order.
even the acute author of the " Characteristics " s
should notice as an argument on the atheistic side
worthy of mention, the allegation of some persons
that all order and design might be limited to the

1 As, e. g. Leslie's " Short and Easy Method with Deists," 1694.
• Vol. Ii. p. 298. (1699.)
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minute speck in the universe to which our actual
knowledge is confined, and which they imagined
might be wholly exceptional in its constitution,
while on every side around nothing but blind chance,
total anarchy, and eternal chaos might prevail, with
out any trace of law or mind.

Even professed

Atheists, at the present day, would reject so unphilosophical an idea with contempt.
And here we cannot omit to recognise one of the Bishop
Berkeley.
most remarkable instances of philosophical genius
perhaps of any age, in a writer already cited,
Berkeley, Bishop of Cloyne.

Without pretending

to dwell on the vast questions of materialism
or idealism, or the other profound metaphysical
and psychological inquiries, for which he is so justly
celebrated

in connection with the present subject it

can only be remarked that his elevated speculations
in general, as well as his more precise controversial
discussions, were well calculated to meet the meta
physical spirit of his time, in reference to the grander
questions of religious belief; though they would
1 Principles of Human Knowledge, 1710; Dialogues of llylas and
Philonous, 1713 ; Alclphron, or the Minute Philosopher, 1732 ; Siris, a
Discourse on Tar Water, 1744, enlarged 1752.
K
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appear to have little bearing on any physical conse
quences, or with those invariable relations of matter
which are the sole objects of positive science, and are
still the same, in whatever sense its existence be
defined.

The laws of matter remain, though matter

itself disappear from our view.

The laws of nature

are laws of reason and mind.
His physical views.

Of Bishop Berkeley's physical views, perhaps the
clearest idea may be formed from the celebrated
" Siris," in which, commencing from a plain practical
recommendation of the virtues of tar-water, which he
believed peculiarly efficacious in the cure of a vast
variety of diseases, he by no violent transition di
gresses to the constitution of man, to the reciprocal
influence of body and mind ; and from the operation
of medicines to the chemical theories of his day :
whence the principles of " fire, spirit, or aether," are
discussed according to the doctrines of the ancient
philosophers; and in connection with the modern
views (alluding specially to Newton) the "lumi
nous sether" is made the source of light and of
vitality.
His varied and discursive remarks bear on nearly
all points of physical philosophy as then pursued :
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attraction, repulsion, and

other modes of action affecting matter.

But what

chiefly concerns our present purpose is to remark the
very distinct references he makes, in several places,
to the great principles of natural order, and to the Order in
nature and
inference of presiding intelligence. He repudiates inference
from it.
the notions of fate and chance 2, and enlarges on the
idea of a soul pervading nature 3, carefully drawing
distinctions in order to avoid Pantheism.4

A few

extracts will best exhibit his views on these points.
Thus he observes 5 :
"Mechanical laws of nature or motion direct us
" how to act and teach us what to expect.

Where in-

" tellect presides there will be method and order ; and
"therefore rules; — which, if not stated and constant,
" would cease to be rules.

There is a constancy in all

" things, which is styled the course of nature." . . .
Again :
" There is a certain analogy, constancy, and uni" formity in the phenomena or appearances of nature
" which are a foundation for general rules ; and these

1 Also discussed in his very early treatise " De Motu," &c.
2 Siris, p. 130.
3 Ibid. p. 138.
* Ibid. p. 289.
' Ibid. p. 109, § 234.
K2
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" are a grammar for the understanding of nature, or
" that series of effects in the visible world whereby we
" are enabled to foresee what will come to pass in the
" natural course of things." 1
And yet more precisely as to the inference2:—
" The order and course of things and the experi" ments we daily make shew there is a mind that go" verns and actuates this mundane system, as the pro" per real agent and cause ; the inferior instrumental
" cause is pure aether, fire, or the substance of light."
Indeed, the unity of view in which Berkeley, in
this work, invests physical truth, has led a recent
writer (who seems thoroughly to have imbibed his
spirit) to speak of the " Siris" as a work which
" might properly have been entitled ' Cosmos,' for
" it is a survey, comprehensive and rapid, yet discrimi" native, of the characteristics of intellectuality im" pressed upon the great and the minute in the pro
ceedings of nature; and this not especially with
" reference to final causes, which may be imagined
"without being real, but by demonstrating the reality
" of characteristics which are simultaneous with, and

1 Siris, p. 120, § 252.

2 Ibid. p. 70, § 154.
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" involved in, every process and result, and absolutely
" present before us." 1
Among other theological writers, some advance
towards a recognition of the grand idea of natural
order, and its consequences, may be traced in the
early part of the eighteenth century.

Thus W.

Wollaston (an ancestor, it is believed, of the cele- woiiaston.
brated physicist of our time), in his "Keligion of
"Nature Delineated" (1726) 2, threw out some hints
towards viewing alleged instances of Divine interpo
sition, as not being arbitrary interruptions of nature,
but regular parts of some greater system.
But in a far higher degTee, though not professedly
directed to the cultivation of physical science, the acute
and comprehensive mind of Bishop Butler owned the Bishop
Butler.
influence of its advance. The argument of the cele
brated "Analogy" (1736) implies, from its very design,
a considerable reference to the study of the natural
world ; and, in fact, the author evinces a far wider
grasp of the general scope of physical philosophy
than was at all approached by any of the theological

1 Egeria, by B. Dockray, i. 284, London, 1857.
• § 5, p. 103.
K8
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His notion of

the extent of natural order, and the real subjection
of all events to laws, however unknown to us

is

remarkable for that age, and instructive to the
present.
More particularly, he observes, that we know some
of the general laws of matter ; but of many pheno
mena, as earthquakes, storms, famines, pestilences,
and the like, we know nothing of the laws : " So
"that they are called accidental, though all reason" able men know certainly that there cannot in
" reality be any such thing as chance, and conclude
"that the things which have this appearance are
"the result of general laws and may be reduced
"into them."
Our actual knowledge of the laws of nature ex
tends but a little way, " it is only from analogy that
" we conclude the whole of it to be capable of being
"reduced into them."
Setting out from the assumption of Theistic views,
Butler's defence of Revelation and miracles refers to
the analogy between them and the ordinary provi-

1 Analogy, part II. chap. iv. § 3.
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dential government of the world ; so that objections
against the one apply equally to the others.
Yet we cannot but notice that the argument turns
upon a singular kind of distinction, which could not
now be sustained, between " common " and " extra
ordinary" natural phenomena; representing, for ex
ample, comets, and electric or magnetic phenomena,
as if exceptional parts of astronomy or of physics,
instead of being intimately bound up by continuity
with their most essential principles, as they are now
seen to be.1
The view entertained of supernatural interposition, views of
the supiT.
if understood as implying suspensions of natural laws, natural,
regarded as an abstract philosophical question, must
depend wholly on the progress of ideas respecting the
universal order and dependence of physical causes.
Some discussions bearing on this subject were pur
sued by writers in the early part of the eighteenth
century, who do not appear to have been directly
influenced by physical conceptions, but took up their
respective views rather on more restricted grounds
of a critical or theological kind.

1 Analogy, p. 233, cd. 1S07.
K4
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In this class may be reckoned Woolston1, who
interpreted the Gospel miracles as not being real
occurrences, but allegorical representations of the
Christian doctrines, — the precursor of the mythic
theory of Strauss.

Middicton.

About the same time, Dr. Conyers Middleton, in
his "Letter from Rome" (1729) attacked the mira
culous pretensions of the Roman Catholic Church,
and thus found himself involved in a much wider
argument ; so that Protestant theologians took alarm.
And afterwards, from his " Introductory Discourse,"
followed by his larger work, " A Free Enquiry into
Miraculous Powers, &c." (1749), he was accused of
impugning Christianity altogether, a charge against
which he repeatedly protested.

As to the nature of

the grounds on which he proceeded, his inquiry is
mainly directed to the mere details of testimony, to
the nature of the alleged marvels, and the character
of their advocates; all which he rejects as unworthy
of credit, though he observes, "that God can work

1 Six Discourses on the Miracles of Christ, published successively
(1727—29) by T. Woolston, B.D., sometime Fellow of Sidney College,
Cambridge.
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"miracles when He pleases, I dare say none will
"deny."1
In some respects, however, he appears to adopt
wider and more philosophical grounds of criticism, as
when he observes, " the testimony of facts, as offered to
" our senses in this wonderful fabrick and constitution
" of worldly things, may be properly called the tesmust
" tirnony
takeofthis
Godashimself,
our guiding; "principle
s and contends
in judging
that we
of

the credibility of miracles ; which he further explains
by remarking, that the inquirer, " by accustoming
"his mind to these sublime reflexions, will be pre" pared to determine whether those miraculous inter" positions so confidently affirmed to us by the primi" tive fathers, can reasonably be thought to make a
" part in the grand scheme of the divine administra" tion, or whether it be a truth that God, who created
" all things by His will, and can give them what turn
" He pleases by the same will," should work such low
and unworthy prodigies as the author represents those
of the ecclesiastical writers to have been.3
1 Vindication of the Free Enquiry, p. 33, 1751.
2 Free Enquiry, pre!, p. x.
* Vindication of Free Enquiry, p. 8.
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This is not the place to enter on criticism ; but it is
within the scope of our present object to remark that
the turn thus given to the argument is far from that
which the true cosmical principle would suggest,
while the ground assumed is one which must appear of
rather a hazardous nature, as the argument might
easily be pushed farther than was probably con
Hume.

templated.
The progress of ideas on this very important ques

tion, would here bring us, by natural connection,
as well as in order of time, to the celebrated spe
culations of Hume (1752) and the controversies which
have arisen out of them.

The principles thus in

volved will in fact form the direct subject of a future
Essay.

With reference to the present purpose it is

only desirable here to observe, that in the specula
tions of Hume we still hardly trace a clear and cornDefective
physical
views.

manding conception of physical order and law, as the
real basis of all discussion of such subjects.

He con

tinually intermixes and confuses the consideration of
testimony in human affairs with that applying to
physical phenomena, and loses sight of the distinc
tion between physical and moral possibility, between
credibility in cases involving the laws of matter and
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those depending on moral volition ; while his con
tinual adoption of a sarcastic, and too often an offen
sive, tone, derogates greatly from the purely abstract
and dispassionate character which ought to distin
guish a high philosophical discussion.1
In another part of his writings, Hume also dis
cussed the common argument from design, objecting
to the inference, that from supposing an artificer in
human works, a like conclusion holds in respect to the
origin of the universe.8 But the entire argument had
not at that period received the extension it can only
attain from the true conception of universal order, as
the correlative, almost the synonym, of universal
mind.3

1 As an instance of the confined notions of Hume on physical sub
jects (in some measure those of his day), we may notice the example
which he introduces of the imagined occurrence of a darkness over
all the earth for the first week of 1600. If sufficiently attested, he
justly observes, philosophers ought, instead of doubting, to accept the
fact, and investigate the cause ; but the reason he assigns is as follows :
" For the decay, corruption, and dissolution of nature is an event
" rendered probable by so many analogies that any phenomenon which
" seems to have a tendency towards that catastrophe comes within the
" reach of human testimony, if that testimony be very extensive and
" uniform." — Essays, vol. ii. p. 134, ed. 1800.
2 Dialogue concerning Natural Religion, Works, vol. il. p. 446.
• See " Oxford Essays," Essay v. p. 185, 1857.
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There is, however, another point in the speculations of Hume to which we can refer with far higher
satisfaction, and which has a direct bearing on the
entire view of physical philosophy: — his masterly
analysis of the doctrine of causation in his " Essay
on Necessary Connection."

In this celebrated dis

cussion he completely demolished the ancient mys
tical idea of an efficient power or energy existing in
one physical fact, mode of action, or combination of
conditions, to bring about or produce another ; and
contended with unanswerable force that all we can
affirm is the invariable sequence of the one fact upon
the other.
The announcement of this great principle was of
a magnitude commensurate with Locke's demolition
of innate ideas, and like it marks an epoch in the
history of philosophy.

Yet that this view was taken

up on somewhat limited grounds, and has appeared
to require extension in its conditions, is no disparage
ment to its validity as an essential principle, and as
clearing the ground for all positive physical philo
sophy.1

It has of course been vehemently assailed by

1 See '• Unity of Worlds," Essay I. § iv.
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some, and accepted with such modifications by others
of later metaphysical schools, that in their hands the
subject has retrograded almost to its original mysti
cism.

I have elsewhere endeavoured to give this

doctrine that slight modification which alone it seems
to require in order to vindicate its true application
to philosophy; the true "necessary connection," in
law and reason,— the subordination of effect to cause,
— in the higher degree of generality of successively
more comprehensive physical principles.
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§ IV. — T1IE PERIOD FROM LAPLACE TO THE PRESENT
TIMES.

idea of
In the age of Newton it may be truly said the great
Cosmos
from the
principle of cosmical order and unity of worlds could
Newtonian
discoveries, by no means be held to have been completely esta
blished or demonstrated, however perceptible to the
eye of philosophical analogy.

The broad idea might

have been seized upon by some few of great compre
hensive and contemplative genius ; but the full deve
lopment and detailed proof of the truth could not be
said to have been attained or accomplished, even in
regard to our system, till the researches of Clairault
had removed the obvious outstanding difficulties of the
lunar theory ; and the grand truths deduced theoreti
cally from one and the same great principle of gravi<.
and Lagrange,
Stability
ofc tation, announced by
J Laplace
1
° 6 ' had
tary system re(Wced the planetary inequalities to fixed order ; and
by demonstrating that they must be all periodical,
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assured the perpetual stability of the system, so that
its very irregularities are all regular, its aberrations
recur in successive cycles, its deviations are but
oscillations, — " Immense pendulums of eternity,"
says Pontecoulant, "which beat ages as ours beat
" seconds ! "
The great importance of the discovery of the
" stability of the solar system " cannot be too highly
estimated, whether in regard to its scientific magni
tude and difficulty, or to its essential bearing on the
principle of " Cosmos," from the disastrous conse
quences which would result from the accumulative
effects of secular (or non-periodic) irregularities.

I

cannot better sum up the subject than in the conclud
ing words of a passage in which the first historian of
astronomy in our age gives the most condensed, yet
luminous, — detailed and masterly, — yet clear and
popular, abstract of the entire investigation : " The
" laws which thus regulate the eccentricities and incli" nations of the planetary orbits, combined with the
" invariability of the mean distances, secure the per" manence of the solar system throughout an indefi" nite lapse of ages, and offer to us an impressive indi" cation of the supreme intelligence which presides
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" over nature, and perpetuates her beneficent arrangeFrench

" ments."
The great
1 and rapid advances made in the mathe-

philosoptay
cism.
and scepti- latter
maticalpart
andofphysical
the eighteenth
sciences in
andFrance,
beginning
during
of the

present century, have been universally acknowledged.
But it was also notoriously the fact that almost
simultaneously an extensive profession of scepticism
in religion, and even of atheism, took place in that
country.

It is, however, abundantly evident that

the great majority of those writers who advocated
irreligious principles were not mathematicians or
physical philosophers, but men of literature, metaphy
sicians and politicians.

Nevertheless it has been the

practice with some parties indiscriminately to set
down all the astronomers and men of science in
France as Atheists, and to allege as the ground that
in their mathematical and scientific writings they
omitted all reference to theological considerations,—
a charge to which its absurdity affords a sufficient
reply.
1 Grant's "History of Physical Astronomy," London, 1852, p. 56.
I am glad to take this opportunity of acknowledging how much I am
indebted to this masterly work in many parts of the present sketch.
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A scientific treatise on any branch, even if it be Omission of
final causes
one which affords the most striking evidences of no defect
in science.
order and design, is perfectly complete without
alluding to that inference; and when the reader
cannot but make that inference it is infinitely stronger
in proportion as it does not appear to have been
specially contemplated in the method of argument,
or urged upon him by the author.
The French writers on science have been remark
able for preserving clearly and justly this division
and distinction of departments.

And when we add

the consideration that most of these works were
produced under the profession of the Roman Catholic
faith, which has always reposed on a basis inde
pendent of reasoning or evidence, — which it even
repudiates as inevitably leading to unbelief, — we have
a sufficient explanation (were it needed) of the omis
sion of reflections or arguments of a theological
kind in works devoted to mathematical and astro
nomical calculation or physical research.

It has

been a peculiarly protestant prejudice to be every
where looking for arguments and proofs in support
of faith ; and might easily be construed into a con
fession of its weakness.
L
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To take a single instance: — Laplace has been
°
r
commented on with a marked expression of regret
(in the review of his great work by Playfair1) be
cause in expounding the grand principle of the
stability of the planetary system, and the remarkable
combinations of conditions in the orbits and masses,
on which it depends, he did not make the slightest
reference to final causes ; — " the only blemish," the
critic observes, " we have to remark in his admirable
work."

The omission, he admits, might have arisen

from supposed irrelevancy to the immediate subject,
or the like motives ; but he adds his own conviction
that it would have been but a legitimate subject of
inquiry, as to these conditions, "whether any ex" planation of them can be given, and whether, if
" not referable to a mechanical cause, they may not
" be ascribed to intelligence."
Final
causes.

This sentence exhibits at once a proof of the depth of
the impression alluded to even in such a mind as that
of Playfair; and an indication of the influence of what,
in the present state of the inquiry, must be seen to
be merely the old and narrow prejudice of opposing

1 Playfair's Works, iv. 319 ; or Edinb. Rev. vol. xi. 1808.
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If the arrange

ments alluded to could be shown to be the results of
still higher mechanical causes, it would but furnish
a still higher proof of intelligence instead of being
antagonistic to it ; mechanism is the very exponent
of mind.

It has been so often repeated as to be

generally believed that this omission of reference to
Divine design in the work of Laplace was objected by
Napoleon to the author ; who simply replied, " I had
no need to adopt that hypothesis ; " in fact the most
truly philosophical answer, since to adopt it would
have been preposterously to found science on faith.
Laplace in his " Essai Philosophique sur les Pro- Testimony
and the subabilites" (1795) has entered at large into the dis- peimturai.
cussion of testimony as applied to extraordinary
and supposed supernatural events.

The calculation

of the value of testimony as an abstract point, is of
course easily reducible to mathematical expressions.
It is, however, only in reference to the consideration
of alleged events so intrinsically improbable that no
testimony can counterbalance their abstract incredi
bility, that he refers incidentally to the constancy of
• the laws of nature as a paramount law of belief.1
1 Essai, &c. p. 76, ed. 1814.
L2

He
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afterwards instances the miracles of the holy thorn at
Port Royal, and laments the credulity of such men
as Racine and Pascal in asserting them ; and of
Locke in maintaining generally, supernatural inter
position, when he believed the necessity for it would
render it credible.
He goes into some other considerations as to the
necessary weakening of all testimony and destruction
of records with the progress of time, and mentions
the singular conclusion of the able but eccentric
English mathematician Craig ', who, in applying cal
culation to the evidences of Christianity, inferred
that the world would end when the probability of
the truth of Christianity should in this way become
exhausted as it were by old age, a period which his
calculation fixes in a.d. 3150.
In Laplace's views it is remarkable how entirely
the calculating mind of the great mathematician fixes
itself almost exclusively on the value of testimony.
He does not put forth in due prominence the broad
principle of universal order and physical constancy,
which afford so far higher a ground from whence to
1 Essai, &c. p. 85. His singular work is entitled " Theologia;
Christiana: Princlpia Mathematical' 1699.
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and
himself
viewof
the
which
borne
whole
the
soquestion
same
conspicuous
essay
; a principle
1 acontains
share in
which
some
establishing,
remarkhe had Nebular

theory.
able illustrations in sketches of his cosmical specula
tions.

The motions of all the planets, rings, and

satellites (those of Uranus being then undetermined),
both orbital and rotatory, in one direction, and nearly
in one plane, and with orbits of very small eccen
tricity, compared especially with the case of comets,
where opposite conditions prevail, form a continuous
system of effects, which could only be due to one
distinct primitive cause.
Hence he reasoned, especially from the combined
considerations of the nebulous zodiacal light mass,
and the internal heat of the earth, to the conception
of the nebular theory, and the idea that in the
process of consolidation the common impulse may
have been communicated.

Such an hypothesis, how

ever conjectural, was of course set down by many
as nothing less than a deliberate system of atheism.
In like manner it has been generally stated that
many of the other eminent French astronomers,
1 Essai, &c. p. 118, ed. 1814; more fully in his "Expos, du Systeme
du Monde."
L3
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mathematicians, and physicists, about the period in
question, adopted irreligious views; — in many in
stances, on little evidence beyond such as has been
just described.
Yet, in some cases, the charge was certainly better
justified.

The astronomer Lalande is said to have

declared that in the heavens he could find no trace
of a Deity; — though this is after all no more than
has been asserted by many theologians.'
Lalande was, however, undeniably the friend and
associate of Voltaire ; and with other men of science
joined in the work of the celebrated "Encyclo
pedia," among whom one of the most eminent was
D'Alembert.
D'Aiemfccrt.
The indications which this transcendent mathe
matician gave of his sceptical views in religion,
appear almost entirely in his correspondence; and
they would seem to have been rather of that class
dependent on general estimation of moral evidence
than on any positive physical generalisation.

His

intimate friend, the Abbe La Harpe, has described
his ideas summarily by saying, " He only thought

1 See " Oxford Essays," No. v. 1857.
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" the probabilities were in favour of theism, and
" against revelation. . . . He tolerated all opinions ;
" and this disposition made him think the intolerable
" arrogance of the atheists odious and unbearable.
" I do not think he ever printed a sentence which
" marks either hatred or contempt of religion."
But we must fairly view the opinions of such men
on theological subjects as having been framed with
reference to the narrow dogmatic creed professed
among their contemporaries, and under a dominant
ecclesiastical system, against which they felt a not
unreasonable hostility, and as having probably little
relation to any higher conceptions.
At this particular conjuncture too there were
other and far more stirring causes in operation to
produce a violent revulsion of opinions than those
merely due to calm philosophical speculation, and
into the vortex of which men of science were some
times drawn rather in spite of their philosophy than
in consequence of it.
The indirect influence of advancing conceptions of Indirect
influence
the grand principle of the uniformity of nature, and of physical
views.
the indissoluble chain of physical causes, has mani
fested itself occasionally in more enlarged minds not
L4
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habitually directed to physical pursuits; and when
we find indications of such ideas in the writings of
a classical and philosophical historian, we may
nevertheless regret a tendency not sufficiently to
discriminate between the legitimate view of physical
order and the independence of spiritual truth, which,
indeed, the accepted theology of past ages tended to
confound together.
Gibbon.

The following expressions of Gibbon will exemplify
this remark : — " The laws of nature were frequently
suspended for the benefit of the Church." 1

He also

observes in another place, " In modern times a latent,
" and even involuntary, scepticism adheres to the
" most pious dispositions.

Their admission of sujper-

" natural truths is much less an active consent than a
" cold and passive obedience.

Accustomed long since

" to observe and to respect the invariable order of
" nature, our reason, or at least our imagination, is
" not sufficiently prepared to sustain the visible action
" of the Deity."2
These expressions, while they convey philosophical
convictions of physical causation, imply a want of
1 Decline and Fall, cb_ xv. vol. ii. p. 194, ed. 1825.
s Ibid. p. 147.
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of
clearthe
discrimination
spiritual world,
between
and " alleged
supernatural
supernatural
ti'utha "

events in the material, — which are wholly distinct.
The beginning of the present century (as before Progress of
cosmical
noticed) witnessed the completion of the triumph of v>ewsthe system of gravitation in solving and reconciling
all the seeming anomalies and outstanding difficulties
of the lunar and planetary motions, consummated at
the present day, in regard to those of Uranus, by the
discovery of an exterior disturbing planet, predicted
by the calculations of Leverrier and Adams, and
verified by the telescopes of Galle and Challis.
More minute supplementary enlargements in the
details of mutual attractions are still from time to
time demanded, as new and minute inequalities are
detected, and both observation and theory go on
hand in hand continually increasing in precision of
detail and amplification of developement, in that
perfect accordance which can alone spring from real
sources
To these
profoundly
must beseated
added inthetheextension
nature of
ofthings.
the order Extension
of gravitaof our system by the discovery of new members all Hon.
obedient to its one law,— satellites of Neptune, Saturn,
and Uranus, observed by Lassell and Bond; the
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whole ring of planetoids circulating in what may
truly be called a nebulous mass between the orbits
of Jupiter and Mars, all controlled by gravitation : —
now also proved to extend even to the incalculably
remote systems of double and multiple stars; and
probably also influencing the motion of the com
ponent parts of nebulae, surmised from their spiral
forms exhibited by the gigantic reflector of Lord
Rosse, and exemplified in our own region by the
motion of our sun with his attendant system, doubt
less orbital, among the fixed stars, the members of
our cluster, — a revolution in which those other
members all very probably partake.
Terrestrial
On our own globe, again, that amid the immense
physics.
complication of conditions which affect the tides,
many local points in their theory are as yet incom
plete, can neither excite surprise, nor sanction any
doubt of the principle.
Besides these grand mechanical laws and theories,
there are wide fields of inquiry of a more purely
physical kind, to which increasing attention is con
tinually being devoted, giving rise to an immense
, multiplication of new investigations, and even of
entire new departments of experimental inquiry.
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The first positive physical evidence of the orbital
motion of the earth (from which its rotation is a
consequence), obtained from the discovery of the
aberration of light of the stars (due to that motion
combined with the progressive propagation of light)
by Bradley (1727), has been followed out in our
own day by the mechanical proofs of its rotation
furnished by the ingenious experiments of Foucault
(1850-54.)
But in a more extended degree it has been re- Connection
and con
served to our own times to connect the properly tinuity of
sciences.
mechanical views, which reach to the remotest regions
of the visible universe, with the study of the physical
agencies at work within the range of our experimental
knowledge ; to prove the propagation of light from
the depths of space to our organs by an unvaried
succession of inconceivably minute vibrations with
direct physical evidence of its velocity; the elec
tricity of comets; the magnetic influence of the
sun; to carry out the vast range of investigations
belonging to terrestrial and atmospheric physics, by
which even storms are beginning to be reduced to
law ; above all, to evince the continuity of physical
causes through the expanse of past time by geological
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research ; as through the immensity of space by the
extension of stellar and nebular astronomy; through
the minutest forms of life by microscopic animalcular physiology ; and through subdivisions infinitely
smaller in the system of atoms, invisible to any
microscope by following out the laws of chemical
alchemy.
Chemistry
and

combination.
labours
Chemistry
of the undeniably
alchemists. took
Someitsvery
riserational
out of
philo
the

sophers have maintained, on sound principles, the
possibility of a change of properties, when so closely
allied as those which distinguish the metals.

But

alchemy was essentially mystical: and the objection to
it was not that (like the attempts at perpetual motion)
it aimed at an object, in itself physically absurd or
impossible, but that it sought that object by means
alien from those of any sound principles of science :
it looked to secrets hidden from all but favoured
adepts ; it appealed to means of success connected
with the invisible and supernatural ; it hoped to
accomplish the discovery of truths in nature by
talismanic agency beyond nature, and to acquire a
dominion over matter by the interposition of spirit.
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Hence the incompatibility of such pursuits with real
physical progress.
But even after chemistry had emerged from the Phlogiston,
dreams of the alchemists, and the ineffectual accumu
lations of the empirics, in one of its earlier phases,
the theory of Phlogiston furnishes a further exempli
fication of the predominance of mysticism.

And

when eminent men on either side disputed the ques
tion, the point peculiarly to be noticed was the fun
damental deficiency of any idea of what Phlogiston
was supposed to be. We properly talk of electricity,
of gravitation, or even of aether, as physical agents,
whose nature is indeed unknown, but which are pre
cisely definable in their effects ; but Phlogiston, no one
of its advocates could define even by its properties.
It was simply an instance of the lingering dominion of
mysticism over science, which the progress of induc
tion was not yet sufficiently developed to cast off.
In connection with chemistry, we cannot omit the Priestley,
name of Priestley, who was at once one of the most
distinguished extenders of the boundaries of the
science, and also remarkable for the boldness of his
theological opinions.

His intellectual character was,

however, marked by extraordinary singularity and
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inconsistency :—" nemo unquam sic impar sibi," may
with truth be applied to him.

His science appears

to have been as little consistent with itself as his
theology.

He made the grandest advances in pneu

matic chemistry, and may be said even to have
created the science, — yet he firmly believed in
Phlogiston
In theology,—
and upheld
he attacked
it against
Gibbon,
advancing
and denounced
evidence.

Hume, with the most orthodox animosity as the
champion of Christianity, while he disowned most of
its received doctrines ; he believed in prophecies
but rejected mysteries; he saw in the events of
modern Europe the fulfilment of the predictions of
the Old Testament, yet explained away the doctrines
of the New; he rejected the divinity of Christ, yet
devoutly expected his real bodily return to reign on
earth 1 ; such incoherencies of genius are, however,
always instructive.
Origin of
gcology.

We before noticed the degree to which the speculations of antiquity, relative to geological or cosmogonical questions, were mixed up with mythological
■.

1 See Lord Brougham's " Lives of Men of Literature and Science,"
pp.413, 419, 423.
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And it has been seen to how great an ex

tent, even in more modern times, the whole progress
of investigation on this subject has been beset by
hindrances, arising out of theological views; rather,
we might almost say, the science of geology has
emanated out of certain points of theological belief,
for which men thought they had found proofs in
physical facts which, however, they had entirely mis
interpreted.

By slow degrees, and in full and con

stant antagonism to such prepossessions, has the free
and real interpretation of those facts struggled and
fought
In earlier
its waytimes,
to acceptance.
the few bolder inquirers who Mystical
views.
ventured to use their own understanding, and to
appeal independently to inductive evidence, yet
always thought it necessary to pay homage to the
prejudices of the day, by assuming a tone of apolo
getic respect; while the many who pursued such
speculations did so solely in a spirit of entire subser
viency to the received creed, and on the avowed prin
ciple of valuing every discovery as it seemed to
support that creed, and suppressing or distorting it
if it seemed of contrary tendency.

We have before

adverted to some instances of this kind ; but among
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these we have also acknowledged the more indepen
dent researches of a few. Thus, following in the steps
of Lister, Hooke, and Leibnitz, we find at a later
period Michell, and some few others, but more pre
eminently Hutton, standing forth on the same high
philosophical ground.

Such men, labouring on such

principles, could not fail to encounter the full force
of hostile prejudice which was engendered by the
continual existence of the same bigoted spirit under
Protestantism which had displayed itself under
Komanism; with only this difference, that in the
former case it is more inexcusable, as being more
preposterously inconsistent with a system wholly
founded on free inquiry.

The Romanists opposed

the motion of the earth as contrary to the dogma of
an infallible Church ; the Protestants denounced its
antiquity as contrary to the infallibility of the
Hebrew Scriptures.

In neither case, however, could

these erroneous ideas be dispelled but by the ad
vance of better perceptions of the distinct nature,
provinces and objects of science and of Christianity,
of physical and of spiritual truth.
It is, however, undeniable that by far the greater
body of English writers on these subjects, even down
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to our own times, when they did enter on any real
physical investigation, evinced a complete subser
viency to theological ideas, though framing hypotheses,
or even professedly investigating facts on principles
supposed to be philosophical.

They assumed the

Scripture narrative as literal revealed truth, and then
sought confirmation of it in natural facts ; while yet
they would only allow those facts to be interpreted
in conformity to Scripture !

Yet such has been the

infatuation from the days of Whiston and Catcott
down to those who in more recent times have culti
vated geology on principles which they founded on
faith and yet called them science.
The evidence of the true influence and progress Pure in
of philosophical
science — grand
principles
in itself—
in but
thismore
grand
transcendently
department principles
of
ductive
geologists
foreign

so in relation to the " Cosmos," as carrying back the
dominion of physical law through the abysses of past
time, — in its earlier stages, was found where perhaps
we might least have looked for it — among the Italian
writers.

The mantle of Galileo descended in some

measure on Vallisneri and Moro, and more amply
on Generelli, though a Carmelite monk.

The two

former adopted perfectly rational theories, as far as
31
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they went, of the causes of geological phenomena as
then known (1721—1746). Yet Moro tried to adapt
his views to the six days, but Generelli's " Illustra
tions of Moro" (1749) display the true philosophic
spirit.

He protests, in the first instance, against the

introduction of supernatural agency, and undertakes
to explain

the phenomena " without violence,

" without fiction, without hypothesis, and without
" miracles." 1
How these Italian philosophers escaped the Inqui
sition it is difficult to imagine, especially as the far
less bold speculations of Buffon brought down on
him the visitation of the Sorbonne, and necessitated
Recent in.

a recantation.
However, we here perceive perhaps the first great

fluence on
.
,
school.
the English the
advance
anticipation
1n true and
philosophical
prototype ideas
of theofreal
geology,
inductive
and

independent views of Hutton, and Lyell, under
the vivifying influence of whose principles the English
school of geologists is but now beginning to cast off
the lingering remnants of its hereditary bondage to
mystical paroxysms, occasional recurrences of chaos

1 See Lyell's " Principles of Geologj'," ch. ii.
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and creation, subversions and renewals of the order
of nature, and miraculous originations of new species
out of nothing : — In a word, the spirit of invoking
the supernatural to cover our ignorance of natural
causes, and then ungratefully discarding its aid
whenever natural causes are found sufficient.
Such tendencies in English cultivators of science
their continental fellow-labourers have been too po
lite to ridicule otherwise than by justly boasting their
own freedom from u Semitic influences."
But so wide has the diffusion of a knowledge of geo
logy now become, that the juster view of the case is
beginning to be extensively appreciated, and perhaps
even more eagerly taken up among thinking and in
quiring men, though not practical geologists, who
have brought unprepossessed minds to the examina
tion of the subject.
The advance of information on such points is
forcibly illustrated in the deeply instructive narrative
of Prof. F. W. Newman ', who relates his surprise, at
an early stage of his progress, on hearing Dr. Arnold
declare the narrative of the Deluge to be mythical,

1 Phases of Faith, p. 1 10, 1st cd.
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and the Mosaic cosmogony to be of no real impor
tance to the Christian faith.

Indeed in the existing

state of opinions, from the extensive consequences
entailed, affecting the entire popular conception of
the design and application of Scripture, the diffusion
of such views must eventually create an epoch in
theology hardly less marked than that of the Refor
mation.'
cosmical
view of
comets.

The progress of cometary astronomy has been alI
ready noticed as destructive of the superstitious no
tions associated with those bodies in earlier times, and
even down to a later period ; but at the present day
more important are the contemplations opened to us
by the view of such vast aerial substances of a diffuse
consistence, still retaining coherence and obeying the
law of planetary motion, when even far beyond the
utmost limits of our system, where, nevertheless, solar
gravitation is thus proved to extend ; many of them
being also drawn into our system from incalculable
depths of space : while, as to their vast numbers,
(more than 200 having orbits calculated,) we may
well agree with Kepler, that there are " as many in

1 See " Christianity without JudaUm."
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the universe, as fishes in the sea."

Such reflections

cannot fail to exalt our conception of the enormous
powers existing in nature, but in all their vastness still
controlled
The study
by the
of these
supremacy
remarkable
of law, bodies
order, is
andnot
mind.
un- connection
connected with more theoretical views of cosmical lar
withtheory,
nebuarrangements.

They have been regarded as the re

maining representatives of the older nebulous state
of things, which has passed away by the gradual
condensation of matter originally in this form, into
solid planets, from which these highly rarefied por
tions of the original mass have escaped.

Yet these

bodies, whose fittest terrestrial representation may
be found in the assemblage of " gay motes which
people the sunbeams," occupy vast spaces, the tails
of some of them stretching over the whole extent of
planetary distances : — again, we observe the zodiacal
light-mass filling the entire area of the earth's orbit :
— the singular system of nebulous planetary comets
of short periods, of which five members with aphelion
distances ranging only a little beyond the orbit of
Jupiter, have now been verified; and whose mean
distance so remarkably coincides with that of the
planetoids ; — of these latter probably vast numbers
M3
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exist; every successive application of higher tele
scopic power rendering more of them visible ; though
doubtless the mass are below all possible visibility :
we have also those innumerable multitudes of me
teoric bodies, which are so probably conceived to
revolve in rings aggregated in more truly nebulous
masses, and yet regular members of the cosmical
group, occasionally attracted to the earth : — phe
nomena which all tend to carry our thoughts back
to the period when the solid planets — the larger of
them .of so small density — may have been conso
lidated out of the nebulous mass into which the pri
mitive heat had vaporised all cosmical matter, in
which all kinds of thermal and electric agencies
producing opposing motions would by consequence
generate rotations ; a state of heat of which our
earth at least still exhibits the effects in its cooled
crust and its internal fusion, at such depths as freely
admit of its occasional manifestation at the surface.
Speculations founded on these principles are of
course hypothetical; but guided by just analogies
they tend to connect our view of the present with
the past, and afford a uniting link between uranography and the past history of the earth disclosed by
geology.
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In the field of physical inquiry there still remain Completion'
doubtless vast regions of discovery unexplored: the principle,
amount of what we know is trifling indeed compared
with that of the unknown ; but the inductive spirit
assures us that it is only waiting to be made known,
and that what appears now most obscure will as
suredly some day be as clearly understood as what is
now well-known, though once equally obscure : and
farther, that there is no real mysteiy in nature,
nothing which is in itself essentially incapable of
being understood.
But it is more especially that union and combina
tion of different branches of science, when brought
to bear upon each other, of which we have noticed
some striking instances, besides the immense exten
sion of modern discovery in so many newly opened
channels, and the lofty generalisations to which it
has led, which have been required in order to realise
and to justify the elevated conceptions, — which the
science of the present day presses upon us with ra
pidly accumulating force, — of the true and worthy
idea of Cosmos, first fully and emphatically brought Humboldt's
Cosmos.
into the position it ought to occupy in general esti
mation by the great and masterly work of Humboldt.
x4
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tory sciences, by the immense extension of research
and exploration into the haunts of nature in all
quarters of the globe,— a research which has been
incessantly carried on with ever increasing results
confirmatory of the most recondite systems of order,
according to which the types of all organic life,
whether vegetable or animal, are evolved in never
ending variety and profusion : while with the aid
of comparative physiology all those complicated rela
tions of structure and function have been elucidated,
which so conspicuously indicate the deeply-seated
analogies which pervade all the arrangements of
nature, and show the intimate relation of one portion
to another in the most beautiful adjustment and har
monious adaptation, and thus unconsciously inspire
those higher contemplations which the laboured pro
cesses of reasoning may fail to teach.
Physiology
mystical.
long

The physiological sciences have been longer than
others under the dominion of a narrow and mystical
spirit, mainly dependent on the hypothesis of some
peculiarly mysterious and supernatural principle as
the source of vitality and of all animal functions.
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Again, it has been in a kindred spirit that, even in
the more advanced inquiries of modern times, the
appeal has been made to final causes as the primary Final
causes.
guiding principle in the investigation of organised
structure, instead of regarding that idea as the
ulterior result — a striking exemplification of the
neglect of Bacon's caution that final causes were too
often " wrongly placed " in science : made the begin
ning when they should be the end ;—the seed when
they should be the fruit.

Undue predominance had

been given to this view from the happy accident of
its valuable application in the great discovery of
Harvey.

But here, as in other sciences, the same

contest between the mystical and the positive prin
ciple was long carried on.

Even the brilliant dis

coveries of the school of Cuvier were much mixed up
with the indications of this narrower view ; and those
who looked only to more limited conclusions could
not see the higher bearing of the struggle be
tween the older school of teleology and the advocates
"ofunity
the of
newer
composition
and more
" laid
transcendental
down as thedoctrine
true basis
of unity of
composiof philosophical method in these sciences by Geoffroy tion.
St. Hilaire and his disciples, which the fuller exten-
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sion of the inductive logic must entirely sanction,
and every successive generalisation must tend to
Theory of

confirm.
The nature of the vital principle is of all subjects

of this kind, perhaps, the least as yet understood,
and therefore has been the most involved in mysti
cism.

We may, nevertheless, feel assured that it

will one day be completely reduced to some mode of
physical action in accordance with fixed laws, even if
the explanation should be found to include some
physical or chemical agent not yet recognised.

Fol

lowing in the steps of those processes of investiga
tion by which the circulation of the blood, the
system of respiration, and other portions of the
animal economy now best understood, have been
made known, every fresh research and discovery
in physiology clears up, and traces the connection
of some series of vital functions to the like ex
quisitely adjusted combination of physical action.
Chemistry, on the one hand, succeeds in effecting
continually closer approximation to the synthesis,
as it has done so extensively to the analysis of
organic structures.

And it is thus indisputably the

converging point of these varied researches, ulti
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niately, however remotely, to establish a physical
theory of the vital principle.1
If beyond physical principles we entertain other
ideas of a different kind bearing on the mental con
stitution of man, these clearly require a distinct, yet
still inductive, examination ; and still further, any
higher moral or religious considerations bearing on
the subject can only be conceptions of a totally
different order independent of all scientific deduc
tions, superadded by the creation of faith.
And the same" assurance applying to existing life Life in
Geological
must also be equally extended (on the same principle) epoch,
to the past, and to all those marvellous changes in
species which geological epochs disclose to us, and
which, occurring as part of a regular series, and
giving rise to equally regular results connected on
every side with other events going on by natural
1 As a specimen of the prejudice still existing on this subject, I
extract the following notice of a physiological communication made
to the British Association, from its Report (1867) :— " Prof. Alison's
" views were chiefly directed to oppose the modern tendency of
" medical investigation, which he regarded as likely to degrade the
" science to that of a subordinate department of chemistry on the one
" hand, and of mechanical science on th» other, omitting the one
" consideration of that indispensable though less intelligible class of
'' phenomena which are known to be vital.—P. 109.
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causes, must themselves be equally referred to natural
causes.

The case of palaeontological speculation is

but an exemplification of what must be the course of
progress in all parts of physical inquiry—all alike con
ducive to the final establishment of the universality
and eternity of law and order, continuity and intel
ligence ; while the question of the first origination of
all things is one which science is necessarily, and must
Unphiioso-

ever
The
be,question
incompetent
as totothe
disclose,
originor of
even
new
to species
conceive.1
in

phical
spirit of
discussion.

past epochs ought to be one simply of rational philosophical conjecture as to the most probable mode in
which, conformably to natural analogies, it might be
imagined to have taken place.

Yet, instead of a

calm discussion of this kind, which is all that could
be attainable, the subject has been the mere battle1 While on this subject I cannot omit to take this occasion of re
cording a protest against the now prevalent but barbarous use of the
term "Biology." Biot never means 's life" In the sense of "vitality :"
it means the " life" of a man as progressing in rime— his birth, actions,
and death. Plato has "$ios {«?!," the lifetime of life. (Epinom. 9S2 )
Unfortunately the term "Zoology," which would be the proper one for
this branch of science has been already appropriated to what ought to
have been called " Zoography :" but there is still " Zoonomy," the
science of the laws of life, open to adoption, and at any rate much
better than " biology ;" which, If it mean anything, would be a theory
of the facts of biography.
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field between extreme visionary fancies on the one
side and obstinate prejudice and bigotry on tbe otber.
Instead of the real discussion of comparative proba- Origin of
species.
liility in supposing the production of new forms either
out of inorganic matter directly, or by modification of
existing organised types indirectly,—the ideas started
seem to have referred to the metaphysical paradox of
origination of existence out of nothing ; or the like
ideal speculations, which were, yet more unreason
ably, mixed up with the cause of revealed religion.
Such was the spirit in which several speculative
theories broached on this subject were met.

The

original hypothesis of Lamarck, and the more recent
philosophical romance of the " Vestiges of Creation,"
were alike accepted or encountered in the same
totally unphilosophical manner.

Even men of sci

ence have not discriminated between what are pro
fessedly hypothetical, yet legitimate, conjectures1, and
what
* Thusarea parallel
real case
scientific
in the plurality
conclusions,
of worlds isand
well described
have obby

" Huyghens, as one — "ubl verlsimilia invenisse laus summa est, et
" indagatio ipsa rerum, turn maximarum, turn occultissimarum habet
" oblectationem. Sed verisimilium multl sunt gradus, alii alils veritati
" propiores, in quo dlligenter ae-timando prxcipuus judicii usus ver« titur."— C. Uugenii Cotmothwrot, p. 10, 1698.
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jected to the one as if proposed in the other cha
racter ; while theological animosity has been excited
in equal absence of a power of distinction between
the proper field of scientific speculation, and that of
religious faith.
The same narrow temper was equally displayed
when certain experimentalists had alleged, even if
erroneously, the actual development of organic life
by physical means, and when, instead of fair criticism
and repetition of trials, their experiments were de
nounced as impious, ridicule substituted for inquiry,
and anathemas for refutation.
Spirit of
mjsticism.

In general, we may observe, that confusion of
ideas and mysticimi in speculation, when displayed
in science, evince the intensity in which they must
influence the whole tenor of the thoughts.

Such

notions must be deeply seated indeed to affect rea
soning on subjects from which they might seem most
alien, and which are so eminently calculated in their
own nature to demand and to encourage clearer and
more rational views.

When then this tendency is

evinced even in science, it is not wonderful that
it should exist in a tenfold degree in subjects of
a more obscure nature, and thus more congenial

SUPERSTITION.
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to its influence.

ITS

Mysticism in science is the un

failing index to superstition in theology ; as, on the '
other hand, the rejection of the one is a consider
able step towards an emancipation from the other.
That in ignorant ages such appearances as those Astrology,
of comets, or even brilliant meteors, should inspire &c.
terror, is not surprising.

But the mere fact of the

configuration of the planets we might suppose would
hardly attract notice.

Yet, from the importance

assigned to these conjunctions by astrology, they
have kept some hold on public apprehension.

It

is on record that, in 1682, a remarkable conjunction
of Jupiter and Saturn produced an extraordinary
alarm in Scotland.1
There are still to be found serious believers in
stellar influence; but under a different form it is
only the same astrological spirit which survives in
some who attach a religious importance to a conjunc
tion of several of the planets together, which Laplace
calculates took place B.C. 4004, the date assigned by
the Hebrew chronology to the creation ; between
which and a planetary conjunction, it is impossible

1 K. Chambers, "Domestic Annals of Scotland," vol. ii.456, 1858.
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to see any rational connection ; but even in a bib
lical point of view, the Septuagint translation, made
from older versions now lost, places the date much
earlier, and thus would subvert the horoscope.
Mesmerism,
ln those subjects which lie, as it were, on the
fee
frontiers of positive science, and are at present ne
cessarily matters of mere speculative conjecture,
though there may be little tending to advance real
inductive truth, yet in the discussion of them we
may often find much that is instructive in regard to
the mode and character of the reasoning commonly
applied to such investigation.

Of this class are

the whole range of questions so much agitated
in our days, respecting what are termed mesmerism,
electro-biology, and other allied forms of influences
on the human organisation, as yet little under
stood, or even properly inquired into, which yet
ought, from their nature, to be fair and proper
subjects for that strict inductive examination which
they have hardly ever received.

They have, on the

contrary, been almost universally abandoned to the
most utterly unscientific modes of treatment; and,
instead of calm criticism, have been made subjects
of childish and superstitious credulity or sense
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less controversy, as if questions of faith instead
of facts.
In phrenology we have another instance in which Phrenology,
violent partisanship, on either side, has divested of
its true philosophic character what ought to be simply
a branch of inductive inquiry.

Calmly viewed, it

exhibits only a set of the most unexpected relations,
at first collected and examined in the most purely
empirical manner, in complete absence of any theory ;
out of which, by slow degrees, a system has been
elicited, of which it can only be said, that at present
it exhibits just that sort of rough, general coherency
which, in spite of numberless objections in detail,
gives an assurance of something too deeply seated in
truth to be put down as mere random coincidence or
fanciful delusion.
By theological polemics, of course, the opprobrium
of materialism and necessitarianism has been liberally
heaped on the disciples of Gall and Spurzheim, with
the same regard to fairness, and even competent know
ledge of their system, as is usual in similar cases.
The question of materialism has been much agi- Material
tated in connection with physiology, and has been too ism.
often taken up even by some eminent physiologists,
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in a spirit far removed from that of philosophic
freedom.
Thus Cuvier eagerly pressed arguments against
materialism in the spirit of alarm, probably not per
ceiving the utter harmlessness of the doctrine, sup
posing it could be established.

Nor is the reasoning

which he adduces less remarkable for its irrelevancy
to the real point at issue.

" Materialism," he con

tends, "is a very hazardous assertion, because we
" have, after all, no real proof of the existence of
" matter." And in this reasoning he has found many
followers and admirers.

But it is apt to be over

looked that our proofs of the existence both of matter
and of mind stand upon exactly the same level, and
really turn upon the definition of "existence ; " while
the question whether intellectual phenomena can
be ascribed to any modification of matter acting, or
acted upon, under particular conditions, is totally
independent of any speculations as to the mode in
Modem

which
Among
we conceive
the varied
theand
existence
heterogeneous
of matter.
forms which

Pantheism.
the spirit of mysticism assumes, none, perhaps, has
been more imposing, as seeming to connect itself
with philosophical views, than Pantheism.

The
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opinions of Spinoza were, at least in part, probably
derived from speculations of a far higher antiquity,
which
(as before
influenced
remarked)
not but
onlythethemore
Greek
ambitious
philosophy
and .

transcendental systems of the orientals.

Thus, in

modern times, there has been a strong leaning to
such ideas on the part of men whose profound clas
sical learning, and knowledge of the ancient philoso
phies was uncorrected by imbibing the more positive
ideas and defining tendencies of modern physics 1 :
and even those who, on religious grounds, have
strenuously rejected Pantheism, have yet been dis
posed to concede the high philosophical and tran
scendental character of a speculation so essentially
visionary and full of moral contradictions.
But to return to the domains of real science, —to
breathe the free air of philosophical truth,—we ad
vance to a great modern epoch.
Amid the grand scientific advances of our own times,, sir H.
no man has done more to give an entire new form
t6 electro-chemical philosophy, by his splendid dis
coveries, or to crown abstract principles with invalu-

1 See Sewell'j " Ilore Platonics," p. 312.
xa

*
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physical able practical inventions, than Sir Humphry Davy,
di.eoveries.
Without dwelling on the vast range of new views
opened by the decomposition of potash, and the
various applications of galvanism, which prepared the
way for the more extended discoveries of Faraday,
it would be difficult to cite an instance of wider
intellectual grasp than that by which he united
under a single generalisation such apparently remote
facts as that red-hot iron becomes dark by contact
with cold bodies, and that flame surrounded by wire
gauze is safe in an atmosphere of explosive gas.
His general
abilities.

When we examine the records of his life and
correspondence, and his various productions on sub
jects distinct from his own science, we cannot but
acknowledge and admire his varied and high powers
of eloquent discussion, his vivid imagination, and
animated expression of feeling.

And though his

geology was of the catastrophic school, his metaphy
sics of a vague kind, and his political economy such
as would now be rejected, yet these were the common
opinions of his earlier days.
•
Hi< theoiogicui views.

On higher subjects, if we take as the fundamental
exponent of his views the avowal that his entire
belief in a Deity was founded on an instinctive in
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SIR H. DAVY.

ternal feeling ', not farther to be analysed, this might
perhaps be supposed to dispense with all philoso
phical reasoning or speculations on the subject ; and
we need think little of an insinuation of Pantheism
made by one of his biographers 2, or of an early poem
entitled " Spinozism," the tenour of which is wholly
opposed to its title, and which contains merely devout
reflections on the works of creation.
His grand argument was that the unerring innate
instinct of animals is nothing else than the imme
diate influence of the Deity.3

And it is on the

analogy of this instinct extended to man that he
professedly based all religious sentiment and belief
in the Divine existence, as well as the idea of revela
tion from Him.

But in pursuing this idea he puts

forward some further speculations which perhaps
some may consider as more open to question.

Thus

he observes :—
" What is the instinct of animals but an immediate Revelation
and
" revelation ? And they have more instinct in pro- miracles.
" portion as they have less reason.

In the infancy of

1 Dr. Davy's " Life of Sir IT. Davy," vol. ii. p. 89.
• Dr. Parls's " Life of Sir H. Davy," vol. i. p. 124.
■ Dr. Davy's " Life of Sir4H. Davy," vol. li. p. 73.
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" human society, man being a more perfect animal,
" required more moral instinct or revelations to pre" serve his social existence.

Now even the rudest

" people are accessible to the more civilised ; and
" special revelations are no longer necessary.
" It is quite certain that in these revelations no
" new ideas were given, and no new impressions re" ceived ; even the supposed presence of Deity may
" have been an imagination of a human form, and
" the miracles delusions of the human mind, though
" clearly disposed to those delusions by the existence
" of the instinct ; and this indeed is in accordance
" with the Divine wisdom and power, as it is much
" more easy for mind to produce an ideal conviction
" of satisfied appetite than to create a new quantity
" of matter, which must have been the case if the
" few small loaves and fishes had been sufficient to
" satisfy the multitude in the wilderness." 1
Again : — " The flight of the quail and the migra" tion of the landrail are, in fact, miraculous. . . .
" The meteoric stones in our time are a miracle of
" nature."

1 Dr. Davy's " Life of Sir H. Davy," vol. ii. p. 75.
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Yet he says in another place,—
" The occasional miracles and gleams of prophecy
" seem intended to demonstrate Divine interference
" or power." 1
Without going into minute criticisms on these
expressions we cannot fail to recognise in them
the general result of the enlarged physical views of
the philosopher, of a more comprehensive kind than
were usually avowed at the time, though conceived
in an entirely religious spirit.
From what we can collect in other respects, Sir
Humphry Davy's view of Christianity would appear
to have been rather of that cast which identifies
it with assumed moral relations of man to his
Creator and the aspirations of the soul to a reunion
with Him based on metaphysical views of an imma
terial principle, than on any precise interpretation
of the New Testament.
In the general character of the expressions just
quoted, we may recognise the commanding view
of natural order which a just philosophy supports,
while the difficulty felt in regard to alleged cases of

1 Dr. Davy's " Life of Sir H. Davy," voi. ii. p. 79.
N4
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interruption in the chain of physical causation led
to the idea of accounting for them by particular
suppositions of a nature more open to question.
Rationalism.

The development of this idea in its more proper
theological relations had commenced at an earlier
period, but attained (as before remarked) its fullest
growth (some may say its perversion) in the early
part of the present century among a school of theo
logians in Germany, giving birth to the several
speculations emphatically termed rationalism ; more
especially referring to the external historical view of
the origin of Christianity and the attempt to obviate
the rejection of the miracles by explaining them as
real events due to natural causes, according to the
ideas of the age described as supernatural, or misun
derstood and exaggerated by traditional repetition.
These researches, commencing with the limited and
partial comments of Semler in the last century, and
terminating with the more complete theory of
Paulus in the present, claimed a relation to the
philosophy of the age; and the farther prosecution
of the same primary object in our own day, has been
carried out by an entire rejection of those theories,
to found a totally different one on critical grounds, by
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Strauss ', and to introduce a peculiar view of the
mythic nature of the entire New Testament narra
tive (and which together with the former theory will
be the subject of separate examination in a future
essay), which is here alluded to as professedly con
nected by Strauss with scientific views and philoso
phical advance.
Thus, speaking of his own competency for the
work he had undertaken, he lays claim to at least one
qualification, — "a disposition and spirit emancipated
" from certain religious and dogmatical prepossessions,
" which happily the author has acquired by philoso" phical studies ; " while he justly applauds the philo
sophic spirit which pursues truth " with a scientific
" indifference to results and consequences." 2
Again, speaking of the general tendency in certain
stages of civilisation, especially in ancient times, to
mix up history with recitals of the marvellous,
he adds, " There is no such thing as the purely histo" rical sentiment, so long as men do not comprehend
" the indissolubility of the chain of finite causes, and
" the impossibility of miracles ; a comprehension in
1 Life of Jesus, preface to 1st ed. p. 8, French transl.
» Ibid. p. 10.
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" which so many are wanting even at the present
" day." 1
other inthe sameof
stances

If such have been the results of the direct in
fluence of philosophic studies in reference to this

influences.
material subject, we may recognise their indirect
reflection on a very differently constituted mind, exhi
bited in the declaration of one of the most distin
guished ornaments of the English Church in our
own times, the late excellent Archdeacon Hare;—
attesting that such convictions may be perfectly com
patible with the most sincere and devoted adherence
to Christianity, when he emphatically puts the ques
tion, " whether in the pure ore of the Gospel, the
" physically marvellous be not a separable alloy." 2
The whole of this most important question will
form the express subject of subsequent discussion.
But we may here just observe that many, while they
fully recognise the principle of this last remark, may
equally feel the difficulty of any practical solution of
the question in detail : a difficulty which the same
author perhaps, in some measure, avows when he
affirms it to be " the great problem of the age to
1 Life of Jesus, i. p. 79, French transl.
1 Life of Sterling, p. 63.
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" reconcile faith with knowledge, philosophy with
" religion.'* 1
Nor can we omit to notice another declaration
from a writer of a very different stamp, which,
on quite an opposite side, practically acknowledges
nearly the same thing : — Mr. Hugh Miller observes,
" the battle of the evidences will have to be fought
" on the field of physical science ; " a in obvious ap
prehension for the issue, subversive as it must be of
that Judaical theology which he adopted.
It may be added, that there appears at the present
day, among various eminently religious parties (per
haps without much connection with physical views), a
decided recession from the old evidential argument
of miracles, to rest their cause on moral and internal
grounds of conviction : and even to discuss the na
ture of miracles in a way which, we cannot but sus
pect, may evince some indirect reflection of the light
of advancing philosophy.
Throughout the preceding sketch we have re- Positive
philosophy.
marked the legitimate tendency of all true science
towards a more definite and positive character ;

1 Life of Sterling, p. 121.

1 Footprints, p. 121.
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less mixed up with gratuitous theories, particularly
with those resting on metaphysical grounds, and
(more especially) less influenced by views of a higher
kind, which, however important for their own exalted
purposes, are misplaced in philosophy, and at once
lose their proper character and influence and destroy
that of science, when unwisely introduced into its
m. Comtek discussions.
The most recent and complete development of
system.
these principles and the systematic embodiment of
them, carried out indeed into more precise details,
and involving an elaborate exemplification of their
application in what professes to be a complete
scheme of human knowledge, constitutes the " Posi
tive Philosophy " as expounded by M. Comte.
To the subject of this system it will be pecu
liarly necessary to devote a few remarks, as at once
eminently characteristic of the science of the age and
bearing pointedly on the object of the present essay,
stares of
ailvance.

M. Comte regards all science as capable of classification, according to the degree of perfection at
which each branch has arrived in connection with
certain conditions of the human mind and cultiva
tion of the faculties employed in bringing it to per

POSITIVISM.
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fection, a perfection which is attained only after a
gradual process of improvement in the correct appre
hension of first principles, and an emancipation from
peculiar prepossessions which always at first impede
its advance, and in this respect he considers that
every science must necessarily pass through three
distinct stages.
(1.) The "Theological" stage1 is that in which
the mind seeks " absolute cognitions " and views of
the intimate nature of things, and represents all
phenomena as produced by a direct arbitrary action
of superior beings.
(2.) In the " Metaphysical " state this supernatural
agency is replaced by scarcely less mysterious ab
stract principles, supposed inherent in matter, and an
imagined real existence or operation by efficient
causation, ascribed to what are purely intellectual
abstractions.
(3.) In the " Positive " state, both of these former
modes of conception are strictly banished from philo
sophy, and no ideas admitted but those which simply
result from inductive generalisation.

1 PbtlM. Positive, vol. 1. p. 4, tt teg.
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In this state the mind renounces all idea of seeking
absolute knowledge of the essence of things, and
contents itself only with their invariable relations,
and endeavours successively to reduce them to higher
and fewer first principles.
In the extended scheme of the whole cycle of
sciences which the author traces out in connection
with this view, there seem, however, to be two grand
omissions : —
Omissions
M. Comte excludes from his scheme the wavesystem.
in Comtc's theory of light, because he regards it as involving the
hypothesis of the real existence of an universally
diffused ether, and thus being, as yet, in the " meta
physical " condition.

But in point of fact, to what

ever extent some philosophers may have speculated on
the physical existence of such a medium, it is not
true that it is essentially supposed in the undulatory
theory of light. All that is asserted is the existence of
vibration or alternating motion, as affording the means
by which a vast range of the phenomena of light are
reduced to mechanical explanation, and which is as
strictly
Another
" positive
more "singular
a principle
omission
as any which
is that
he admits.
of geo

logy from the list of " positive" sciences.

This is
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the more remarkable as few branches afford a more
complete exemplification of the author's own prin
ciple, as indeed the remarks in a preceding part
of this essay abundantly exemplify : — showing its
purely theological origin ; its progressive advance,
though still enveloped in mystery ; its present final
emancipation from mysticism, and its reduction
to purely natural causes and positive principles.
The real bearing of the more positive form of Bearing on
.
theology.
modern science on the higher question of religious
belief according to views developed in the foregoing
remarks will be sufficiently evident.

In this respect

the author of the " positive philosophy " appears to
have fallen into misconceptions which have seriously
impaired the value of his otherwise profound and
important remarks to a far greater degree than
the defects already noticed.

It will be necessary

to offer a few illustrations in support of this remark.
The author instances especially the science of
astronomy as that which has arrived at the most
perfect condition and is now in the most purely
"positive" state, being completely freed from all
theological and metaphysical ideas, and thus afford
ing the most prominent instance in support of his
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assertion, that "all real science is in radical and
" necessary
more
Againterrible
heopposition
observes
blows (than
to
that
all astronomy)
no
theology."
science 1 €ohas
thegiven
doc-

" trine of final causes — generally regarded by the
" moderns as the indispensable basis of all religious
" systems — though it is in reality only a consequence
" from them." ..." The single knowledge of the
" motion of the earth ought to destroy the first
" foundation of this doctrine — the idea of the uni" verse subordinated to the earth, and by consequence
" to man."2
In these expressions we may trace simply a con
fusion of thought between an apposition of science
to theology and an independence of it.

Science

necessarily and correctly rejects all appeal to theo
logy as its basis, or as influencing its conclusions:
but it does not follow that those conclusions are
therefore opposed to theology.
That " final causes," in the narrow sense in which
alone the author regards them, are really a con
sequence from theological views, not the basis of

1 Fhilos. Positive, vol. Ii. p. 36.

2 Ibid. p. 37.
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them, is perfectly just and true ; but it does not
follow that astronomy, or any other science, dis
parages or nullifies them ; and it is only in a very
false sense that they have been or can be associated
with the subordination of the universe to the earth
and to man; — a point eminently necessary to be
dwelt upon, as striking at the root of many spe
culations indulged in even at the present day,
which violate and vitiate all true principles of
philosophy for the sake of supporting a narrow
and superstitious religious doctrine.
Another of his arguments is, that the elements
of the solar system are not in fact " ordered in the
" most advantageous manner, and science easily per" mits us to conceive a better arrangement." 1

But

were this true, it offers not the smallest disparage
ment to the grand inference of mind from the
actual order of the universe.
Again, he observes : " By the development of the
" true mechanism of the heavens, since the time of
" Newton, all theological philosophy, even the most
" perfect, has been totally deprived of its principal

1 Philos. Tositive, vol. ii. p. 37.
0
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" intellectual office, — the most regular order being
" thenceforth conceived as necessarily established and
" maintained in our world, and even throughout the
" entire universe, by the simple mutual constitution
" of its different parts." 1

If this remark (as may

be presumed) simply means that the office of reason
and philosophy in respect to theology was in past
times mistaken, it is perfectly just.

Reason and

science give the evidences of reason in nature,
evinced by those universal laws; but with theo
logical doctrines they have no concern.
Again, speaking of the stability of the system,
he says : " This grand notion, presented under
" a suitable aspect, may without doubt easily be
" made the basis of a series of eloquent declama" tions having an imposing appearance of solidity.
" And nevertheless a constitution equally essential
" to the continued existence of animal species is a
" simple necessary consequence, according to the
" mechanical laws of the world, of certain con" ditions characterising our solar system." 2
The eloquent declamations alluded to are doubt
less often vitiated by the fallacious reasoning they
1 Philos. Positive, vol. ii. p. 37.

• Ibid, p 38.
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But the simple fact that this security

and conservation of the system is the direct result
of mechanical laws, is itself the proof of the unity
of principle, the exponent of recondite adjustment,
pervading
Thus the
thematerial
mechanism
defect
of the
of planetary
M. Comte's
world.
view, Positive
and that which has justly exposed it to the most not
principle
in
opposition
serious objection, is, that he does not merely place to theology
theology apart from science, but rejects and dis
owns theology altogether.

Now, with the strictest

acknowledgment of the positive principle in phi
losophy, it does not at all follow that other orders
of conceptions do not exist beyond the region of
science, beyond the analysis and deductions of reason,
or the dominion of the positive system, — in fact,
such are the whole range of moral' and aesthetic
sentiments, — all matters of taste, of feeling, and of
imagination ; — and such must be all those higher
ideas of spiritual and invisible things which are
the proper objects, not of knowledge, but of faith,
and which, from their nature, can never enter into
the range of philosophical investigation, and can
consequently be in no hostility to the strictest posi
tivism in science.
oS
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This defect is sufficiently glaring ; but it becomes
immensely more so when we proceed to the more
constructive part of M. Comte's system.
just in
physics,

The broad

fundamental principle of positivism in philosophy
.
....
appears to be no more than the just and legitimate
development of the true inductive idea analysed
rigidly up to its first principle, and excellent when
applied within the proper province of science to the
various branches of real physical inquiry.

but misapplied in
morals.

But just as M. Comte's system thus far is in
principle (with the exceptions before noticed), his
method lamentably fails when applied to the more
mixed subjects which include any reference to hu
man nature, its relations and affections, moral and
social ; more especially to subjects involving aesthetic
considerations, and, above all, those appealing to any
higher contemplations.

It is in this point of view

that the more applied parts of the system display
a strange inconsistency with all legitimate and en
larged philosophy, and have no real connection with
the physical portions of his own speculations.
His views here exhibit a contraction of ideas, and
a degradation of science, in miserable retrogradation
towards the old notion of making our subordinate
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little planet the virtual centre of the universe, and
the grovelling utilitarianism which ignores all higher
inquiries as useless, in a strain worthy of the nar
rowest bigotry of the dark ages.
From this he proceeds to what, by a strange mis- Religion of
positivism.
nomer, he terms the " Religion of Positivism," when
he had before announced his very principle as
essentially at variance with all religion.

This,

however, is a religion without a God ! whose object
is limited to the narrowest positive development of
human nature; yet exhibiting a tissue of imprac
ticable chimsRras befitting the wildest fanaticism ;
a " worship of humanity," with an organised intel
lectual hierarchy, a calendar of "positive" festivals
and social sacraments, which is destined to supplant
all the old creeds—now tottering to their fall —
and to regenerate the world ! 1
The fundamental delusion or deception is to call
such a system religion.

Men cannot worship facts,

or bow down to demonstrations.

All religion, as^

such, ever has been and must be a thing entirely

1 See the " Catechism of Positive Beligion," by A. Comte : translated
by B. Congreve, London, 1858.
03
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mi generis, and implies mystery and faith, how
ever rightly allied to knowledge, and susceptible of
a variety of external forms, according to the diver
sity of human character and the stages of human
enlightenment,
Hecent
The contempt with which M. Comte affects to
progress of
natural
treat the great argument 01 natural theology has
theology.
manifestly arisen from the pitifully contracted point
of view in which alone he had ever been led to
contemplate it, and in which, it must be con
fessed, its advocates have been too much given to
exhibit it.
Kant.

The most enlarged view of the entire subject was
that so elaborately unfolded by Kant 1 ; who, while
he critically analysed and exposed the defective pre
tensions of the transcendental metaphysical reasoning
of a former age, dwelt emphatically on the true con
ception of the external physical evidence, based on
the essential distinction between the strict conclu
sions of science and those higher forms of con
templation to which the moral and religious sense
of mankind in all ages inclines them, and which
1 See "Oxford Essays," 1857, Essay V.; and Cousin's "Lectures
on Kant."
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constitute the real source of all practical views of
the subject.
Among our own writers the discussion has cer- English
• i
3
r
i
i
writers.
tainly assumed an aspect of higher and more scientific
pretension in recent times.

Some have professed to

improve upon Paley, in following up a more strictly
analytic and & posteriori form of the argument ; but
their expositions, luminous and forcible as they may
be, still usually appeal more to foregone conclusions
than to philosophical conceptions.
In the numerous recent works on this subject
which have attained popularity, we cannot but ob
serve that facts and instances, examples and infer
ences in detail, have indeed been produced in rich
and increasing profusion, as the stores of scientific
knowledge of nature, have been continually aug
mented by ever expanding research.

Yet compa

ratively little advance has been made in the higher
analysis of those conventional modes of argument, to
whose stereotyped forms most writers on the subject
seem to consider themselves pledged to adhere.
The illustrations of Lord Brougham, the cri
ticisms of Bishop Turton, and the stores of erudition
and science poured forth by the writers for the
O4
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Bridgewater and Burnett prizes, though they have
abundantly illustrated and powerfully enforced the
accepted convictions of universal and natural feel
ing, have, upon the whole, effected little in the higher
philosophy of physico-theism, the logic of which is
in fact the only point in dispute.

Amid these illus

trations, however (to take one instance), we cannot
but notice the favourite tendency with many of these
writers to dwell on the effects of a resisting medium,
or the motions of the solar system, as ultimately
destructive to the earth and planets, by absorbing
them all in the sun.

But supposing this granted, it

is difficult to see in what way it would conduce to
the evidence of the Divine perfections.
Among the treatises just alluded to, doubtless that
of Dr. Whewell 1 stands prominently higher, both
in its general scientific tone, and more especially in
vindicating for the principle of the reduction of facts
under laius, the high position it ought to occupy in
the general argument.

The same may be said with

respect to the preeminence of the idea of order in
nature, as asserted in the work of Dr. Tulloch.2
1 Bridgewater Treatise, 1833.
2 Second Burnett Prize, " Theism," &c. 1 854.
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But for a more truly philosophical survey of the (Ersted.
higher principles of reasoning on these points we
must refer to the writings of (Ersted, who, already
highly distinguished in science, — by a single dis
covery (1820), effected after profound theoretical
reflection, yet with truly surprising practical sim
plicity, — at once created a new science, conferred on
mankind a new art, a new sense and means of com
munication between the remotest nations, — and who
has also at the close of his life, in a valuable work1,
bequeathed to the world his application of the con
clusions of science, to the support of physico-theology, — a work to which such ample reference has
been made in former essays as to render any more
particular mention of it in this place needless, but
which (with immaterial exceptions), in almost every
point, sanctions and corroborates the views advanced
in those essays.
To render a survey of the recent progress of science Correlation
of for :es.
in any degree complete, we must advert, however
briefly, to that widely extended field of investigation
now
1 The
opened
Soul IntoNature,
our &c;
contemplation
translation, London,
(mainly
1852. originatSee " Unity

of Worlds," Essay I.
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ing out of the discoveries of (Ersted) in the grand
and comprehensive theories of the correlation of phy
sical forces, elucidated by Grove, and extended as they
have been by the transcendental investigations of
Joule, Rankine, and W. Thomson, to universal prin
ciples of the equivalence of dynamic action, under
whatever variety of form or physical agency the
same primary and unalterable amount of mechanical
energy may be disguised.

Speculations which, be

sides their high theoretical and scientific value, seem
to bear with a peculiarly direct significance on the pro
found principles of universal order and unity of system
in nature which our present argument contemplates.
Effects of
scientific
institutions.

In all these branches of discovery, and the effects
achieved by individual energy, we cannot overlook
the immense aid to all scientific labour, which, espe
cially in later times, has been obtained from the
association and union of such energies, thus giving
them increased power and systematic direction in the
institution of public scientific bodies, academies, and
societies.
In the middle ages, amid surrounding barbarism
and ignorance, the foundation of universities was a
step of immense importance ; and to those noble
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institutions has been due no small share of the cul
tivation by which after ages have so largely pro
fited.

But in all institutions there may usefully

exist a distinction of functions.

Some are for creat

ing knowledge; some for accumulating, systematising,
and teaching ; some for diffusing and familiarising ;
some
Among
for applying
the results
andofpractically
the progress
making
anduse
extension
of it.
1nductive
laws of the
of physical inquiry, few perhaps are likely to be of moral world,
greater and more salutary importance than the ap
plication of inductive investigation to that vast range
of subjects not absolutely coming under the designa
tion of physical science, at least not as yet reduced
to physical causes, which refer to the condition of
society, the state of public health, the value of human
life, the tendencies of human conduct, of social
institutions, and the like points of inquiry, to all
which the principle of inductive generalisation is
now being applied ; and however vast the field, yet
the prosecution of such a research, in proportion as
it acquires more precise development and demonstra
tion, it may be fairly expected, will ultimately tend
to establish the order of the moral world on a basis
as fixed and universal as that of the physical.
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In several departments of inquiry, such laws are
now being gradually traced and established, by
which we find human actions and human affairs
generally are regulated, upon an average, to a
degree of certainty and exactness which seems mar
vellous when compared with their seeming capriciousness in individual cases, and which we can
hardly doubt is closely connected with some recon
dite laws of a physical kind, though their relation is
as yet little understood, or even conjectured.1

We

must, of course, allow for a considerable amount of
fluctuation in particular cases, if we are to admit the
operation of the free moral volition of individuals.
But it is precisely from the conflicting and anta
gonistic action of such a multitude of opposing and

1 For some excellent remarks on the nature and Importance of this
rising branch of inquiry, the reader is referred to the admirable address
of Lord Stanley, M.P., on opening the Statistical Section of the British
Association, 1856. See Report, Sectional Proceedings, p. 122. It can
hardly be necessary to add that the whole subject has received by far
the most complete elucidation yet given in the masterly work of Mr.
H. T. Buckle, " The History of Civilisation in England," vol. i., Intro
duction, 1857; the argument of which essentially involves the prin
ciple and application of this deduction of the invariable causes affecting
human conduct and progress and the condition of society and of na
tions, based on accurate statistical data, and tending to philosophical
Seneralisation of the highest interest.

MORAL ORDER.
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independent
that
areFounded
obtained
the ultimate
on
and
varieties
the
preserved.
balance
universal
of individual
and uniform
recognition
willmean
and
of results
action
laivs, supported

by high
long ago hinted at by Bishop Butler, even in events authorities,
where they least appear, this branch of inquiry may
be said to have been almost created as a science
within our own times.1
In a higher point of view, it has also been re
cognised and advocated, with his accustomed ability
and force, by Professor Sedgwick, who observes : —
" We are justified in saying that, in the moral as
" well as the physical world, God seems to govern
" by general laws

I am not now contending

" for the doctrine of moral necessity ; but I do affirm
" that the moral government of God is by general
" laws, and that it is our bounden duty to study
" those laws, and, as far as we can, to turn them to
" account.2
Another eminent writer, the late Mr. Combe, has Mr.Combe's
evinced not less zeal and ability in advocating the views.
same cause, even to a more detailed practical extent.
1 See above, p. 134.
* Studlet of Cambridge, 5th ed.
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He has enlarged on the great principle of acknow
ledging law and order in the course of all events

in

contradistinction to continual interposition, and has
earnestly contended that the people should be every
where instructed to recognise " the sacredness of
nature,"2 and that it should be made an essential
point in education to interpret the natural arrange
ment and order of the world as the true manifes
tation of its providential government — an object
which as yet has been too much neglected and
undervalued.3
Of these arrangements, he points out that man
himself constitutes an important integrant part ; and

1 Relation of Religion and Science, 4th ed. 1857, p. 11.
» lb. p. 159.
■ " In religious teaching," Mr. Combe observes, " the grand prin" ciples represented are all supernatural, and the revelations of the
" from
Divine
The Divine
schools,
will in
lawsnature,
colleges,
of religion,
as churches,
a basis
morality,
of morals
andandsocial
and
practical
religion,
consideration
conduct
are excluded
revealed

" in nature, are nearly banished from the pulpit, and few attempts
" made to harmonise them with Christianity." (Ib. p. 220.)
In these complaints, there is, in general, too much truth. Tet we
have witnessed some brilliant exceptions, as in the Sermons of the Rev.
Charles KJngsley, especially those on Pestilence, as well as a recent dis
course of Dr. Let, published by Royal command, entitled " What
Christianity teaches respecting the Body," 1 857.
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that his influence, as affecting the course of events
and the actions of his fellow-creatures, is mainly
due to superiority of intellect in some individuals
over the rest ; and this is traceable (according to the
author's views) to the conformation of its physical
organ, the brain, " which," he observes, " is the in" strument through which God conducts the moral
" government
Nevertheless,of as
themight
world."be1 expected, the progress Bearing on
religion.
of this branch of inquiry has been viewed with
suspicion, and has excited hostility from its real or
supposed bearing on religion.

As, in former ages,

comets and eclipses were viewed as supernatural pro
digies, and the appearances of the heavens as por
tending or influencing human affairs, so that to
question this belief was held equivalent to atheism,
in like manner, down to a much later period, in the
same spirit, have storms, inundations, pestilences,
droughts, and famines been believed to be similar
direct interpositions ; and as these have been, by
degrees, reduced to natural laws, the charge of im
piety has been raised, just as it was in the former

1 Relation of Religion and Science, p. 1 I8.
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Ethnobgy. kin^gd description relative to the history and origin
of nations, races, languages, of arts and civilisation,
so widely cultivated of late, derived from the same
purely inductive kind of inquiry, unfettered by tra
ditional prejudices, or a reference to objects or asso
ciations alien from those of pure science, — however
excellent in themselves, — we shall acknowledge, in
the results and in the spirit of inquiry generated by
the pursuits of archaeology, social history, philology,
and ethnology, some of the grandest advances in the
influence of philosophical views and the emancipa
tion of thinking minds from long inherited errors
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and confined notions,—too often incongruously mixed
up with religious belief, but by the rejection of
which that belief cannot fail to be purified and
strengthened.
As ethnological researches have advanced, those Origin of
mankind.
who have most extensively cultivated them have
been more and more impressed with the belief in
the high antiquity of man ; and we cannot here
omit, as the most remarkable recent instance of
this kind of archaeological research, the important
investigation of Mr. Horner

by borings through the

sedimentary deposits of the Nile, in which, at a
depth corresponding (on the average rate of depo
sition) to a period of 13,000 years ago, were found
fragments of pottery, proving the existence of man
comparatively civilised. Others have speculated on the
probability of distinct original species9 of the human

' See Proceedings of Royal Society, No. 29, p. 128.
* On this point, the following remark is eminently deserving of con
sideration : — " Isolated traditions, met with in many different places
'« on the earth's surface, .... derive the whole human race from a
" single human pair. The wide diffusion of this belief has sometimes
" led to its being assumed as a primitive recollection among mankind.
" But this very circumstance rather informs us that nothing traditional
" and nothing historical lies at the root of the persuasion, but merely
" the similarity of the human faculty
P of conception, which leads to the
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race ; some of which, at remote periods, many con
ceive to have been of a type lower in the scale, and
perhaps forming a connecting link with the inferior
animals.
But whatever may be thought of these specula
tions abstractedly, when we hear them denounced
by some parties as immensely dangerous, we have
only to reflect how utterly unconnected any such
physical points must be with the doctrines of Chris
tianity, so peculiarly directed to the spiritual condi
tion of man, and the things of another world.
" same explanation of tbe same pbenomenon. Many similar myths
" have very certainly arisen, without historical connection, out of the
" similarity of man's poetical and speculative constitution."—W. Hum
boldt, " On the Diversity of Languages and Nations, 8k.:" quoted by
A. Humboldt, Cosmos, p. 387, 1st translation, 1845.
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CONCLUSION.

In thus, however briefly and imperfectly, tracing General
influence
the main features which have marked the progress °f the
inductive
of physical knowledge during a succession of ages 8Plrltup to our own times, it cannot fail to have been
remarked, that, if we look to what must confessedly
be regarded as the highest and most valuable result
of such advance, we find it evinced, not so much in
the mere discovery of particular truths, however im
portant, as in its more indirect effects on the general
tone of mind and habits of thought, and in those
more enlarged and enlightened views which the free
dom of inductive generalisation, combined with the
caution of inductive precision, tends to produce, to
foster,
The and
mosttomarked
extend.feature of what we may call the Progress
from conmoral influence of physical advance is, perhaps, the formity to
nature.
confidence of the human mind in its own resources ;
subject only to the condition that those energies are
P2
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always employed and applied in subordination to the
great principles and analogies of nature, and based
on the ever-increasing conviction of the universality
and immutability of natural order.
Commensurate with the conformity and subjection
of all human reasoning and human skill to these
great principles, must be its increasing power and
its progressive triumphs in the special applications of
science as such ; and equally so will be the advance
towards those more elevated views and sublime con
templations, which are more worthily followed out
precisely as they are in closer conformity to the same
great natural analogies.
Of the slow progress made in this respect, in the
earlier stages even of the modern philosophy, we
have seen remarkable evidence, both in the general
tone of speculation in those times, contrasted with
that displayed by a few bolder spirits ; and even in
the inequality of some great minds with themselves
— elevated as they were on some subjects, yet
evincing on others an entire subjugation to received
Emancipa- prepossessions. Yet, if the spirit of the inductive
tion from
prejudice, school boast above everything a freedom from the
dictation even of learned authority, it ought, in a
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pre-eminent degree, to exempt its followers from
paying homage to vulgar prejudice and illiterate
bigotry.
Some even of the most exact discoverers in nature Higher
general
have not afforded the best examples of the influence sation.
of that higher philosophy, to which their invaluable
physical advances were the essential preliminaries
and substantial basis.

But those who have taken

more comprehensive views, in conformity to real in
ductive principles and natural analogies, and have
thus emancipated themselves from time-sanctioned
errors, will be recognised in their claim to the title
of philosophic instructors of human intellect, and
lights of human belief ; especially in reference to
those higher contemplations to which positive science
may point, but cannot conduct us.
We have before adverted to the indirect and re
mote influence of science on the opinions and ideas
of the age.

This is a point the importance of

which was long ago recognised by Bishop Berkeley,
who remarks 1 : — " PrevaiUng studies are of no
" small consequence to a state, the religion, man-

' Slris, p. 158, § 331.
ra
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" ners, and civil government of a country ever tak" ing some bias from its philosophy, which affects
" not only the minds of its professors and students,
" but also the opinions of all the better sort, and the
" practice of the whole people, remotely and conse" quentially indeed, though not inconsiderably."
Modem
We can form some idea of the actual state of
scepticism
from moral religious belief among the educated and cultivated
and meta
physical
classes at any period from the published opinions
sources.
and tone of the literature of that period, though it
may be by no means easy, or even possible, to trace
exactly how far that state of opinion may be directly
connected with the progress of science or the pur
suits of philosophy.

Yet so far as we can reason

ably speculate on such a point, it can hardly be
doubted that, at the present moment, though there
exists among us a very considerable amount of scep
ticism, and even positive and avowed disbelief in
Christianity as a Divine revelation, or in its peculiar
doctrines in detail, that disbelief may be in all cases
traced up to the influence, not of physical, but of
metaphysical and moral speculation.
And if we venture to look at all to individual
examples, it may be confidently affirmed that scarcely
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one single instance, among ourselves at the present
day, can be adduced of a physical philosopher who
has published or avowed opinions hostile to the
Christian doctrines, while several have written in
defence and support of them.

If such men feel the

necessity for enlarged views of universal order, and
discard the idea of physical interruptions, this has
in no instance led to any rejection of the moral and
spiritual teaching of the Gospel.

Among the great

mass of those devoted to mathematical, astrono
mical and experimental research, —to chemical, phy
siological, and geological studies, we might, perhaps,
rather say, there exists an indisposition to enter at
all on inquiries or speculations connected with higher
topics ; yet this is invariably coupled with the ex
pression and the feeling of deep respect for subjects
which they may think it beside their province to
discuss.
There is a species of influence over the progress of intellectual
and moral
mind and civilisation, consequent on the extension of influence of
physical
scientific discovery, too manifest to require com- improve
ment, which yet ought not to be omitted in the
enumeration of such influences — the vast impulse
P4
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and extension given to intellectual advance by means
of physical improvement and inventions in the arts
of life.

It may seem trite and obvious, but it is not

less material, to record among the means of en
lightenment, even on the most sublime topics, such
now familiar instruments and aids as the printingpress, the steam power, the electric telegraph, the
methods of mitigating suffering and prolonging life,
and the annihilation of time and distance.

The

improvers of the conditions of existence, the diffusers and perpetuators of knowledge, must ever
rank with the creators of the knowledge and en
lightenment so applied and extended.
The contemplation of such marvellous indications
of the power of mind over matter, cannot but raise
salutary reflections on the higher nature and affinities
of mind ; and the community of thought, thus ex
tended between different regions and races, cannot
but result in inducing greater liberality of sentiment.
The empire of intellect is seen to have its proper
limits in the world of matter; while the separate
dominion of faith is supported in a region beyond
the discussions of reason ; and which ought, therefore,
to be sanctified by peace and charity.
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In its higher relations, the advance of the indue- Whcrc
tive philosophical spirit at once assures the grand gndSosophy
evidence of universal intelligence, and tends to dispel {^fnsall superstitious fancies by which the truth is ob
scured and degraded ; while again it precisely points
out the limit necessarily imposed on all philosophical
inferences as to religious doctrine, and demands the
surrender of all such sublime conceptions to the
more fitting and paramount jurisdiction of faith.
Thus, advancing philosophy unhesitatingly dis
perly
owns contradiction
amenable to science,
to physical
however
truth they
in matters
may have
pro-

been associated with religious belief ; but, beyond
the province of scientific knowledge, reason acknow
ledges a blank and a void, which can only be
filled up by conceptions of a totally different order,
originating from higher sources, in no way opposed
to reason, as they present no ideas cognisable by it,
but solely objects of spiritual apprehension, derived
from Divine revelation.

'
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NOTE.
RECENT BIBLE-PHILOSOPHY.
1. After the repeated references already made to the
subject of that radical misconception at once of science
and of theology, which leads to the idea of connecting
the language of the Bible with the discoveries of science,
or to the attempt to reconcile them when they are in con
tradiction, it might seem superfluous to add any remarks
on the subject.
But there are incessantly appearing speculations of
this kind, the productions of a class of minds incapable
of philosophical reasoning, yet ever discussing scientific
subjects ; on whom the force of repeated refutation is
lost, and who are continually coming forward with re
vivals of thrice-rejected and exploded fallacies, — some
of which thus nevertheless demand a brief notice.
2. After the examination into which I have entered,
of the whole argument of Mr. H. Miller's works, both in
a former1 and in the last instance2, I can only add an
expression of surprise that so leading and liberal a journal
as the " Edinburgh Review " should have so far lost
sight of all sound philosophy, and shown itself so far
behind the advance of enlightenment, as to introduce, in
1 Unity of Worlds, Essay III. § 3.
• Christianity without Judaism, Appendix No. xviii.
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a recent article1 on the works of the author just named,
a new attempt to revive the credit of Bible-Geology. The
whole argument proceeds on the assumption, — as if uncontroverted, — of the authority of the Judaical Scrip
tures in the matter. It is nevertheless carried on with a
prudent ambiguity of expression, in which the writer
avoids committing himself on philosophical points; while
at length he is constrained to reduce the whole alleged
accordance of Scripture with geology to the mere general
resemblance of the two in the assertion of a progression
in the introduction of the forms of organic life: an asser
tion which, it is well known, is nevertheless denied by
some geologists altogether; and which is manifestly
untrue in the only sense in which it could here apply,
viz. in the separate pre-existence of the vegetable world
to the animal, and even in the commencement of animal
life with the simplest forms. This is, however, an im
portant confession. If this be all that even the " Edin
burgh Review" can adduce, the cause may be well pro
nounced hopeless; and we may trust that attempts to
uphold it will not be repeated.
3. Such ideas however are fully in keeping with those
of another writer in the same journal, who, while he
assigns me very undeserved honours in science, seems
incapable of perceiving the nature of my arguments,
or appreciating the grander bearings of physical phi
losophy, and to whose apprehension the simple principles
of inductive generalisation and of natural theology, as I
have endeavoured to expound them, appear startling
" paradoxes " !
1 Edinb. Rev. July, 1858.
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4. The critique first referred to too manifestly betrays
a disposition to bow to the ignorance and bigotry of
the Puritanical school, one of whose more ardent sup
porters in the " British and Foreign Quarterly," 1 is
only worthy of notice, in that he nowhere pretends to
deny, but distinctly admits, the existence of the direct
contradiction, though he throws the blame of it on
the geologists! But these, as well as other instances,
afford marked symptoms of the extent to which that
school feel, and are beginning to confess the formidable
nature of the inroad made on their Judaical tenets
by the advance of sound geology.
5. In this kind of discussion, a certain class of minds
have been prone to entangle themselves in a metaphysical
puzzle, arising out of the idea of time: and to allege that,
because geological periods were not measured by the
standard of human consciousness, they may therefore
have been really compressed into almost momentary
duration, — as if that would in any degree affect the
succession of geological events, or reconcile them to the
Hebrew cosmogony.
6. But the most extraordinary instance of the total
misconception, not only of all geological evidence, but
of the first principles of all philosophical investiga
tion, has been exhibited in a recent publication a by an
author who has hitherto enjoyed a reputation as a
naturalist, — in which he makes a serious attempt to
revive what is the same practically (though he repudiates
it abstractedly) with the old dream of organic fossils
1 No. liv, p. 421.
2 Omphalos, &c. By P. H. Gossc, F.R.S., 1857.
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being altogether delusive sports of nature; he regards
them, in fact, as mere resemblances of real forms, produced
in the miraculous process of the simultaneous and sudden
creation of the whole world and all things in it in the
Mosaic six days.
This speculation affords a singular specimen of the
extent to which one absurdity may be speciously justi
fied by stringing on to it another still more preposterous.
The argument stands, in fact, thus:—The first of existing
plants, animals, and men were all created suddenly out
of nothing : therefore full-grown ; therefore bearing all the
marks of previous growth and development, as e. g. trees
with concentric rings, Adam and Eve1 with the um
bilicus (o/ifaXvc, hence the title of the book). In like
manner, therefore, the crust of the earth exhibits like
fallacious marks of successive deposits: therefore those
deposits show fallacious organic remains; therefore those
remains display individually the fallacious appearances
of successive growth! &c. &c.
There is in all this a kind of perverted ingenuity,
which reminds us more than anything of the occasion
ally acute theories of mental aberration : while the
author's " pro-chronic " periods seem possibly allied to
the recondite metaphysical idea before adverted to.
If we could reason at all on such a visionary basis, it
would seem rather a more natural conclusion that miracu
lously created forms should be free from all such marks
of progressive growth, to evince their supernatural origin.

* This was the recondite Idea long ago so elaborately discussed by
Sir T. Browne, "Vulgar Errors," book v. ch. 5. 1646.
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But the radical fallacy lies in the assumed idea of sudden
formation out of nothing, which is altogether alien from
science, and inadmissible into its nomenclature : unless
(as custom has in some manner sanctioned it) the term
" creation " be regarded as merely designed to cover our
ignorance of the actual mode of origin.1
The whole speculation merely affords a good exem
plification»of the preposterous consequences to which any
attempt to reason on the theological and metaphysical
idea of "creation" inevitably must lead us; and thus
only suggests the stronger caution against all such mis
use of the term and of the idea, as must arise from the
introduction of it into science.
But it is needless to add more, as this theory has
received so able and merited a demolition in the anni
versary address to the Geological Society, by its late
President, Major-Gen. Portlock, R.E., F.R.S. &c, 1858.
7. But there have been some recent discussions appa
rently belonging to the same class, which exhibit charac
teristics of so peculiar a kind, as to induce rather a
different estimate of their real tendency from that which
their professions might lead us to entertain. So com
plete, in fact, is the concession these writers really make
of all the substantial points, so manifest the evasions
and subterfuges they exhibit, that we can only regard
them as disguised allies, merely offering a nominal
homage to the prejudices of a religious party; a pro
fession in name, covering a denial in substance, as
transparent as that of the Jesuit commentators on

1 See Unity of World*, 2nd ed. p. 453.
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Newton, in their professions of unlimited deference
to the ecclesiastical dogmas: — " Caeterum latis a summis
" pontificibus contra telluris motum decretis nos ob" sequi profitemur;" — while they directly contravened
them in promulgating, illustrating, and demonstrating
the prohibited doctrines. So at the present day, the
writers alluded to make great boast of evincing the
entire "reconciliation of Science and Scripture," the
" Harmony of the two Records," and the like, in their titlepages; while their whole argument directly nullifies such
professions, or pretends to fulfil them in so singularly
accommodating a sense, as amounts to a virtual abandon
ment of the pretension.
These remarks are suggested by several recent works,
more especially by a late much commended publication
of the Ven. Archdeacon Pratt a writer so highly emi
nent in mathematical and mechanical science, as to claim
for any views he may advance the most respectful con
sideration, while his name gives currency to his opinions
with a considerable religious party.
The whole view of the subject presented in the work
referred to is this : — As the Scripture in former times
seemed opposed to the motion of the earth and the ex
istence of antipodes,— so now it seems opposed to the
incalculable antiquity of the earth, — to the existence of
light and living creatures "before the six days," — to
death before the fall,—to " specific centres of creation,"
—and the like; and seems to assert an universal deluge,

1 Scripture and Science not at Variance. By J. H. Pratt, Archdeacon
of Calcutta, 2nd efl. Lond. 1858.
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and other points of a physical kind. But all this, in
reality, only from "false interpretations," from which it
is now " delivered." So again it seems to teach a com
mon origin of the human race, — a common primeval
language, — and other similar tenets. But these, we
are told, are only "false conclusions deduced by its
votaries ; "—false interpretations, which yet are identical
with the very words ; — fallacious conclusions, which,
notwithstanding, are directly asserted' in the very terms :
and, nevertheless, the " historical authority " of the
passages, and their " surpassing importance," are to be
strictly maintained!
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ESSAY II.
NATURE AND REVELATION.

§ I.—THE ORDER OF NATURE AS BEARING ON THEOLOGY
IN GENERAL.
Hat1ng, in the last essay, briefly surveyed the main
features which have characterised the progress of
physical science in successive ages, in regard to its
influence more or less immediate on religious belief,
and having glanced at the main arguments and
inferences of a theological kind, 'which have been
directly or indirectly connected with its gradual
disclosures in past times, we now proceed to consider
more in detail the nature of those reasonings, and
the legitimate conclusions

founded on physical

knowledge, in its existing stage of advance, which
have reference to these more sublime contempla
tions.
Q9
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RecapituiaWith this view, it will be necessary briefly to
ceding PrC* recapitulate the argument before pursued. In the
argument.

earjier

0f t,he former essays, after having dis

cussed the nature and principle of inductive reason
ing

and the theory of cause and effect *, involving

the rejection of the idea of efficient power, as among
the last lingering remains of the old mysticism, -j—
after having dwelt on the ultimate unity of principle
which must really pervade all nature, as it pervades
all science, the interpreter of nature3, I proceeded
to illustrate and enforce4 the grander argument of
universal and perpetual harmony and adjustment
of physical causes, which leads to the recognition
of a moral cause.
invariable
laws.

The very essence of the whole argument is the
invariable preservation of the principle of order:
not necessarily such as we can directly recognise,
but the universal conviction of the unfailing sub
ordination of everything to some grand principles
of law, however imperfectly apprehended or realised
in our partial conceptions, and the successive sub
ordination of such laws to others of still higher

1 Unity of Worlds, Essay I. § i.
• Ibid. §§ u. m.

J Ibid. § iv.
« Ibid. § v.
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generality, to an extent transcending our concep
tions, and constituting the true chain of universal
causation, which culminates in the sublime con
ception of the Cosmos.
It is in immediate connection with this enlarged No real
view of universal immutable natural order, that I exceptions.
have regarded the narrow notions of those who
obscure the sublime prospect, by imagining so un
worthy an idea as that of occasional interruptions'
in the physical economy of the world.
The only instance considered was that of the
alleged sudden supernatural origination

of new

species of organised beings in remote geological
epochs.

It is in relation to the broad principle of

law, if once rightly apprehended, that such infer
ences are seen to be wholly unwarranted by science,
and such fancies utterly derogatory and inadmissible
in philosophy; while, even in those instances pro
perly understood, the real scientific conclusions of
the invariable and indissoluble chain of causation
stand vindicated in the sublime contemplations with
which they are thus associated.

1 Unity of Worlds, Essay L J v. and Essay III.
«8
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Essentuu
To a correct apprehension of the whole argument,
principle of
universal
order.
the one essential requisite is to have obtained a
complete and satisfactory grasp of this one grand
principle of law pervading nature, or rather con
stituting the very idea of nature ;—which forms the
vital essence of the whole of inductive science, and
the sole assurance of those higher inferences, from
the inductive study of natural causes, which are the
indications of a supreme intelligence and a moral
cause.
The whole of the ensuing discussion must stand
or fall with the admission of this grand principle.
Those
extent,who
mayareprobably
not prepared
not accept
to embrace
the conclusions
it in its full:

but they must be sent back to the school of induc
tive science, where alone it must be independently
imbibed and thoroughly assimilated with the mind
Limits to

of On
the the
student
slightest
in theconsideration
first instance.of the nature, the

the study
of nature,

foundations, and general results of inductive science,
we see abundant exemplification at once of the
legitimate objects which fall within the province of
physical philosophy, and the limits which, from the
nature of the case, must be imposed on its investi
gations.

We recognise the powers of intellect fitly

.
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employed inbeyond
conclusions
the study
nature
of ; nature,
yet pre-eminently
but indicating
leading
no j

us to perceive in nature, and in the invariable and
universal constancy of its laws, the indications of
universal, unchangeable, and recondite arrangement,
dependence, and connection in reason.
It is the province of science to investigate nature,
— it can contemplate nothing but in connection
with the order of nature,— it cannot point to any
thing out of nature.
But if in any case the resources of explanation on
inductive and natural grounds seem exhausted,— if
philosophy, after examining any outstanding case,
acknowledge it beyond its existing powers, it is not
therefore beyond all investigation.

If at any par

ticular point science find a present limit, what is
beyond science is not therefore beyond nature; —
it is only unknown nature ; when we cease to trace
law, we are sure that law remains to be traced.
When science imposes a limit, it can do so only The natural
and the
provisionally. The case may be beyond present super
natural.
views, but not beyond future discovery. The limits
of the study of nature do not bring us to the con
fines of the supernatural.
ft 4
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Whatever amount of the wonderful and marvellous
we may encounter in the research into nature, or the
investigation of facts, those cases of wonder (assumed
to be pefectly established as to the facts or appear
ances,) can only to the eye of reason be left as ex
traordinary phenomena awaiting their explanation:
which, — if they be only properly examined, —
No limits
to nature.

they will be sure at some future period to receive.
it was (as before remarked) the argument of
v
'
°
Spinoza that we cannot pretend to determine the
boundary between the natural and the supernatural,
until the whole of nature shall be open to our
knowledge.

But in the then state of physical philo

sophy it was not perceived that no extension of
natural knowledge could possibly enable us to dis
cover the supernatural, the very conception of which
belongs to a totally different order of things;
— or that, as we now acknowledge, the inductive
principle can point to no such boundary, and
recognise no such distinction, in any objects of
its investigation.
From the very conditions of the case, it is evident
that the supernatural can never be a matter of science
or knowledge ; for the moment it is brought within
the cognisance of reason it ceases to be supernatural.
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If nature could really terminate anywhere, there we
should not find the supernatural, but a chaos, a
blank, — total darkness, — anarchy, — atheism.
But though the utmost extension of inductive Supreme
science can only lead us further into the realm of reason
nature, in
natural order, so far from being at variance with, or
beyond, the idea of natural order, nothing can be
more pre-eminently in accordance with it than the
grand inference from those highest generalisations
in the study of physical causes which lead to what is
essentially manifested in their invariable uniformity
and recondite dependence,—the existence of universal
reason and supreme intelligence.
It thus belongs properly to the function of reason
to acknowledge universal reason, — of intellect to
recognise infinite intelligence, as pre-eminently har
monising with its own operations, by which the indi
cations of universal mind are discovered, or rather
as that of which itself is but an humble part and
reflection.
From what has been before observed, it is readily causation,
seen how little satisfactory the simple and positive
view of causation must be to the imaginative
and mysticising tendency of the human mind,
which is ever seeking some conception of efficient
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First and

power
andIt generalisation
is toinstead
this tendency
of only.
a necessary
that we may
connection
trace the
in lingerreason

second
causes.

ing disposition to dwell on the old antithesis of " First
Cause " and " Second Causes ; " and hence to keep up
the vulgar prejudice against the study of the latter
as injurious to the belief in the former.

Feuerbacn's
view.

This idea forms a prominent topic in the remarkable speculations of Feuerbach *, who traces it to a
supposed fundamental opposition between internal
religious sentiment and the contemplation of external
nature: so that, as he says, "religion is abolished
" when second causes are interposed between God
" and man," nor can it be denied that from the con
fused way in which these subjects have been con
stantly treated by popular writers, he is able to find
1 Sir W. Hamilton, after enumerating not less than seven different
theories of causation, at length proposes his own ;—which a professed
admirer admits is not at all more satisfactory ! (Discussions, &c.,
p. 611. See Mansel's " Bampton Lectures: Oxford, 1858," 382, &c,
and Prolegomena, 135, 309.)
Another not less eminent metaphysician proposes the following: —
" We are unable to conceive an absolute commencement of phenomena ;
" hence we suppose the same phenomenon previously existing under
"another form," &c. . . . which constitutes the succession of cause and
effect ! (Cousin, " Hist, de la Philos. duDix-huitieme Siecle," lecra 19.)
* Essence of Christianity, transL p. 1 80.
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numerous examples apparently corroborative of his
view.

The whole tenor of my previous argument is,

however, directed to show that the fundamental idea
is grounded on an entire misconception, and that the
apparent opposition disappears before the simplicity of
advancing physical truth, and the consideration that
the terms " First " and " Second Causes " must refer
to classes of ideas wholly distinct from each other.
That the study of physical causes is the sole real
Clue to the conception of a moral cause ; and that
physical order, so far from being opposed to the idea
of supreme intelligence, is the very exponent of it.
We thus see the importance of taking a more Narrow
views of
enlarged view of the great argument of natural the argu
theology ; — and the necessity for so doing becomes ment
design,from
the more apparent, when we reflect on the injury to
which these sublime inferences are exposed, from the
narrow and unworthy form in which the reasoning
has been too often conducted.
Thus, to take a prominent instance, it is from the
restricted form in which the argument from design
has been commonly put, and the untenable inferences

1 See " Unity of Worlds," Essay I. § v.
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to which it has been stretched, that the objections

Hume's
objections.

raised by Hume and others acquire any force.
The reasonings referred to are those contained in
his well-known " Dialogues on Natural Religion,"
where we may take, as characteristic instances, the
following expressions : —
" If we see a house we conclude with the greatest
" certainty that it had an architect. . . . But surely
" you will not affirm that the universe bears such a
" resemblance to a house, that we can with the same
" certainty infer a similar cause

"

Again : — " But can you think, Cleanthes, that your
" usual philosophy has been preserved in so wide a
" step as you have taken, when you compared to the
"universe, houses, ships, furniture, machines; —
"and from their similarity in same circumstances,
"inferred a similarity in their causes?

Thought,

" design, intelligence, such as we discover in men and
" other animals, is no more than one of the springs
" and principles of the universe, as well as heat
" and cold, attraction or repulsion, and a hundred
" others which fall under daily observation.

It is an

"active cause by which some particular parts of
" nature, we find, produce alterations on other parts.
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" ferred
But canfrom
a conclusion,
parts to the
with
whole
any? propriety,
"1
be trans-

betrays
his
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forIn"argument
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these
his not
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replied
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easily
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like
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that
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remarks,
the
to of
criticism
real
precision,
Hume
argument
: and
doubtless
andisitlays
not
is

But call it by what name we will, the essential Cases not
parallel.
point is, that we cannot reason from the case of a
work of human design, which is a definite contrivance,
to answer a specific known purpose, the work of a
finite agent, limited by the circumstances and con
ditions of the case,—to the structure of the infinite
universe, in which we can infer no final design or
purpose whatever : which is perpetual in its adjust
ments, offering no evidence of beginning nor end,
— only of continual orderly changes; however the
limited evidence in some of its parts, of adjustment of
means to ends, may warrant the conjecture of other
higher
The unknown
argument,purposes.
as popularly pursued, proceeds on Narrow
view of
the analogy of a personal agent, whose contrivances are personal
agent.
1 Dialogues on Nat. Religion, pt. 1i. ; Works, vol. ii. pp. 446, 448.
» Mansel's " Bampt. Lect." p. 354.
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limited by the conditions of the case and the nature
of his materials, and pursued by steps corresponding
to those of human plans and operations : — an argu
ment leading only to the most unworthy and anthropo
morphic conceptions.

Yet such have been the now

confessedly injudicious modes of expression adopted
by some approved writers on the subject.
for
views.
Necessity
wider

and
of
order
are
be The
the
found
furnished
reason
and
past,
satisfactory
unity,
ininbut
those
by
nature.
and
the
to view
more
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grand
which
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contemplation
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ever
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toofinferences
can
cosmical
which
mind
only

The book
of nature.

If we read a book which it requires much thought
and exercise of reason to understand, but which we
find discloses more and more truth and reason as we
proceed in the study, and contains clearly more than
we can at present comprehend, then, undeniably, we
properly say that thought and reason exist in that
book irrespectively of our minds, and equally so of
any question as to its author or origin.

Such a

book confessedly exists, and is ever open to us in the
natural world.

Or, to put the case under a slightly

different form ; — when the astronomer, the physicist,
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the geologist, or the naturalist, notes down a series of
observed facts or measured data, he is not an author
expressing his own ideas,— he is a mere amanuensis
taking down the dictations of nature : his observation
book is the record of the thoughts of another mind :
he has but set down literally what he himself does
not understand, or only very imperfectly.

On fur

ther examination, and after deep and anxious study,
he perhaps begins to decipher the meaning, by per
ceiving some law which gives a signification to the
facts, and the further he pursues the investigation up
to any more comprehensive theory, the more fully he
perceives that there is a higher reason, of which his
own is but the humble interpreter, and into whose
depths he may penetrate continually farther, to dis
cover yet more profound and invariable order and
system ; always indicating still deeper and more
hidden abysses yet unfathomed, but throughout
which he is assured the same recondite and im
mutable arrangement ever prevails.
That which it requires thought and reason to Reason
exists in
understand, must be itself thought and reason. That the order
of nature.
which mind alone can investigate or express, must
be itself mind.

And if the highest conception
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attained is but partial, then the mind and reason
studied is greater than the mind and reason of the
student.

If the more it be studied the more vast

and complex is the necessary connection in reason
disclosed, then the more evident is the vast extent
and compass of the intelligence thus partially mani
fested ; and its reality as existing in the immutably
connected order of objects examined, independently
of the mind of the investigator.
This <iis-

But considerations of this kind, just and transcen-

t'hTorSn
of nature.

dently important as they are in themselves, give us
^ ^ ^ any inquiry into the origin of the order
of things thus investigated, or the nature, or other
attributes, of the mind evinced in them.

Limits of

The real argument for universal Intelligence,

theology.

manifested in the universality of order and law in
the material world, is very different from any attempt
to give a form to our conceptions, even by the
language of analogy, as to the nature or mode of
existence, or operation of that intelligence : and still
more different from any extension of our inference
from what is, to what may have been, from present
order to a supposed origination, first adjustment, or
planning of that order.
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By keeping these distinctions steadily in view, we
appreciate properly both the limits and the extent
and compass of what we may appropriately call
COSMO-THEOLOGY. 1
1 On this point I will cite the opinion of a theologian who has been
looked up to as of the highest orthodoxy and learning in the English
church, and who will not be suspected of any undue bias towards phi
lotophical views,— the late Bishop Van Mlldert. His testimony, there
fore, is the more striking to what is here maintained as the legitimate
view of a strict and positive philosophy in regard to natural theism. " All
" researches into nature," he says, " terminate abruptly ; and we must
" stop short at an immeasurable chasm between the creature and the
" Creator." .... (Boyle Lectures, vol. il. p. 65.) Again : " The
" study of phytia has nothing in common with theology properly so
" called, cither as to its principles, or the subjects on which it is em" ployed, or the end which it proposes. In physics it is impossible to
s' proceed beyond second causes, or the instrumental agents of the ma" terial world. The first cause will still be as remote as ever from our
*'p. view,
97. ) and the immaterial
"In short,world
natural
will philosophy
still elude our
being
researches."
confined to(Ibid.
sen" sible and material objects, cannot attain to even a glimpse of spiritual
" truth ; and consequently is incapable, per sc, of instructing men in
" what it most concerns them to understand, — the knowledge of God,
" or even of man, so far as he is a spiritual and intellectual being."
(Ibid. p. 98.)
He then proceeds to extend the same inference from the physical to
the moral sciences.
If it be objected that this view is at variance with St Paul's assertion
(Rom. 1. 19, &c.), divines of the same school reply, that in fact the
Apostle's argument is not an assertion of an abstract philosophical con
clusion, but of the practical truth that the heathen themselves acknow
ledged and professed a belief in a Deity (on whatever grounds) and yet
did not act up to it. Even in a reasoning point of view, the Apostle,
B
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Admitting, then, at any rate, the very limited
nature and extent of the conclusions derivable from
physical philosophy, it has been the aim of a con
siderable section of writers on Natural Theology to
contend that higher views of the Divine nature and
perfections are to be obtained from the contemplation
of metaphysical and moral truth. 1
perhaps, appeals to the speculative philosophy then prevalent ; but the
present remarks refer to modern inductive science, which is more
limited in its aims.
I have elsewhere noticed that some other writers of much authority
in very different schools of theology, have agreed in the same opinion,
and have even carried it to the extreme of denying any inferences what
ever from natural science as bearing on these higher views. This, I
apprehend, arose from their deficiency in physical knowledge, which
disqualified them from perceiving the great principle of physical order
and its consequences as the indication of, or, rather, as synonymous
with, reason and mind in the natural world. See " Oxford Essays,"
1857, Essay V.
1 It has even been common with writers of this class to express an
absurd kind of jealousy of physical science, and to demand, in a hostile
tone, " What right has philosophy to build on material principles alone,
" and not to take mind into account ? " (Mansel's " Bampton Lectures,"
Oxford, 1858, pp. 190, 191) and to contend that moral truths "are
" facts of experience to the full as real and certain as the laws of the
" planetary motions and chemical affinities."
It is simply amusing to notice the self-complacent ignorance of a
writer, who thinks he is hitting hard at physical science by dilating
with satisfaction on the humiliation of the astronomer who can com
pute the remotest future position of the planets, but (sad mortification
of his vanity !) cannot predict the state of his own health or the direc
tion of the wind to-morrow ! But it is far from amusing to find such
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The phenomena and laws of mind ought undoubtedly
to be taken into account, so far as they have been
traced, as indicative of higher mind, as those of moral
sense and conscience are of a higher principle of
moral order and source of goodness.

But on these

subjects we can hardly be said really to possess any
fixed data or determinate laws on which to reason,
until different parties shall be as well agreed even
on the most elementary principles of moral and
metaphysical, as they are on those of physical,
truth.
The actual claims of moral science to establish a
foundation for these more sublime truths are very
slight : The old a priwi metaphysical theistic argu
ments and schemes of the Divine perfections, (espe
cially from the exhaustive criticisms of Kant,) have
been generally discredited, not only by philosophers

sentiments endorsed by an able and learned writer, in a work produced
at the present day under the special sanction of the university of Oxford.
And it is unjustifiable, in the present state of knowledge, for any one to
pretend to reason on such topics, who betrays such misapprehension of
the very nature and principles of all physical philosophy, as to argue,
" if it be true that the researches of science tend towards (though who
" can say they will ever reach?) the establishment of a system of fixed
" and orderly recurrence," 8cc. &c. (Mansel's "Bampton Lectures," 189.)
1 See above, Essay L § 1v.
»2
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but by the admission of the most orthodox divines 1 ;
in the views of the same kind which others have
sought to substitute, we can find little which seems
more satisfactory.
Higher
To attempt to reason from law to volition, from
sources of
religious
order to active power, from universal reason to
conviction.
distinct personality, from design to self-existence,
from intelligence to infinite perfection, is, in reality,
to adopt grounds of argument and speculation entirely
beyond those of strict philosophical inference, and it
would be more consistent openly to avow the
insufficiency of scientific views for realising those
loftier contemplations and theistic conceptions than
to gloss over the difficulty by an ambiguous and
mystical metaphysical phraseology ; and owning the
inadequacy of reason, to recur to faith.

And, in fact,

the most candid of such reasoners usually, in the end,
fall back on the simple appeal to the common feeling
and general religious sense of mankind in the belief
in a Deity, an appeal which, however just in itself, iy
simply a confession of the insufficiency of philoso
phical reasoning — the only point in dispute.
1 For a fuller discussion of this subject, see ray Essay, No. V. in the
" Oxford Essays " for 1 857.
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But to whatever extent any such metaphysical and Moral
truths not
moral theistic systems may be supposed established, at variance
with
still, referring, as* they do, to an order of truths physical,
essentially distinct from those of the physical world,
and of a kind almost wholly internal, ideal, and sub
jective, it is manifest, from the nature of the case,
they can in no way affect, or come into collision
with, the general conclusion of universal order evinced
by physical science, though they can hardly fail to
confirm it.
At the utmost a physico-theology can only teach All philoso
a supreme mind evinced in the laws of the world of ln
phylawresults
antl
order.
matter, and the relations of a Deity to physical
things essentially as derived from physical law.
A moral or metaphysical theology (so far as it may
be substantiated) can only lead us to a Deity related
to mind, or to the moral order of the world.
Physical science may bring us to a God of nature,
moral or metaphysical science to a God of mind or
spirit.

But all philosophy is generalisation, and

therefore essentially implies universal order; and
thus, in these sublime conclusions, or in any infe
rences we may make from them, that principle must
hold an equally prominent place.
B3

H we indulge in
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any speculations on the Divine perfections we must
admit an element of immutable order as one of the
chief.
Divine
attributes
as learned
from
natural
theology.

'

The firm conception of the immutability of order
is the first rudiment in all scientific foundation for
cosmo-theology.

Our conclusion cannot go beyond

the assumption in our evidence.

Our argument can

lead us only to such limited notions of the Divine
attributes as are consistent with the principle of
" Cosmos." If we speak of "wisdom," it is as evinced
in laws of profoundly adjusted reason ; if of " power,"
it is only in the conception of universal and eternal
maintenance of those arrangements ; if of " infinite
intelligence," it is as manifested throughout the
infinity of nature; and to whose dominion we can
imagine no limit, as we can imagine none to natural
order.
Limited
view of
power.

If we attempt to extend the idea of "power" to
infinity, or what we call the attribute of " Omnipo
tence," in conformity with a strictly natural theology,
it can only be from the boundless extent to which
we find these natural arrangements kept up in in
cessant activity, but unchangeable order ; — the
unhmited, and we believe illimitable, expansion, both
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in time and space, of the same undeviating regu
larity with which the operations of the universally
connected machinery is sustained. The difficulty Law and
which presents itself to many minds, how to recon volition.
cile the idea of unalterable law with volition (which
Beems to imply something changeable), can only be
answered by appealing to those immutable laws as
the sole evidence and exponent we have of supreme
volition; a volition of immutable mind, an empire
of fixed intelligence.
The simple argument from the invariable order omnipo„
tence in the
of nature is wholly incompetent to give us any con- order of
nature.
ception whatever of the Divine Omnipotence except
as maintaining, or acting through, that invariable
universal system of physical order and law.

Any

belief which may be entertained of a different kind
must essentially belong to an order of things wholly
beyond any conclusions derived from physical phi
losophy or cosmo-theology.

A Theism of Omnipo

tence in any sense deviating from the order of
nature must be entirely derived from other teaching :
in fact it is commonly traceable to early religious
impressions derived, not from any real deductions of
reason, but from the language of the Bible.
B4
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Natural theology does not lead us to the super
natural, being itself the essential and crowning
principle of the natural: and pointing to the su
preme moral cause or mind in nature: manifested
to us as far as the invariable and universal series and
connexion of physical causes are disclosed: obscured
only when they may be obscured ; hidden only when
they may be imagined to be interrupted. The super
natural is the offspring of ignorance, and the parent
of superstition and idolatry: the natural is the as
surance of science, and the preliminary to all rational
views of Theism.1
The highest inferences to which any physical phi

theism
beyond
natural

losophy can lead us, though of demonstrative force
as far as they reach, are confessedly of very limited
extent.

It is a mistake to confound with the de

ductions of science these more sublime conceptions
and elevated spiritual views of a Deity, — a personal
God, — an Omnipotent Creator,—a moral Governor,
— a Being of infinite spiritual perfections, — holding

1 An able critic puts the case very forcibly and concisely : s' Super" stltion consists not in the belief In this (a supreme) cause ; but in
" the supposition that its action is occasional rather than eternal, par" tial rather than universal." — Edinburgh Review, No. ccxviii. p. 485.

{-
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relations with the spirit of man ; — the' ohject of
worship, trust, fear, and love; — all which concep-

tions can origmate only from some other source
than physical philosophy.

These are conclusions

which science must confess entirely to transcend its
powers, as they are beside its province to substan
tiate.
I have spoken of the necessary limits of all scien- Limitation
ofinferences
tific deduction. To obviate serious misconception it not a denial
is material to insist on the distinction that while the truths,
of higher
boundary line, by which the deductions of science
are so necessarily limited, is thus carefully drawn,
meant
this is by
as noa means
negation
to beofmisunderstood
higher truths;
as if
but
it were
only

that they are of another order.

On the contrary,

the point especially insisted on in the former essays
was, that the extremely limited extent of strict in
ferences from the order of nature forms the very
ground for looking to other and higher sources of in
formation and illumination if we would rise to any of
those more exalted contemplations.

In any concep

tions of the nature or attributes of God or man's re
lations to Him we can only look to other sources of
information and conviction of quite a different order

.
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from those' which science can furnish.

Those higher

aspirations which so many pure and elevated minds
own, can only be satisfied by disclosures belonging
not to the province of natural philosophy or any de
ductions from it —whose utmost Jimits in this respect
we have thus far endeavoured to indicate, — but to
something beyond, and properly belonging to the
higher jurisdiction of moral or spiritual convictions.
But cosmo-theology, though i/ncapable of anticipate
i/ng any such sublime truths of a moral and spiritual
revelation, is in no way opposed to them ; but, on
the contrary, as far as it extends, may be serviceable,
as in some measure opening the way for them,
idea of
creation
not from
sclence.

It has been already observed that strict science
offers no evidence of the commencement of the existing order of the universe.

It exhibits indeed a

wonderful succession of changes, but however far back
continued, and of however vast extent, and almost
inconceivable modes of operation, still only changes;
occurring in recondite order, however little as yet dis
closed, and in obedience to physical laws and causes,
however as yet obscure and hidden from us.

Yet in

all this there is no beginning properly so called : no
commencement of existence when nothing existed
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before : no creation in the sense of origination out of
non-existence, or formation out of notbing: — Even
without referring to that metaphysical conception,
or more properly metaphysical contradiction, —to
imagine anything which can be strictly called a be
ginning, or first formation, or endowment of matter
with new attributes, or in whatever other form of
expression we may choose to convey any such idea,—
is altogether beyond the domain of science, as it is an
idea beyond the province of human intelligence. The
nebular theory may be adopted in cosmology, or the
development hypothesis in palaeontology — or any
other still more ambitious systems reaching back in
imagination into the abysses of past time ; yet these
are only the expositions of ideas theoretical and ima
ginary, but still properly within the domain of physical
order, and even by them we reach no proper com
mencement of existence.

More than half a century

ago, Dr. Hutton 1 announced the first ideas of a natural
geology, and boldly declared, " In the economy of the
" world I can find no traces of a beginning, no pros" pect of an end," and all the later progress of science
has pointed, as from its nature it must do, to the
1 Lyell's "Principles," p. 54, 8th ed.
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same conclusion, nor can any other branch of science
help us further back than geology.

In a word,

geology (as Sir C. Lyell has so happily expressed it)
is " the autobiography of the earth,'' but like other
autobiographies it cannot go back to the birth.1
Successive
creations

But the successive introductions of new species of
organic life in the epochs of past terrestrial changes
are imagined by some to be instances of direct inter
vention.

This question was indeed discussed in the

former essays 2 but with reference to the object of
the present, it may be desirable briefly to place before
the reader the principal points of the case; from
which it will be seen that the argument fails in
several essential particulars,
not arbi°'

In the first place such commencement of new forms
of1 existence
By the upheaval
were
of strata,
events
says not
Humboldt,
arbitrary,
" an animal
noranddiscona vege-

" table existence which has passed away is brought to light. .... the
" distinction of old organic forms and the appearance of new. A few
" of the older still show themselves for a time among the newer forms.
" In the narrowness of our knowledge of original production, in the
" figurative language with which this circumscription of view is con" cealed, we designate as new creations the historical phenomena of
" change in the organisms tenanting the primaeval waters and the up" lifted dry land." — Humkoldt's Cosmot, p. 289, 1st transl. 1845.
• See " Unity of Worlds," Essay IIL § iv. p. 603, 2nd ed.
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nected, but regularly recurring in successive epochs,
always connected with the other physical changes
going on in these epochs, however little the laws con
necting and regulating them are as yet known ; but
this mere fact of the frequent regular recurrence of part of
some geneSUCh changes proves distinctly that they were not rai law.
casual suspensions or interruptions of the order of
nature, but essential parts of it :

As indeed is ren

dered more undeniably evident by the circumstance
that they were in every instance not isolated acts, but
the commencement and establishment of a series of
simply natural results, — a succession and continu
ance of the species so generated, by ordinary natural
causes.
On all sound inductive principles, these events Not inter
must be held to have taken place in strict accordance ruptions,
with natural laws and with the regular order of
physical causes, however little we may at present be
able to trace precisely what the laws of their pro
duction actually were : and even without alluding to
any theory of development, we must look to some
great unknown law of life, of which the permanence
of species under certain conditions, is only a subor
dinate part and particular case.
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but comBut on any supposition, to apply the term " mirmenccment
of natural acle " to a series of events repeatedly occurring, and
order.
always productive of a regular series of natural,
consequences, would be a change in the use of lan
Not
miraculous.
those
and
guage
inwho
little
other
advocate
accordant
respectsthe
it with
is
belief
obvious
the
in usual
such
that these
interposition
professions
changes
of;

in the natural world, before the existence t)f the
human race, were wholly alien in their entire cha
racter and circumstances from any of those alleged
supernatural manifestations, with which some would
compare them. 1
MetaphysiThe idea of the first origin of matter, or of
cal argucreao f°r
creation out of nothing, as it certainly has no phy
sical evidence, has by some been supported on so1 Some valuable remarks bearing on these topics will be found in an
interesting and able work of Sir H. Holland, and in which he urges the
maintenance of the great law of unity of composition as co-ordinate with
that of diversity of species. ("Chapters on Mental Physiology," p. 223.)
And while he makes some just criticisms on the theories of Lamarck
and of the " Vestiges," as to certain hypothetical modes of expression in
which they indulge (Ibid. p. 242), he is yet disposed to allow the just
claims of fair scientific speculation on such subjects ; and especially
as to the unknown cause of life and generation, he expressly avows the
truly philosophic expectation that, by the progress of discovery, it may
come to be as little mysterious as that of nutrition and other best
known processes. (Ibid. p. 230.)

-
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called metaphysical grounds '; chiefly by the argument
that the eternity of matter would imply its self-exis
tence,
Butorboth
invest
theit idea
with of
theself-existence
attributes of Divinity.
and that of unintelliligible;
creation out of nothing are equally and hopelessly
beyond the possible grasp of the human faculties,
how^then can we pretend to reason, or infer anything
respecting them ?

In a word, we cannot advance a

single real step from the bare negation of physical
evidence of the origin of matter.
Feuerbach '. reflects on the low views of a certain incon
sistent,
class
" doesofnot
writers,
look at
" the
the narrow
Cosmos,"
rationalising
as being man
pronewho
to

adopt the notion of a supernatural " creation " in the
first instance, and thenceforth allowing the created
world, once adjusted, to go on by itself.

Thus, as he

"
says,
one "inconsistently
instance, but denying
admitting
it insupernaturalism
all others." The
in

idea of " creation " he observes, implying an act of
simple volition or thought, in no way accounts for
the origin of the world of matter? which cannot
arise out of thought.'1

But this applies to metaphy-

1 Essence of Christianity, p. 190.

» Ibid. p. 84.
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sical, not to physical, speculation, which, as I have
expressly contended, in no way pretends to ascend to
the idea of a first origination of material existence.1
idea of
In truth, the more attentively we consider the
creation
solely from subject, the more clearly does it appear that both
revelation.
the term " creation " and any idea we may attach to
it are really derived solely from impressions #of a
religious nature.

And as the source of such a con

ception is entirely distinct from any teaching of
science, so it becomes important that the representa
tions thus obtained should never be confounded with
scientific conclusions, or mixed up with the body of
physical truth ; but kept carefully and essentially dis
tinguished.

1 The belief In a creation of matter out of nothing was altogether
unknown to the ancient Greek philosophy; (See Flato, " Tinueus,"
p. 37 ; Aristot. "Phys." viii. I.) Among the modern metaphysicians,
Fichte contends that such an idea is inconsistent with the philosophy
of the absolute, and denounces it as the fundamental error of meta
physicians. He traces it to Jewish, or even heathen sources. (Works,
v. 479.)
Sir W. Hamilton thinks it only conceivable as " the evolution of
" existence from possibility into actuality, by the fiat of the Deity."
(Disc. 620.) But how does this help the difficulty ?
Mr. Mansel, after citing these authorities, much more truly admits
that " creation Is to human thought inconceivable." ("Bampt, Lect."
79.)
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The idea of creation is wholly one of revelation,
accepted by faith ; and if guided by Christianity the
assertion of it will rest in the general expression,
and will never degenerate into an admixture with
the obsolete cosmogonies of older dispensations:
" By faith we understand that the worlds were
" framed by the Word of God."1
1 Heb. xi. 3.
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§ n. — THE NATURAL AND THE SUPERNATURAL.

Imagined In former essays 1 I adverted to the case of some who
interrup
tions of the have imagined the possibility of occasional interruporder of
nature.
tions in the grand scheme of universal order, law,
and causation, thus producing, as far as they might
extend, a corresponding interruption and contraven
tion to the evidence of supreme intelligence.

Such

ideas can only occur to those who have failed to grasp
the great inductive principle of invariable uniformity
and law in nature.
Marvellous
events.

In all ages, it is true, cases of unusual and extraordinary events have occurred which become objects
of wonder, but are very differently viewed, according
to the state of knowledge.

Even in the present day,

such instances, among the ignorant, credulous,
¥

or prejudiced, are often associated with unworthy
superstitions.
1 Unity of Worlds, Essays L and III. ; see especially pp. 112, 507,
2nd ed.
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But allowing for such exceptions, it is beyond
question the prevalent, and, we may say, even the
universal opinion, among all unbiassed, educated,
and thinking persons, that " the age of miracles has
ceased," that in the present day prodigies and
marvels do not occur.
Yet, if we endeavour to analyse or explain this
general persuasion, it seems difficult to account for
it, or to reconcile it with some of the strongest ten
dencies of human prepossession in quite an opposite
direction, or even with the belief of the same
parties with respect to the past.
Why, then, do men so universally and habitually Disbelief in
miracles at
discredit the occurrence of miracles at the present the present
day.
day ? It is not that very marvellous events do not
occur, or even some firmly believed to be miraculous
by certain interested parties.
It is hardly even a question of evidence : the gene
rality of mankind habitually assume antecedently
that miracles are now inadmissible ; and thus, that
any reported case must be in some manner explained
away.

There is some general law of human belief,

or rather disbelief, which influences men far more
powerfully than can be counteracted by the strongest
BS
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allegations of particular apparent instances to the
contrary.
credibility.
Antecedent

In a general point of view, the importance to be
attached to the consideration of antecedent credibility
is often not sufficiently attended to.

Yet, in all

matters of ordinary belief, and even in scientific
conclusions, our convictions, to a much greater extent
than is sometimes imagined, depend more on our im
pressions as to the antecedent probability of events
than, on the actual details of testimony, or examina
tion into facts. Such examination is often very slight,
and yet we feel satisfied ; it is just enough to give
some exemplification, for instance, of the truth;
which we embrace, rather from a general persuasion
of its accordance with experience or established
analogy ; or, on the other hand, from the absence of
such analogy and the violation of such probability,
we are disposed to reject even apparently attested
facts.
And the slightest reflection shows that it is almost
entirely on this kind of previous conviction, as to the
natural order of events, that the existing universal
opinion rests as to alleged supernatural occurrences
at the present day.
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In this point of view, it becomes not irrelevant instances
of former
nor uninstructive, to glance at some of those cases belief in
supematuof belief in the supernatural, which in past times ral influences.
enjoyed so considerable a reputation, and exercised
so powerful an ascendency over men's minds.
For example, the belief in magic and witchcraft, Magic and
witchcraft.
at the present day the mere subject of a tale or a
jest, within comparatively modern times was com
mon, and within a few centuries universal ; so that to
call it in question was held impious and atheistic.

A

full and critical inquiry into the actual causes of the
prevalent utter and universal disbelief on these
points, would be highly instructive.

All the obvious

resources of explanation of particular alleged cases,
as originating in delusion, imposture, exaggerated or
wholly fabulous narratives and traditions, or the
like, may easily be called into play : but it is not a
rejection of particular instances on the ground of
individual deficiencies of evidence, or well-grounded
suspicions of fraud, delusion, or the like, which will
explain the case : it is the common and total abandon
ment of the very notion of all such influences,
except among the grossly ignorant and infatuated,
that is to be accounted for, and the general fact
■8
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points to causes far more deeply seated than anysuch
To mere
take sceptical
another exemplification
criticisms in particular
of the silent
instances.
pro

gress of opinion, how completely has the belief in
apparitions (once so serious a subject of dispute), at
the present day subsided into the physiology of
ocular impressions ; and even if there be apparent
exceptions from time to time alleged, not easily
reconcilable with that theory, how firm seems to be
the general persuasion that they must really be
explicable by some kind of physical causes, though
at present we may be unable to conjecture precisely
in what way.
Whence, then, it must be asked, arises this uni
versal scepticism and rejection, not of this or that
particular instance, but of the very notion of such
appearances being really supernatural?

Can we

ascribe it to anything but some real advance in
the general admission and conviction of the grand
inductive principle of the uniformity of natural
causes ?
Proceeding, however, downwards to our own times,
and looking at the course of things around us at the
present day, we may affirm that many truly mar
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vellous and unaccountable events, open to examina- Marvels not
miracles.
tion, and well authenticated, are occurring from time
to time, within daily experience, which in an ignorant
age would unquestionably have been set down as
miraculous.
It would be impossible to imagine greater pro
digies, for example, or occurrences more truly
marvellous, than those which, after every rational
allowance for parties deceiving, or being deceived, or
both together, all candid inquirers now admit to be
substantiated in regard to somnambulism, and the
kindred effects ascribed to mesmerism, or other
allied influences ; some of which partake in a startling
degree of the characteristics of ancient miracles,—and
by some have been even specially dwelt upon as the
physical explanation of them.1

And yet no unbiassed

1 See a " Manual of Animal Magnetism," by A. Teste, M.D. transl.
London, 1 843, especially ch. i. § 3 ; also Memel's " Literature of Ger
many," transl. vol. i. 196 ; and, as having an intimate bearing on the
whole subject, no reader should omit to consult the profoundly interest
ing and instructive little volume, " Letters on the Truths contained in
Popular Superstitions," by the late Herbert Mayo, M.D. Edin. 1849 ;
also, for some very remarkable testimonies of eminent philosophers, and
generally a very just estimate of the inductive evidence of the facts
ascribed to mesmerism and other analogous causes, the reader is ret4
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and reflecting person now for a moment considers
these phenomena to be miraculous.
Supposed
spiritual
influences
commonly
rejected.

If, indeed, some manifestations of an apparently
analogous class to those last alluded to, have been
imagined connected with spiritual influences of a
peculiar kind, it has only been by some parties,
ferred to " The Philosophy of Necessity" by C. Bray, Esq., London,
1841, vol i. p. 137, et seq.
Some valuable and truly philosophical remarks on these subjects, will
also be found in the able and interesting little work of Sir H. Holland,
before cited, " Chapters on Mental Physiology," 2nd ed. 1858.
The author makes some acute observations on mesmerism as due to
nervous affection, and not really related to the Individual operator
(p. 93, et seq.) ; mentioning some material facts from personal observa
tion (note, p. 102). After speaking of mesmerism and the like effects
as referred by many to mysterious causes, he adds, with respect to
electro-biology, " The results exhibited by the biologists, analogous in
" kind and equally striking, are not alleged to proceed from any such
" mysterious agency, but come before us fairly as the very curious effect
" of excitement of various kinds upon certain peculiar temperaments."
(p. 100.)
The author sets down spirit-rapping, table-turning, 8tc., as cases
wholly different from those of mesmerism (note, p. 343) ; and for his
remarks on the alleged supernatural character of such manifestations,
see the same volume, p. 99.
In all such apparent phenomena there must of necessity be some
actual muscular action, however unconscious, on the part of the
operators.
Sir H. Holland mentions a case, which he personally examined, of
the alleged analogous action of the divining rod, when he fully assured
himself there was an unconscious muscular action on the part of the
operator, causing the rod to twist. (Ibid, note, p. 92.)
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strongly prepossessed in favour of such a theory, and
whose view is entirely disputed by others, however
fully they may admit the absolute facts.

Moreover,

the precise difficulty which the supporters of such
views have to contend with, in gaming credit for
their statements, is not the rejection of testimony,
or the allegation of specific objections in particular
instances, but arises from a general spirit of disbelief
in influences of a supernatural kind, or the reality
of spiritual agency imagined to occasion the phe
nomena.

No unbiassed witness, after making every

allowance for the possibility of deception, whether
intentional or unintentional, of collusion or of
8imple hallucination of ideas, has ever supposed the
real part of the phenomena in such instances as
" spirit-rapping," table-turning, and the like, to be
due to anything else than some physical mode of
action, connected most probably with some peculiar
affections of the nervous system, at present ill under
stood : but which only requires to be carefully noted,
examined, recorded and analysed, (which they have
not yet been to any sufficient extent,) and we may
then be certain they will, in due course of experi
mental research, be ultimately found perfectly con-
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formable to some great determinate laws, which the
science of the future will elicit.
In a word, cases of the kind referred to, so far as
they are regarded as physical phenomena, must be
admitted as legitimate subjects for fair physical and
inductive examination.

In so far as they are alleged

to be of a supernatural kind, not referable to some
physical laws, they must be absolutely discarded from
all philosophical inquiry.

And the usual source of

confusion is, that the parties who profess to examine
them have not made up their minds in which class
they are prepared to consider them.1
inductive
To apply generally the principles of strict inducinqulry into
marvellous tive inquiry : if a marvellous event were supposed to
events at
the
of observation, we should
day.present occur within our own sphere
r
1 The whole subject of mesmerism and the allied manifestations, is
probably yet in a state in which it would be premature to attempt any
generalisations : the one point to which attention should be fixed being
merely that all the phenomena must necessarily be subject To soxi
physical laws.
An attempt, however, to maintain such a law has been made by Mr.
J. Baird (British Assoc. 18S5; Sect. Proa 120), who regards the
alleged fascination of birds by serpents, and other effects, such as table,
turning, electro-biology, &c., to be all referable to the one principle of
what he calls " mono-ideo-dynamic action," or the possession of the
whole mind by one idea, which for the time neutralises ail volition
which might otherwise be exerted in opposition, producing involuntary
and unconscious muscular action, the effects of which are attributed to
external agency.
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first endeavour to sift carefully the nature of the
apparent fact, so as to be certain we have a correct
apprehension of the real conditions; and this the
more strictly and searchingly in proportion to
its more unusual character : in whatever respect
it might seem doubtful or difficult to interpret,
we should be the more careful to wait for further
instances;

or endeavour, if possible, to repro

duce them experimentally, — to vary the form of
the phenomenon, and assure ourselves fully of all
the circumstances, until we were thoroughly satisfied
of the true character of the whole case, and able to
refer it actually or probably to some known class of
facts ; or should we altogether fail in doing so, then,
the event must be set down as an outstanding ap
parent anomaly, awaiting its solution ; still we should
feel sure that it is a part in the great scheme of
physical order, however seemingly extraordinary, and
that it assuredly will, sooner or later, receive its ex
planation from the advance of physical discovery.1
1 The following passage of Laplace has a direct bearing on the fore
going remarks : " Events may be so extraordinary that they can hardly
" be established by testimony. We should not give credit to a man
" who should affirm that he saw an hundred dice thrown in the air
" and they all fell on the same faces. If we had ourselves been spec" tators of such an event, we should not believe our own eyes till we
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Neglect of
Such examination, however, is too commonly
examina
tion into
neglected. Extraordinary events 1 occur which atmarvellous
events.
" had scrupulously examined all the circumstances, and assured our" selves that there was no trick or deception. After such an examina" tion we should not hesitate to admit it, notwithstanding its great
" improbability, and no one would have recourse to an inversion of the
" laws of vision in order to account for it, This shows that the proba" bility of the continuance of the laws of nature is superior, in our esti" mation, to every other evidence, and to that of historical facts the
" best established. One may judge, therefore, of the weight of testi" mony necessary to prove a suspension of those laws, and how falla" cious it is in such cases to apply the common rules of evidence." —
Laplace, Essai Philotophique sur les Probability, p. 76, ed. 1814.
See also some remarks on this passage by Prof. Playfair, " Works,"
vol. iv. 437.
1 While revising this passage, the following announcement catches my
attention, apparently from a sober matter-of-fact observer : —
Times, Dec. 4, 1858. — " Last night, at fifteen minutes to nine, it
" being very dark and raining heavily, I was ascending one of the steep
" hills of this neighbourhood, when suddenly I was surrounded by a
" bright and powerful light, which passed me a little quicker than the
" ordinary pace of man's walking, leaving it dark as before.
" This day I have been informed that the light was seen by the
" sailors in the harbour, coming In from the sea and passing up the
" valley like a low cloud. Jabez Bkown, Boscastle, Dec. 1."
Had this occurred to an ancient saint or ecclesiastic, or to a modern
enthusiast or Jesuit, what might not have been made of it !
Independently of extraordinary and unexplained natural phenomena,
we have constant instances of the assertion, on perfectly respectable
authority, ef marvels of quite another class. To take a single instance :
—the loss of weight in the human body, alleged to take place when sup
ported in a particular way by the hands of other persons, is one of these
impossibilities which has yet been firmly believed. I have heard it
positively affirmed by veracious, educated and well-informed persons, in
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who perhaps confusedly and inadvertently use lan
guage to the effect that we are surrounded by
wonders and miracles, inscrutable to our faculties.
But, as before observed, there are no real mysteries
in nature : what is to-day a miracle, may become a
well-known phenomenon, subject to law, to-morrow;
and assuredly will eventually be so, if inductive
perfect good faith, that a solid mahogany table has been seen to rise
from the ground and its surface to move in waves ! With such instances
before us at the present day, where shall we limit human credulity, and
even honest delusion ; to say nothing of cases wholly fabulous or
fraudulent?
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The supernatural

continually recedes and disappears from our view,
and the dominion of nature, order, and intelligence,
daily advances.
especially
We;

More especially in all that relates to the pheno
mena of life, and the influences, so little as yet
understood, of various kinds, affecting it, there has
been ample room for those who feel so disposed to
indulge in the belief of the supernatural and mys
terious.

But, in a scientific point of view, all such

imaginations must be strictly banished.

The laws

of life, and the principle of vital action, are, by
degrees, becoming the subjects of inductive physio
not real
mysteries.

logical examination; they are now much better
understood than they were at no remote date of the
past; and will be far more completely known a few
centuries hence.

But life is still nature; it is the

very essence of nature; and all the miracles of
nature connected with it are simply natural pheno
mena, just as much really subject to law, as those
best known.
Extraor
dinary
physical
Influences,

In some cases of apparently marvellous occur
rences, after due allowance for possible misappre
hension or exaggeration in the statements, it might
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be conceded that the event, though of a very singular
kind, was yet not such as to involve anything abso
lutely at variance even with the known laws of nature:
—very remarkable coincidences of events;— very un
usual appearances; — very extraordinary affections of
the human body; — such, especially, as those astonish
ing but well-ascertained cases of catalepsy, trance, or
suspended animation; — very marvellous and sudden
cures of diseases; — the phenomena

of double

consciousness, visions, somnambulism, and spectral
impressions; — might, perhaps, be included in this
class, and subject to such natural interpretation be
entirely admissible.

Other instances might, how

ever, be recounted of a kind more absolutely at
variance with natural order, such, e. g. as implied a
subversion of gravitation, or of the constitution of
matter ; descriptions inconceivable to those impressed
with the truth of the great first principle of all
induction, — the invariable constancy of the order
of nature.
In such cases, we might imagine a misapprehen
sion or exaggeration of some real event, or possibly
some kind of ocular illusion, mental hallucination,
or the like.

But whatever supposition we might
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adopt, the guiding conviction of the uniformity of
nature must still be the paramount law of belief,
however little its precise application to the par
ticular case might at present be understood.1
1 It was with a view to cases of this kind that some considerations
were thrown out in the former essays (Unity of Worlds, Essay L
§ in, p. 113, 2nd ed.) which it may be useful here briefly to re
peat. I there maintained that in all cases of apparent interruptions
or anomalies, the inductive philosopher will fall back on the primary
maxim, that it is always more probable that events of an unaccountable
and marvellous character are parts of some great fixed order of causes
unknown to us, than that any real interruption occurs. And further,
what may now appear the most mysterious, and at present least under
stood, we may be assured will yet hereafter be explained by the future
extension of discovery.
But I have further urged, that when we carry out this principle it
becomes a necessary caution that it may still be difficult or impossible
to apply these considerations in detail, and to suggest particular inter
pretations in subordination to these paramount principles ; yet this will
not invalidate their general truth ; nor need it lead us into extravagant
and gratuitous speculations to bring about a precise explanation for
which the circumstances do not furnish sufficient data. A truly ra
tional inquirer will be content to let such difficulties await their solution .and, so far from being anxious always to seek such explanations in
precise theories, he will own that too minute a solicitude to refer every
case to known causes, may tend to keep out of sight the broader prin
ciple that they may be referable to some causes as yet unknown, but
still parts of the same universal order : too minute a spirit of hypothesis
may even lead to the disparagement of that principle when, in any in
stance, such more particular attempts at explanation are found to fail.
Thus, in reference to some cases already alluded to ; in the present
state of science, of all subjects, that on which we know least is, perhaps,
the connection of our bodily and mental nature, the action of the one
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As, however,

we look backward in the records of past times, we
discover the prevalence of a more general disposition
to accredit miraculous pretensions.

And, as we

recede into still earlier periods, we are less surprised
at the recurrence of statements of the marvellous, and
tales of the miraculous, which increase upon us,
especially as connected with the state of popular
belief in those ages.

In all such cases a new ele

ment, that of historical testimony, is introduced into
the discussion.
on the other, and all the vast range of sensations, sympathies, and
influences in which those effects are displayed, and of which we have
sometimes such extraordinary manifestations in peculiar states of ex
cited cerebral or nervous action, somnambulism, spectral impressions,
the phenomena of double consciousness and the like, as well as in
stances of suspended animation. In such cases science has not yet
advanced to any generalisations; results only are presented which have
not as yet been traced to laws. Yet no inductive inquirer for a mo
ment doubts that these classes of phenomena are all really connected
by tome great principles of order.
If, then, some peculiar manifestations should appear of a more extra
ordinary character, still less apparently reducible to any kntnen prin
ciples, it could not be doubted by any philosophic mind that they were
in reality harmonious and conspiring parts of some higher series of
causes as yet undiscovered.
I
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We have adverted to the kind of examination we
should make of a marvellous event occurring before
our eyes.

The same critical scrutiny could not be

applied to a marvellous event recorded in history.
But, in general, if such an event be narrated, espe
cially as occurring in remote times, it would still
become a fair object of the critical historian, to
endeavour to obtain, if possible, some rational clue
to the interpretation of the alleged wonderful narra
tive.

And in this point of view, it is sometimes

possible that, under the supernatural language of a
rude age, we may find some real natural phenomenon
truly described according to the existing state of
knowledge.
But marvels and prodigies, as such, are beyond
the province of critical history and scientific know
ledge ; they can only be brought within it when, either
certainly or probably, brought within the domain of
nature.

It is almost needless to add, in reference to

any such historical narrative, that it is of course
presumed, as preliminary to all philosophical specu
lation, that we have carefully scrutinised the whole
question of testimony and documentary authenticity,
on purely archaeological and critical grounds.
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But in other cases, where such marvels may seem
still more to militate against all historical proba
bility, and where attempts at explanation seem
irrational, we may be led to prefer the supposition
that the narrative itself was of a designedly ficti
tious or poetical nature.

And this alternative opens

a wide and material field of inquiry, which can only
be adequately entered upon by those who unite in
an eminent degree the spirit of philosophic in
vestigation with accurate, critical, philological, and
literary attainments ; and which embraces the entire
question of the origin and propagation of those
various forms of popular fiction which are, and have
been in all ages, so largely the expression of reli
gious ideas; and often convey, under a poetical or
dramatised form, the exposition of an important
moral or religious doctrine, and exemplify the re
mark, that parable and myth often include more
truth than history.

T9
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§ m. — REVELATION AND MIRACLES.

Some imprcssiona
not
dressed
intellect.
ad- to

In the preceding portion of these remarks, we have
adverted
connected only
with toexternal
that class
nature,
of reduced
truths, which
to laws,—
are

and the evidence of sense elaborated by reason into
science.

But no extent of physical investigation can

warrant the denial of a distinct order of impressions
and convictions wholly different in kind, and affect
ing that portion of our compound constitution which
we term the moral and spiritual.
A spiritual
That impressions of a spiritual kind, distinct from
revelation
not incon- any which positive reason can arrive at, may be made
sistcnt with
physical
0n the internal faculties of the soul, is an admission
philosophy.
which can contravene no truth of our constitution,
mental or bodily.

Nor can it be reasonably disputed

on any physical ground, that, under peculiar con
ditions, such spiritual impressions or intimations, in
a peculiarly exalted sense, may be afforded to some
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highly gifted individuals, and worthily ascribed to a
Divine source, thus according with the idea we attach
to the term " revelation."
On other grounds it may perhaps be argued, that
such a mode of communicating high spiritual truth
is suitable to the truths communicated ; that spiritual
things are exhibited by spiritual means ; moral doc
trines conveyed through the fitting channel of the
moral faculties of man.

But all we are at present

concerned to maintain is, that both the substance and
the mode of the disclosure are thus wholly remote
from anything to which physical difficulties can
attach, or which comes under the province of sense
or intellect.
But then, in accordance with its nature, the The spiri.
tutl world,
properly
objects to and
which
exclusively
such a revelation
those belonging
refers tomust
moral
be of
notknowledge.
matter

and spiritual conceptions : whether as related to
what we experience within ourselves, or pointing to
and supposing a more extended and undefined world
of spiritual, unseen, eternal, existence, above and
beyond all that is matter of sense or reason, of which
science gives no inti/mation — apart from the world
of material existence, of ordinary human action, or
T3
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M ^ objects are properly those which are

m tne^r nature restricted to purely religious and
spiritual truths, we must acknowledge that in these,
its more characteristic and essential elements, it can
involve nothing which can come into contact or
collision with the truth of physical science, or in
ductive uniformity ; though wholly extraneous to the
world of positive knowledge, it can imply nothing at
variance with any part of it, and thus can involve
us in no difficulties on physical grounds.
And those who reason most extensively on the
Divine perfections are usually foremost to allow that
our most worthy conception of Divine interposition
is that of spiritual manifestation in the disclosure of
the Divine will and purposes for the salvation of
man.
It is the very aim and object of philosophy to
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point to broad principles of unity, continuity, and
analogy, in all physical events; though there are
many who (as one of the most able writers of the age
has expressed it), being " unable to compare, suppose
" that everything is isolated, simply because to them
" the continuity is invisible." 1
But in matters altogether alien from physical
things, or even the moral order of this world, — in
spiritual, unseen, and heavenly things, from their
very nature, no such analogies can be found or
expected; they are essentially distinct in kind and
order.
Thus, a purely spiritual revelation, as such, stands Revelation
distinct
on quite distinct grounds from the idea of physical from
miracles.
interruption. Yet this distinction has been conti
nually lost sight of, while it is of the most primary
importance for vindicating the acceptance of such
revelation as the source of spiritual truth.
Such a confusion of ideas so essentially distinct
constitutes a main defect in the argument of Hume :
who, at the conclusion of his Essay on Miracles, seeks
to extend the inference by contending that what has

1 Buckle, Hist, of Civil, vol. i. p. 478, note.
T4
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been urged with respect to miracles, will equally
apply to prophecy, and, in fact, to revelation
altogether, which is properly as miraculous ; " So
"that," he finally observes, "upon the whole, we
" may conclude that the Christian religion not only
" was at first attended with miracles, but even at this
" day cannot be believed by any reasonable person
" without one.

Mere reason is insufficient to con-

" vince us of its veracity : and whoever is moved by
" faith to assent to it, is conscious of a continued
"miracle in his own person, which subverts all the
"principles of his understanding, and gives him a
" determination to believe what is most contrary to
" custom and experience." 1
This passage exhibits a remarkable and charac
teristic instance of the way in which a thinker, so
acute on many subjects, confounds together things
essentially distinct, in his anxiety to push his argu
ment beyond its legitimate application.

It affords a

striking confirmation of what was observed before, of
how little he appreciated any enlarged view of
natural order, or discriminated between physical and
moral evidence.

An argument on natural grounds,

1 Essays, vol. U. p. 138, ed. 1800.
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which might correctly apply to physical miracles,
might not apply at all to moral, or still less to
spiritual influences; for the obvious reason that
man's spiritual nature (in so far as it exists apart
from his physical nature) is in no way amenable to
any natural analogies, or subject to natural laws;
and a spiritual revelation, as such, is never even ima
gined to be a violation or interruption of any laws of
sense or even of mind ; but is always conceived as
something essentially distinct and apart from them.
It is this which constitutes the very ground of its
admissibility; it is in its nature something wholly
beyond the province of philosophy, whether physical
or metaphysical ; and thus can offer nothing in an
tagonism to it.
The * lame and impotent conclusion " of the Faith dis
passage above quoted cannot but strike every one — science.
tinct from
"What is contrary to custom and experience!" —
to designate the vast idea of cosmical order, or to
confound a violation of it with that spiritual influ
ence which cannot "subvert the principles of the
" understanding," since from its nature it does not at
all appeal to the understanding, or to the laws of
reason, with which it professedly and essentially
disclaims all connection.
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Necessity
Abstractedly, then, it must be admitted that the idea
for miracles
maintained of revelation, as above viewed, is entirely distinct from
by some.
all admixture with external influences, and inde
pendent of the notion of any special sensible inter
vention.

Yet it has often been maintained, and has

been, perhaps, the most commonly received view,
that such external interposition is necessary for
attesting the disclosure of Divine communications.
Such was the argument of Paley and others of an
older school ; but at the present day, we cannot but
perceive that it is greatly losing ground, even in the
estimation of orthodox theologians.
Physical
and
miracles.
moral

admitting
...
But those
physical
7-1.11
who have
miracles,
felt thehave
greatest
no hesitation
....
difficulty in

accepting the assertion of any amount of purely
moral and spiritual influence, even to the extent
of those exalted conditions of soul in which the
favoured and gifted disciple was enlightened by
immediate disclosures of Divine truth, or endowed
with internal energies, and spiritual powers, beyond
the attainment or conception of the ordinary human
faculties :

And Theistic reasoners have held it more

consonant with the Divine perfections to influence
mind than to disarrange matter.
It was the argument of Origen, and has since been
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such simple means and humble instruments as its
history describes, without the aid of miracles, would
be to admit a greater miracle than any of those
called in question.
But it seems to be overlooked, that the alternative
is merely one between physical miracles, and the
moral miracle of the conversion of the world without
them.

And it would clearly be open to us to accept

the latter : to admit an interposition of moral and
spiritual influence to any extent, rather than one of
physical interruption.
The question of miracles as connected with the Evidential
Christian revelation has been usually discussed with discussion.
very little reference to the foregoing considerations, or
indeed to any philosophical views.

But as such dis

cussion in its received form has been largely mixed
up with prevalent opinions, it may be desirable to
make a few remarks on its grounds and nature.
Perhaps the greater number of those writers who
have treated the question, especially in former times,
have made it rest almost entirely on the ground of
testimony.

Nor is this consideration one which can

be overlooked, however at the present day it may
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be seen to be subordinate to other and more general
reasonings.
Value of
testimony

So far as the simple question of human

testimony is concerned — the value attaching to it,
to a ^g
matter
prooaDiiities
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failure,
apart
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cedent considerations, has been followed out by
mathematical analysis.

Thus it has been considered

generally by Laplace, and more special and elaborate
investigations, applying to such cases as those in
question, have been given by Mr. Babbage1 and
Mr. Young.*
Any such abstract conclusions, however, will receive
material modification when we come to enquire into
the actual circumstances of the documentary evi
dence, and the transmission of the testimony or the
apparent origin of the records of it.
Documentary autho
rity,

It must indeed be recollected that the whole argument
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* A paper, "On Hume's Argument," printed separately, 1 844, by
T. R. Young, late Professor of Mathematics at Belfast ; the details of
the calculation being contained in his " Essay on Probabilities."
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position, it is still, as it were, only by a reflection
of that light that the miraculous relations can be
viewed.

The character of the latter is inseparable

from that of the former.

At the present day it is

not a miracle but the narrative of a miracle, to
which any argument can refer, or to which faith is
accorded. 1
In reference to the belief in miraculous narra- indiscri„
.
mlnate
tives
derived
generally,
from the
some
caseinstructive
of the celebrated
suggestions
Rammohun
may be belief.

Roy, who, in his endeavours to convert his country
men even to the Unitarian form of Christianity,
found the great difficulty in regard to the miracles,
not from their scepticism but from their credulity.
They did not at all question the miracles of the
Bible, but appealed to wonders wrought by their
own saints and deities ten thousand times more mar
vellous, and this on testimony apparently as strong.8
1 Vanini indeed went further, and objected that the Christian doc
trines were in this point of view •' Conflrmatas non miraculls, sed
" scriptura, — cujus nec originate ullibi invenitur, — qua; miracula facta
" recitet."—Amphitheatrum, frc., p. 366, 1615.
* His own remarks are as follows : " If all assertions were to be in" discriminately admitted as facts merely because they are testified by
" numbers, how can we dispute the truth of those miracles which are
" said to have been performed by persons esteemed holy among the
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But material as, in reference to the subject of the
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" natives of this country ? (India.) The very same argument pursued
" by the editor (of the ' Friend of India ') would equally avail the
" Hindoos. Have they not accounts and records handed down to them
" relating to the wonderful miracles stated to have been performed by
" their saints, such as Ugustyu, Virghistu, and Ootum ; and their gods
" incarnate, such as Ram, Krishnu, and Nursingh ; in presence of their
" cotemporary friends and enemies, the wise and the ignorant, the
" select and the multitude ? Could not the Hindoos quote, in support
" of their narrated miracles, authorities from the histories of their
" most inveterate enemies, the Jelns, who join the Hindoos entirely in
" acknowledging the truth and credibility of their miraculous ac" counts ?
" Moosulmans, on the other hand, can produce records written and
" testified by the cotemporaries of Mohammed, both friends and
" enemies, who are represented as eye-witnesses of the miracles as" crlbed to him ; such as his dividing the moon into two parts, and
" walking in sunshine without casting a shadow. They assert, also,
" that several of those witnesses suffered the greatest calamities, and
" some even death, in defence of that religion."— Rammohun Roy, 2nd
Appeal, p. 225, quoted in Combe's " Relation between Science and
" Religion," 4th ed. p. 147, In which able work the whole case of this
remarkable man's convictions is fully discussed, especially in connection
with his phrenological development,
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fact, still the material enquiry would remain, — is it
a miracle ? It is here, in fact, that the essence of the
question of credibility is centred — not in regard
to the mere external, apparent, event, but to the
cause of it —not to the mere impression on the senses
of the witness, but to the nature of the source
whence it is derived.
This is the distinction so ably and largely insisted
on by Dean Lyall. 1

After some criticism of Hume's

Essay, he proceeds thus : —
"Nevertheless, the proposition itself, which he
" endeavours to establish, but most certainly does
" not, is, I imagine, an indubitable truth. Assuredly,
"the credibility of a miracle cannot be established
" on human testimony.

Not, however, for the rea-

" sons assigned by Hume, because human testimony
" is fallible, but because human testimony is not the
" proper proof.

This will be immediately apparent,

"if we consider for a moment what is the precise
" signification of the word ' miracle.' "
He then goes on to explain his meaning by draw
ing the distinction between an extraordinary fact, —

1 Propaedia Prophetica, Diss. II. p. 391. 1840.
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which is a proper matter for human testimony,—and
the belief in its being caused by Divine interposi
tion, which is a matter of opinion, and consequently
not susceptible of support by testimony, but de
pendent on quite other considerations.
Antecedent
credibil1ty.

This passage may, perhaps, appear startling to
some readers, but the remark is surely substantially
just and important, and the distinction laid down by
such undeniable theological authority in fact involves
the essence of the question, and makes it turn on the
consideration of the general grounds of antecedent
credibility, on which the opinion or belief in the
miraculous nature of an event really rests.

Hume's
argument.

It is the antecedent view of credibility which is
the substantial principle really involved in the cele
brated argument of Hume ; though so ill expressed,
and so imperfectly brought out, as to lay his reason
ing open to obvious criticism, — of which his oppo
nents have not been slow to avail themselves.

The

mistake originates in the author's attempt, at the
very commencement of his Essay, to identify the
principle of his argument with that of Archbishop
Tillotson against transubstantiation.
Now Tillotson's argument amounts to this: that
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the external evidence of Christianity altogether is
weaker than the evidence of our senses; — since it
depends only on testimony to what was the evidence
of the senses to the Apostles.

It cannot, therefore,

prove anything against the evidence of our senses.
But transubstantiation contradicts the evidence of
our senses1; therefore, were it ever so distinctly
stated in revelation, it is not to be received.
To apply the parallel, however, it becomes neces
sary to show that a miracle contradicts the testimony
of the senses.

And it is in making out this point

that Hume endeavours to establish as precisely
equivalent the testimony of " experience" which is
founded primarily on the evidence of the senses.
But in adopting the term " experience," and mak- Experience
and
ing his argument mainly turn upon it, he exposed analogy,
that argument to the criticisms of a host of oppo
nents, — of whom none availed themselves more
skilfully of that oversight than Paley, -— retorting
1 It Is singular that so eminent a divine as Archbishop Tiilotson
should have overlooked the fact that transubstantiation does not con
tradict the evidence of the senses t since its assertors freely admit that
the wafer and the wine still remain such to the tenses, even to chemical
analysis. These are only the outward accidents. It is the substance
which is changed, which is not an object of the senses ; it is a mystery
offaith. See the " Trent Catechism," pt. H. ch. iv. quest. 25—43.
U
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upon him the complete petitio principii involved in
his expressions ; if nothing is to be believed contrary
to " experience," every new fact must be denied.
But the question really turns upon far wider and
higher considerations.

If for the word " experience"

Hume had substituted "analogy," or something to
the same effect, — the question would have presented
itself under a very different aspect, and it would
have been evident that we must recur to evidence
of The
a far real
higher
question
kind indoes
order
nottorelate
its determination.
to the evidence
Physical
order.
of the senses but of reason: not to experience in
the limited sense of the word, but to the general
ground of our convictions, the whole basis of the
inductive philosophy ;—and turns essentially on the
views we have arrived at, of the order of the natural
world,
And and
herethe
wechain
mustofparticularly
physical causation.
attend to the dis
Physical
and moral
evidence.

tinction between the evidence for those grand con
clusions in nature, and that which we have in regard
to events connected with human affairs, a distinction
of which Hume loses sight ; and continually refers
to the questions of credibility and testimony affect
ing the one class of facts and the other, as if they
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conviction
great principle
alike, and
of

We have observed that a miracle is a matter of Grounds of
opinion1: and according to the ordinary view, the belief
different
in
ages.
precise point of opinion involved in the assertion
of a miracle —is that the event in question is a
violation or suspension of the laws of nature: a
point on which opinions will chiefly vary accord
ing to the degree of acquaintance with physical
philosophy and the acceptance of its wider princi
ples; — especially as these principles are now un
derstood, and seen to imply the grand conception
of the universal Cosmos, and the sublime conclu
sions resulting from it, or embodied in it.
If, in a less critical view, former ages entertained Phy>icai
views of
and
morejustified
unrestricted
them notions
by metaphysical
of supernatural
theories
influence,
of the age.
the present

Divine perfections, especially of omnipotence, to the
extent of supposing interruptions in the order of
nature ; the more strict and scientific physico-theology
of the present day fails to carry us beyond the
indications of mind in order, law, arrangement, and
1 Above, p. 288.
da
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of power in the sense of upholding that universal
and invariable system of order.
Metaphysi
cal theism
does not
support
miracles.

If in former ages the spirit of metaphysical specu
lation led theologians to abstract theories of the
Divine perfections, whence they reasoned downwards
to an omnipotence over nature, and a providence of
special interruptions, such reasonings have obtained
less acceptance at the present day.

It was formerly

a popular argument that He who created nature can,
when necessary, suspend it, or, to meet emergencies,
adopt extraordinary measures ; as if " emergencies ?'
could occur to omniscience, or " necessity " to omni
potence !

Indeed, in modern times, those who have

most largely dwelt on the & prion Theistic argument
(valeat quantum) have been led from it to the
rejection of all interposition as inconsistent with
infinite perfection.1
Progress of

The progress of opinion on such questions, has been

these points, hi some measure indicated in the historical survey
before taken.2

The metaphysical spirit of an older

philosophy indisposed or disqualified even the most
1 For instance, such are the arguments of Wegscheider (" Instit.
Theol." § 12.), and of Theodore Parker (" Theism," &c p. 263). See
also Mansel's " Bampt. Lect." p. 185, 1858.
1 See Essay I. p. 124.
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philosophical inquirers from perceiving the relative
importance and bearing of physical truth.

Their

Theistic arguments were based on technical abstrac
tions, and overruled all physical inferences.

Hence

both the belief and the scepticism of different ages
has taken its character.

Men formerly, and even at

present under metaphysical influences, have cavilled
at mysteries, but acquiesced in miracles.

Under a

more positive system, the most enlightened are the
first to admit spiritual mysteries as matters of faith,
utterly beyond reason, though they find deviations
from physical truth irreconcilable to science.

For

merly, the most philosophical theologians found
subjects of keen dispute or doubt in the mode of the
Divine hypostasis, — in the homoousion, — in the
mazes of predestination, foreknowledge, freewill and
evil ; which no human intellect can grasp : while yet
no question occurred to them in the really tangible
subjects of the material world, in accepting a creation
of all things out of nothing in six days, — an
universal deluge, subversions of physical laws, and
interruptions of the order of nature.
The great difference in the mode of viewing these £™e""„ '
and the like questions, between different ages, is ^rcnt
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mainly dependent on the advance of physical know
ledge, and the increasing perception of the great
cosmical principle.

As we have before seen, even

in comparatively modern times, this principle can
hardly be said to have been fully developed, or its
force adequately appreciated, even by some philo
sophers.

And as we recede to the testimonies of still

more ancient periods, and view the records of miracles
in connexion with the existing state of knowledge
and intelligence, we must

recognise the more

universal influence of predisposing causes on the
adoption of the belief in the supernatural.

Some

distinction too of this kind may not be uncon
nected with the characters of race and country : the
Oriental mind, in this respect, has perhaps some ten
dencies different from the European.
scepticism.
Ancient

But, in regard both to nationality and to time, the
entire diversity in the mode and nature of conceptions
on such points, between ourselves and the contem
poraries of the origin of Christianity, must ever be
borne in mind in these questions.

It may perhaps

be allowable to illustrate the case, by imagining a
sort of reversal of the conditions; by conceiving for
a moment that any of the wonders of the present
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age, the miracles of modern science,—the revelations
of the telescope or microscope, a steam-carriage, or
electric-telegraph,—could have been made known to
an intelligent Jew in the Apostolic Age.

He would,

make no doubt as to the fact, if properly authenti
cated ; but would, as a matter of course, set it down
as a supernatural interposition, whether divine or
demoniacal.

This, in fact, would, to his mind, con

stitute the main ground of its credibility : To spiritual
power, he would say, nothing is impossible.

But

suppose him told that all these marvellous effects are
nothing but the mere operations of natural causes,
applied by human skill, this would be too much for
his faith:

No, he would say, natural causes and

human skill could never produce anything like this;
it is the ringer of God, or the power of a spirit !

To

the ancient Oriental and the modern European mind
the order and force of the reasoning are exactly
inverted.

What to one would be the sole ground

of belief, would to the other constitute the very
occasion of doubt.
In fact, in this as in all other cases, we must
recollect how entirely the grounds of conviction are
altered with the state of knowledge.
V4
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scepticism.
Modern
by Of
seeing
old, the
a miracle.
sceptic professed
At the he
present
would day,
be convinced
a visible

miracle would but be the very subject of his scepti
cism.

It is not the attestation, but the nature of

the alleged marvel, which is now the point in ques
tion.

It is not the fallibility of human testimony,

but the infallibility of natural order, which is now
the ground of argument : and modern science cannot
conceive religious truth confirmed by a violation of
Miracles

physical
On such
truth.
considerations as the foregoing, many of

regarded
as
some
partsmore
of the most serious inquirers into this subject (even
comprehensive
system.

of very different schools) have agreed in the necessity
for having recourse to some wider principles in their
view of miracles than the old assumption of sus
pensions of the laws of matter, the admission of
which they acknowledge inconsistent with the pre
sent state of physical knowledge.

Thus to many

who are anxious to uphold miracles, it has appeared
a more satisfactory view of the case to recur to a
broader basis, and one more conformable to wider
views of natural laws.
Thus it has seemed more philosophical, and more
in conformity with the grounds of natural theology,
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to appeal to some wider principle of law and order :
to

suppose miracles rather parts of some more

comprehensive system, — and that there is no real
breach of extended analogy, — of a kind connected
by larger principles of uniformity, however unknown
to us.
by
best
from
dissenting
it
Lyall3
even
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different
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recognised
Dr.
has of
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Pye
inschools.
Leibnitz,
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advocated
degrees
fact
Smith8,
by been
Bishop
ofDerived,
upheld
intermittent
—
of
by
and
adopted
suggested
Christianity,
Watson
the
illustrated
by
perhaps,
learned
byDean
2,laws
the
—
by

Bishop Butler indeed seems to have conceived that views of
eminent
the providential government of God consisted of two writers.
schemes, as it were, running parallel with each other, Bishop
Butler,
the one ordinary, the other extraordinary, both re
gulated by general and universal laws ; but each by
' Analogy, pt. ii. ch. Iv. § 3.
' Prop. 1'roph. p. 392.
s Scrip. Geo!. 88, 101.

1 Third letter to Gibbon.
• Mod. Hist. p. 137.
" Ninth Bridgew. Treat 99.
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This at least is what may be collected

from the most material passage, where his argument
is to this effect.

After enlarging on the real sub

ordination of all nature and all ordinary events to
some general laws, to however large an extent, as
yet unknown to us, he concludes, — it is a fair
argument " that God's miraculous interpositions may
" have been all along in like manner by general
" laws of wisdom."

" Thus that miraculous powers

should be exerted" at particular times, and under
particular circumstances only, as in various cases
which he enumerates,
" been by general laws.

"all this may have
These laws are unknown

"to us; but no more unknown than the laws" of
many natural events; of which it is yet "taken
" for granted that- they are as much reducible to
" general laws as gravitation." 1
In this argument, however, it must be observed
that the general admission of miraculous interposi
tion is assumed, and the antecedent credibility of
such physical intervention does not enter into the
question.

In other places, indeed, it is evident that

1 Analogy, pt. ii. ch. iv. § 3, p. 262, ed. 1807.
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the author makes "revelation" and "miracles" sy
nonymous 1 ; — or at least conceives no distinction
between a spiritual or moral interposition (which
involves no possible question) and a physical, where
alone the modern difficulty applies.
But the argument mainly depends on a distinction
in the parallel thus drawn between the moral and
the natural order of things; that, in the former,
miracles and ordinary providence differ, in the same
way as in the latter certain peculiar cases differ from
the ordinary operations of nature.
Thus he observes: — "Miracles must not be com" pared to common natural events, or to events which,
" though uncommon, are similar to what we daily
"experience; but to the extraordinary phenomena
" of nature.

And then the comparison will be be-

"tween the presumption against miracles and the
" presumption against such uncommon appearances,
" — suppose as comets, and against there being any
" such powers in nature as magnetism and electricity,
"so contrary to the properties of other bodies not
" endued with these powers.

And before any one

1 See especially "Analogy," p. 227, ed. 1807.
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" can determine whether there be any peculiar pre" sumption against miracles more than against other
" extraordinary things, he must consider what, on
" first hearing, would be the presumption against
" the last-mentioned appearances and powers to a
"person acquainted only with the daily, monthly,
" and annual courses of nature respecting this earth,
"and with those common powers of matter which
" we every day see." 1
Thus then, according to this distinguished and
philosophical prelate, we may perceive that miracles
or special interventions are to be supposed to stand
in the same relation to ordinary providence, as that
in which comets, magnetism, electricity, or other
more striking and singular instances of natural phe
nomena stand with respect to the more common and
universally observed facts of the regular planetary
motions — of gravitation — of the pressure of the air
and the like ; — a relation which, in the present state
of our knowledge, is absolutely one and the same.
More parSome divines have gone into more detailed supticular
application, positions and applications of the same principle.

1 Analogy, pt. ii. ch. ii. § 3, p. 233, ed. 1807.
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Thus, Athanase Coquerel 1 connects very similar Athanase
Coquerel.
views with an extensive doctrinal speculation on the
divine powers and operations concerned (as he con
ceives) in the work of redemption, on which he
supports the idea that miracles are preordained parts
of that series of designed operations and not sus
pensions of nature.

Such speculations, it is to be

observed, rest entirely on the Theistic argument,
which, as to Omnipotence, it has been before ob
served, depends wholly upon revelation, and thus
cannot legitimately be made the basis of argument
antecedent to that revelation, or of evidence in
proof of it.
Archbishop Whately remarks :

" Superhuman Archbishop
Whately.
" would perhaps be a better word than supematu" ral : for, if we believe that ' nature ' is merely
" another word used to signify that state of things
"and course of events which God has appointed,
" nothing that occurs can be strictly called ' super
natural.'

Jesus himself accordingly describes his

" works, not as violations of the laws of nature, but
" as ' works which none other man did.'"2
1 Christianity (translation), p. 228.
2 Easy Lessons on Evidences, ch. v. § 2.
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of Westminster, Dr. Trench.1

In his preliminary

Essay he offers several illustrations of apparent
exceptions to general rules which yet really fulfil
them.

But, upon the whole, the nature of his dis

tinction as to miracles is expressed in terms such as
to leave us in some uncertainty as to the precise
meaning.

He observes: — "They (miracles) exceed

" the laws of our nature, but not of all nature.
" .... A comet is a miracle as regards our solar
" system ; that is, it does not own the laws of our
"system, neither do those laws explain it.

Yet

" is there a higher and wider law of the heavens,
" whether fully discovered or not, in which its
" motions are included as surely as those of the
" planets which stand in immediate relation to
" our sun."1
The sense in which we are to take the learned
author's distinction between our nature and all
nature, is far from clear; while it is difficult to in
terpret his idea of the laws of the solar system, unless
1 Notes on Miracles, 1846.
» Note, p. 16.
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it be understood to imply a view of the real subordi
nation of miracles to some general natural laws, far
more complete and philosophical than perhaps the
tenor of other parts of his remarks might seem to
countenance.
If, indeed, miracles differ from ordinary events only
as comets differ from planets, or \inexplained phe
nomena from those whose laws are known, they do
not differ at all in the only sense in which any
philosophical difficulty arises. But this would hardly
accord with the meaning in which they have been
usually appealed to by theologians.
Dr. T. Brown, on his peculiar view of causation, Dr. t.
Brown.
argues that " a miracle does not violate the laws of
causation," on the ground that the non-production
of similar effects from similar causes would indeed
be a violation, — but here, he says, the causes are
not similar, since " to the usual operation of natural
" agents there is superadded a special intervention of
" the author of nature."
But this is simply to beg the whole question ; un
less, indeed, we understand it in the sense which
elsewhere the same author seems to intimate when
he considers the divine intervention as in fact a
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part of "the powers of nature," and thus miracles
as natural phenomena. 1
Dr. Carpenter.

One of our most enlightened physiologists remarks
of
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were
laws,
miracles,
are
they
as much
asthat,
are
much
so
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inbyare
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Divine
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towill,
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"any of those occurrences which are usually re" garded as constituting the order of nature."*
Mr. Kingsley.

Another able and popular writer has indulged in
carrying out the same idea to the extent that, as
health and life are the normal condition of physical
order, and disease and death interruptions of it,
so the miracles of healing and resuscitation were
but the assertion of the higher and divine principle
of order, to restore the true condition and law of
nature, instead of being at variance with it; while
" contra-natural prodigies, signs from heaven," were
refused ; and that those which were granted took
place " according to some great primal law unknown
to us whereby the spirit of life operates." 3

1 On Cause and Effect, note E.
* Dr. Carpenter, " General Physiology," p. 135, note.
1 Rev. C. Kingsiey, " Alton Locke," ii. 263.
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These various specimens of the expressions of a General
remark
general view, more or less clearly put forth, exhibit, 011 thu>
view.
doubtless, conceptions gaining authority at the pre
sent day of a more worthy character than the
unphilosophical notion of suspensions of the laws of
nature.

But in some of the illustrations proposed

it may be doubted whether there is evinced that
distinct grasp of the real idea of physical law as the
paramount principle on which alone all further
inferences can be philosophically built.
These and all arguments of the same class, it must Argument
also be remembered, rest entirely on the assump- involves
doubtful
assump
tion of Theistic hypotheses, often of a very doubtful t'onsnature, or which cannot be adopted antecedently to
revelation, since they are unsupported by positive
scientific evidence.
Yet there are doubtless many minds to whose
conceptions such a view disencumbers the subject
of serious difficulties ; and in the coincidence of cer
tain intermittent effects foreseen by an overruling
Providence, or in the belief that God might make
use of extraordinary natural events as instruments to
His designs, they are satisfied to acknowledge divine
X
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manifestations accrediting a disclosure of divine
truth.
To others, however, such a view may appear to
fall short of the requirements of the case, especially
when they attempt to realise it in detail as applied
to the actual recorded cases of the New Testament
narrative.

Yet it may not be superfluous or un

profitable to advert to any form of explanation which
may seem to claim attention on a subject on which
so much serious difficulty and perplexity has been
felt.

To some more detailed views which have been

put forth with this object, attention will be directed
in the next Essay.

ESSAY III.

ON
THE RATIONALISTIC AND OTHEE THEORIES

MIRACLES.
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ESSAY IIL
ON THE RATIONALISTIC AND OTHER THEORIES OF
MIRACLES.

| L — INTRODUCTION
THE GENERAL NATURE AND
GROUNDS OF RATIONALISTIC THEORIES OF MIRACLES.
When the serious difficulties attending the question Origin and
aim of
of miracles have been duly considered, as well as the rationalism
doubts which have in consequence arisen in the
minds of so many, it is not surprising that a disposi
tion has manifested itself, on the part of a consider
able school of professed advocates of Christianity
(especially in the speculative spirit of the German
theology), to avoid the rejection of the miracles by
attempts to explain them, or the origin of the
narratives of them, according to some recognised
and general principles, and in what is considered a
" rational " point of view : in a word, on the same
principles as would be applied in a rational criticism
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to be fairly
In a complete and dispassionate survey of the subestimated, ject of miracles,
r
this portion
r
of it cannot
j
be over

looked : nor ought the candid inquirer to shrink from
an examination of what is at least proposed by able
and learned writers, as a means of solving those
difficulties which many serious thinkers have found
so formidable.
When the inviolable sanctity of the claims so
long maintained to their unlimited extent by the
ancient church had been once invaded by the
unsparing hand of Protestant criticism, and the
plea of reason and free inquiry once recognised,
— it must be allowed that if one school of Pro
testantism should have adopted a bolder line of
inquiry, or followed it out to a more ambitious
extent, it is clearly not so much in principle as in
the degree, the mode, the tone, of their speculations
that they have subjected themselves to the censures
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And it cannot be

denied that there has sometimes been much justly
offensive to the believer in the character and style of
these criticisms.

Yet, while everything in the mode

of expression calculated to give offence should be
strongly repudiated, the candid inquirer will not
disregard the real claims of fair discussion on matters
so essential to the full - appreciation of Christian
truth.
Many very good men, alarmed for the security of Objections
felt to
established opinions, are led to look with indefinite rationalistic
speculation.
suspicion on all critical inquiry, and to denounce all
free investigation as unwarrantable and dangerous.
But though some speculations of the kind have been
pushed to a faulty and offensive extreme, and evince
a perversion and misuse of rational argument, it is
surely rather on this very ground that they ought
to be met.

They claim, at least, to be founded on

principles identified with those of reason and sound
criticism.

It is then on similar principles and with

pared
similartoarguments
encounter that
them.the Itpolemic
is utterly
must
idlebeat prethe

present time for the advocate of Christianity to
indulge in mere empty declamation against K&X4
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tionalism ; or to content himself with censuring and
anathematising such speculations as presumptuous
and sinful.

It is not by any such sweeping con

demnation that they can be really or effectually
opposed.

They profess to be built on considerations

of an exact and philosophical kind, by such phi
losophical, learned and candid discussion therefore
they ought to be combated,
nistorical
crlticism.

The whole subject of the rational criticism of historical narratives, and more especially what is called
the "higher criticism," is a branch of study even
now but little attended to among us, and till of
late almost unknown to our literature.

Thus the

reading public some years ago was altogether startled
at the liberties taken by Arnold and Niebuhr with
the time-sanctioned legends of the Roman history;
and even when such criticism is tolerated with re
ference to other branches of ancient and even eccle
siastical history, there is still a vehement prejudice
entertained against any application of it to the Scrip
ture narrative; and an impression felt that it is a
sort of profanation to subject to the same tests those
records in which above all others it would seein most
important that the actual truth should be vindi
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cated and distinguished : more especially as it is on
their strictly historical character that so much,
stress is laid by divines of the older school.
But here again we cannot but trace an under
current of popular feeling, which invests those nar
ratives with a character somewhat different from
what the strict evidential school would demand : and
which views the sacred records much more through
the medium of a religious feeling, and a sense of the
doctrinal turn which is to be given to them, than as
mere matters of chronological and annalistic detail.
And regarding the Gospel miraculous narratives in
this sacred light, popular prepossession is startled
and offended at critical discussion ; and thus virtually
disparages their historical character.
It is sometimes argued against the application Argument
of such criticism, that in our own days very ex- traordinary
from exevents at
traordinary events have happened, which, if nar- **prestnt
rated in brief fragmentary records to a distant age,
would appear so improbable that they ought on
the same critical principles to be rejected as incre
dible, or explained away as fabulous, though pos
sibly enveloping some small germ of real history.
Yet, being in possession of the actual facts, we see

BAT10NALISM.
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that when all the real conditions are known, —the
defective links supplied, — and the true causes of
the events understood, — the whole is perfectly cre
dible and conformable to experience.
Thus what such a representation really proves is,that there is a rational solution of the apparent mar
vels : and it is on the general persuasion that in any
case some such rational explanation really exists,
though unknown to us, —that any historical state
ment of an apparently marvellous kind is rendered
stances
Partial toof

credible.
In the nature of such attempts to explain miracles

such inthere is nothing absolutely new or peculiar. It has
terpretatlon
allowed by been a practice with divines of many times and
orthodox
divines.
countries, occasionally to view the Scripture nar
ratives of miracles, either as explicable by natural
causes, or as figurative or allegorical representations
of doctrines.

These modes of interpretation were not

unfrequently resorted to by the Fathers of the early
Church, and few would refuse to admit that such ex
planations may be in certain cases plausible, and
may even tend fairly to smooth down difficulties
apparent
Many on
findtheit face
satisfactory
of the literal
to admit,
narratives.
as a general
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principle, the probability that extraordinary natural
events may have been used as the means or instru
ments of introducing religious truths, or have been
narrated and believed in remote ages as special in
terpositions in favour of nations or individuals, or
that a supernatural colouring might have been some
times given to narratives even of ordinary transac
tions in times when, in popular estimation, most
events were deemed in some sense supernatural.
For example : many who strongly uphold the au- Examples
thority of the Old Testament, yet think it reasonable Testament,
to regard the description of the shower of stones in
the book of Joshua (ch. x.) as really a fall of me
teorites, such as modern observation has so fully
substantiated : while others look upon the passage,
especially including the other phenomena mentioned,
as a figurative or poetical description quoted (as
indeed seems to be implied) from the lost book of
Jasher.

But the only ground on which either ex

planation becomes of any importance is in connection
with the primary conviction, and the degree to which
it is admitted, that the order of nature would not
be violated.
Again : no educated person at the present day for
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a moment imagines the "standing still" of the sun
and moon, or the going back of the dial of Ahaz, to
have been a real stoppage or retrogradation of the
earth's rotation ; however little they may be able to
imagine what the case described really was.
As little doubt would be entertained (assuming the
historical character of the Mosaic writings) that
some secondary agents were employed in the ex
traordinary events connected with the exode of the
Particular

not
Israelites
of what
andTwiure.
the delivery
Theofprecise
the law,explanations
though we know
sug-

solutions
may be un- gested may be frivolous and unsatisfactory ; yet we
satisfactory.
_
.
may be
have
assigned
convinced
a precise
there w
theory
someofexplanation.
the destruction
Some
of

Sodom and Gomorrah, including the fate of Lot's
wife1 by the agency of a volcanic eruption: —others
again have alleged that the "manna" in the wil
derness was an unusual supply of the gum from a
species of Tamarisk known to be often found scat
tered on the ground in those regions.
These and numerous other like suggestions may
be utterly futile; yet it may be true that if the

1 See Henderson's "Travels in Iceland," i. 153.
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miraculous narratives, as well as the importance of admitted,
principles
looking to such considerations as might tend to ob
viate them, will doubtless appear of very different
magnitude to different minds.

Among the most or

thodox and approved divines, attempts to explain
certain portions of the Gospel narratives so as to
obviate objections felt on physical grounds have not
been discountenanced.

In such cases it has been

1 We may illustrate the subject by another recent instance of this
kind of explanation, suggested, on purely chronological and astronomical
grounds, by Dr. Ideler (" Ilandbuch der Mathemat." &c., vol. i. p. 407) ;
that the star of the Magi may have been a remarkable conjunction of
the planets Jupiter and Saturn, so near, he conceives, that " they might
have sermcd confounded into one," or have been so described; which he
calculated took place a. d. 7 ; and this explanation has been adopted
In the Greek Testament of Dr. Alford, Dean of Canterbury.
It has, however, since been clearly shown by the more exact calcula
tions of the Rev. C. Pritchard (Memoirs of the Royal Astron. Society,
vol. xxv. p. 119, 1856), that the nearest approach of the two planets
was, in fact, a distance of more than two diameters of the moon, so as to
exclude the possibility of their being confounded into one.
Since the publication of Mr. Pritchard's paper it has appeared that
Professor Encke bad already made a similar calculation with exactly the
same result, notwithstanding which some of the rationalistic commen
tators persist in affirming this conjunction to be the star of the Magi.
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allowed a reasonable caution to abstain from too
hasty an assumption of Divine interposition, and
natural causes have been allowed sometimes to afford
at least plausible solutions,
m
beyond
inferences
the
literal
narrative.

Again: most critical. inquirers
.
admit it right, as
a general rule, not to insist on more than tlie wards
of the writers necessarily imply.

The popular no

tion of a particular recorded occurrence may very
often be found to run beyond what the strict lan
guage of the narrative really conveys: and the
difficulty felt in the supposed supernatural character
of an incident may turn wholly on an interpretation
given perhaps to a single expression, or on something
inferred rather than positively stated. In such cases
the most orthodox will allow that the critic has a
full right to whatever real or supposed advantage he
can fairly gain, without trenching on the integrity of
the text.
Such are a few general and preliminary considera
tions which may tend to facilitate the more particular
examination of several theories proposed, to which
we now proceed.
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§ IL — THE NATURALISTIC THEORY OP PATJLUS AND
OTHERS.
The principle of going into minute criticisms of the
- ,
,.
.
narratives of the Evangelists, so as, in many cases,
•
i
to avoid the apparent supernatural sense, and by referring to natural causes to explain events apparently
described as miraculous, has been designated as the
" natural," in contradistinction to certain other
hypotheses referring to the composition of the
narrative.
Such modes of interpretation had indeed been
carried on, with reference to detached portions of the
sacred narrative, by some of the German theologians
of earlier date.

But Semler (about the middle of

the last century), who may perhaps justly claim the
title of the founder of the Rationalistic school,
attempted a more connected application of it, es
pecially as to the cases of the demoniacs.

His views

were taken up by numerous coadjutors and disciples,
until they received at last their most fully systematised development in the labours of Paulus.

Grounds
of the
"natural '
cxplanation.
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Polemical divines, both in England and on the
Continent, have been too prone to ascribe an irreli
gious motive to all such speculators ; an accusation
which, in some cases at least, is quite unfounded.
The "Autobiographic Sketches" of Paulus, for in
stance, present a very different picture of the spirit
in which his inquiries were carried on.

He appears

to have been throughout animated by the most
sincere desire of vindicating the truth of the New
Testament, whatever may be thought of the wisdom,
skill, or success of the attempt.
The publication of the celebrated Wolfenbuttel
Fragments, under the name of Reimarus (1773-8),
ascribed to Lessing, was perhaps not unjustly con
sidered as one of the most formidable attacks which
the cause of Christianity had sustained ; since it
directly impugned, on critical grounds, the entire
credit of its

records, especially the miraculous

portions of them.

It was chiefly in reply to this

attack, that Paulus presented himself as the cham
pion of Christianity.

He grounded his argument

upon the broad principle (in itself so readily ad
missible) that those portions of the New Testament
which have a special reference to the age and
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the parties addressed may, and ought to, be care
fully distinguished from those which are of a more
general and permanent import.

In following out

this idea, Paulus included miracles under the former
class.
According to his view of them, they were real Assumed
events which were regarded as miraculous in that miracles,
nature of
age and country; but which ought to be viewed
in a different light by the more advanced intel
ligence of our times.

They were either extraordinary

natural effects; or results whose causes have been
simply omitted in the narrative ; or the triumphs of
superior skill and knowledge, which the Evangelists
have described, in the popular language of their
day, as supernatural interpositions; or, in other in
stances, he would suppose them to have really been
nothing more than those " symbolic actions," or
" acted parables," which were familiar to the Jews,
from the recorded instances of such actions per
formed by the Prophets, designed as merely illus
trative of some doctrine, though the nature of them
was afterwards misconceived.

Paulus at length

introduced a complete system of the Gospel history
composed upon these principles, in his " CommenI
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tary on the Gospels" (1800), and his "Life of
Jesus" (1828).

To illustrate the nature of these

theories, it will be important to consider a few in
on.
by stances
In certain
of their
instances,
application
it isinalleged
detail. that in the text,

when closely examined, no miracle will, strictly
speaking, be found to be actually asserted, or neces
sarily implied.

Thus, in what is often called the

miracle of the tribute money the Evangelist, in fact,
only mentions a command given to Peter, and not
the fulfilment of it: and even this has been in
terpreted as merely a proverbial mode of expression
for gaining money by fishing.
Events too, it is alleged, are often described as
they appeared at the time to the unenlightened
disciples, not as they really were : thus that Jesus
seemed to their excited apprehensions to walk on the
sea, perhaps only wading through the shallows,
while Peter's attempt was simply a failure.
Again, many events not in their own nature
miraculous, such as a sudden calm, an unexpected
shoal of fishes, and the like, could only be so
regarded from coincidence of circumstances which
1 Matt. ivil. 27.
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might be ill understood, or omitted in the description.
The miraculous nature of the introduction of wine
at the marriage feast, it is remarked, turns only
on the expression that it was " a beginning of mira
cles " (signs), and that " the water which was made
wine" only means that Jesus had privately in
structed the servants to substitute wine (a usual pre
sent on such occasions) when he gave the signal,
by commanding them to fill with water.
Some think it may have been a symbolic action ;
while others ascribe it to mesmerism, or some of
those kindred modes of action, which are said to
produce effects very similar.
The several narratives of the multiplication of the Miracles by
fxatfgcraloaves and fishes have been regarded as magnified in tion.
popular apprehension beyond what the strict sense of
the facts necessarily implies.

The words of Jesus

to Philip (after all, not asserting that the multitude
had no food) were expressly to prove him ', by
merely putting a supposition : and in none of the
other accounts does it absolutely appear that the
multitude had no food with them.* The inquiry of
Christ, and the circumstance that one had provisions,
1 John vi. 6.

* Matt, xv. 32 ; Mark vi. 36; viii. J.
X9
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In two of the

narratives 1 the want of food is not hinted at. And it
is further imagined that, from the suggestion given
by Christ's inquiry, those present who had provisions
contributed to supply those who had not.

The dis

tribution of the small portion after the solemn
benediction, is thus regarded as a purely " sym
bolical action," or type of the doctrine conveyed in
the discourse of Jesus setting forth the true bread of
The

lifeThe
2 ; ornativity
even as having
is thusa sacramental
explained away:
design.3accord-

Nativity.
ing to these writers, Jesus is asserted to have been
the son of Mary and Joseph, as universally be
lieved by the Jews, and as, they contend, several pas
sages, especially Mary's calling Joseph His father *
(to whom also the genealogies apply), seem literally
to intimate.

They are supposed to have been vir

tually married; and that the birth excited surprise
only on account of the age of Joseph, whence it
was viewed as specially providential, and said to be
1 Matt. xiv. 19 ; Luke ix. 12.
* John vi.
• St. Augustine (Serm. cxxx. 1) compares this miracle to that of
the annual multiplication of corn, which he considers equally mira
culous.
' Lute ii. 48.
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" of the Holy Ghost."

3-25

The case is regarded as

parallel with that of the birth of John the Baptist ;
as they think is intimated by St. Luke.1

It is

also alleged by some that " the miraculous concep
tion," in the received sense, is not asserted in so
many words even in the narrative of St. Matthew,
but rather left to be inferred : and that it is not again
referred to in any part of the New Testament;
though made so prominent a feature in the Creed of
the early Church.
The belief of the Jews in ascribing all diseases to Demoniacs,
the infliction of Satan2, and especially certain singular
forms of mental disorder, accompanied by bodily
convulsions, to possession, by evil spirits, and their
practice of exorcism 3 (we must suppose not without
some apparent effect), have been referred to, to explain
the ejections as practised in adaptation to the ex
isting belief.

This branch of the subject was indeed

long since referred to by Lightfoot and other divines
of the Church of England, and was followed out in
detail by Semler and the older rationalists.4

The

1 Luke i. 36.
• Luke xlli 16; Acts x. 38.
* Luke ix. 49; xl. 19.
4 Lightfoot observes (" Horae Ilebraicse ") : " Judjeis usitatissimum
T 8
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difficult case of the possession of the swine, is dis
posed of by Eichorn on the supposition that the
command to go into them was merely a wise com
pliance with the hallucinations of the disordered
person, at whose ravings the swine took flight, and
whose cure was mainly assisted by the belief that the
expelled spirits had entered into the swine and
caused their destruction.
If the Evangelists speak without hesitation in the
language of their time of those possessed with devils
(Sai/xovi&fisvoi), they speak as positively of those
influenced by the moon1 {aeXrjvi^ofisvoi) ; and if
they are to be taken literally in the one case they
ought to be so equally in the other.

Again, it must

be remembered that on the subject of evil spirits, in
" erat morbos quosdam graviores, eos praesertim quibus distortum erat
" corpus, vel mens turbata et agitata phrenesi, malis spiritibus attri" buere."
Bishop Douglas ("Crit." 236) explains the Jewish and Pagan ex
orcisms by natural causes, deception, 8cc. See " Tracts for the Times,"
viii. g ; Whitby, Fref. to Epistles, § 10 ; Farmer on Miracles, 241.
The practice of exorcism among the Jews is testified by Josephus
(" Antiq." viii. 2, 5) as common in his time, as it is still in some parts
of the East (see "Phases of Faith," 128), and traced up to Solomon.
See Krebsius on Acts xlx. 13; see also Dr. H. Farmer "On the
Demoniacs of the New Testament," 1775.
1 Matt. Iv. 24; xvit 15.
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The various general statements of " healing" the Healing ot
diseases.
.sick might, it is pretended, often signify only pre
scribing means for their cure. Some more specific in
stances, it is alleged, may have been only the public
announcement of cures previously wrought ; or even
the ceremonial recognition of them with a view to
the legal purification.

Sometimes even the mere

detection of a mendicant impostor may have been
afterwards misconceived as a cure.
Paulus imagines, for instance, that the lepers were
already in a sufficient stage of recovery to be pro
nounced clean according to the law, and that Jesus
merely seized a public opportunity of formally de
claring them so.
It is supposed that Christ possessed great medical
skill, beyond his contemporaries : which was of course
regarded as supernatural 1 : and that He thus foresaw
1 Dean Trench and other divines, with no leaning whatever to ra
tionalism, have collected many instances where cases parallel to the
Gospel miracles are alluded to by secular writers. For example, the
anointing of the eyes of the blind is referred to : " Lippitudines matutinaquotidie Solent inunctione arceri." (Plin. " Nat. Hist." xxviii. 2.)
Y4
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Raising the
dead.

The cases of raising of the dead have been in like
Suetonius («• Vespas." 7) and Tacitus ("Hist." iv. 8) both mention
saliva used by Vespasian in such a cure.
Lucian ("Vera Hist." ii. 4) alludes to walking on water (also In
" Philopseudes," 1 3) as among the Incredible tales of poets, historians,
and philosophers. Also to healing, expulsion of demons, &c.
' Luke viii. 40 ; Acts v. 8 ; xiil. 12 ; xx. 1, &c.
* With respect to the idea of explaining miracles by mesmerism or
the like agency, a very able advocate of the so-called " spiritualistic "
manifestations at the present day, (whose remarks being printed for
private circulation only I am not, perhaps, at liberty to quote by any
more express reference,) observes positively : —
" The development of the phenomena of mesmerism, clairvoyance,
" and
ably what
that Isthecommonly
supposed called
miracleselectro-biology,
of Christ werehave
due shown
simply unmistaketo a power
" inherent in human nature, though, like other powers, bestowed in
" lavish measure but on the few. Rationalism, which bad resorted to
's interpretations of the supernatural (so-called) incidents of Scripture,
" so extravagantly forced and opposed to common sense, has thus be" come supplied with arguments of a very different kind and effi" ciency."
In a note he ascribes the shining of the face of Moses to a luminous
appearance or halo produced by mesmerism ; and in another place
contends that the Roman Catholic mlraele, the elevation of St. Cupertin from the earth, is precisely an effect (as he asserts) frequently ex
hibited among " spiritualists " by the agency of natural causes of the
class referred to.
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manner viewed as instances of " suspended anima
tion."

In the case of Lazarus, they observe that,

had not the body been thus preserved, decomposition
must have commenced. These cases are compared
dead.1
with theEven
recovery
the death
of St.ofPaul
Jesusafter
is thus
beingregarded:
left for Death and
resurrection
it being undoubtedly quite out of the ordinary course of Christ,
that He should expire so soon as within a few hours ;
since crucified persons were known to continue alive
for several days: and thus it is averred that the
revival may have commenced as soon as the body
was laid in the cave.

Medical testimony is adduced

to show that a state of suspended animation often
exhibits every symptom of death, the only actual
proof of which is the commencement of decom
position : and nothing is more insisted on than that
the body of Jesus " saw no corruption."2

' Acts xW. 29.
» Acts il. 31 ; xill. 37.
Josephus ("Contra Apiou." 1031) and others mention that per
sons crucified commonly lived three, sometimes even nine days. Car
dinal Wiseman ("Lectures,"!. 266, on "Connexion of Religion and
Science,") quotes a minute account of the sufferings of a person sub
jected to this punishment, who existed forty-eight hours.
Some startling cases of suspended animation are mentioned In Dr.
II. Mayo's letters on " Truths contained in Popular Superstitions,"
p. 33.
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One of these commentators maintains — that it was
not the practice of the Romans in crucifixion to nail
the feet, and would thus remove the difficulty of
Christ's walking to Emmaus: that He showed
Thomas , only His hands and his side : while the
common belief arose from the desire to see the
literal fulfilment of the prophecy. 1
The
ascension.

The rare appearances after the resurrection, it is
pretended, are accounted for by the necessity of
keeping out of the way of the inveterate Jews.
Hence also (according to these views), even the as
cension itself is represented as a final retreat from
the world ; — as a disappearance from the Apostles
in a cloud which enveloped the top of the moun
tain ; Jesus having " gone apart" (Srecrn?, Luke xxiv.
57), which corresponds to iropsvo/jLevov (Acts i. 10),
not "going up" but going away; while the general
expressions (eirtjpdi) and avKpspero), " carried up into
heaven," being indefinite, it is contended do not
necessarily imply the literal bodily ascent familiar
to received belief and pictorial representation.

Miracles
of the
Apostles.

The narratives of the apostolic miracles in the
Acts are, perhaps with still greater readiness, brought
1 John xx. 27 ; Ps. xxii. 17.
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under a similar mode of explanation by writers of
this school: — even the excellent and learned Neander1, while he upholds high spiritual influences, yet
in regard to some of the physical miracles suggests
interpretations of a kind according closely with the
naturalistic theory.2
Thus, the events at Pentecost are described as
" an earthquake attended by a whirlwind and flaming
lights:" external events conspired with internal im
pressions to make the Apostles fitting preachers of
the new faith ; and, after a laboured kind of expla
nation of the gift of tongues, it is finally suggested
that the Apostles might possibly have already pos
sessed among them some knowledge of the various
neighbouring dialects (each, perhaps, being

ac

quainted with some one or two), which was inten
sified in their then highly excited condition.
Ananias, it is asserted, was struck dead from mere
terror ; an effect which in the case of Sapphira was
powerfully aided by the sudden announcement of her
husband's fate. Again, the varied " gifts" are largely

1 History of "First Planting of Christianity," 1832, transl.
' We shall see in the sequel that in more important instances he has
adopted a different view. See infra, § v.
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discussed in a similar liberal spirit of interpretation ;
though in some cases of healing the explanation is
not fully carried out.

In cases of appearances, as of

angels, it is held that the presence of a real sensible
object is not necessarily implied.
St. Paul was simply overtaken by a thunder-storm,
and struck with lightning.

This cooperated with

spiritual convictions already beginning to work in
him to effect his conversion.
a " heavenly vision." 1

He himself calls it

It is admitted, however, that

there was some appearance of Christ, which was
necessary to make him a witness of the resurrection.
awas
state
The
awakened
possessed
resembling
by damsel
the
somnambulism,"
Apostle.
at Philippi was
fromsimply
which "she
in

General
remarks.

But, without going into more details, it will probably suffice to remark in general on such explana
tions, that although in some instances they have a
semblance of plausibility, yet it cannot be denied
that in the incessant attempt to find or force such in
terpretation in every case, — " Aut viam inveniam
aut faciam,"— the resources employed are often of a
trivial, far-fetched, and laboured kind ; and the
1 Acts xxri. 19.
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immense multitude of coincidences and combinations
of circumstances and extraordinary occurrences, which
it thus becomes necessary to suppose concentrated in
one short period, presents too complex a mass of hy
potheses to furnish a real and satisfactory theory of
the whole series of the evangelical miracles. Yet it
should be observed that such attempts, even if inju
dicious, must, in some instances at least, be allowed
the credit of having originated in the sincere wish to
elucidate and vindicate the sacred narrative.

At all

events they ought not to be condemned indiscrimi
nately, on the ground that such a mode of endea
vouring to remove objections in any one instance
will encourage the disposition to explain away every
thing : an argument which, if valid, would condemn
all elucidation of difficulties whatever.
Let these explanations be fairly judged and esti
mated on their own merits; and with especial
reference to the question, whether they would really
affect the doctrinal application of the narratives, or
afford less substantial foundation for the argument
which the Apostles grounded on them.
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§ nI.—THE MYTHIC TnEOKT OF STHACSS.
intrnductory
remarks.

Under the generic name of Rationalism many
varieties have been included, but it would be diffi
cult to find any two systematic investigations more
entirely opposed to each other, even in their first prin
ciples, than those of the older and the later rational
ists; — the disciples of Paulus and of Strauss;—the
advocates of the "Natural" and those of the " Mythic"
system; — the interpreters of the evangelic narrative
regarded as historical, but explained in its miraculous
events by natural causes ; and the philologists
who on critical grounds deny the historical character
of the incidents, and represent the narratives as
intrinsically and designedly fictitious, and as a my
thical invention for exalting the Messianic character
of Jesus.

Of the last school, the most distinguished

supporter, though not the entire originator, is
Strauss.
In maintaining a system thus essentially at va
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riance with that of the older rationalists, Strauss
introduces, and makes way for, his own speculations
in eveiy instance, by a sweeping and unsparing
attack on all the interpretations of the "natural"
school, to such an extent that the most orthodox
divine could not desire a more thorough demolition
of the systems of Paulus and Eichorn, than that
with which Strauss furnishes him, carrying with it
all the additional force which belongs to the testi
mony of an opponent.
Strauss expressly refers to Woolston 1 as having Wooiston's
views.
more than a century ago started some speculations
much of the same kind.

He represents Wooiston's

theory as putting an alternative between the "na
turalistic" view of miracles or their explanation as
real facts by natural causes, and the acceptance of
them as the allegorical vehicles of divine truths.

In

other words, he contends that, to be a true history,
they must lose their divine character; to retain it,
they must cease to be a true history, and be regarded
as mythical.
If this is to be understood as intended to cha1 1726—9. See above, Essay I. p. 136. Strauss's " Life of Jesus',"
Introd. § v. French Transl. i. 23.
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racterise the argument of Woolston, it is certainly
overcharged.
The speculations of Woolston are utterly devoid
of all pretension to a philosophic character:

he

never betrays the slightest conception of any re
ference to physical generalisations, though he exhibits
great research and erudition, especially in his ap
peals to the Fathers and ecclesiastical antiquity: his
whole discussion is characterised by a strange eccen
tricity of manner, and unhappily too often couched
in a tone of ridicule and sarcasm, directed against
the most serious subjects, and coupled with offensive
attacks on the theologians pi his day, which, pro
bably more than his abstract opinions, exposed him
to the persecution he underwent.
He attacks the literal sense of the Gospel narra
tives merely on the ground of what he regards the
unworthy character of the miracles, which he
charges with inconsistency and uselessness ; and es
pecially as affording no proof of the Messiahship
of Jesus: examining each in detail, and enlarging
on the objections.

On this plea against accepting

them literally, he adopts the idea of interpreting
them as allegorical symbols and representations of
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the spiritual doctrines of the Gospel, and of the
character and office of Christ, which he zealously
upholds; and defends his interpretation by copious
quotations from the Fathers, some of whom it is
well known adopted similar views. 1
Strauss makes it his primary assumption that in origin of
the received sense of real suspensions
,
of nature theory,
the mvthic
miracles are " impossible : " 2 and hence, considering
the " natural" explanations as frivolous and unsatis
factory, he seeks some rational grounds for the origin
of the narratives.

When he proceeds to details we

cannot but own the ingenuity and acuteness with
1 The following extract from a passage in which he Is summing up
his views, will give at once some clue to his meaning, and exhibit a
truly characteristic specimen of his style : —
" Imprimis : I believe, upon the authority of the Fathers, that the
" ministry of the letter of the Old and New Testament Is downright
" anti-Christianism.
" Item : I believe, upon the authority of the Fathers, that the mira" cles of Jesus, as they are recorded by the Evangelists, literally undcr" stood, are the lying wonders of Anti-Christ.
'• Item : I believe, upon the authority of the Fathers, that all oppo" sidon and contradiction to spiritual and allegorical interpretations of
" the Scriptures, is the sin of blasphemy against the Holy Ghos-t.
" Item : I believe, upon the authority of the Fathers, that the
" ministry of the Spirit, or allegorical interpretation of the law and the
" prophets, will be the conversion of Jews and Gentiles," &c. fcc. —
Woolston, Ninth Ditcourse, p. 68.
* Introd. § xm.
Z
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which he has worked out the critical data, and
the uncompromising boldness with which he has
applied to every part of the Gospel narrative, his
universal solution of all its difficulties, the hypothesis
of its mythic origin.

This idea had confessedly been

applied by some earlier writers, as Rosenmiiller and
Anton, to certain portions of the Gospel; and, so
limited, was acknowledged to possess the sanction of
the Fathers. 1

But Strauss was the first to apply it

generally ; and to justify it on the strength of general
considerations, derived from the probable circum
stances under which the Gospel narratives were pro
duced, and from the absence of direct evidence as
to their origin.
strauss's
argument.

The argument in behalf of this hypothesis is supported by a searching examination in detail of every
portion of the history.

All the resources of cri

ticism are employed to bring out, in their strongest
contrast, every circumstance of discrepancy between
the different narratives, and the different parts of
the same Evangelist.

Whence the author proceeds

to account for them on the supposition of divers
1 Introd. § iv.
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versions having been formed out of a collection of
traditional " myths," originating in the character
and attributes which the Jews expected to find in
the Messiah; — all of which, accordingly, the fol
lowers of Jesus believed were found united in his
person and life.
The broader grounds on which Strauss frames his
theory ought to be examined distinct from its de
tails.

He enters in the first place largely into the

discussion of the general question of the criticism
of history when it presents marvellous features ; and
observes particularly that in narratives composed
some time after the events, and especially under
strong and peculiar prepossessions, it becomes very
difficult to determine what share the opinions of
the writers had in giving the tone of the represen
tations, and the colouring of the events recounted. 1
In that age, he observes, even the learned among
the Jews, — without reference to peculiar religious
viewsa, — had not the precise idea of critical history.
And in regard to religious narratives, especially
in certain stages of advance, history and fiction are

1 Strauss, French trans1, vol. i. p. 32.

s Ibid. vol. 1. p. 79.
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not
the
of Hence,
aone
clearly
peculiar
migrates
thedistinguished;
conception
doctrinal
insensibly
belief
ofand
into
myths,
and
under
theaofother.1
powerful
which
the influence
Strauss
faith,

myths.
discusses extensively the theory and history; and
on philosophical grounds contends that they must
form an unavoidable element in all religious sys
tems ; it being the very nature of religious faith to
give that ground of assurance to the conscience
under the form of an image, which philosophy gives
as an idea?

A myth is a doctrine expressed in a

narrative form, an abstract moral or spiritual truth
dramatised in action and personification ; where the
object is to enforce faith not in the parable but in
the moral.

According to Strauss's view, the forma

tion of myths constitutes a necessary stage or phase
in the development of the religious conceptions of
man.

He regards it as the only way in which, in

a ruder and simpler state, men can possibly realise
those relations of a higher and more spiritual kind,
of which they have a vague and indefinite, yet pow
erful, perception
1 Strauss,; French
and which
transl. vol.
they
I. p. are
104. wholly inca-

« Ibid. Introd. § xii. vol. i. p. 91.
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pable of accepting in an abstract sense.

They thus

frame some imagination of what is spiritual and
unseen, -by the fiction of persons and actions recog
nisable by sense, and vividly put forth in descrip
tive narration.

Thus, every dogma is more or less a

myth, as it is necessarily conveyed in analogical
language and anthropomorphic action.
In examining the narratives of the existing Gospels Discre
pancies in
taken as they stand, Strauss first dwells forcibly and the narra
tive.
minutely on all the discrepancies, bringing them
out in the strongest relief.

Thus he enlarges on the

" quaestio vexata " of the two contradictory genealo
gies, which, after the volumes of erudition employed
on them, still remain as irreconcilable as when Luther
prohibited the discussion as among the "endless
genealogies" censured by St. Paul :—The well-known
chronological difficulties of the census; maY1y cir
cumstances connected with the Nativity ; the obvious
incompatibility of the presentation in the temple
and residence at Nazareth, with the visit of the Magi
and flight into Egypt, as well as the historical dif
ficulties attending the massacre.
The various discrepancies in the several histories
of John the Baptist are then pointed out ; in those of
C3
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the baptism of Christ, — in the circumstances of the
commencement of His ministry, and the call of the
Apostles; — the differences in the several accounts
as to the occasion, the connection, and the matter
of His several discourses and detached sayings ; es
pecially the Sermon on the Mount, and some of the
parables.

In these and other instances the author

traces the apparently varied combinations of portions
of different discourses and narratives put together
Distinct

according
Besides to
these
the different
points heviews
enlarges
of theoncompilers.
the entirely

characters
of the
Gospels.

...
distinct character of the first three Gospels from that
of the fourth, marked in particular by the several
journeys to Jerusalem, while the others represent
the whole ministry as confined to Galilee or the ad
jacent districts till the -final visit to Jerusalem ;
the discrepancies in the accounts of the crucifixion,
and especially of the resurrection, the subsequent
appearances, and the two accounts of the ascension
compiled by St. Luke.

On such points of material

variation as well as on general grounds of criticism,
Strauss infers that the Gospels cannot claim any pro
perly historical character ; that they in very few in
stances convey the testimony of eye-witnesses, but
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consist of fragments compiled from different sources,
of whose origin or authenticity nothing can be col
lected ; that in our ignorance of the dates it is quite opening
possible that a sufficient interval occurred between for
invention
the
of myths.
the time assigned to the events and the composition
of the narratives, to allow a wide opening for my
thical invention to mingle with, or rather arise out
of, the belief respecting the Messiahship of Jesus,
to exalt which would be the object and moral as it
were of the parables so framed.
In some cases, similitudes to which Christ re- Myths from
the idea ol
ferred in His instructions may have been as it were the Mes
siah.
dramatised, and misunderstood as miracles. Such
myths as vehicles of religious doctrine were familiar
to Jewish apprehensions, and this concurring with
the consideration that the mind in certain earlier
stages of progress does not clearly draw the line
between history and fiction, Strauss thinks will suf
ficiently account for the actual formation of the
Gospel narratives according to the Jewish expec
tation of the Messiah.

He must be supposed sur- origin of
•
miraculous
rounded with at least as much mystery and miracle narrative?,

as the ancient prophets, and even with more; and
the wonders recorded of them furnished or suggested
%4
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the materials for mythic representation of the glories
of the Messiah.

Thus Beveral of the incidents are

only recounted on the plea " that it might be ful
filled which was spoken by the prophets."
Such prepossessions, together with the natural
proneness to magnify in after times the origin and
lives of those who have risen to high eminence,
Strauss conceives tended together to produce the
entire myth of the nativity and its attendant events,
— the formation of the several genealogies of Joseph,
to accord with a descent from David, —as well as
many of the subsequent narratives of the scenes of
Christ's Messianic office and ministry.

The same

process is applied, with a facility before which all
difficulties and objections are made to give way,
to resolve almost every circumstance, especially
Mythic

those
At of
length
a miraculous
(on this nature,
view) the
intodelivery
fable. of Jesus to

view of the
resurrection.
death having put an end to the temporal hopes of His
followers, in the strong revulsion of their feelings
they began to conceive an enthusiastic belief in the
spiritual nature of His kingdom.

This new idea,

earnestly cherished and supported by a spiritualised
view of the meaning of many passages in the Old
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Testament, — derived from the recollections of the
private instructions of their Master, — working pow
erfully on their bewildered, anxious, and excited
minds, was further heightened perhaps by spectral
impressions, and at length an extraordinary excite
ment at the feast of Pentecost; — all which combined
to create the myth of the resurrection and ascension,
which they now boldly declared as the true inter
pretation of the Messianic parts of prophecy, and
made the basis of the new doctrine.

The Scripture

required that Christ must die and rise again, they
therefore believed that Jesus had died and risen
again.

The impressions thus vividly excited in their

minds, repeated and enlarged upon in varied forms,
were afterwards put together in the several mythical
narratives, out of which, in different fragmentary
combinations, the existing Gospels took their rise.
The account given by Strauss of the formation General
.
remarks <
of nearly the whole narrative, allowing some small stress's
theory.
basis of ordinary history, in the way of designed
myths, however plausible, in some instances, in detail,
seems, as a whole, an hypothesis of so extremely
overstrained and improbable a character when ap
plied generally, that the sober critic, — to say nothing
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of the devout believer, — may well be staggered at

Some
points admissibie.

the contemplation of it.
Many of the suggestions on which the theory
rests, considered abstractedly, are, however,
doubt reasonably open to fair consideration.

no

In re

spect to some of the discrepant parts of the narrative,
the existence of serious difficulties cannot be dis
puted.

For instance, in the several varied accounts

of the resurrection, (on which Strauss dwells bo
much,) it can hardly be questioned that there is
room for difference of opinion, or that some of
the representations may be thought to accord
better with a real bodily revival, others with a spi
ritualised appearance: and that the narrators had
not themselves any very defined view as to their re
collections or impressions, which were all absorbed
in the one great thought of the application of the
Messianic prophecies.
Again, it might be readily conceded as possible
that there might be in some cases a typical or doc
trinal intention, which came to be overlooked in the
desire to discover sensible miracles ; as, for example,
in the conversion of water into wine; the multipli
cation of the loaves; or the walking on the sea.
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While in other instances, — as in the Incarnation and
the Ascension, — the event as such is never after
wards mentioned, but only alluded to in a purely
doctrinal or spiritualised sense : and it may be on
all hands admissible that doctrinal sand didactic
objects may have had a greater or less share in the
dictation of those narratives ; as would seem more
confessedly to characterise the composition of the
fourth
The Gospel.1
main objection to the mythic hypothesis other
consists in the fact that in the universal predispo- tenable,
points u
sition of that age towards the supernatural, the
miracles were believed to have really occurred by
the Jeivs and other enemies of the faith, however
differently they might interpret them.
Thus the point is to account for this literal re
ception of the facts, to explain how narratives drawn
up designedly as myths should have come to be
universally mistaken for true histories both by
friends and opponents ?
The Jews ascribed the miracles of Christ to evilf
spirits (except the resurrection, which they denied).

1 See John xx. 31.
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Celsus and Julian, and other heathen opponents, set
them down to magic, imposture, or superior skill in
natural means; but never for a moment attacked
the account of them as purely fictitious, — which
would have been an obvious reply at once destruc
tive to their pretensions,
critical
difficulties.

Strauss's criticisms and review of the documentary
.,
.
evidence must be fairly taken apart from h1s theory
of myths.

No discerning reader would deny the

existence of the discrepancies on which so much
stress is laid, and which cannot be removed without
doing more or less violence to the letter of the text ;
nor could he refuse assent to the inference that
where these differences are real, the writers were not
in those instances preserved from inaccuracy, and
would consequently allow the propriety of not at
tempting to stretch the literal authority of the text
too far.

Nor can we shut our eyes to the bearing

of this consideration, or the uncertainty as to the
origin and sources of the formation of the narratives,
on the strength of such very precise attestation as
miracles are admitted by the evidential writers to
Doctrinal

require.
But we must fairly estimate and allow for the
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obvious character and design of these compositions, objects of
the EvanThe impression on the mind of the discerning reader geiists.
can only be that the writers or compilers of the
Gospels put together their narratives in a simple
and unsystematic manner : devoted to one great ob
ject they paid little attention to the exactness which
in modern times is expected in historical composi
tion.

They represent events in the aspect in which

a reference to that object would place them; and
describe them, as they were traditionally reported
and believed to have occurred, in the phraseology of
their age and country, and in accordance with their
own impressions and prepossessions, or the ideas,
belief, and prejudices of their education.
Lastly, it appears from Strauss's own declaration
that he regards the mythical exposition as in no
way impugning doctrinal belief; — though the sense
in which he interprets that doctrinal belief may
be found of a somewhat unusual and not very intel
ligible kind.
He observes: — "The author knows that the in- influence
of the
"ternal essence of Christian faith is completely mythic
theory on
" independent of his critical researches. The super- doctrines.
"natural birth of Christ, his miracles, his resur-
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"rection, and his ascension into heaven, remain
" eternal truths, to whatever doubts the reality of
"the facts in the light of historical events may be
"subjected.

This certainty alone can give repose

" and dignity to our critical examinations, and dis"tinguish them from the explanations on natural
" principles of former ages : explanations which,
" dreaming to overthrow at once religious truth with
"historical fact, were necessarily marked with a
" character of frivolity.

A chapter at the end of

" the work will show that the dogmatic sense of the
" life of Jesus has sustained no loss." 1
In the concluding portion of the work, after an
elaborate examination of all the various schemes
dogmatic and mystical, adopted, whether by orthodox
or rationalistic divines, respecting the real nature,
character, and mission of Christ, the author's view
of the case is given as follows: — "We conceive
" Christ, as he in whose spirit the unity of the
" Divine and the human has risen, for the first
" time, with energy, to such a point as to leave in
" his entire moral nature and life, no more than an

' Strauss, "Life of Jesus," Preface to 1st edit. French trans1, p. 8.
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"infinitely small value to anything impairing that
" unity ; and who, in this sense, is unique and with" out equal in the history of the world ; although
" the religious spirit attained and promulgated by
" him for the first time has not been able in detail
" to withdraw itself from the purification and ex" tension which result from the progressive deve" lopment of the human mind." 1
These declarations are of a sufficiently vague
character; and it would be easy to cite others in
which the author follows out interpretations more
utterly extravagant, mystical, and fanciful.2

These

speculations certainly do little to commend Strauss's
theory to any rational inquirer, and less towards
any explanation of miracles.

There is no end to the

visionary fancies which a fertile imagination may
construct out of the plainest narrative; —but all this
has no relation to the question of fact, — what was
the real design and actual mode of composition of
that narrative ?—which carries with it all discussion
whatever of the miracles; and the general recep
tion of these memorials confessedly rests on the
1 Strauss, " Life of Jesus," Final Diss. § cliix.
2 See especially, vol. ii. p. 762.
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traditional testimonies delivered by Irenaeus, Eusebius, Jerome, and others of the Fathers, mixed up
as they are with much which is fanciful and le
gendary, and equally appealing to other writings
now generally rejected. There is, however, the strong
internal evidence of the style and language, which,
to the scholar, stamps them at once as productions
of the Apostolic age.

While in a religious point of

view the concurrence of succeeding ages in receiving
these narratives alone, out of many which existed,
confers the sanction due to the belief of the early
Church, and invests them with the character of pre
scriptive objects of faith.

Essay III. § iv.]
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§ IT. — THE SUBJECTIVE THEORY OF FEUERBACH.
The remarkable speculations of Feuerbach 1 tend to Oencrai
view.
reduce all religious belief whatever to mere internal
impressions, or ideal images, the subjective repre
sentations or reflections of man's own moral feelings
or spiritual aspirations, so vividly conceived as to
be mistaken for external objective realities. This
idea, commencing from the very belief in a Gods,
is extended to all parts of the Christian scheme, and
thus includes miracles; — though, as the author
observes, he is professedly considering only "their
religious significance and genesis," and thus does
not discuss their evidence, or attempt to explain
them in historical detail.

He distinctly allows3 that

"many miracles may really have had originally a
"physical or a physiological phenomenon as their
' Essence of Christianity, transl. London, 1854.
* Of the Theistic part of this theory I have given a sketch in the
•« Oxford Essays," 1857, Essay v. p. 201.
' Note, p. 133.
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" foundation." But in accordance with the principle
of his theory, the miraculous parts of them are viewed
as being the result of internal impressions believed
to be external realities : the reflection upon itself of
the earnest aspirations of the soul, which are rea
lised by the sole influence of intense internal
conviction.
Prineipic
According to the author's theory, there exists
of supernaturatiBm. necessarily a perpetual antagonism between the re
ligious principle and the recognition of external
nature.

Hence the supposition that the laws of

nature must be subdued to the superior power of
Miracies

religious
sential element
faith. ofHence
religious
supernaturalism
belief. " As islong,"
the eshe

subjective.
says, " as true, unfeigned, unfalsined, uncompromis"ing Christianity existed; — as long as Christianity
" was a living practical truth, — so long did miracles
"happen:
" in dead, and
historical,
they necessarily
past miracles
happened,
is itselffora dead
faith

"faith, —the first step towards unbelief,— or rather
" the first, and therefore the timid, uncandid, servile
" mode in which unbelief in miracle finds vent." 1

1 Essence of Christianity, transl. p. 132.
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He admits that a miracle may include some sub
stratum, as it were, of real events, or external con
ditions; but the essential part of the supernatural
event consists entirely in the mode or process; as
in the healing of the sick, which becomes miraculous
when believed to be effected suddenly by a word; —
coinciding with earnest desires and undoubting con
fidence.

" The power of miracle," he says, " is

nothing but the power of the imagination"1 . . . . " mi
racle is to reason inconceivable." Again, he observes,
"Miracles confirm and authenticate doctrine ; —what
" doctrine ? simply this, that God is the Saviour of
"man, — their Kedeemer out of all trouble — i.e.
"a being corresponding to the wants and wishes
" of man ; — and therefore a human being : what
"the God-man declares in words, miracle demon" strates ad oculos by deeds." a
After dwelling on the nature of any miraculous
act, e. g. the conversion of water into wine, as in
volving physically a contradiction, he adds, " The
"miraculous act, — and miracle is only a transient
"act,—is therefore not an object of thought, for it

1 Essence of Christianity, p. 129.

* Note, ibid.
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"nullifies the very principle of thought; but it is
"just as little an object of sense, —an object of real
" or possible experience ; . . . . miracle is a thing of
'* the imagination."1
If such a mode of explanation should be objected
to as superficial and unsatisfactory, the author in
vites the reader to transplant himself in thought to
the times and country in which the miracles were
believed to occur ; to consider the universal faith in
the supernatural continually manifested, and hence
to see the explanation of miracles in the ardent as
pirations and undoubting expectations of the believ
ing Spirit; and the power of imagination exalted
to such a pitch as to cause a belief as if of sensible
facts occurring to the individual, experienced in his
own person, witnessed by his own senses, or oc
curring to others, or in external objects.
Remarks.

It may be freely admitted that it is difficult, if not
impossible, to set limits to the deceptions which ima
gination may practise upon us, especially under the
influence of peculiar conditions of bodily or organic
affection or excitement, by which it may be exalted

1 Essence of Christianity, p. 180.
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But

the real difficulty lies in applying these or other
similar modes of explanation in detail, and in
making them accord with the precise circumstances
of any recorded case in the Gospel miracles ; and if
we once invade the integrity of the text, the neces
sity for any explanation is done away.

u 3
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§ V. — THE PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORY OF EWALD.
Obscurity

In the theological literature of Germany the title of

theory.

a " Life of Christ " has conventionally become the
generic designation of an entire class of writings. To
the already numerous list of these productions, each
taking their particular theory of the subject, another
has been recently added from the pen of the cele
brated Orientalist Professor Ewald, which presents
a view of the whole course of the Gospel narrative
considerably different from those of any of his pre
decessors, repudiating in fact much of the rational
istic ideas, and leaning towards a more supernatural
and spiritualised conception.

Yet on the particular

point of the miracles, the mystical tone which he
adopts throughout so much obscures his meaning,
that it seems difficult to collect any positive clue to
the light in which he really regards them.
The following passages may, however, serve to
convey some notion of his mode of viewing the
case: —
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" In Christ the common labours of every day were
" an unbroken series of mighty works ; what, there" fore, must those actions of his be, which, in certain
"rare moments, as if out of the concentration of
"spiritual forces already roused into the highest
"activity, sprang forth above the ordinary level of
" his life ! So far then we have no reason whatever
" to limit the measure of spiritual forces, and arbi" trarily determine how far in Jesus they might reach
" in the course of their highest operation."
" But then this mighty effort and agitation of the
"inmost powers of the purest and loftiest spirit as
"it wrought in Christ, moving the world by his
" deeds, was so promptly met on the other hand by
"the highly raised expectations and willing faith of
" his disciples, that in those rare moments of which
" we have spoken they saw all the infinite greatness
"realised, which they dreamed of and hoped for in
" Him.

It was only out of the concurrence of these

" two spiritual movements that there arose into vi" sible shape, the conception and description of those
" rarer displays of the highest results and mightiest
"signs in which, as in some mysterious foreboding
" or rapt vision, a deep-rooted faith can alone ex11 4
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" press its trae sense of the actual manifestations of
" the highest in Jesus.

Here already in actual his-

" tory, although in only a few of its more favoured
" moments, the intensest longing had found its sa" tisfaction .... and if in former days a like feeling
" had striven to still its cravings with the far lower
" manifestations of Elijah and Elisha, how much
" purer satisfaction was opened to it in the history
"of Christ?"1
Ewald adds in a note to this passage, " That the
" narratives (of miracles) in the New Testament have
" altogether grown out of those of the Old is a view
" completely at variance with history ; nevertheless,
" it is true that the facts of the former were expected
" in consequence of the latter, and the narratives of
" them therefore the more easily formed themselves.''
Supposed
psychoiogicai
principle.

The author's theory seems to depend on the assumption of the existence of a peculiar kind of action
of spirit on matter, whence I have ventured to call
it a psychological theory.

This kind of action he

supposes capable of a singular degree of exaltation
under particular conditions ; — a transcendent instance
of which was furnished in the person of Christ.
1 Life of Christ, p, 196.
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It would seem that the author allows something origin of
narratives
for the " formation of the narratives" of the Gospels ;
and thus probably the theory which we are to collect,
would be that Jesus possessed these spiritual powers
in an exalted degree; and the reputation he acquired
for them, combined with the sanctity of his life, and
the overpowering influence of his preaching, obtained
for him such an unlimited veneration on the part of
his followers, that all his actions were soon invested
in a halo of mystery, which in course of time natu
rally became exaggerated, and produced the existing
narratives of his wonderful works: and that the Jewish
prepossessions of his followers further connected all
these characteristic peculiarities with the ideas they
already entertained respecting such manifestations in
the old dispensation, to which these were assimilated,
more especially under the influence of the belief in
the Messianic sense of prophecy, when they came to
understand it no longer in a worldly and temporal,
but in a spiritual and heavenly, sense.
In some instances Ewald seems to fall in with the Leaning
towards
naturalistic interpretation of the older rationalists natural
which he elsewhere is inclined altogether to con- tation.
interpredemn.

Thus he represents the miracle at Cana as
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" It was," he says, " the joyous

" influence of his " (Christ's) " spirit which made the
" guests drink water as wine." 1

So again, the pos

session of the swine is regarded as a mere coinci
dence, connected with the case of the demoniacs
only in popular belief.4

The raising of Lazarus is

interpreted into an idealised representation of the
strong assurance which the comforting presence of
Christ gave to his followers of the belief in a future
resurrection, on the occasion of the death of one of
their number.* And in the same spirit the resurrec
tion of Christ himself is spoken of as simply "an
eternal glorification," the idea having originated in
the subsequent belief of the apostolic period, and
therefore not entering as a fact into the historical
emarks.

lifeUpon
of Christ.
the whole, uncertain as we may feel whether

we entirely apprehend the author's meaning, which
seems involved in so much mysticism of expression,
we yet collect enough to perceive a general acknow
ledgment on his part that some broader principle ought
fairly to be resorted to than the narrow, and (as we may

1 Life of Christ, p. 224.

* Ibid. p. 299.

« Ibid. p. 361.
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consider it at the present day) generally renounced
notion of real violations of the order of nature.

Of

the power of mind over matter we can form little
idea; of the power of mind over mind, — of an ex
alted spirit over those of inferior capacity, — we may
incline to larger admissions.

But in such cases as

these before us we seem hardly able to advance
beyond the most vague and general conjectures, so
long as we appeal to any sort of 'philosophical
speculations.
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THE DOCTRINAL THEORY OF NEAXDER.

A " Life of Christ"1 produced some years after the
publication of his histories of the " Early Christian
Church," and apparently designed as an introduction
to them, exhibits on the part of the distinguished,
pious, and learned Neander,* considerable recession
from the at least semi-rationalistic tone we have
already noticed in some of his earlier inquiries, and
a strong leaning towards the more orthodox inter
pretation.

Yet the examination of its contents is

eminently important in reference to our present
subject.

It was regarded by some as a reply to

Strauss ; but the author seems to intimate that such
was not his design, nor indeed does the work fulfil
anyInsuch
regard
expectation.
to the critical question of the origin of
Origin of
the Gospels.
the Gospels, Neander admits the supposition that
the first three Gospels were simply compilations of
1 Published 1837, translated 1848, in Bonn's Standard Library.
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existing traditions.1

He moreover distinctly states

his opinion that " the Gospel of Matthew, in its
" present form, is not the production of the Apostle,
" though it is founded on an account written by him
" in Hebrew." a The hypothesis of the fourth Gospel
having been written in the second century he rejects,
simply on the ground that its whole style and manner
are alien to the ideas and opinions prevalent in that
age.
Our present object, however, is merely concerned
with his view of the miracles, and this is clearly to
be understood as resting, in every particular in
stance, upon the universal application of one common
great principle, assumed and fully expoimded in the
commencement.
Neander sets out with the distinct assumption Miracles as
subordinate
that Christianity is altogether a "divine manifesta- parts of a
supertion" of which he considers miracles to be a natural natural
system.
and necessary part and consequence. 3 But admitting
generally the Divine

manifestation, the farther

question arises;—Is it more credible and probable
that
1 P.such
7. manifestation would be external or inter-

* Ibid.

* Introd. p. 2, S.
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nal, physical or spiritual ? And throughout the whole
of Neander's subsequent views, though the former
idea is generally or apparently implied, yet in many
passages his meaning may seem such as to incline
much towards the more spiritual and internal view
of the case.
In his general discussion of the nature of miracles',
he maintains that a physical event, however ex
traordinary or inexplicable, may be fully admissible
on sufficient evidence; but this does not constitute
it a miracle.

With respect to a proper miracle, he

observes, that " within the sphere of religion alone
"the conception of a miracle is a reality.

It

" leaves us still in the domain of nature and of
" natural agencies.

It is not upon this road there-

" fore that we can lead men to recognise the super" natural and the Divine, — to admit the powers of
"heaven as manifesting themselves on earth.

Mi-

" racles belong to a region of holiness and freedom,
"to which neither experience nor observation nor
" scientific discovery can lead.

There is no bridge

"between this' domain and that of natural pheno-

1 Book iv. pt. a ch. v. p. 132—162.
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Only by means of our inward affinity for

" this spiritual kingdom, only by keeping and obey" ing in this stillness of the soul the voice of God
" within us, can we reach those lofty regions." 1
The author also subsequently draws a parallel*
that as in nature Omnipotence is always acting, but
is only traceable in natural causes, so in miracles the
divine agency is not directly seen, but is perceived
only by faith. 2
The main point on which I would remark as Miracles
objects of
evinced in these and numerous other passages to faith,
the same effect, is, that the acceptance of miracles
as such seems to be here distinctly recognised as the
sole work of a religious principle of faith, and not
an assent of the understanding to external evidence,
the appeal to which seems altogether disowned and
set aside.

Conviction appears to be avowedly re

moved from the basis of testimony and sensible
facts, and placed on that of spiritual impression and
high religious feeling.
Again, to complete the distinction between a
marvellous event and a miracle, he says it is neces-

1 P. 135.

• P. 137.
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sary " that the Divine power in the phenomenon
" shall reveal it to our religious consciousness as a
"distinctive sign of a new Divine communication
"towards the natural progress and powers of hu" inanity." 1
It is clear then that the test here supposed to be
applied (if such it can be called) for distinguishing
a miracle — is a purely internal assurance of Divine
communication, which of course, it is implied, is
more certain than sensible evidence.

It is therefore

difficult to see wherein this view differs from that
which entirely supersedes external by internal evi
dence, and renders the former wholly superfluous,
and therefore in fact incredible to reason, however
acceptable to religious feeling or faith.
In proceeding more precisely to the miracles of
Christ he regards them all (in accordance with his
broad principle) as merely subordinate parts in the
far greater and paramount miracle of his manifes
tation on earth2, and as more especially showing
forth his glory3, and therefore discusses them very
little in detail.

1 P. 136.

He appears to admit that ordinary

* r. 138.

• P. 141.
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rational history cannot include miracles as such.1
But the manifestation of Christ must be taken as
a whole, and constitutes one great historical event,
into which the miracles enter merely as subsidiary
andNeander
naturaldwells
accessories.
much on the qualifications of the Miracles
relative to
individual mind for the reception of a belief in mi- the parties
addressed.
racles, requiring, as he says, a susceptibility to such
impressions, and hence he repels the objection de
rived from the little effect produced by miracles
on the generality of men: — the world was not
fitted to receive them — it required the spirit of
faith to do so.a This, he contends, was especially
the case in the resurrection 3 ; and he notices it
as particularly exemplified in many of the other
Gospel miracles. Indeed, in following out the details
of the subsequent history, most of the miraculous
narratives are given simply without comment in
their literal sense, the general remarks at first made
being supposed to apply sufficiently to them all
without requiring a detailed reference.

'P. 139.

JP. 142.
BB

But in two

«P. 475.
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special instances he offers remarks which require »
more particular notice.
Appeal to
religious
feeling.

He supports the assertion of the miraculcus \
carnation of Christ, on the express ground tS|iat t
supposition of the merely human birth (as held
the rationalists) would be revolting to every r&ligic- ,
feeling; — an argument which, however true i
point of fact, simply resolves itself into viewing t; ♦
whole in accordance with devotional sentiment, i r
by the rules of historical criticism.

If the acce]'-

ance of the Gospel narrative be fairly placed on ti <
ground, there is an end of all objection or discuss^ .
But this is to ignore the appeal to positive histori..'
evidence
Again, so
when
much
referring
insisted to
onthe
by the
miracles
orthodox
of raisir.
scho ■.j

the dead, the author makes a very peculiar and im
portant remark, which shall be simply left to the
consideration of the reader.

After discussing the

question of the naturalistic explanation by supposing
suspended animation or the like, he adds, — " In
" regard to Christ's own words it is a fair question
"whether he meant to distinguish closely between
" apparent and real death, or whether he made use
"of the term 'death' only in accordance with the
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If it be presupposed that the dead

" were restored to earthly life after having entered
into another form of existence, into connection with
" another world ; — the idea of resurrection would be
" dismal : but we have no right to form such a pre" supposition in our blank ignorance of the laws
" under which the new form of consciousness de" velops itself in the soul after separation from the
" body." 1
When Neander asserts 2 that " Christianity can Assumpthis
" only
bebemeant,
explained
as seems
as a to
supernatural
be implied,principle,"
to include
if »Uperprinciple.
natural

physical miracles, he manifestly begs the whole
question at issue with the rationalists: what is
affirmed by them is merely that the Gospel narra
tive does admit of a plausible or possible explanation
without recurring to supernatural causes, as far as
regards the recorded physical events.

Now it is

certainly no answer to such an allegation to say that
if we assume the supernatural character of the
manifestation generally, we must admit it in all the
subordinate parts of the scheme.

1 P. 162.

• P. 139.
II 9
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Yet the author's entire view resolves itself into
one, which, though not refuting rationalism, is practi
cally accordant with the spirit of progressing opinion,
in looking more to spiritual than to intellectual con
viction : and eminently harmonises with the habitual
views of the majority of believers in rather affirming
miracles on the ground of inspired autlwrity,—of
religious associations and faith, —and regarding too
close and optical a reference to evidential argu

Miracles
left unexplained,

ment as misplaced, if not profane.
But even taking the matter in an intellectual and
reasoning point of view, we cannot but remark in
conclusion one eminently just and sensible observa
tion of Neander, — (which would in fact apply much
more generally in such inquiries,) — when, — after
throwing out some hints as to the spiritualised nature
of the body of Christ after his resurrection, — sup
posed by some with a view to the physical belief in
the ascension, — he adds, " we deem it better to
" ackncnvledge a problem unsolved than to give
" attempts at solution on the one side or the other,
" which will not satisfy a clear thinker.'" 1
' Note, p. 485.
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proposed in our times, with the express design of
obviating the objections entertained on philosophical
grounds; and, upon the whole, it will probably be
the impression on the mind of the more cautious
and dispassionate inquirer, that, although each of
these methods considered in itself may be allowed
to include much which is valuable, and to suggest
some reasonable and probable grounds of explana
tion in particular cases, — yet, as embracing the
whole range of the inquiry none of them will appear
perfectly satisfactory.
We may fully admit that the application of a strict
and scrutinising criticism to the question maintained
as historical, is fair and legitimate; we may reject
the restrictions which a narrow dogmatism would
impose, and determine to examine the matter in the
most perfectly free and unprejudiced spirit, and by
BB 3
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the aid of sound philosophical principles.

But even

upon such grounds, on a close examination of the so
Difficulties the
lutions
attempt
suggested,
at explanation
it would seem
is surrounded
that uponbythe
difficulwhole
in all the
theories.

ties
However
nearlyreadily
as greatsome
as those
few proposed
cases mayto be
be elucidated
overcome.

by one, and others by another, of the several prin
ciples advanced, yet when we proceed to such
universal and complete systems of the whole of the
New Testament narrative, explained on one common
principle, as either the " naturalistic," the " mythic,"
or any of the other hypotheses furnish, — the more
cautious inquirer will be disposed to allow that such
a superstructure is larger than the foundation will
support.
In the difficulties attending the critical study of
the documentary evidence, most candid inquirers will
concur : —they will admit that minute evidential dis
cussions of the miracles are vain.

In no cases have

we really data for such examination : we cannot
recall the conditions or cross-question the witnesses.
In many cases no such attestation is claimed ;—and
in others the demands of strict criticism are little
borne out by the documentary testimony.

Indeed

E8SAy 111.]
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some of the ancient Fathers of the Church have
made admissions which may appear startling to
modern biblicists, that there are many things in the
Sacred narrative which cannot be accepted as literal
and historical facts ; and for which they would con
sequently seek a figurative interpretation. 1
Even the most earnest believers usually evince the Faith re
greatest repugnance to examine the Gospel narra- jects
cism. crititives critically, as if mere dry chronicles of matter of
fact.

They look at them in a different and a spi

ritualised light.

They more especially always aver

that miracles and the narratives of them are to be
regarded as exceptional cases, and not to be criticised
like ordinary events or ordinary histories : they con
tend that the Gospels ought to be always interpreted
with respect to their inspired character, and that
thus all critical difficulties become insignificant in
amount when the whole is regarded and accepted

1 Thus, «. g., " Hlstoria Scriptures interdum interserlt qiuedam vel
" minus gcsta, vel qua: omnlno geri non possunt ; interdum quae
s' possunt geri nec tamen gesta sunt."—Origen, De Prineip., lib. iv.
" Muita sunt que non sinunt nos simpllci sensu facta evangelic*
" suscipcre, interpositis enim nonnullis rebus qua; ex nature human i
" sensus sibi contraria sunt. Rationcm quarare coelestis lntclligentia;
" adraonemur."— Hilary, In Matth. lib. jx. § 2.
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rather in the spirit of doctrine than in the letter of
history.
Some of the most orthodox divines denounce " the
" pride of unsanctified intellect irreverently intrud" ing its criticisms into what ought to be veiled in
"religious reserve:" by consequence the miracles
and the records of them would be sheltered from
criticism, and thus virtually removed from the
province of history to be placed within the pale of
religious
tically to faith.
approach
Thus
towards
these the
theologians
view of seem
miraculous
prao-

narratives as compositions whose proper object is not
so much the events they relate as the doctrine and
instruction they embody, and thus approximate ia
principle to the mythic theory.
While philosophy is freely allowed its proper do
minion in regulating general physical views, and
criticism in sifting documentary evidence, faith is
duly recognised in the acceptance of truths which,
from their nature, could not be objects of scientific
knowledge, and are not affected by the decisions or
the doubts of criticism.
The literal sense of physical events impossible to
cience cannot be essential to spiritual truth; nor
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have contraventions to natural order any necessary
connection with vital Christianity.
The philosophic thinker, whatever view he takes Broad
principles
of any, or all, of the rationalistic speculations, will paramount,
perceive that the grand inductive principle of the
immutable uniformity of natural causes, — the sole
substantial ground for belief in a supreme moral
cause, — must ever remain unassailed; and firmly
grasping this broad principle on the one hand, and
perceiving the essential spirituality of Christianity
on the other,— he will repose on these convictions,
and admit that the miraculous narratives of the
Gospel may be received for the divine instruction
they were designed to convey, without prejudice to
the invariable laws of physiology, of gravitation, or
of the constitution of matter.
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ON THEOLOGICAL VIEWS
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MIRACLES.
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§ L — MIRACLES OF THE CHCECH.
§ n. — GENERAL ARGUMENT.

ESSAY IV.
ON THEOLOGICAL VIEWS OF MIRACLES.

§ L — MIRACLES OF THE CHURCH, MODERN AND
ANCIENT.
The various rationalistic and other systematic theories
of the miracles of the Evangelists discussed in the
last essay have met with little acceptance or even
notice among English theologians, partly from causes
of an obvious practical nature.

But some apprecia

tion of the primary difficulties which those theories
were proposed to obviate can hardly have failed to
force itself on the mind of any enlightened inquirer
in the existing state of knowledge.

Accordingly we

may trace indirect indications of the advance of
opinion and the progress of thought on this subject,
even where the direct argument or object of theolo
gical writers might appear little in accordance with
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A few instances will best illustrate these re

marks.
It is a circumstance bearing much on the present

nary events
viewed as question, that in some eminently religious minds
miracles.
we find a disposition to believe passing events, —
especially those of a striking and extraordinary cha
racter, — to be as properly miraculous as those
recounted in Scripture.

Such a view, nevertheless,

must tend directly to neutralise the distinction so
much insisted on by systematic theologians, of re
garding the latter as essentially special interventions
for the attestation of revelation: while it must be
admitted that a very high function and privilege is
thus conceded to faith, in enabling it to elevate any
extraordinary event into a Divine intervention. And
this we must suppose to apply as much in past times
as in the present: so that we fall back on the
question of real interruption generally.
At all events we may take as a remarkably sug
gestive declaration, the following passage from a
very eminent divine: — "Whoso will not recognise
" the
explained
see finger
it in away,
His
of God
miraculous.
asinthe
Hismere
providential
....
effectsWhen
ofcures
imagination,
men
will had
not
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" cures, in modern times, out of the wonted order
'* of God's providence, which, though no confirmation
" of a religious system, seem to have been personal
" rewards to strong personal faith, they were ready
" to apply the same principle to many of the rnira"cles of the Gospel: when they had ceased to see
" in lunatics the power permitted to evil spirits,
"they were prepared, and did, as soon as it was
"suggested, deny it in the demoniacs of the New
"Testament."1
Again : " Whoso lifteth not up the earthly to the
"heavenly, will bring down the heavenly to the
" earthly.

' Homer (says even a heathen) trans-

" ferred human things to the Gods : would he had
" rather things divine to man !' (Cic. Tusc. i. 26.) "a
If it should be objected, these are the opinions
of a limited and peculiar theological school, we
can refer to many divines of very different views,
both of the present and of past times, who have up
held miracles as properly an attribute of the Chris
tian Church in all ages alike, however occasionally

1 Dr. Pmey, Sermon on 5th of Nov. 1837, p. 3.
» Ibid. p. 4.
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in abeyance, or the power not exercised from want
of faith; among these are Dr. Barrow1, Archbishop
Tillotson2, and Grotius3: while in recent times in
reference to some alleged miracles, especially those
believed to have been wrought in Scotland, and
among the followers of Mr. Irving, there is a pub
lished discourse of the Rev. H. M'Neile4 in which
the same doctrine is unequivocally maintained,
instance of
But we can adduce a more remarkable case of an
a modern
miracle,
alleged miracle in our own days, which some years
ago excited considerable notice and discussion.

The

whole nature of that discussion is instructive, as ex
hibiting the actual condition of thought and character
of the reasoning, by which even thinking and emi
nently religious men are guided in their entire view
and estimate of miraculous evidence: the more
distinctly marked because in this case there existed
no dispute on points of testimony or evidence.

The

bare
•12 Works,
Onapparent
Markvoi.
volxvi.
x.iv. p.17.
p.facts
230.
467. ed.were
1818. fully admitted and undis-

• Published in "The Preacher," 1830. See "Documents on the
Case of Miss Fancourt," p. 68. 1831.
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The whole case as to the mere

facts, was simply that, a young lady who for some
years had suffered severely under what was pro
nounced a spinal disorder affecting the hip-joint, —
received a very sudden and complete cure.
But while the mere apparent fact was not and
could not be questioned by any of the parties con
cerned, the most opposite opinions were entertained
in respect to the nature and cause of the event.
Some viewed it as an instance of peculiar action on
the nervous system, or ascribed it to other agencies
of a physiological kind, — while others, under the in
fluence of religious views, affirmed the cure to be
due solely to the efficacy of prayer, and to be truly
and properly miraculous.
Two eminent divines of the Established Church,
the Rev. T. Boys and the Rev. Dr. S. Maitland, took
the case and argued strenuously in favour of this
miraculous view. 1

Dr. Maitland especially referred

to distinguished medical authorities who pronounced

1 The most condensed view of the arguments on either side will be
found in a small volume entitled " Eruvin ; or, Miscellaneous Essays."
by the llev. S. Maitland, D.D., &c., London, 1850, Second Edition,
Essay X., where the other authorities are referred to.
0C
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their opinion " that such a disorder should be rec"tified and reduced by excitement was beyond all
" belief and contrary to experience."1
That a belief in the miraculous nature of the case
should be confined to a few persons of strong reli
gious views — and that the great majority of those
who inquired into it should have held a contrary
opinion, is what we should be prepared to expect.
But it may be more a matter of surprise that the
sceptical view should have been warmly taken
up by that considerable section of the reliffious
world of professed evangelical principles, whose
organ is " The Christian Observer," and was ad
vocated both in that journal and in a separate
pamphlet by the editor, dedicated to the late
Bishop of London, and

approved, as he tells

us, by numerous communications, " lay, clerical,
medical, and even episcopal," while he avows that
a " disbelief in alleged modern miracles is what
" he sincerely thought (till the late Scotch mira" cles) was the opinion of every reasonable man
" in Christendom."

' Eruvin, p. 245.
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The point to which attention chiefly requires to be Nature of
the argudirected is the nature and ground of the arguments ments on
cither side.
adopted on either side.
We may pass over as little to the purpose the
various conditions and limitations laid down by one
of the writers referred to, as the tests of true miracles,
(and which are a kind of extension of those long ago
proposed by Leslie and others,) since Dr. Maitland
very justly points out their insufficiency, and adds,
that to insist on them "would be a hard thrust at
some of the Scripture miracles." 1
Dr. Maitland's own view is altogether founded on
the assumption that revelation and miracles are a
declaration of another law of God besides that dis
closed in nature. 3

But while he applies this to the

Scripture miracles he expressly avows — "I cannot
" grant to the infidel that a miracle is a thing con" trary to nature ;"3 — and again, " How far an effect
" may be a true miracle in the production of which
"there is an intervention of a second cause, is a
" question which I know not how to fathom."4

1 Eruvin, p. 273.
• Ibid. p. 249.

5 Ibid. p. 249.
4 Ibid. p. 268.
cc 2
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Now we have only to remark, that in the present
case, the whole question at issue was, whether the
effect was or was not "contrary to nature;" and
whether we could explain it or not by the admission
of " second causes." 1
Against the supernatural view, it was argued by
some that in the present case the patient was brought
into a high state of excitement, and her system pre
disposed to receive the influence administered.

Dr.

Maitland, on the other side, dwells on the numerous
instances in the Scripture miracles where such ex
citement and predisposing causes manifestly existed,
and which on the same principle might also thus be
explained away.

He concludes his essay by a strong

caution against the dangers in which the received
evidences of Christianity may be involved by such
discussions, and suggests as the best remedy a recur
rence to the powers conferred on bishops, by the
councils of Noyon, Trent, and Cambray, to inquire
1 It is worthy of remark that another eminent supporter of orthodoxy
at the present day, while strongly denouncing what he calls " the shallow
and crude assumption of the impossibility " of miracles, yet admits
that " a miracle, in one sense, need not be necessarily a violation of the
laws of nature: God may make use of instruments." (Mansel's
" Bampton Lectures," p. 197.
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into, and decide upon, questions of alleged mi
racles.1
On the other side, the views of the editor of the
" Observer" and his friends are at least far more
definite and summary.

He says, " While we admit

" the facts we utterly disclaim the inference that a
" miracle has been wrought." . . . . " We must admit
" any solution rather than a miracle," — ..." we
"could not have anticipated that in the 19th cen
tury we should have been constrained gravely to
" argue that the cure of a young lady, however re" markable in some of its circumstances, is not a
"miraculous suspension of the laws by which the
" Creator ordinarily governs the universe," ....
" because it is more likely that we are ignorant than
" that God has suspended his laws."a
Another point much dwelt upon by the editor and
his correspondents is that there was no object ananswered, no attestation to doctrine concerned in
this case.

But the argument which seems to weigh

most with them is the danger to the truth incurred

1 Eruvin, p. 277.
• Quoted in " Eruvin," p. 245.
cc 3
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in the admission of such miraculous interposition,
and this on two grounds: —first, a parallel has been
hinted at between this instance and that of certain
Komanist miracles: — hence the admission of the one
might tend to strengthen the claims of the other, —
a thing abhorrent to all Protestant convictions. Hence
" it is safer to admit the facts but deny the theolo
gical inferences in both cases."

Secondly, the infidel

may be imagined to allege, " the miracle in this
case is as good a miracle as any in Scripture : " nay,
some of the correspondents have actually pointed out
close analogies in this case with the circumstances
of some of the Scripture miracles; — a comparison
from which all pious minds would recoil.
Hence, the editor contents himself by strongly
denying all real analogy between the cases as an
admission equally dangerous to Protestantism in par
ticular, as to belief in revelation in general.
In this case, however, the point most worthy of
remark is the real and final ground of distinction
on which the editor rests his whole case.

He ob

serves, — " The miracles recorded in Scripture we
"separate by a wide line of distinction from all
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We have thus a remarkably instructive case of an General
remarks.
alleged extraordinary fact, and of the very opposite
varieties of opinion under which it is viewed.

We

have on either side the fact uncontested: but one
religious party adoring it as a true miracle, at the
same time admitting that a suspension of the laws
of nature, or a denial of the operation of secondary
causes is not essentially involved in the idea of a
miracle; — another pre-eminently religious party as
strenuously denying its miraculous character, —be
cause it is not a miracle of Scripture.

The one

believing that miracles may occur every day though
not necessarily' supernatural ;— the other, that no
miracles can be believed except on the authority of
revelation.

' Eruvln, p. 279.
CC 4
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Each of the theological parties in the controversy
simply viewed one and the same event through the
medium of their respective prepossessions.

The

learned and critical theologian found his view of the
powers of the Christian Church supported by claim
ing the event as a true miracle: the ardent if not
enthusiastic religionist of another school could allow
no possible case of rivalry to the wonders of the
finally closed canon of revelation.

The one ac

knowledged miracles at all times characterising the
Church : the other could admit none but the
standing miracle of the inspiration of the Bible, and
those involved in it.
An extraordinary event may then be firmly be
lieved and admitted by disputants on both sides,
and yet simply according to their preconceived ideas,
one man will worship it as a special divine interpo
sition, another equally religious will pass it by as
merely an unexplained phenomenon. •
the
statefacts.
of

be But
added
after
: — In
all,the
theopinion
most material
of the most
point
distinguished
remains to

medical men of the day, the apparent spinal or hip
disease was due entirely to the deceptive effect of
hysterical affection simulating the supposed disorder,
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which was at once removed, when the hysteria was
subdued. 1
Thus in cases of extraordinary cure it may be
well first to inquire into the reality of the disease: —

1 In the pamphlet entitled " The Case of Miss Fancourt ; a Collection
of Documents, &c." by the Rev. S. C. M'ilks, 1831,— which includes
the papers printed in the " Christian Observer," and other matter, —it
is remarkable that while the various arguments are stated, in full detail,
tending to refute the miraculous view of the case, so little prominence
should be given to the strongest fact for that conclusion— the one im
portant document of the whole collection (p. 61) — a letter from Mr.
Travers, the eminent surgeon, who was consulted on the case, and who,
after some amount of doubt, at length explained it In the way just
stated.
It is worthy of notice that ail allusion to this view of the case is
omitted by Dr. Maitland ; and still more, that long after the publication
of these documents he should have printed a second edition of his
Essay (1850) without any change in this respect.
I am indebted to Sir Benjamin Brodie, P.R.S., for pointing out to
me this view of the case, who, in a small volume (" Lectures on Local
" Nervous Affections," &c., London, 1837) has collected a number of
remarkable cases of the extraordinary effects of hysteria in producing
a variety of symptoms undlstinguishable from tbose which would arise
from real local injury or disease.
Among these he mentions simply : — "In the ' Christian Observer '
" for November, 1830, we find the recorded case of Miss Fancourt, who
" had long been unable to move in consequence of what was evidently
" an hysterical affection simulating disease of the hip-joint, and was
" supposed to have been miraculously cured under the Influence of the
"prayers of her spiritual adviser, —leaving her couch at once, and
" walking down stairs to supper, to the astonishment of her family."
(P. 87.)
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piracies of
The celebrated miracles of the Port Royal afford
the Port
./
Royala good example of the force of strong religious belief
in investing extraordinary facts with a miraculous
character.

The numerous cases of wonderful cures

effected by the touch of a thorn asserted to be from
the crown of Christ; — those wrought at the tomb
of the Abbe Paris, — and others equally well known,
hardly require to be enumerated.

We have only

here to remark with what zeal these marvels, all in
the hands of the Jansenists, were disputed and dis
paraged by their bitter enemies the Jesuits and
Molinists.

Yet they were wholly unable to disprove

the facts, and finding the evidence unassailable, were
driven to have recourse to the assertion of demo
niacal influence.

Again, it is curious to remark how

completely the same argument of parallelism with
the Scripture miracles above hinted at pervades
the various discussions of these wonders, especially
the celebrated " Recueil des Miracles de l'Abbe
Paris."
Among Protestant writers these miracles have
been generally rejected and discredited, because being
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papistical they were of course incapable of being
true : even though of Jansenist (or semi-Protestant)
tendency, it would be wrong for a moment to coun
tenance them.

In the strength of this assumption

Middleton1 takes his stand against the assertors of
the older ecclesiastical miracles, and thinks it amply
sufficient to challenge them to produce any marvels
of the primitive Church equally well supported, and
to assign any reason for upholding the primitive,
while they (of course) deny the Port Royal miracles. a
If, from the sceptical age in which we live, we The an
cient eccleglance backwards to past times, we find an increasing >i»»ti«i
r
mirages.
belief in miraculous occurrences, through the me
diaeval period, up to the earlier ages of the Christian
Church, attested by the statements of a succession
of ecclesiastical writers with respect to which very
various opinions have been entertained; and it be
comes a point of the highest interest to examine

1 Free Inquiry into Miraculous Powers, &c., before referred to.
1 Perhaps the most remarkable confession of the difficulties of the
subject of the Fort Royal miracles is to be found in an elaborate article
in the "Edinburgh Review" (vol. lxxlil.), ascribed to a very eminent
writer, where (especially at p. 340) it will be seen how completely
irresistible he finds the evidence of the facta, and to what an extent the
resulting perplexity carries him in seeking a solution.
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these narratives with special reference to the light
in which they may be, and have been viewed, whe
ther by the advance of philosophical criticism on
the one hand, or on the other, under the influence
of that veneration for ecclesiastical antiquity which
invests them with so different a character, and which
hasThe
become
claimso to
prevalent
the possession
at the present
of miraculous
day.
gifts

The eccle
siastical
miracles
differently

and powers on the part of a long and uninterrupted
succession of saints and eminent upholders of the
Christian faith, — or rather, perhaps, as generally
vested in the collective body of the Church, has been
always insisted on in its full extent and integrity
by the Romanists.

But it has been also upheld with

scarcely less zeal, though possibly with some modi
fication in extent, by many divines of the reformed
Church.
Rejected
It is true the majority of modern Protestants have
by most
Protestants, been little disposed to credit these miraculous his
tories; and at the present day the prevailing dis
belief perhaps may too unsuspiciously repose on the
authority of some eminent critical writers who have
cast at least a general shade of doubt over them ; and
thus, perhaps, the very nature of these alleged ma-
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nifestations
known. Yetofmany
Divine
are power
acquainted,
is comparatively
for example, little
with A few
instances.
the miracles which attended the discovery of the
true cross by the Empress Helena; — and the super
natural multiplication of the wood of which it was
composed, until it became a common saying that
there was enough of it in Europe to build a first-rate
ship, as well as of the miraculous effects produced
by the touch of it; —some again may have heard of
St. Martin wandering in a forest when a furious
storm brought down a large tree, which was in the
act of falling directly on the saint's head, — but he
made the sign of the cross, and the tree was whirled
aloft and fell at some distance; — of a priest, out
wardly orthodox, but inwardly tainted with the
heresy of Arius, who was celebrating the Eucharist,
when on performing the consecration of the ele
ments the bread was instantly transformed into
a cinder ; — as well as of the temptation with
which St. Anthony was assailed by the Devil in
his solitude.
These are a very few examples of the long cata
logues of recorded wonders which, however, once
made subjects of incredulity, and even ridicule, are
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among those which have been in our own times
particularly dwelt upon and discussed by Anglican
divines as avowedly to be placed on the same general
ground and level of credibility with narratives which
most Protestants have been accustomed to regard
in a very different light.
Upheld by
With the real and consistent Romanists indeed
Catholicists,
as conthere is a reason and a coherence in the belief
nected with
infaiiiawarded to all these prodigies. The infallible chabillty.
°
racter and supernatural authority of the Catholic
Church of course invests all these miracles ancient
or modern alike, — from those of the Bible in one
continuous series, through those of the early Fathers,
St. Martin, St. Hilarion, and St. Gregory, down to
those of the Holy Thorn, and the Abb6 Paris, the
" Addolorata," and " Estatica," and the winking Ma
donna, of recent times, with the same universal
attribute of reality and divinity : even if it be al
lowed that here or there an alleged instance has
not been sufficiently authenticated, or has not re
ceived the due stamp of formal authority.
The most striking representation of the whole
subject in modern times has, perhaps, been that
given in the very acute and remarkable Essay pub
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lished by Dr. J. Newman1 before his conversion to
the only faith which openly and unreservedly sup
ports its claim to the possession of these miraculous
powers, — a publication which attracted much atten
tion, and presented the subject in a point of view
naturally startling to Protestant apprehensions, by
upholding the continued dispensation of these powers
to the Church, with whatever lesser deductions or
exceptions from critical objections, in particular
instances, yet in such a way as to allow of no essen
tial distinction in nature and credibility between
those of one age and of another : and expressly con
tending that though the miracles of the ecclesiastical
historians may in some respects differ in character
from those of Scripture, yet that in general they rest
on no other grounds of probability or reason than
those of the Bible. The author criticises the argu- pari,nei
ments of Douglas, Middleton, and others, against }u'remuP"
the ecclesiastical miracles, as being precisely parallel rar'es'
with that of Hume against those of the New
Testament, and as being even less consistent and

1 Sec " An Essay on the Miracles recorded in Ecclesiastical History,"
by the Rev. J. H. Newman: Oxford, 1843.
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He afterwards observes, —

"those who have condemned the miracles of the
" Church by such a rale have before now included
" in their condemnation the very notion of a miracle
" altogether."*
And again, when the critical writers referred to,
ascribe the ecclesiastical miracles either to imposture
or delusion, or natural causes ill understood, or
allege that the belief in them originated out of the
vague language and exaggerated statements of tra
ditional rumour, of popular legends, or theological
myths, the suggestion is all along made — why are
not similar rationalistic explanations equally appli
cable to the Scripture miraculous narratives?3 while
referring to the systematic distinctions

of the

"evidential" writers, the author expressly contends
that very few of the Scripture miracles really fulfil
the precise tests laid down by Leslie, Lyttleton,
Douglas, and others, whose arguments he discards as
altogether unsatisfactory.4
We may best illustrate these remarks by a few
instances in the author's own words: — "There is
1 Newman's " Essay," p. 20.
• Ibid. p. 86 et scq.

• Ibid. p. 54.
4 Ibid. p. 107.
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"not a more startling, yet a more ordinary gift in
" the history of the first ages of the Church than the
"power of exorcism; while at the same time it is
" open to much suspicion, both from the comparative
" facility of imposture and the intrinsic strangeness
" of the doctrine it inculcates.

Yet here Scripture

"has anticipated the Church in all respects; even
" going the length of relating the possession of brute
"animals, which appears so extravagant when intro" duced, as instanced above, in the life of Hilarion
" by St. Jerome.

Again, we have a prototype of the

"miracles wrought by relics in the resurrection of
" the corpse which touched Elisha's bones, — a work
" of Divine power, which, whether considered in its
" appalling greatness, the absence of apparent object,
" and the means through which it was accomplished,
" we should think incredible, with the now prevail"ing notions of miraculous agency, were we not
"familiar with it.

Similar precedents for a super

natural presence in things inanimate are found in
" the miracles wrought by the touch of our Saviour's
" garments, and by the handkerchiefs and aprons
" which had been applied to St. Peter's body ; not
DO
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" to insist on what is told us about St. Peter's
"shadow."1
" Elijah's mantle is another instance of a relic
" endued with miraculous power.

Again, the mul-

"tiplication of the wood of the cross (the fact of
"which is not here determined, but must depend
" on the testimony and other evidence producible) is
"but parallel to Elisha's multiplication of the oil
" and of the bread and barley, and our Lord's mul"tiplication of the loaves and fishes.

Again, the

" account of the consecrated bread becoming a cinder
" in unworthy hands, is not so strange as the very
"first miracle wrought by Moses, the first miracle
"for evidence recorded in Scripture, when his rod
" became a serpent and then a rod again ; nor stranger
" than our Lord's first miracle, when water was turned
" into wine.

When the tree was falling upon St.

" Martin, he is said to have caused it to whirl round
" and fall elsewhere by the sign of the cross : is this
" more startling than Elisha's causing the iron
"axe-head to swim by throwing a stick into the
"water?"3

1 Newman's Essay, p. 67.

• Ibid. p. 58.
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" It is objected that the ecclesiastical miracles are
" not distinct and unsuspicious enough to be true
"ones, hut admit of being plausibly attributed to
" fraud, collusion, or misstatement in narrators ; yet
" in like manner St. Matthew tells us that the Jews
"persisted in maintaining that the disciples had
" stolen away our Lord's body, and He did not show
" Himself, when risen, to the Jews ; and various other
" objections, to which it is painful to do more than
" allude, have been made to the other parts of the
" sacred narrative.

It is objected, that St. Gregory's,

" St. Martin's or St. Hilarion's miracles were not be" lieved when first formally published to the world
" by Nyssen, Sulpicius, and St. Jerome ; but it must
" be remembered that Gibbon observes scoffingly,
" that ' the contemporaries of Moses and Joshua be" held with careless indifference the most amazing
"miracles;' that even an Apostle who had attended
" our Lord through His ministry did not believe his
" brethren's report of His resurrection, and that St.
"Paul's supernatural power of punishing offenders
"was doubted at Corinth by the very parties who
" had seen his miracles and been his converts." 1
1 Newman's Essay, p. 5S.
DD 2
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" The Scripture miracles may be distributed into
" the Mosaic, the prophetical, and the evangelical ;
'•' of which the first are mainly of a judicial and re" tributive character, and wrought on a large field ;
" the last are miracles of mercy, and the intermediate
" are more or less of a romantic or poetical cast."1
" As the prophetical miracles in a great measure
" belong to the schools of Elijah and Elisha, so the
" ecclesiastical have a special connection with the
" ascetics and solitaries of the orders or families of
" which they were patriarchs, with St. Anthony, St.
" Martin, and St, Benedict, and other great con" fessors or reformers, who are the antitypes of the
"prophets.

Moreover, much might be said con-

" cerning the romantic character of the prophetical
" miracles. Those of Elisha in particular are related,
" not as parts of the history, but rather as his ' acta,'
" with a profusion and variety very like the style of
" writing which offends us in the miraculous narra" tives of ecclesiastical authors."8
" Or, take again the history of Samson ; what a
" mysterious wildness and eccentricity is impressed

Newman's Essay, p. 59.

3 Ibid. p. 60.
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" upon it, upon the miracles which occur in it,
" and upon its highly favoured though wayward
" subject."1
In another work, in precisely the same spirit, the
temptation of St. Anthony is referred to as " not
unworthy to be compared with that of our Lord."2
Other writers of the same school dwell at large on
instances of the Scripture miracles, and then on
cases exactly parallel in ecclesiastical tradition, or in
the Apocrypha, which are often dismissed as legen
dary or superstitious, — and demand why are the one
class to be rejected or explained away and not the
other?3
Again, they allege many cases in the Martyrologies in which circumstances are narrated, and mys
tical explanations made of them exactly parallel, —
as they represent them, — e. g. to the appearance of
the " water and the blood " at the Crucifixion, and
St. John's comment upon it4, — and ask why are the
former disregarded as fanciful and incredible, while
the latter are held sacred ?

1 Newman's Essay, p. 60.
5 The Church of the Fathers, p. 369.
* Tracts for the Times, No. 85, p. 87.
DD3

4 Ibid. p. 93.
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It would be needless to go into more instances:
we will merely remark that such modes of view
ing and applying the ecclesiastical miracles — such
avowed or implied inferences and comparisons —
cannot but excite surprise among Protestants, and
perhaps even disgust and offence in many minds
accustomed to regard the matter in so different a
light.

But to those who look at the case in a rea

soning point of view, the remarkable turn thus give»
to the argument, may suggest many reflections bear
ing on the entire grounds of the belief in miracles.
We will merely here observe that an argument from
consistency and parallelism may often tell as much on
one side as on the other. 1

1 Without pretending here to go into the details of testimony on this
most difficult and much agitated question, it may be proper to refer to
one or two of the chief authorities cited.
The testimony of Irenasus (about a. d. 200) is as follows : — " Whence
" also in His name, as many as are His true disciples, having received
" from Him grace for the salvation and benefit of all the rest, do these
" things, as each of them has received of Him the gift. For some cast
" out demons truly and effectually ; — so that they who are freed from
" these evil spirits often embrace the faith and continue in the Church :
" others are gifted with prescience of the future, with visions, and pro" phetical predictions : others heal the sick by imposition of hands, and
" restore them to their former health : even the dead oftentimes (as we
" have before said) are raised up, and afterwards remain with us for
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As to the actual evidence, unless we reject the Evidence
testimony of the early Fathers altogether, even on ciesiasticai
for the ce, ,
miracles.
questions of fact, we must believe that the Christian
missionaries, through at least some of the earlier
centuries, ejected evil spirits, healed the sick, and
raised the dead : the same assertions continue to be
made by subsequent ecclesiastical writers, and in
vested with increasing characters of the marvellous,
in one unbroken chain down to later ages ; and the
question,—if we admit these claims for the first few
centuries, where can we limit them? — has been
at ODce the triumphant boast of the Catholic writers
and the anxious and perplexing inquiry of the Pro
testant.

We need not allude to the volumes of dis

cussion by which, after all, few at the present day
feel that the difficulties of the subject are wholly
removed.

" many years. What should I say more ? It would be impossible
" to enumerate all the gifts which the Church throughout the whole
" world receives from God in the name of Jesus Christ, and daily excr" cises for the benefit of the Gentiles." (Irenams, "Adv. Ha;ret." ii. 57 ;
see also ibid. 28, 32.)
Other testimonies are those of Origen "Contra Celsura," ill. 24;
xiii. 420 ; Justin " Apol." i. 45 ; ii. 6 ; Tertullian "Apol." § 23, 37, 43,
and In several of his other works.
DD 4
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The arguments of theologians and the attestations
of the Fathers and ecclesiastical historians have been
subjected to the searching criticisms of Middleton,
Jortin, Gibbon, Douglas, and others. These criticisms
and allegations, on either side, it would be impossible
here to discuss in detail.

But the more the whole

case is considered, the more, it must be confessed,
it appears surrounded by difficulties, from which none
of these discussions have fully relieved it.
l'repossesIf indeed we are to be 6guided merely
sionsforor
J by
J theological
S>
against.
prepossessions on one side or the other, it is easy to
decide the question ; to uphold all the marvels alike
as Divine manifestations, with Dr. J. Newman on the
one hand, or, on the other, to pronounce, with Dr.
Jortin,
" held
rity ofthat
a -iEsop
dialogue
" weor may
Phaedrus,
together
as well
that
in believe,
Greek
the fox
or
on and
in
theLatin.'"
the
authocat

Difficulties
on either

The difficulty is to lay down a rule or a principle.
When we reflect on the serious difficulties involved

'ille-

on either hand, whether in accepting or in rejecting
the statements of the ecclesiastical miracles, — it can
hardly be considered surprising that even acute

1 Remarks on Ecc. Hist. ii 217
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thinkers with deep religious sympathies should have
believed that those difficulties and embarrassments
were only capable of being avoided by decrying evi
dence altogether, and resting their belief in a simple
acknowledgment of the entire supernatural attributes,
and consequent infallible character, of the Church,—
one and the same throughout all ages, — and thus
honestly and conscientiously seeking the solution of
all perplexities in an implicit faith and prostrate sub
mission to the one unchanged, unreformed Church,
which has uniformly preserved the integrity of her
claims, unbroken and unimpeachable, from the first
age down to the present.
Thus the eminent writer before quoted has but Romanist
view of the
consistently followed up his former views since his case,
reception into the Roman Catholic Church.
Dr. J. Newman (in his celebrated Birmingham lec
tures) ', dwells at large on the miracles of the Church,
asserting in the strongest terms his own sincere and
entire belief, even in the most apparently extravagant
of1 them,
Lecturesand
on thearguing
present position
expressly
of Catholics,
against
&c. By
theJ. II.
inconNew

man DD., 1851. See especially Lecture vii.
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sistency of those who reject them as incredible, while
they yet believe the infinitely greater and most tran
scendent miracle of all, the Incarnation.
Belief
consistent.

So long as the infallible divinity of the Church is
maintained, it appears clear that the one class of
miracles must be consistently placed on exactly the
same level with the other.1

And as to the apparent

unworthiness or puerility of some of the marvels, it
ought to be viewed (as in all such cases) with a refer
ence to the capacities of those to whom they were
addressed.

What to cold reasoning Protestants in

England may appear a very clumsy imposture or
childish delusion, may to the ignorant but ardent de
votion of the peasant of Italy or the Tyrol seem the
most glorious or affecting testimony to the Divine truth
of his faith and the authority of his Church ; and in
past ages, when the belief in the supernatural was
universal, there was of course no difficulty in the ad
mission of any marvels as such.
Consequence9
from the

The express grounds on which the continuance of
miraculous powers has been maintained is the as1 Some Roman Catholic writers draw distinctions, and maintain that
all miracles are not equally articles offaith. Mr. Butler, in his reply
to Southey, restricts to this class the Bible miracles.
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sumption of the general supernatural character of the ecclesias
tical miChurch, as a continuous Divine institution, to which
the same character and claims attach equally in all
ages.

It would thus follow, that whatever is handed

down as of a supernatural kind in connection with it
has, in fact, no more distinct authority, and is en
titled to no more peculiar respect, in one age than
in another, at the earliest epoch than in modern
times.

The character of the later miraculous preten

sions thus implicates that of the earlier, and even of
the first age ; and the records of them all (as to their
general claims) are placed on the same level.

Thus

it would clearly follow that there was no peculiar
evidence derived from special interposition in thefirst
age more thaju in later times, and that the original
promulgation of the Gospel was not at all more
properly divine, as being substantiated by any more
distinguishing supernatural characteristics, than the
ministrations and teachings of the Church in subse
quent ages.1
1 The argument of Middlcton tends to the dilemma that either the
miracles of the Church establish the authority of the Fathers and Coun
cils, and thence of Romanism, or that ecclesiastical antiquity must be
rejected altogether. It was this dilemma which led Gibbon in the
earlier part of his life to embrace Romanism.
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Such a view (it is clear) is eminently consistent
with
Church.
the claims
But the
of difficulty
the unreformed
is to reconcile
and infallible
such

admissions with the professed principles of Protes
tantism.

Nevertheless, in former times the con

tinuance of supernatural powers, however occa
sionally dormant in the Christian Church, has been
upheld by some eminent Protestant divines, as
was before remarked ; yet they do not seem to have
observed how obviously this admission might recoil
on the received external evidences of revelation. But
in later times the difficulties of the question have
been better appreciated.

Campbell and others have

consistently contended, that these miracles, if ad
mitted, must be accepted as the attestation of conti
nued new revelations — further developments, in short,
of Christianity : and, by necessary consequence, setting
aside the finality of the New Testament,
of sceptics.

On the other side it has been a common insinuation
that as all early histories have their legends and pro
digies, and all religions their miracles, their Divine
incarnations and apotheoses, so the religions exhibited
in the Bible have theirs : and those who extend pre
cisely the same comparison to the subsequent develop
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ment of Christianity, and to the miraculous claims
and marvellous legends of the Church, which they
contend cannot be really distinguished from those of
Scripture, they place all such supernatural narratives
on the same level, and make the evidences in the
one case no better than in the other.
Hence, to draw a broad line of demarcation, has critical
distinctions
been felt to be imperatively necessary, and the ten- in eccle
dency of those vie^vs which amalgamate and identify siastical
miracles,
the one class of miracles and marvels with the
other becomes the more obviously conspicuous.
Thus, on both grounds, the majority of Protestant
writers (with whatever difference of opinion as to the
precise period) have usually contended for some limit
in point of time, beyond which miracles cease to be
credible.1

But in order to draw such a line they

1 Dodwell (" Dissert, in Iren." ii. § 55) maintains miracles till the
conversion of Constantine (a.d. 312).
Whiston till a.d. 381 ; and, as he characteristically observes, "when
" the Church became Athanasian, Antichristian, and Popish, they
" ceased, and the Devil lent his own cheating and fatal power instead."
(" Account of Dasmoniacs," p. 65.)
Waterland admitted some miracles In the 5th century. (" Misc.
Tracts," p. 173.)
Locke says, we must either " go no further than the Apostles' time,
" or else not stop at Constantine." (" Third Lett, on Tol." ch. x.
p. 269.)
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necessarily have recourse to grounds of rationalising
criticism, which they often apply with no sparing
hand.

Some reject all miracles except those of the

New Testament.

Others place the limit more or less

early or late, but with little apparent consistency of
principle.
views of
Dean Lyall.

Dean Lyall has extensively and forcibly treated
this subject ; — and in connection with some remarks
on Gibbon's reference to the alleged miracles of the
Church as among the causes of the propagation of
Christianity, he thus delivers his opinion : — " The
" third cause is the pretension of the first Christians
" to miraculous gifts.

But, supposing the miracles

" ascribed to Christ to have been really wrought, and
" that the power of working them was extended to
" the Apostles, surely it need not make much impres" sion on the mind of any man, who knows what
" human nature is, to be told that miracle-mongers
" continued to infest the Church long after all mira" culous gifts had really been withdrawn.

Such an

" effect was the natural consequence of a belief in
" the miracles related of Christ and his Apostles- All
" it proves is, that the minds of men were excited,
" and, as has happened in other cases, that designing
" men took advantage of the fact.

' Prodigia eo anno
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"multa nunciata sunt,' says Livy, speaking of the
" second Picnic war, ' quae quo magis credebant sim" plices et religiosi homines, eo etiam plura nuntiaban" tur.'

I can only say, as for myself, that I do not

" believe in the continuance of miraculous powers in
" the Church from the period when Jerusalem was de" stroyed. General assertions there are in allegation of
" miraculous gifts more than enough ; but it is observ" able that none of the Fathers speak of such gifts as
" possessed by themselves, however credulous they may
" seem in the instance of others

The belief in

" lying woDders, though naturally and reasonably to
" be accounted for, was the opprobrium of the early
" Church ; but, instead of reckoning this belief, as
" Gibbon does, among the causes of the success
"of Christianity, my persuasion is, that, on the
" contrary, it was among the impediments which
"it had to overcome, just as in the present day
" the similar pretensions of the Church of Rome
" are the causes of much of the infidelity which is
" now in the world.

In the earlier ages of the

" Church, such miracles as we read of in ecclesiastical
" writers, even if they had been true, would not have
" advanced the cause of Christianity ; for there were
" none, either in or out of the Church, who reasoned
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^
tions and grounds of reasoning here appealed to ; but
it may be questioned whether the same arguments
might not apply further than was probably intended.
Again : why the period of miracles must be limited
to the fall of Jerusalem is by no means apparent.
But chiefly it must be remarked, that this summary

rejection of the appeal to miracles in the early Church
propagation
Miraculous __which even the historian of " The Decline and Fall "
tianity'8"

seems disposed to admit as influencing the convic
tions of the converts — tends directly to set aside
the argument, commonly so much dwelt upon, of
the necessity of miracles for the propagation of the
Gospel.
For there was clearly no very wide-spread or very
numerous accession of converts during the age of

1 Propscdia Proptactica, Diss. I. p. 348.
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the New Testament miracles : it was not till a later
period that the great and overflowing extension and
prevalence of Christianity in all places and among all
ranks occurred.

It is therefore difficult to see how it

can be maintained that the universal extension of
Christianity was effected by outward supernatural
means, by those who discard the miraculous claims
of the early Church.
Again, by others, the confession of Chrysostom Testimonies
of the
(a.d. 380) has been appealed to — "argue not that Fathers
criticised.
" miracles did not happen then because they do not
" happen now"1 — as decisive of the question in his
age.
The later miraculous narratives of Gregory and
others, as well as those of Eusebius, are criticised as
of a legendary and suspicious character: and it is
urged the earlier statements of Origen and Tertullian,
of Justin and Irenaeus, are indefinite in their tenor,
and in no case reported on the credit of eye-witnesses.
While, going back still earlier, more remarkable is
the fact that not one of the Apostolic Fathers —

1 Horn, in 1 Cor. vi. 2 ; to the same effect also Augustine, " De Civ.
Dei," xxii. 6.
EE
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neither Ignatius, nor Polycarp the disciple of St. John,
nor Clement the fellow-labourer of St. Paul, male
the smallest reference to miracles as existing in
their age.

For, — that Ignatius puts hypothetically

the case of working miracles

that the 'Martyrology

of Polycarp ' (whose author and date are quite un
certain) details some prodigies attending his death,
and that Clement appeals to the miracle, as he be
lieved it to be, of the Phoenix8, will perhaps hardly
be regarded as exceptions.

That the stream should

thus be most defective nearest its source — the chain
broken at its very commencement —remains to be
Scepticism accounted
But in admitting
for.
any process of searching criticism
incon
sistent.

and sceptical exceptions applied to the documentary
authority or origin and force of the testimony in
support of the miraculous powers ascribed to the
early Christian Church, others have felt the greatest
difficulty, as it would seem to involve the admissioa
of a similar right of uncompromising critical exami
nation applying equally to the miracles of one age as
of another. And if, regarding the question as merely

' Frag. ix.

2 n«po!o{oc mififior, L " Ad Cor." § 25.
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one of historical fact, we are at liberty freely to can
vass, to reject, or explain away as much or as little as
may seem reasonable in the one case, they do not see
the consistency of prohibiting such criticism in the
other.

Yet in fact those speculations of the Ratio

nalistic school, which create so much offence in the
minds of orthodox Protestants, proceed on no other
principles than those which dictate their own critical
rejection of the ecclesiastical miracles, and vindicate
the disposition to regard them as mythical inven
tions on the one hand, or exaggerated versions of
extraordinary natural events, on the other.
Some have, indeed, sought to avoid the difficulties Various
picas
of the case by maintaining the distinction that the adopted,
ecclesiastical miracles were not evidential, but wrought
only for the support and comfort of the Church under
difficulties and persecutions.
Others, again, contend that they were only a species
of marvels raised up as antagonistic to the heathen
magical wonders, and appealed to as a triumph of
superior power.1
Some, too, have explained the narratives of them

' See Neander, «' Ecc. Hist." transl. I. 6", and Paley's " Evid." Ii. 339.
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as merely pious frauds for the support of the faith
in a later age : but the question naturally arises,—
why does not all this apply equally iu an earlier age.
and to other cases, however consecrated by prescrip
tive belief?
Others have urged the consideration that these
prodigies belong to an age when their production, or
their introduction to public notice, was altogether in
the hands of a dominant hierarchy, and that they
were always such as favoured and supported its pre
tensions among the mass of willing, and for the most
part ignorant, votaries of increasing credulity and
superstition.
Dr. Arnold, while referring to this distinction,
dwells still more emphatically on the total tvant of
combination of these external manifestations icitk
the internal appeal to doctrine, and thence argues
that the mediaeval miracles and those of the Gospel
by no means " stand on the same ground." 1
Such varied and contradictory views of the ecclesi
astical miracles evince only the perplexity in which

1 Lcct. on Modern Hist, p. 133. This distinction Is also dwelt upon
by Dcsin LyaU, «' Prop. Proiih." 441.
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the whole question is unavoidably involved, — unless
taken up on far more comprehensive principles,
whether on one side or the other, than most are
willing to adopt.
But the subject is closely connected with other Argument
connected
arguments of the same school of writers who support witn the
powers and
the ecclesiastical miracles,' and is eminently
functions
J eluci- of
the
dated by them.
ChurchThese writers uphold continued supernatural in
fluence in the Christian Church, of a less sensible
kind, but not less really manifested in the spiritual
powers and functions of its ministry, down to the
present day ; and the exercise of these functions is
even placed in complete parallelism and identity
with the Scripture miracles ; an argument which at
least may easily be understood as rather casting a re
flected light upon those miracles.

To illustrate this,

a few extracts will suffice.
" Are miracles the only way in which a claim can
" be recognised ?

Is a man the higher minister the

" more miracles he does ?

Are we to honour those

" who minister temporal miracles, and to be content
" to eat and be filled with the loaves and fishes ?
" Are there no higher miracles than visible ones ?
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"If Christ is with His ministers, according
" to His promise, ' even to the end of the world,' so
" that he that despiseth them despiseth Him, then,
" though they do no miracles, they are in office as
" great as Elisha.

And if haptism be the cleansing

" and quickening of the dead soul — to say nothing
" of the Lord's Supper — they do work miracles.

If

" God's ministers are then only to be honoured when
" we see that they work miracles, where is the place
" for faith ? Are we not under a dispensation of faith,
" not of sight ?" '
Again : it is asked, " Why is it so readily believed
that virtue went out from Christ," and yet denied in
ordination from the hands of a bishop ? Why are
such powers admitted in the persons of the Apostles
and not in the administration of the sacraments by
priests ordained in succession from them?a
In another publication it is distinctly affirmed that
" the change wrought by the consecration of the ele" ments in the Holy Communion is as much a miracle
"as the change of the wine in the marriage at
"Cana."3

While another eminent advocate of the

1 Tracts for the Times, No. lxxxv. p. 95.
I British Critic, xxvii. p. 259.

1 Ibid. p. 90.
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same views argues that the " Spiritual, yet real, pre
sence of Christ in the Eucharist " is no more in
credible than His appearances after the resurrection,
His passing through closed doors, or vanishing at
Emmaus, or even than the ascension.
But in following out the same kind of comparison
sometimes admissions of a more striking kind are
made: thus it is alleged — "The Deluge will appear
"to men of modern tempers more and more in" credible the longer and more minutely it is dwelt
"upon," and a similar remark is applied to the
physical miracles recorded of Elisha, Jonah, and
others.1
Again : it is asked, " Can we doubt but that the
" account of Christ's ascending into heaven will not
" be received by the science of the age, when it is
" carefully considered what is implied in it ? Where
"is heaven? beyond all the stars? If so it would
" take years for any natural body to get there.

We

" say with God all things are possible. But this age,
" wise in its own eyes, has already decided the con" trary in 1maintaining,
Tracts for the Times,
as itNo.does,
Ixxxv.that
p. 93.He who vir-
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" tually annihilated the distance between earth and
" heaven in His Son's ascension cannot annihilate it
" in the celebration of the Holy Communion so as to
" make us present with Him, though He be on God's
Inferences
from these
testimonies.

" right hand in heaven." 1
Such reasonings require little comment. They may
j
j
be viewed under some diversity of aspect ; but they
readily admit an interpretation calculated to relieve
the question of all critical difficulties, especially those
of a philosophical kind, — by placing what have been
commonly regarded as sensible and physical mi
racles precisely on a level with purely spiritual

Mystic

influences.
Nor, in connection with these references to a

views of
the Fathers, school which founds everything on the authority of
the Fathers of the Church, can we fail to remember
that it was on no other ground that Woolston (as
before noticed)2 long ago founded his rejection of
the historical character of the Gospel narratives
of miracles, and assigned to them that mythic
origin, and allegorical interpretation, which Origen,

1 Tracts for the Times, No. lxxxv. p. 97.
1 See p. 335.
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Hilary, and others distinctly sanction, and which
was the germ and suggestion of the speculations of
Strauss.
These views, to say the least, represent miracles
in a sense very different from that in which the
formal logic of the last century discussed them; —
and possibly one not exempt from some reflection of
the advancing light of philosophy which these writers
nevertheless professedly disclaim. Yet it may be Depre
not without a reference to such ideas, that in the ciation
evidences
of
same school of theology from which these views
emanated, the disparagement of the evidence of
miracles has been carried out even to a more pre
cise extent ; as appears perhaps in the most striking
manner from the direct testimony of an able writer,
formerly a pupil of this school, as to the nature of
the instruction once imparted in it.
" We began to follow him [' the great teacher ']
"along the subtle reasonings with which he drew
"away from under us the supports on which Pro"testant Christianity had been content to rest its
" weight.

We allowed ourselves to see its contradic-

" tions, to recognise the logical strength of the argu"ments of Hume, to acknowledge that the old
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"arguments of Campbell, —the Evidences of Paley,
" — were futile as the finger of a child on the
" spoke of an engine's driving wheel.

Nay, more

"to examine the logic of unbelief with a kind of
"pleasure, as hitting our adversaries to the death,
" and never approaching us at all." 1
consistent
Such distinct avowals may perhaps appear startwith tradi
tional prin- ling to those who have not attentively considered
ciple.
the tendencies of the peculiar school from which they
emanate in all their bearings ; but they harmonise
entirely with the principles involved in the very
nature of that system, — which was in fact that of
the ancient Fathers,—and which tend to disembarrass
the subject of all evidential difficulties, by acknow
ledging the whole basis of belief to rest simply in
tradition and prescriptive authority.

1 The Nemesis of Faith, p. 126.
Taking the subject in a more controversial light, the Chevalier
Bunsen has observed of the Tractarian school : s' Those who were once
" their leaders now preach that historical Christianity must be given up
" as a fable, if an infallible authority be not acknowledged declaring it
" to be true." (Bunsen's " Hippolytus," &c. vol. i. Preface, p. xvi.)
By the last extract some light is perhaps thrown on a much earlier
state of the case here represented, before the qualifying alternative had
been adopted.
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And in this depreciation of evidential reasoning,
and recurrence to the merely traditional ground of
all Christian testimonies, we cannot but perceive the
reflection of the critical views of the Neological school.
The Patristic theology, which places the marvellous
legends and myths of the Church in exact parallel
ism with the miraculous narratives of the Bible, is
but the counterpart of the Rationalistic, which re
duces the Scripture narratives to the level of legend
and myth.1
But it must in fairness be added, that what is
here remarked is no imputation on the reality or
earnestness of a religious belief founded on such a
traditional basis.

The spirit of faith, — so nearly

1 We might adduce many other instances of this kind of parallelism,
or even of a direct tendency to assimilation of views, between the
Anglican theologians here referred to, and those of the rationalistic
school :
For instance, the writers of the " Tracts for the Times," freely admit
the Platonic origin of some of the Christian doctrines, as that of the
" Logos " and other points ; but vindicate the adoption of tbem as
scattered relics of earlier Divine tradition. See " Tracts for the Times,"
No. lxxxv. p. 75.
Similar admissions are fully made by some of the Fathers : thus, in
reference to the Incarnation, 8. Jerome says :
" Sapientite principcm non aliter [Platonlsta;] arbitrantur, nisi de
" partu virglnis editum." (Jerome adv. Jovin. i. 26.)
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allied to the aesthetic and imaginative faculties of
our nature,—may be most fervently and sincerely
associated with what is fabulous or mythical, or may
attach itself to a high spiritual truth under the out
ward imagery of a marvellous narrative.
It has even been contended that mystery and
parable are more truly congenial to the nature of
faith than fact and history ; which are rather subjects
of reason and knowledge; far below the aspirations
of the spiritual mind.
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§ II. — GENERAL ARGUMENT DEDUCIBLE FROM THE
BELIEF IN MIRACLES.
It is the general appeal to a primary distinction Reason and
faith.
in nature and function between reason and faith, —
intellect and religious sense,— and the admission
that what is a legitimate object of the one, may not
even be recognisable by the other,— which seems to
afford the most satisfactory solution of many of the
difficulties in which we find ourselves involved in
reference to the present question.
From what has preceded it appears that while the
difficulties of miracles are fully seen, if not explicitly
avowed by some theologians, the acceptance of them
is regarded purely as a matter of religious faith and
spiritual apprehension, not as a point of reason or a
deduction of the intellect,— to which they admit it is
even opposed.

And thus this confession on the side

of religion entirely concurs and harmonises with the
verdict of philosophy, which, if it fail to recognise
physical interruption, freely acknowledges spiritual

4.30
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influence and the power of faith ; and where its own
dominion ends, cordially recognises the landmarks
of the neighbour territory, and allows that what is
not a subject for a problem may hold its place in
Evidential

a ln
creed.
a past age, as we have already noticed, great

arguments.
stress was laid on certain precise " evidential " argu
ments, especially turning on inferences from miracles.
The exclusive, or even principal, importance of this
class of proofs has in later times been greatly called
in question — even by orthodox theologians, who
have evinced a disposition to recede much from
formal arguments addressed to the intellect, and to
prefer an appeal to spiritual conviction and religious
sense.
It is now admitted that the strict "evidential"
tests once exacted are little applicable to a great
part of the Gospel narratives, especially in the
earlier portion.

Bishop Butler1 long ago drew the

distinction : " There are also invisible miracfes, the
incarnation of Christ, for instance," which are there
fore wholly1 Analogy,
mattersPt. of
II. ch.
faith:
il. p. 227,
anded. Anglican
1807.
theo-
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logians insist upon the traditional source of all our
knowledge of the origin or authority of the Gospels
as derived from the Fathers; —and maintain that
evidence and reasoning are little congenial to the
spirit of faith, which harmonises better with spiritual
doctrine and submission to divine teaching: again,
on quite an opposite side1 it is observed that St.
Paul, when he does enter on evidential discussion,
dismisses it very slightly; his own witness3 to the
resurrection being merely to an appearance long
after, the nature of which he does not even mention,
but he nevertheless considers this attestation fully
equal to that of the other Apostles : while it is con
tended all real conviction must be from within.
Hume indeed expressly puts forward his argument against miracles on the plea that " it may serve
" to confound those dangerous friends or disguised
" enemies to the Christian religion, who have under" taken to defend it by the principles of human
" reason.

Our most holy religion is founded on

" fAith, not on reason : and it is a sure method of
" exposing it to such a trial as it is by no means
1 Phases of Faith, p. 181, 1st ed.

• 1 Cor. iv. 8.

to
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If understood in accordance

with the distinction between physical interruptioa
and spiritual influence, this declaration would be
eminently satisfactory : but it appears from the con
text of the passage (before cited2), that the author
makes this very " faith " to which he refers, in itself
something as supernatural, and contrary to reasoa
as any of the miracles which he rejects.

The decla

ration can thus only be regarded as designed in an
insidious sense.
Yet if understood in the meaning just indi
cated, the appeal to faith entirely harmonises with
the views of some of the most earnest advocates
of revelation who have expressly maintained that
" conversions not miracles are the real and abiding
evidences of Christianity."

And more reasoning in

quirers have admitted that if the miracles of the
Evangelists be regarded as adapted to the concep
tions of the age to which they belong, still the
internal evidence of Christianity, — its moral and
spiritual appeals to the hearts and consciences of
men, equally address themselves to more enlightened
apprehensions in all ages.
1 Essays, Vol. IL p. 136, cd. 1800.

3 See before, p. 280.
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Among these advocates of Christianity who over- External
look, or do not at all appreciate, the consideration and
evidence,
internal
of the abstract question of physical credibility, many
pursue the evidential argument, not indeed directly
excluding miracles, but contending that their attes
tation ought always to be combined with, and ruled
by, that of the internal evidence supplied by the
nature of the doctrine inculcated : thus really placing
belief on the paramount ground of our moral and
spiritual impressions of religious truth.
This kind of argument has been dwelt upon by
many approved theologians.

But it has been per

haps most comprehensively considered by Pascal,
who thus sums up the ease: — " II faut juger de la
" doctrine par les miracles, — il faut juger des mi" racles par la doctrine : la doctrine discerne les
" miracles, et les miracles discernent la doctrine :
"tout cela est vrai, mais cela ne se contredit pas."
He then illustrates the point by the case of the
Pharisees who decided on the one side that he who
worked a cure on the Sabbath could not be from
God ; and the people who argued on the other " can
a sinner open the eyes of the blind ? " 1
1 Tenseea, Par. II. Art. xvi. § I.
F F
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It is probably only in connection with the same
view that Pascal seems to go still further in dis
paragement of the evidential argument, when he
observes: — "Je ne parle pas ici des miracles de
" Moise, de Jesus Christ, et des Apotres, parcequils
" ne paraissent pas d'abord convaincans, et que je ae
" veux mettre ici en evidence que tous les fondemen?
" de cette religion chretienne, qui sont indubitable?,
" et qui ne peuvent etre mis en doute par quelque
" personne que ce soit." 1

•
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scepticism
If we i00k t0 the actual representation of the New
in the age
Gospel
Testament, in an age when the belief in the super
natural was universal, we find, on the express testi
mony of the Gospels which recount the miracles,
that the appeal to them was addressed in vain to
many with whom it might have been supposed
powerful; and in few instances produced any real
conviction : even Nicodemus was but a half convert.

1 Pensees, Par. It Art. xvii. § 9.
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It is as dependent on the entire difference in habits not evi
of thought between those ages and the present, that conviction,
dence but
we now look back to the narratives of the Gospel
miracles.

Even under then existing views, though

accepted by properly disposed minds, they were re
jected by others.

It was not the mere external

apparent event, but the moral and spiritual quali
fications of the parties which formed the ground of
real conviction.

The miracles are represented as

being to some a sign leading them onwards to a
higher and purer faith, to others a stumbling block .
the pillar of fire to the one, — the cloud to the other.

1 On this point some striking testimonies will be found in Dean
Lyall's " Propatdia Prophetlca," p. 43S.
FF 2
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Nor
even was
principally
the appeal
relied
to on
miracles
by Christ
either
or His
exclusively
Apostles.or1

False prophets might give signs and wonders*: the
evidence was nothing but as pointing to spiritual
enlightenment: Christ dismisses in silence the logic
of Nicodemus to turn instantly to the essential re
quirement of spiritual regeneration. 3
Such was the spirit in which the appeal to miracles
was regarded in former ages : little question of facts
or evidence, still less any of higher reason, was
entertained : conviction depended on quite other
Common

considerations.
And the slightest observation will convince us

belief with
out evi.
liences.

that this accords exactly with the view commonly
recognised and admitted by the great mass of pro
fessing believers, who are guided in their reception
of Christianity, not by evidential arguments, but
simply either by the prepossessions of early educa
tion and received opinion, or by what is believed
to be the influence of Divine grace : — miracles are
admitted as a part of the Gospel, not as the antece
dent or preliminary proof of it.

1 John x. 38 i xlv. 11.

1 Matt. xxlv. 24.

* -John iii. 2.
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The vast majority of ordinary believers, when they
hear any objection started against the miracles of the
New Testament, will with one consent regard it, not
as a critical difficulty weakening the evidences, but
as a profanation, in questioning what is asserted by
inspired authority ; that is, they believe the miracles
in consequence of the assumed inspiration, not as
the proofs of it.

They answer all objections by

a quotation from Scripture, —"with God nothing is
impossible."1

Their argument is founded on the

previous belief in inspiration,—which is a question
of faith.

Some argue for belief in miracles that

creation is a miracle ; but creation is solely the doc
trine of revelation a : the argument, therefore, is still
simply one of faith.
If we suppose the question put to the great majo- Miracles
apart from
rity even of more reasoning Protestant Christians,— revelation
discredited.
whether they believe in the miracles asserted to have
been wrought by the Emperor Vespasian or by Apollonius of Tyana, by monkish saints or modern priests,
— they would unhesitatingly reject them ; because,

1 Luke 1. 37.

' See above, p. 250.
EF 3
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they would say, these alleged wonders, however posi
tively asserted by the narrators and firmly believed
in their day, or among a particular communion, had
either no connection with a religious revelation, or, if
any, with a false and superstitious creed : that is, the
popular belief in miracles is entirely governed, not
by the question of historical evidence, but by the
consideration of the religious faith with which they
are connected.

On this ground it is that while so

many reject these alleged miracles of heathenism or of
popery, they accept those of the Gospels. The super
natural event which would be discredited as a mere
point of history, is invested with quite a different
character when connected with doctrinal belief :
though it would be regarded as incredible if stated
nakedly in history by itself, it acquires credit and
passes current from the force of association with the
admitted and cherished creed, and as a part of the
doctrine with which it, stands connected.
And this view is confirmed and supported by the
authority of eminent theologians.
" Miracles," says Dr. Arnold, " are the natural ac" companiment of the Christian revelation
" Miracles must not be allowed to overrule the
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Thus, on every ground, — from the nature of the General
inferenc
case, from the arguments of the learned, from the
practical confessions of the unlearned, from the
admissions of the orthodox and the controversies of
the heterodox, — on the combined consideration of
the remarks last made and the facts and authori
ties formerly cited, — we can only arrive at the
conclusion that the belief in miracles, whether in
ancient or modern times, has always been a point,
yiot of evidence addressed to the intellect, but of
religious faith impressed on the spirit.

The mere

fact was nothing : however well attested, it might be
set aside ; however fabulous, it might be accepted, —
according to the predisposing religious persuasion of
the parties.

If a more philosophical survey tend to

1 Lect. on Modem Hist. pp. 133,
FF 137.
4

2 Essay, &c. p. 107.
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ignore suspensions of nature, as inconceivable to
reason, the spirit of faith gives a different inter
pretation, and transfers miracles to the more con
genial region of spiritual contemplation and Divine
mystery.
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CONCLUSION.
GENERAL RELATIONS OF CHRISTIAN FAITH AND
PHYSICAL TRUTH.
Understood in its full extent, the grand idea of
Cosmos, and the view of universal mind, at first
enlarged upon, at once, on its positive side, sub
verts atheism, and on its negative, pantheism —" the
poetry of atheism." 1

In its extension, it opens the

door to faith ; in its restriction, it cuts off visionary
speculations of reason on matters beyond its pro
vince ; and if it exclude interruptions to physical
order in the material universe, it is fully consistent
with the admission of spiritual mysteries in the
invisible
The subject
world. of miracles has been thus far dwelt Relations
of Christlupon as that in which, above all others, the claims of anity to
physical
revelation seem to come into most immediate contact points not
miraculous.
with physical considerations and the great truth of
the order of nature.
• F. Newman, " Theism," p. 26.
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But this topic, important as it is, is only one
branch of a wider question which arises when we con
sider that the spiritual disclosures of the Christian
revelation are in so many ways represented as more
or less related to the external world ; when spiritual
and moral doctrines are at least expressed in terms
derived from objects of sense, or the things of the
heavenly and invisible world represented under some
outward connection with visible objects and physical
events.
Hence a few remarks on some of the principal
cases of this kind, where difficulty may have arisea
in the reception of Christian doctrines on physical
grounds not directly referring to miracles, will pro
perly close the present discussion.
Physical
In general, no reflecting person who considers the
language of
Scripture, peculiar circumstances under which any part, of the
Bible was written, or the objects for which it was
obviously designed, will hesitate to admit that on all
physical subjects the sacred writers1 beyond question
held the accepted doctrines of their age. No thinking
reader for a moment imagines that they professed or

1 See " Unity of Worlds," Essay IL § Ii. p. 322, 2nd ed.
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had attained the slightest advance in Astronomy, in
Geology, in Physics, or in Physiology, beyond their
cotemporaries.

On these and the like topics, then,

they of course simply used the current language, as
they adopted the common belief of their day, and,
even in religious applications, could only describe
events, where they involved any reference to outward
nature, in terms implying the ideas with which they
and their hearers or readers were conversant. Indeed,
even had it been otherwise, no other language could
have been intelligible to those they addressed, and
the representation must have failed in its object.
When more precise and circumstantial descriptions Physical
contradicor narratives occur, as in certain instances, especially tions in
the Old
in the Old Testament, the case may present peculiar Testament,
features requiring more distinct consideration, es
pecially if regarded as compared with, or supposed
addressed to, the apprehensions of the present age.
In the former Essays the most remarkable of such
cases was fully considered, the contradiction to phy
sical fact in the Mosaic cosmogony, to which other
instances, such as the Deluge, — as well as many less
prominent, in the narrative of the Hebrew Scriptures,
might be added, and to which the same general re
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marks would apply so obviously as to render mort
particular discussion of them needless.
Physical
difficulties
in relation
to Chris
tianity,

But in regard to these cases of physical difficultr
as affecting the Old Testament, a further specie
ground of argument was resorted to, viz. the inde
pendent basis on which Christianity stands, and the
consequent irrelevancy of objections which might be
valid against any part of the Judaiccd system or
records, and yet not affect the claims of the Gospel
Nevertheless, it may still be urged that we have
not taken a complete or comprehensive view of tie
case.

There may be, and in fact there are, nu

merous other cases of physical statements which
seem more closely and directly to affect some points
in Christianity in which similar difficulties occur
We must proceed to consider a few instances.
The Fall.

There have been some doctrinal views upheld with
great earnestness in the Christian Church founded
upon a very literal adherence to Scriptural state
ments of an apparently physical kind; as, for ex
ample, those physiological effects so commonly
imagined to be connected with the doctrine of " the

Death.

Fall," in virtue of which death is supposed to have
become for the first time inherent not only in the
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human constitution but in that of all inferior ani
mals ; an assertion which the slightest knowledge of
palaeontology at once disproves.
Physical death is the necessary condition of animal
existence in this world, as the slightest reflection
must show that immortality in the body in this
earth would be simply a physical impossibility.

The

sentence of death pronounced on Adam would surely
still have been penal, even if he were already mortal.
The highest privileges of the Gospel do not exempt
men from bodily dissolution, nor has its spiritual
regeneration any connection with relief from bodily
infirmity, suffering, or labour.
These evils must have occurred in natural life on Labour and
suffering.
the earth constituted as it is, or ever has been. Yet
they are to a great extent, and may and will be
hereafter to a far greater, remedied and overcome by
the use of the faculties and means with which man
is gifted, and by science duly applied to physical
agents.
Among these we may notice as a pre-eminent
instance the discovery of chloroform, which has prac
tically annulled the Mosaic denunciation on partu
rition ; yet there have been found some bigots at once
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evtt,
actually subject to disease and death, is of course
undeniably the fact, as is the case in various degree?
with all other species of animals.

Again, —as a

matter of fact, — that all men are naturally prone t■:■
evil is equally the teaching of all experience aad
history as of Scripture.

But the tenor of St. Paul's

argument — while he adopts the Mosaic narrative of
Adam's disobedience, and traces sin to that origin—
is clearly not to enforce any physical ideas, but to
bring his hearers to acknowledge the condemnatioa
of all men for their sins 1 : and this with the sole
object that they might seek deliverance in Christ.2
Thus, without insisting on anything at variance with
truths recognised by reason and science, faith can
advance, without disparagement or difficulty, to the
spiritual doctrines of original sin and regeneratioa
asserted in the Christian creeds.
Origin of
man.

The descent of the whole human race from one
•
primeval stock, so as to constitute only one natural

1 Rom. v. 12.

* Rom. v. 14.
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species, has been an opinion extensively maintained
on physiological grounds, yet to which, on like scien
tific arguments, physiological and archaeological, by
others, serious objections have been felt, and an
opposite view maintained.
Though there can be little doubt that the writers
of the New Testament held the common belief of
their countrymen on this point, as derived from the
Mosaic writings, yet they nowhere lay any stress
upon the assertion of it ; nor would the spiritual and
practical doctrines they found upon it be in the least
invalidated even if the opinion of a diversity of race,
so much advocated by some philosophers, should
eventually be established.

,

We find numerous references and allusions, more physical
references
or less direct, in the New Testament to the physical to the ow
Testament.
statements and representations of the Old ; such as
to the Creation, the account of Adam and Eve, the
Deluge, the Mosaic and prophetic miracles, and the
like.1

In general it may be supposed admitted that

such references would be made by the Apostles and
Evangelists, as Jews, in the literal acceptation of

1 As e. g. 1 Cor. x. 1, &c. ; 1 Pet. lii. 21 ; 2 Pet. Hi. 6, 13, &c.
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allusions
in the New ternal nature and the physical economy of the world
Testament
— its creation, or predicted destruction and renova
tion, are of course made in descriptive language,
and modes of expression accordant with the prevalent
ideas and belief, especially as derived from the Hebrew
Scriptures.

But in these instances we may clearly

regard the real object as referring to the doctrine in
culcated, not the physical imagery in which it may
be conveyed.
Various expressions of the sacred writers,—literally
of a peculiar physical import, in accordance with the
ideas of their age,— obviously cannot now be under
stood in the same sense, or possess the same force, in
the existing state of knowledge.

Thus, phrases im

plying literally a local heaven above the solid firma
ment, or a local hades beneath the earth,—an ascent
to the one, or a descent to the other, cannot now be
accepted as physical descriptions.
Yet no reflecting inquirer at the present day sup
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poses that because better cosmological views have
been attained, the substantial religious doctrines
conveyed under those representations are at all
impugned.
No educated or thinking person supposes that the do not
affect the
existence of antipodes, or the motion of the earth,— christian
or of the entire solar system,—or the infinite exten doctrine.
sion of stellar worlds,—or any similar physical truths,
can in any way really affect the spiritual mysteries
proclaimed by the Apostles, whether relating to the
person and office, the humiliation or glorification, of
Christ, or to the condition, privileges, or hopes of
His followers,— in whatever descriptive language or
sensible imagery they may have been clothed and
inculcated.
The announcement of a future life, and even of Descriptioa
......
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sense, can no more be insisted on than the literal
period of their occurrence, so undeniably assigned in
the Apostolic writings as then close at hand.

The

reality represented belongs wholly to a spiritual order
of things :—and though it might be argued that, even
in a philosophical point of view, we know not how
many or how vast are the changes wbich matter
and life, — body and spirit, — the material and the
moral world, — may be destined to undergo in the
progress of countless ages,—yet any such conceptions
must fall infinitely short of those elevated contem
plations,—rather are of a totally different order from
any ideas of a future state to which Christianity
points ; — and which are wholly incomprehensible to
human reason, and exclusively the embodiments (if
revelation, and objects of faith.
wholly
The representations of a future life are put forth
uncon
nected with in the New Testament in a sense wholly different
philosophy.
from that of any philosophical speculations on an
immaterial or immortal principle existing in man,
and in no way dependent on the question of mate
rialism or immaterialism.

It is spoken of in spiri

tualised language as "a mystery"1 which conveys no

1 1 Cor. xv. 51.
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ideas cognisable to reason ; and the whole doctrine,
as delivered by the Apostle, is altogether alien from
any philosophical views whatsoever, physical or me
taphysical, and is wholly the creation of inspiration,
the teaching of faith. 1
This doctrine is expressly made of the most fun
damental importance by the Apostle2, although the
precise nature of the event spoken of is not in
the slightest degree hinted at.

The metaphor of the

seed sown and the plant springing up from it has
manifestly no analogy with a material body and an
immaterial soul. The corporeal resurrection of Christ,
whose "flesh saw no corruption,"3 is still less lite
rally applicable to the remote future resurrection of
a " spiritual body."

In such representations here is

no parallel in reason; they can be accepted solely
as matters of faith and revelation, in the sense put
on them by the Apostle.

Such instances only show

how entirely spiritual mysteries must stand on their
own ground, and can be in no way amenable to any
natural comparisons or material conceptions.

1 See " Unity of Worlds," p. 309, 2nd ed.
' 1 Cor. xv. 14.
• Acts ii. 31.

They
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are matters necessarily unsatisfactory to curiosity,
unapproachable by reason, yet sufficient for faith —
and for practice.
Materialism
Again : with respect to spiritual influences, whether
and Immateriaiism. in a more ordinary or more exalted form, and those
doctrines of Christianity which relate to them,—and
are often understood as if necessarily assuming a
distinct spiritual principle of existence in man,— it
must be observed that any expressions of the New
Testament writers which seem to imply such a distinct
existence yet nowhere assert it in any precise or phy
siological sense. All that is said is conveyed in forms
of representation referring to an' order of things
totally distinct from those contemplated in any philo
sophical theories, and implying that distinct and
spiritual character which is expressed by such phrases
as a new birth, a new creation1, and the like,
derived wholly from the Divine gift; while at the
same time it is not less clearly intimated that such
influence is to be judged of solely by its practical
fruits, as the only test of its reality.

But all these

practical results or operations are the same on any

1 John ill. 2 ; Gal. vi. IS, See.
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hypothesis as to the internal nature of man, and the
reference to them is entirely independent of any
question between the material and the immaterial
theories of metaphysicians, which in no way affect
any of the doctrines of Christianity, — the infusion of
Divine grace or the renewal of man in the image
of God.s So long as man is admitted to have the
capacity for receiving, and the power of acting in
accordance with, these Divine inspirations, it is wholly
irrelevant whether his constitution be believed to
consist of material atoms or of immaterial entities,
or a combination of both.

On either theory the

operations of the mind will practically remain equally
distinct from those of the body;—and the spiritual
nature and affections equally different from the carnal
or animal nature and propensities of man.
Nor can any such questions as to present existence
in any way affect the belief in a future life,— resting,
as we have observed it does, entirely on the simple
assertion of inspired teaching, which is wholly
irrespective of any distinctions of human reason
or speculative theories.

1 1 Cor. xii. 7.

8 Col. iii. 10.
Gg 3
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The belief, common to many nations, but an
essential point in the religion of the Jews, — that.
famines and pestilences, droughts and rains, fer
tility and abundance, —and the like temporal and na
tional events, — were judgments or blessings, brought
about as express retributions, by direct divine inter
position, — though deprived of its religious importance
by the essential principles and very nature of the
New dispensation1, was yet doubtless sometimes al
luded to by the Apostles;— but never in such a way
as either to contravene the spiritual, future, and
unseen nature of the sanctions held out by the
Gospel, or to stand in any contradiction to the ad
vance of modern knowledge, by whose light all such
events are seen to be the results of immutable laws,
and a part of the fixed order of the natural world,
which constitutes the idea of Divine Providence.

Apostolic
powers.

Not unconnected with the last topic are the con
fessedly obscure allusions made by St. Paul to a
power vested in the Apostles of punishing offenders
against the order of the Church by temporal inflic-

1 See Second Series of Essays, " Christianity without Judaism,"
pp. 105, 109, 152.
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which it must be to any one believing in it.
Again, the doctrine of the Divine counsels — the Moral
order.
providential government of the world, — the nature
and destinies of man, are topics which may remotely
be found connected with science in respect to those
great inductive laws which (as we before observed)
are now beginning to be investigated as regulating
the course of human events, and the conditions of
social existence, enabling us to trace plan and order
even in the moral world ; but these deductions cannot
really impugn the truths of the spiritual world.
Philosophy teaches us that " we live and move
and 1 As,
have
e. g. our
1 Cor.being"
tL 30 ; v. according
5.
to certain deter-

00 4

1 Gal. v. 20.

CONCLUSION.

minate laws : Revelation tells us that we do so " in
God."

Reason and science point out the natural and

moral order of the world and its invariable laws.
Faith invests them with a new character as the
manifestations of Divine government and providence.
Metaphysical principles may lead to the theory of
moral necessity on the one hand, or of free agency
on the other.

The Gospel, without entering on the

question at all, at once inculcates moral obligations
as the results of faith, and refers everything to
Divine grace.

General
In the foregoing survey of the relations of Chrisconcluslon.
Recurrence tianity to the physical order of things, and especially
to faith.
to miracles, in the form which any view of that
question necessarily takes in the present day, it has
been observed that the point to which opinion seems
from various quarters to be converging, both among
enlightened believers and thinking and inquiring
minds, even of very different schools, is to recede
from the precise and formal arguments once so much
insisted on, but now seen to involve so many phy
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sical difficulties, and to recur to more purely spiritual
considerations and the ground of faith in the recep
tion of revelation ; — a view which so eminently
harmonises with its nature as a disclosure of spiritual
mysteries of the unseen world.
If in what has preceded no reference has been No dim.
culty in
made to such high mysteries as the Trinity, the spiritual
mysteries
union of the Divine and Human natures in Christ, f"im phy
sical truth.
the Atonement by His death — the influence of the
Holy Spirit — or Sacramental grace, — it is because
these and the like tenets of the Church do not pro
perly fall under the present discussion — since though
in some few points touching upon material things —on
the human existence and death of Christ, and on the
nature of man, — yet they involve no consideration
of a physical kind infringing on the visible order
of the natural world; and thus cannot be open to
any difficulties of the kind here contemplated: — in
fact all the objections which have been raised against
them are of a metaphysical, moral, or philological
nature.
But if, in other cases, the highest doctrines are
essentially connected with the narrative of miracles,
we have seen that the most earnest believers con
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template the miracle by the light of the doctrine,
an(j both solely with the eye of faith; and thus
when, as in some of the chief articles of the Chris
tian formularies the invisible world seems to be
brought into immediate connection with the visible,
— the region of faith with that of sense, — whea
heavenly mysteries are represented as involved in
earthly marvels,—the spirit of faith obviates the dif
ficulties of reason by claiming them to its own
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Testament. there find, in a very remarkable manner, that no
reference is made to any of the Gospel miracles,
except only those specially connected with the per
sonal office and nature of Christ ; and even these are
never insisted on in their physical details, but solely
in their spiritual and doctrinal application.
Thus, the resurrection of Christ is emphatically
dwelt upon, not in its physical letter, but in its doc
trinal spirit1; not as a physiological phenomenon,
but as the corner-stone of Christian faith and hope,
1 Rom. lv. 25.
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the type of spiritual life here and the assurance of
eternal life hereafter.1
So, in like manner, the transcendent mysteries of
the Incarnation and the Ascension are never alluded
to at all hy the Apostles in a historical or material
sense, but only so far as they are involved in points
of spiritual doctrine, and as objects of faith ; as con
nected with the Divine manifestation of " the Word
made flesh,"4 "yet without sin,"3—with the inscru
table work of redemption on earth4 and the unseen
intercession in heaven5, — with the invisible dispen
sations of the gifts of grace from above6, and with the
hidden things of the future7, which "eye hath not
seen, nor ear heard, nor have entered the heart of
man," — with the predicted return of Christ to
judge the world8,— and the eternal triumph of His
heavenly kingdom.9
And in this spiritualised sense has the Christian 1n the
Church in all ages acknowledged these Divine mys Church.
teries and miracles, " not of sight, but of faith,"— not

1 Rom. vl. 4 ; Col. 1ii. 1, 2.
» John I. 14 ; Gal. iv. 4.
• Heb. iv. 15. 4 Phil. il. 6.
4 Rom. viil. 34.
• Eph. iv. 8.
' 1 Cor. ii. 9.
" Acts U. 11.
9 1 Cor. xv. 24.
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expounded by science, but delivered in traditional for
mularies,— celebrated in festivals and solemnities,—
by sacred rites and symbols,— embodied in tbe crea
tions of art,— and proclaimed by choral harmonies;
— through all which the spirit of faith adores the
" great mystery of godliness — manifested in the
"flesh — justified in the spirit — seen of angels —
" preached unto the Gentiles — believed on in the
"world — received up into glory."1

• 2 Tim. W. 16.
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No. L
On Recent Views of Organic " Creation."
In relation to the whole question of the origin of species
and the theory of "creation," I cannot omit to make a
brief reference to a recently published work, which
appears to be of the highest interest, more especially
as bearing on the same points to which I have adverted
in my third Essay on the " Unity of Worlds," affording
a striking instance of the high philosophic spirit in which
a writer, eminent as a geologist and naturalist, has ven
tured to reason freely, and to break through at least
some conventional dogmas; while his argument tends to
confirm, to a very considerable extent, with the weight
of detailed evidence from wide and accurate generali
sations, in many respects at least the same views which
I have attempted, on analogical and theoretic grounds
alone, to uphold. I allude to the " Investigation of the
Laws of Development of the Organic World," &c, by
Professor H. G. Bronn, of Heidelberg, which obtained
the prize of the French Academy of Sciences, 1856, and
of which a notice has appeared in the Quarterly Journal
of the Geological Society, No. 57, February, 1859.
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In order to note more precisely the extent to which
what I have regarded as the true inductive view of the
case, is borne out by the elaborate investigations of
Professor Bronn, I will subjoin a few extracts from his
work (taken from the notice referred to), in which those
points are specially introduced which are most material
to the question,—adding my own comments.
With respect to the succession of species the author
observes that the naturalist might at first be " disposed
" to consider them as the immediate emanation of a diviue
" creative act. But ... he. must also say to himself
" that nothing else in nature acts by such a power, but
" that everything is arranged and formed by universal
" laws implanted in the matter itself; that here also
" analogy necessarily leads us to presuppose a similar,
" although to us unknown, power, which has produced
" the species of plants and animals, and which, perhaps,
" as has been assumed by Lyell, still continues, although
" only on rare occasions, to produce them."
As to the first supposition of a sudden creative act,
the real question would be what is meant by the ex
pression ? And the least reflection shows that it is
simply an idea derived from religion, and which, there
fore, can have no place in science, as it is derived from
nothing which science can teach.
The alternative hardly need have been proposed. But
all analogy undoubtedly demands the author's second
supposition. It is, however, an assumption not to be too
hastily made, that the power in question is of an unknown
kind.
This is to beg the whole question : theories have been
suggested which propose known causes ; these, therefore,
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require careful examination before we can be certain that
no known cause, under any modifications, can suffice.
It is, however, equally clear in itself, and most pro
perly adverted to by the author, that the great point at
issue is not so much the changes in species at successive
epochs, as the original constitution of any such thing as
distinct species, — the original separation of organic and
inorganic forms.
But with regard to new species : —
" No experience proves that any one species or genus,
" or even an order or a class, has really been transformed
" into another. And, as for those palaeontologists who
" maintain that only the first plants and animals of the
" earth were produced by immediate creation, they have
" obtained no real simplification of the laws of nature
" by merely limiting the period of immediate creation to
" a somewhat shorter time."
The argument against transformation from want of
experience, I conceive I have fully disposed of.' It is not
likely that the author had seen my essays ; or, I think,
he would not have reiterated this stereotyped form of
objection without some notice of the arguments which
appear to me to evince its utter fallacy and inappli
cability.
Most just and admirable is the remark which follows :
the idea of " Creation " certainly gives no explanation ;
it professedly shuts out all explanation, and reduces the
whole to a point of faith.
Again: — ". . . . The naturalist would be equally
1 Unity of Worlds, Essay III. § 3. p. 4.34. 2nd ed.
HH
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" inconsistent if he trusted to a generatio spontanea,
" which has never been proved; and yet we know of no
" third explanation."
We could, I should say, imagine a third explanation
only when we can imagine matter to come under some
third class besides organic or inorganic. An organised
being must, I conceive, have originated either out of its
inorganic elements, or out of some previously organised
form.
It is idle to dispute on such terms as " generatio
spontanea " or " equivoca." The real question is, which
does natural analogy render most probable, as a con
jecture, of the only two possible suppositions.
Again the author puts the alternative that we must
suppose either a continued supernatural creation, or,
what he justly contends is far more worthy of the divine
perfections, that " there existed some natural power
" hitherto entirely unknown to us, which, by means of
" its own laws, formed the species of plants and animals,
" and arranged and regulated all those countless indi
vidual conditions; —which power, however, must in
" this case have stood in the most immediate connection
" with, and in perfect subordination to, those powers
" which caused the gradually progressing perfection of
" the crust of the earth, and the gradual development of
" the outward conditions of life for the constantly in" creasing numbers of higher classes of organic forms."
Here, in the first instance, the same assumption is made
that the productive power must be of a kind wholly
unknown to us. We have no positive evidence to disprove
the formation of organised beings out of their inorganic
elements, however much evidence to prove it be wanting.
The same is equally true of their development out of
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existing organised forms ; though here we have some
slight foundation for conjecture in the occasional de
viations from established types, which might conceivably
be carried out to a greater extent under great changes
of condition and in immense periods of time.
When the author says, " No traces can be found of a
" gradual transformation of old species and genera into
" new, but the new have everywhere appeared as new
" without the cooperation of the former," he appears to
found his conclusion on the trite argument of the absence
of intermediate remains, and on the supposition of real
gaps between the different formations or epochs of
organised life. But the belief in the universal law of
continuity as a paramount natural principle, must lead us
to regard such appearances of interruption as simply due
to our ignorance. The apparent isolation and separation
of the new species from the old, even in the most marked
and extreme cases, we are warranted in inferring, can
only be the real exponent of the absence of evidence to
us, not of real deficiency of links in the chain of exist
ence. The apparent interval between the forms of paleo
zoic (for example) and of mesozoic life, is most probably
only the indication of a vast period of time which inter
vened, and during which no remains happened to be
embodied in any deposits which have come to our view,
or, during which no deposits were made at any points
hitherto examined.
The author maintains that the sequence of organic
beings has been regulated by these two laws : —
" 1. By an independent productive power, constantly
" advancing in an intensive as well as extensive direction
" or degree."
IRS
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"2. By the nature and change of the outward con" ditions of existence under which the organic beings to
" be called forth, were to live. . . . Both these laws are
"in the closest connection with each other, although we
" cannot understand the productive power."
I will only add that, though at present we have no
positive knowledge of the productive power, it is clear
that it will be by the careful study of the operation of
these great laws conjointly that we may hope ultimately
to obtain that knowledge.
It is absurd to argue that the introduction of new
forms of life, or new species of organised beings, in the
successive epochs of the earth's formation, involves a
peculiar mysterious power, or supernatural creation,
merely because we do not at present know the cause of
life or see new species arise before our eyes, which, it
may be added, we could never detect as such if they did.
All such fancies must be sternly banished from the
domain of real science. Life is found superadded to
matter, acting upon it, and acted upon by it: in every
way it is connected with matter and dependent on the
laws of matter and influenced by physical agencies. It
is every instant being continually imparted to fresh
matter by purely physical agencies; and subject to laws
which, being invariable, are therefore physical, and, being
unknown, only remain to be made known.
Iu fact, the whole history of the past discussion of
these and the allied topics has displayed little more than
that kind of unsatisfactory controversy in which the
rival influences of the philosophical and the mystical
spirit have been arrayed against each other, the real
point at issue frequently misunderstood, or too often
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purposely obscured. If the term " creation " be used, it
is only important to bear in mind the distinction that it
is not any conception of science, but the language in
which religion invests natural facts, or connects them
with more sublime reflections.
It may not be irrelevant to add that, among the various
approaches towards the synthesis of organic structures by
chemical means, an additional step has been recently made
by Mr. Rainey, M.R.C.S. ', who, by a double decomposition
of lime with carbonate of soda or potash, each previously
dissolved in water, containing in solution some viscid
animal or vegetable substance (as gum arabic or albumen),
and left at rest for some weeks, has produced carbonate
of lime, not in a crystalline, but a globular form, and
found these molecules to combine into a structure so
closely resembling certain animal products that no
microscope could detect a difference.

On Materialism.
No. II.

I have before alluded to a fallacy into which some
eminent writers have fallen on the question of mate
rialism.a
It is remarkable that a writer, in a recent number of
the " Edinburgh Review," has adopted exactly the same
fallacious line of argument. The passage is as follows :—

1 Meilico-Chimrgical Review, No. XL., Oct. 185", p. 451.
2 See above, Essay I. p. 178.
119
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" The question of materialism, on which so much con" troversy has been wasted — a controversy equally
" fruitless, we believe, in all time to come, since no con" ception can reach the abstract nature either of matter
" or mind, nor any argument show that things perceived
" by the senses have more of independent reality than
" the principle perceiving, and the intelligence and
" volition acting upon them. The materialist fancies
" himself on firm ground because his argument has matter
" for its foundation. This matter itself is known only
" by, and through, that mind which he assumes to create
" out of it." 1
On this I would observe that the question of materialism
(even supposing it to be thus hopeless) is surely not so
for the reason assigned : — it does not in the least depend
on the abstract nature either of matter or of mind, or
our power to conceive it.
The real question is simply whether the phenomena of
what we call thought and intellect, can possibly be ex
plained by any imaginable combination of purely physical
agencies, such as might arise from the conditions of
material organisation.
Nor is this question at all hopeless, since more extended
inductive inquiry is continually bringing us nearer to
more intimate knowledge of those vital and organic
functions, of the action of the brain and nervous system,
which constitute the most probable channel through
which some knowledge of this kind may be eventually,
however remotely, conveyed to us.

1 Edinb. Rev. Jan. 1859, p. 251.
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The assertion with which the writer arrives at
his climax, that matter is only known through mind,
does not really touch the question whether mind may
be explicable by any combination of the actions or
affections of matter, or whether it may be possible to
prove that the brain thinks in the same sense as that in
which the stomach digests or the lungs respire.
And this is independent of the question whether the
physical agencies or agents concerned are believed to be
material or not ; the points really contemplated are solely
relations already known and established under physical
laws, and the question is whether the source of mental
operations can ever be brought under those laws or
relations, or whether it is necessary to refer them to
some others of a different kind and order.
The superior certainty with which conclusions re
specting matter (i. e. the relations of matter) are deduced
is in no way affected by the reference to mind through
which alone those conclusions are formed ; it results
simply from the definiteness of the nature of the phe
nomena, their being capable of repeated examination
and comparison under varied conditions, and, in so many
cases, of exact measure and computation, and, that being
external, they are less determined by subjective con
siderations.
Moral and mental phenomena, not being susceptible of
this precision in statement, or of the same kind of exami
nation, necessarily remain more vague; and, being in
ternal, must inevitably be, in a far greater degree,
purely subjective.
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No. III.
On Grounds of Belief.
As bearing closely on some of the main topics of the
foregoing discussion, and corroborating what I have
advanced, by the authority of one of the first philosophers
of the nge, I must here add two brief quotations from
the admirable lecture on Mental Education of Professor
Faraday.
The first of these sums up, in brief, but emphatic
terms, the whole question of a class of marvels before
alluded to 1 : —
" I am not bound to explain how a table tilts any more
" than to indicate how, under a conjuror's hands, a pud" ding appears in a hat. The means are not known to
" me. I am persuaded that the results, however strange
" they may appear, are in accordance with that which is
" truly known, and, if carefully investigated, would
"justify the well-tried laws of nature."2
The next passage refers to the higher topic of the
grounds of religious belief : —
" I believe that the truth of that future [life] cannot
" be brought to his [man's] knowledge by any exertion
" of his mental powers, however exalted they may be: that
" it is made known to him by other teaching than his
" own, and is received through simple belief of the testi-

1 See above, p. 264.
• Lectures on Education, delivered at the Royal Institution : " On
Mental Education," p. 7S. 1865.
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" mony given. Let no one suppose for a moment that
" the self-education I am about to commend, in respect
" of the things of this life, extends to any consi" derations of the hope set before us, as if man by
" reasoning could find out God. It would be improper
" here to enter upon this subject further than to cliiim
" an absolute distinction between religious and ordinary
" belief. I shall be reproached with the weakness of
" refusing to apply those mental operations which I
" think good in respect of high things, to the very
" highest. I am content to bear this reproach. Yet,
" even in earthly matters, I believe that the invisible
" things of Him, from the creation of the world, are
" clearly seen, being understood by the things which are
" made, even His eternal power and Godhead. And I
" have never seen anything incompatible between those
" things of man which can be known by the spirit of
"man, which is within him, and those higher things
" concerning his future, which he cannot know by that
"spirit."1
No. IV.
Able on Bishop Berkeley.
(See p. 129.)
One material instance of Bishop Berkeley's physical
speculations ought not to be omitted,— those, namely,
referring to the theory of Vision; — to which he expressly
gave a theological turn — more especially in a tract,

1 Lectures on Education: "On Mental Education," p. 40.
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perhaps less known than some of his writings, entitled
" The Theory of Vision, or Visual Language, showing
" the immediate Presence and Providence of a Deity,
" vindicated and explained, 1723," where he goes into
extensive discussions, both optical and metaphysical, in
reference to the connection of ocular impressions with
intellectual ideas, and their relation to the order of the
natural world, maintaining especially that "Vision is the
language of the Author of nature." 1

No. V.
Theory of Life.
In reference to the remarks made2 on this deeply inte
resting, and as yet obscure subject, I may take the op
portunity of alluding to some highly ingenious specula
tions, and original researches on the subject, by Mr.
Hinton, in a paper " On the Proximate Cause of Func
tional Action."3 He compares the organised body to a
machine in which certain sources of power are held in
constraint (as the pressure of steam, the force of the
spring, the gravitation of the weight, &c , in machines),
which are brought into action by the mechanism, per
mitting just so much as is wanted to produce the result.
Thus, in the animal body, the various chemical, &c, forces
are held in constraint, and only act just so far as the
various antagonistic causes permit.

1 Page 32.
• Med. Chir. Bev., July, 1856.

* Page 170.
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Throughout the whole
OnNo.
of
Causation.
the
VI. preceding discussion no

point is of more essential importance than a clear con
ception of what is meant by the term " causation." In
further illustration of this point I cannot omit here to
cite a remarkable passage in the masterly work of Mr.
Buckle, so often before referred to, and to which I most
gladly own my obligations, especially in many parts of
my historical sketch.
Speaking of the popular belief in divine interposition
in natural events, Mr. Buckle observes1 : —
" The people at large never enter into such subtleties
" as the difference between law and cause ; a differ" ence, indeed, which is so neglected that it is often
" lost sight of even in scientific books. All that the
" people know, is that events, which they once believed
" to be directly controlled by the Deity and modified by
" Him, are not only foretold by the human mind, but
" are altered by human interference. The attempts which
" Paley and others have made to solve this mystery, by
" rising from laws to the cause, are evidently futile,
" because, to the eye of reason, the solution is as incom" prehensible as the problem, and the arguments of the
" natural theologians, in so far as they are arguments.
" must depend on reason. As Mr. Newman truly says,
" ' A God, uncaused and existing from eternity, is to the
" ' full as incomprehensible as a world uncaused and
1 Ilist. of Civilisation, p. 343, note.
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"'existing from eternity. We must not reject the
" ' latter theory as incomprehensible, — for so is every
" ' other possible theory.' 1 The truth of this conclusion
" is unintentionally confirmed by the defence of the old
"method, which is set up by Dr. Whewell in bis
" ' Bridgewater Treatise,' pp. 262-5. because the remarks
" made by that able writer refer to men who, from their
" vast powers, were most likely to rise to that transcen" dental view of religion which is steadily gaining ground
" among us. Kant, probably the deepest thinker of the
" 18th century, cjearly saw that no arguments drawn
" from the external world could prove the existence of a
" First Cause."
On this I would merely observe how completely the
confusion among the writers referred to appears to result
simply from the common mystification as to the idea of
" causation," which I have endeavoured to dispel in the
remarks before made.2
To illustrate further what I have there represented, by
putting it under a slightly different aspect, I would say
that, whenever we have merely an inductive truth, then
we can have no other real idea of causation than what
Hume calls " invariable," or Mr. Mill " unconditional,"
" sequence," or, as I would prefer, " relation " or " con
currence ;" because " sequence " seems to imply the con
sideration
But whenever
of time,wewhich
have isnot
irrelevant
only induction,
and misleading.
but also

1 F. Newman's Nat. Hist, of the Soul, 1 849, p. 36.
* See above, Essay I. p. 140; Essay II. p. 233; and Unity of
WorliU, Essay I. § 4.
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deduction, or can show that the fact in question is a
necessary consequence, from some other fact or principle
previously established, there we have the higher idea of
causation as a necessary connection in reason ; and this
is often extended to successively higher degrees of gene
rality, and gives the more extended succession and
indissoluble chain of causation throughout physical phe
nomena.
All notion of causation, beyond this positive concep
tion, appears to me to be the mere fond invention, though
very natural fancy, of efficient agency, power, or the like,
in which men are prone to indulge, and which they allege
the mind requires; but merely because it is not yet
emancipated from a state of metaphysical mysticism.
No. VII.
Science and Creeds.
Allusion has been more than once made to the very
literal and materialised forms of belief prevalent in past
ages. And in the creeds of the ancient church we cannot
but perceive the indication of a large admixture of phy
sical ideas ; which, according to the conceptions of the
time, were closely mixed up with the reception of spiri
tual truths, and in their most literal sense were even
specially insisted on in connection with the fundamental
articles of belief. The interpretation of such proposi
tions must of necessity undergo some modification as
physical ideas are modified and advanced. The Refor
mation, indeed, led to the rejection of the very mate
rialised sense in which some points of faith had been
thus involved, and which stood in opposition to its views.
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Yet in many instances statements of the same kind were
retained even in the formularies of the reformed churches,
and it is curious to consider the application sometimes
given to them. For instance : — Some of the reformers
strongly insisted on the point of faith that the human
body of Christ is in heaven, in order to found on it an
argument against transubstantiation, in that His natural
body could not be at the same time on earth, or in
different places at once : an argument which would be
equally valid without reference to the locality of heaven.
Such representations may be viewed in very different
lights by the advancing spirit of modern intelligence ;
but without at all invading any real religious truth con
veyed under those expressions.

No. VIII.
Documentary Evidence.
The subject of the documentary evidence of the Gos
pels has been briefly alluded to above', and though
familiar to biblical scholars, it may claim a few more
detailed remarks for the general reader.
Precisely in proportion as the belief in Christianity is
regarded as connected with the external events of its
origin must the importance of this branch of the inquiry
be admitted ; and in the same degree must it be allowed
essential that the critical discussion should be absolutely
free and unfettered : documents can be trustworthy only
so far as they are open to unreserved scrutiny. No

1 Page 352.
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limit can be imposed by any idea of profane intrusion
into sacred ground, or the like reverential consideration,
without utterly destroying the value of the testimony.
The inquirer must not shrink from any apparent diffi
culties, or the dread of encountering facts which may
militate against his prepossessions, or may seem unfavour
able to the desired conclusion.
On these points a more extended inquiry is forced
upon the student of these times. He cannot shut his
eyes to the accumulated critical labours of a school which,
commencing a century ago in Germany, has now been
taken up in this country, and by various channels fami
liarised to English readers. But on the results of these
investigations the independent inquirer must with equal
fearlessness use his own judgment. If such critics have
often been too unsparing in their sentence, and may have
incurred the charge of unduly indulging in a captious
scepticism, it cannot be denied, on the other hand, that
there has often been a want of candour in not duly own
ing the imperfections of textual authority, or the un
favourable character of some part of the testimony.
The text of the received books has been open to
" recensions," even from early times. Various amend
ments have from time to time been made as manuscript
authority has been more accurately searched into. Thus
passages which long retained their place in the text,
have by modern research been displaced from their
former position, as others may still be; and in various
parts doubts have been entertained which are not even
now cleared up to the satisfaction of all critical inquirers.
It will be hardly necessary to refer to the well-known
instances of the interpolations in 1 John v. 7, and 1
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Tim. iii. 16, especially the former, so long contested but
now given up by the most orthodox divines.1
Among the rationalistic critics, we encounter the
greatest difference of opinion as to the genuineness of dif
ferent books. Thus in the long-continued controversy as
to the date and authorship of the fourth Gospel : those
who accept it as the production of the Apostle John, yet
regard the Apocalypse as by a different person of the
same name; while others contend that this last is the
genuine work of the Apostle, bearing the stamp of the
early or Judaic stage of the Church; while the Gospel
and Epistles belong to a later period of the development
of doctrine, and, as contended by Strauss and Baur, are
productions of .the end of the second century. The
twenty-first chapter and the beginning of the eighth are
supposed to be additions by a different hand. Schleiermacher maintained an elaborate theory of the origin of
the first three Gospels as all modifications from a common
original document. Some think the Gospel of S. Mark
the earliest germinal form of Evangelic tradition : others
conceive it to have been the latest; omitting many points
to conciliate the Jewish and Gentile converts : — the last
nine verses are also affirmed to have been added by a
later hand. The differences in the accounts of Christ in
the several narratives are vindicated by the allegation
that they are not greater than those in different biogra
phies of any eminent individual. They are compared to
the discrepant accounts of Socrates given by Plato and by
1 See Dr. Burton ; Banpt. Lect. p. 523.
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Xenophon: and the discourses,—to those -which historians
put into the mouths of their generals and legislators.1
It is worthy of notice to what an extent the writers
of the " Tracts for the Times," in supporting the authority
of the Church, push the comparison of difficulties alleged
against that doctrine, with those which attend the deter
mination of the Canon of the New Testament, and put forth
in prominent contrast all the objections of the latter
class.3 Thus they dwell pointedly on the discrepancies
of the early catalogues, — the rejection of the Epistle to
the Hebrews by the Eastern Church; and of the Apoca
lypse by the Western; — the contradictory testimonies of
the Fathers; — as that Tertullian supports while Jerome
doubts the Epistle to Philemon ; that Origen upholds
the Epistle of Barnabas, and refers to fourteen Epistles
of S. Paul; that Irenaeus ascribes the Epistle to the
Hebrews to S. Paul, Tertullian to Barnabas, others to
Apollos. If Caius is so certain an authority in favour of
the Gospels, he must be equally so against this Epistle.
They urge that there existed no determined Canon
till the fourth century, when this Epistle and the
Apocalypse were first duly recognised, and the whole
volume then first definitively inaugurated, — solely by
virtue of that authority of the Church which dictated
many tenets and practices so much objected to by those
who yet cling to the text which derives its sanction
only from the same source.
Nevertheless,
1 See
theOxford
authorship
Essays, p.of117,
the1857.
Epistle to the He-

* See Tract No. lzzxv. pp. 75—78.
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brews is still an open question ; though Paulus, in an ela
borate dissertation (Heidelberg, 1835), assigns it to the
Apostle of his name. Of the Epistles of Clement, the
fellow-labourer of S. Paul, the only known copy is not
only included with the New Testament in the celebrated
Alexandrian MS.; but they are enumerated in the list
of canonical books prefixed.
Great reliance is placed on the testimony of Eusebius
(a.d. 314): but the slightest acquaintance with his waitings
suffices to show the very mixed and uncertain character
of his statements. He gives indeed the remarkable attes
tations of Papias (in the second century) to the Gospels,
especially to the Hebrew original of St. Matthew 3 : but
he also gives as genuine the letter of Christ himself to
King Agbarus, and mentions the Epistles of James and
2nd of Peter as held to be spurious.
Eusebius seems to distinguish between the Apostle
John and another John who wrote the Apocalypse. He
also speaks of the tradition that Mark wrote from the
dictation of Peter : and of Luke as compiling the re
ceived traditions : but all this is mixed up with many
childish legends, and altogether evinces the very dubious
nature of the authorities on which he relied.
S. Jerome (about a. d. 390), besides mentioning the
Hebrew Gospel of S. Matthew and a translation made
by an unknown hand3, says, " Concerning the number of
" the Evangelists, it should be known that there were
" many who had written Gospels, as the Evangelist

' Heidelberg, 1 835.
* Eccl. Hist. lib. iii. c. 24, 39.
■ Prolog, in Evang Matth.
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"Luke witnesses, saying, 'Forasmuch as many ',' &c., and.
" as books remaining to the present time declare, which
" divers authors have set forth, therein laying the founda" tion of many heresies, such as the Gospel according to
" the Egyptians, according to Thomas, Matthias, and
" Bartholomew ; — that of the twelve Apostles, of Basi" lides, of Apelles, and others whom it would be long
" to reckon up. But the Church, which is founded by the
" Lord's word upon the Bock sending forth like Paradise
" its four streams, has four corners, and four rings, by
" which the ark of the covenant and the guardian of the
" law of the Lord is carried about on movable staves."
Augustine2 assigns as a reason for there being four
Gospels " that there are four quarters of the world,
" through the whole of which Christ's Church is ex" tended." 3
Irenoeus asserts the authority of the four Gospels ;
but it is by a comparison with the four winds, and the
four quarters of the globe.4 That writer, as well as
Clement of Alexandria and Origen, attest the canonical
books by their quotations :—but they quote as equal au
thority the " Gospel of the Hebrews," the " Shepherd
of Hernias," and the " Apocalypse of S. Peter."
But most of these writers betray such fanciful tenden
cies, such uncritical and indiscriminate credulity, as
must go far to vitiate their testimony : to say nothing of
their open vindication of pious frauds ; — as by Clement

1 Luke, i. 1.
» De Cons. Evang. i. 2.

■ Adv. Hares, lib. iii. c. 2.
4 lb. c. 11.
II 2
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of Alexandria, who justifies using falsehoods in religious
teaching, " as a physician does for the good of his pa
tient;"1 and Jerome8, after defending generally the
practice of dissimulation in argument by the example of
gladiators in combat, as well as philosophical disputants
among the ancients, expressly cites the instances of the
Christian advocates Origen, Methodius, Eusebius, &c,
" who say they are sometimes obliged to speak, not
" what they think, but what is expedient, in opposing
" the pagans." He also enumerates others in the same
category, as Tertullian, Cyprian, Hilary, and several
more.
On the whole subject here discussed the reader will
find much valuable critical information in the acute work
of Mr. Mackay, " The Rise and Progress of Christianity,
&c," London, 1854, though I do not concur in all the
author's views.
A valuable philological argument has been advanced
by one of the first living Greek scholars, Bishop Maltby,
from the peculiarities of the Macedonian dialect observ
able in the Greek of the New Testament : a dialect
spread over Asia Minor by the conquests of Alexander
(thus singularly facilitating the diffusion of Christianity),
and disused after the fall of Jerusalem.3
It is the admission of the late J. Blanco White4,
" No well-instructed person doubts that the first three

1
'
•
1

Quoted in J. Newman's Arlans, p. 81.
Eplst. ad Pammach.
Two Discourses before the University of Durham, 1 843.
Life, ilL 187.
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" gospels were written in Judea by Jews, very near the
" time of Jesus."
Some important evidence, especially as to the fourth
Gospel, has been elicited by the Chevalier Bunsen, in
his researches into the writings of Ignatius and Hippolytus, in the course of which he combats the theory of
Baur and Strauss, who place the date in the end of the
second century, by showing that "the very words of
S. John are evidently alluded to" in the writings men
tioned before the middle of that century.1

1 Hippolytus and his Age, &c. London, 1852, vol. i. p. 42; and
vol. iv. Preface, xxv.
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Miss Acton's Modern Cookery
for Private Families, reduced to a
System of Easy Practice in a Series of
carefullv-tested
Receipts,
in uml
whichother
the
Principleswriters
of Baron
Liebig
eminent
have
been
ah
much
us
possible applied and explained. Newly,
revised and enlarged Edition ; with 8
Plates, comprising 27 Figures, and 150
Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. 7s. 6d.
Acton's English Bread-Book for
Domestic Use, adapted to Families of
every grade. Fey. 8vo. price 4s. 6d.
Aikin's Select Works of the
British] Poets from Pen Jonson to
Peattie.andNew
Kdition;
with and
Biogra
phical
Critical
Prefaces,
Se
lections from recent Poets, 8vo. 1Arago ( F.)—Biographies of Distinguished Scientific Men. Translated
by
Admiral
W. Rev.
H. Baden
Smyth,Powell,
D.C.L.,
F.R.S.,
&c. : the
M A. ; and ROBKRT LiliAM, M.A.,
F.R.A.S. 8vo. 18s.
Arago's Meteorological Essays.
With an Introduction by Bakon Hum
koldt. Translated
underE.theSakine,
super
intendence
of Lieut.-Col.
R.A., Treasurer and V.P.R.8. 8vo. 18s.
Arago's Popular Astronomy.
Translated and edited bv Admiral
W.
Smyth,SI.D.C.L.,
F.R.S. ; and
RoHkRTH.Gkant,
A., F.R.A.S.
In Two
Volumes. Vol. I. 8vo. with Platea and
Woodcuts, 21s.—Vol. II. is in the press.
Arnold. — Merope, a Tragedy.
By Matthkw Aenold. With a Pre
face and an Historical Introduction.
Fcp. 8vo. 5s.
Arnold.— Poems. By Matthew
Aenold. Fikst Sekies, Third
Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. 6d. Second
Skkies, price 5s.

Lord Bacon's Works. A New
Kdition, iollected and edited by R. L.
Ellis, M.A., Fellow
ofTrinityM.A.
College.of
Cambridge;
J. Spkdding,
Trinity
College,
Cambridge
; and
D. I).lateHeath,
Esq., Barristcr-at-Law,
and
Fellow
Collide,
Cam-;
bridge.
Vols ofTrinity
I. to III. Svo.
ISs. each
Vol.
IV.
14s.;
and
Vol..
V.
lSs.
com
prising the Division of Philosophical
Works; with a copious Indkx,
Vols. VI. and VII. comprise Bacon's
Literati/
Professional
VI. luice and
ISs, now
ready. Works. Vol.
Joanna Baillie's Dramatic and
Poetical Works: Comprising Plays of
the
Passions,
Misc'!.:«neous
Dramas,
Metrical
Leuend9,
Fu:riiive Pieces,
and
Ahalya Race ; with the Life of Joanna
Baillie, Portrait ami Vignette. Square
crown 8vo. 21s. cloth; or 42s. morocco.
Baker.—The Rifle and the Hound
in Ceylon. By S. W. Bakek, Esq.
New Edition, with 1." Illustrations
engraved on Wood. Fcp.8vo. 4s. 6d.
Baker. — Eight Years' Wander
ings in Ceylon. By S. W. Bakek, Esq.
With 6 coloured Plates. 8vo. 15s.
Barth.—Travels and Discoveries
in North and Central Africa: Being the
Journal
an Expedition
undertaken
imder theof Government
auspices
of Her
Britannic
Majesty's
in the
Years
Ibl9-is55.
Henkt
Bakth,
Ph.D..
D.C.L., Ac. Bv
With
numerous
Maps
and
Illustrations. 5 vols. 8vo. £5. fa. cloth.
Bayldon's Art of Valuing Rents
and Tillages,
and
Claims
of Michael
Tenants
upon
Quitting
Farms,
both
mas and
Lady-day;
asatrevised
by MrDonaldson. Seventh Edition, en
larged
and
adapted
to
the
PresenTime.
Rokekt8vo.Bakek,
Agent andByValuer.
prioe 10s.Lan
6dd-«

j
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NEW WORKS AND NEW EDITIONS

Black's Practical Treatise on Bourne. — A Treatise on the
Steam Engine, in its Application to
Brewing, Principles
based on Chemical
Eco Mines,
Mills, Steam Na\ igation. and
nomical
: With and
Formula?
Railways.
By the Artisan
Club.Edition
Edited;
for Public Brewers, and Instructions bv
John Bocenk,
C.E. New
for Private Families. 6vo. 10s. 6d.
with &1 Steel Plates and £19 Wood
Engravings. 4to. 27s.
Blaine's Encyclopaedia of Rural Bourne. — A Treatise on the
Sports- or, a complete Account, Histo Screw Propeller : With various Sug
rical, Practical, ami Descriptive^ of gestions of Improvement. By Johh
Hunting,
Shooting,revised
Fishing,
Ra<ing: Botnura, C.E. New Edition, with
&x7
New .Edition,
and corrected
large Plates and numerous Wood
to the Present Time ; with above 600 20
Engravings. 4to. 38s.
Woodcut now
Illustrations,
Subjects
added fromIncluding
Designs by20 Brande's Dictionary of Science,
John Leech.
Literature, and Art ; comprising the
History, Description, and Scientific
Principles
of everytheBranch
of Human
Blair's Chronological and His
Knowledge;
Derivation
and
torical
the Creation
the Definition of with
all the Terms hi general
PresentTables,
Time:from
With
Additionsto and
Third
Edition,
revised
and
correct
Corrections from the most authentic use.
ed; with numerous Woodcuts. 8vo.60s.
Writers
the the
Computation
St. Paul,; asincluding
connecting
Period fromof
the Exode to the Temple. Under the Professor Brande's Lectures on
as appliedBleaching,
to Manu
revision of Sir Henky Ellis, K.H. OrganicChemistry,
factures, including Dyemg,
Imperial 8vo. 3is. 6d. half-morocco.
Calico Printing, Sugar Manufacture,
Preservation of Wood, Tanning,
Boyd. — A Manual for Naval the
&c. Edited by J. Scoffkkn, M.B.
Cadets.
Published
with
the
sanction
Fcp.
Woodcuts, 7s. 6d.
and approval of the Lords Commis
sioners
of
the
Admiralty.
By
John
Brewer.—An
of History
M'Nkill Boyd, Captain, R.N. With and Geography, Atlas
from the Commence
Compass-Signals in Colours, and 230 ment of the Christian
Eia
the Preof
Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. 6d.
sent Time: Comprising a toSeries
Sixteen Coloured
Maps,
arranged
in
Chronological
Order,
with
Illustrative
Bloomfleld.—The Greek Testa
Memoirs.
By
the
Rev.
J.
S.
Bkkwkh,
ment
: with
copious and
English
Notes, M.A. Second Edition, revised and cor
Critical.
Philological,
Explanatory".
Especially adapted to the use of Theo rected. Royal 8vo. 12s. 6d. half-bound.
logical Students and Ministers. By the Brialmont. — The Life of the
Iter. R. T. BLooMFiRt-n, D.D., F.S.A. Duke of Wellington. From the French
Ninth Edition, revised. 2 vols. 8vo. of At.exis Bkialmont, Captain on the
with Map, £2. 8s.
Staffofthe Belgian Army : With Emen
dations and Additions. By the Rev.
G.
R. Gleio, M.A.,
Chaplain-General
Dr. Bloomfield's College & School to the
and Prebendary
of St.
Edition ofthe Greek Testament : With Paul's. Forces
With
Maps,
Plans,
and
Por
brief
English
Notes,
chiefly
Philological
traits.
Vols.
I.
and
II.
8so.
price
30s.
and Explanatory. Seventh Edition ; Vol. III. (completion) is in preparation.
with Map and Index. Fcp. 8vo. 7s. 6d.
Dr. T. Bull's Hints to Mothers on
Mnnagementol"
their Health
Dr. Bloomfield's College & School the
of Pregnancy
and induring
the
lexicon to the Greek Testament. New the PeriodRoom:
With
an
Edition, revised. Fcp. 8vo. price 10s. 6d. Lying-in
Popular Errors in connexionExposure
with thoseof
subjects, Ac.; and Hints upon Nursing.
Bourne's Catechism of the Steam New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.
Engine
In
its
various
Applications
to
— The Maternal Manage
Mines, Mills, Steam Navigation, Rail Bull.
ment of Children in Health and Dis
ways,
and Agricnlturc
: With Practical
By T. Bull, M.D., formerly
Instructions
for the Manufacture
and ease.
Physician-Accoucheur to the Finsbury
Management of Engines ofevery class. Midwifery'
Fourth Edition, enlarged; with 89 Fcp. 8vo. 5s.Institution, New Edition.
Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. 6s,

PUBLISHED BY LONGMAN, BROWN, AND CO.
Brodie. — Psychological Inqui
ries in a Series of Essays intended to
Illustrate
the Influence
of theFaculties.
Physical
Organisation
on the Mental
By Sir Bknjauin C. Bkodik, Bart.
Third Edition. Pep. 6vo. 5m.
Bunsen.—Chri stianity and Man
kind, their Beginnings and Prospects.
By
ltnion
J. BtnSEx,
D.D.,
D.C.L.,
D.Ph.C. C.Being
a New Edition,
corrected,
rc-modelled,
and
extended,
of Jlit'polytua and Ait Aye. 7 vols.
8vo. £3. 5s.
This Edition
composed of thrce dis
tinct works,
as followsis :—
1 . niI ' ,ngI,I:
.
.
his
1 jje . or, the Beginand fit.Prospects
toU. , 8to.
His. of Christianity. J
3. History
Outhne orapplied
ihe Philorouhy
T-nirt,rsal
to i .n',-ui...of and
Hcligion
;
containing
sn
Accoune
of
phabetical < onferencrs. 2 rots. 33s.the Al
9. Analecta Aate-Nicaens. 3voU.8vo.£2.2«.
Bunsen. — Lyra Germanica.
Translated fromtheGermanbyCAThEBInB
Winkwokth.
the Fiest
Sekiks, Fifth
HymnsEdition
for theof
Sundays and Festivals of the Christian
Year. Fcp.
Skcond
the Christian
Life.
8vo. Semes,
5s. each Series.
Those
selections
ofGerman
Hymns
have
been
made
from liuxso
collections
published
in Ger
many
by
H.iron
;
and
form
companion
volumes to
Theologia Germanica: Which
setteth forth many fair lineaments of
Divine Truth, and eaith very lofty and
lovely
thingsby SueAnnA
touching aWinkwokth.
Perfect Life.
Translated
With a Preface by the Rev. Chaklks
Kingsley - and a Letter by Baron
Bufitiex. Third Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.
j Bunsen.—Egypt's Place in Uni
versal History
: An Historical
gation,
in Five Hooks.
By BaronInvesti
C. C.J.
I Bctthkn, D.C.L., D.Ph. Translated
from
the
German
by
C.
H.
Cottkkll,
Esq.,
Vol. M.A.
J. Svo. With
28s.; many
Vol. Illustrations.
II. 8vo. 80s.
' Vols. III. IV. a:;d V. completing the
work, arc in the press.
I
I
j
I

Bishop Butler's Sketch of Hodern and Ancient Geography. New
Edition, thoroughly revised, with such
Alterations
mtroduced and
as continually
progressive Discoveries
the latest
mformation have rendered necessary.
Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.
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Bishop Butler's General Atlas
ofModern and Ancient Geography ; com
prising Fifty-two full-coloured Maps ;
with complete
Indices.
New Edition,
enlarged,
and greatly
improved.
Edited
by the Author's Son. Royal 4to. Sis.
Burton.—First Footsteps in East !
Africa; or, an Exploration of Harar.
By
Ricu aArmy.
no F. Hvhtox,
Captain,
Bombay
With Maps
and
coloured Plate. 8vo. 18s.
Burton.—Personal Narrative of
a Pilgrimageto
and Captain,
Meceah.
By
Richakd ElMedinah
F. Bl'kton,
Bombay Army. Second Edition, re
vised;
Plates
cuts. 2with
vols,coloured
crown 8vo.
24s.and Wood
The Cabinet Lawyer: A Popular
DigestCriminal;
of the Laws
and
with ofa England,
DictionaryCivil
of
Law
Terms,
Maxims,
Statutes,
Judicial Antiquities ; Correct Tablesandof
Assessed
Taxes,
Stump Duties,
Licenses, and
Post-Horse
Duties;Excise
PostOffice Regulations ; and Prison Disci5dine.
17th
Edition,
comprising
the
*ublic Acts of the Session 185?. Fcp.
8vo. 10s. 6d.
The Cabinet Gazetteer : A Popu
lar Exiiosition
All the
Countries
the
World. Byof the
Author
of Theof
Cabinet Lavyer. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. 64.
Calendars of State Papers, Do
mestic Series, published under the
Direction
of the
Masterof ofH.M.
the Secre
Rolls,
and
with the
Sanction
tary of State for the Home Department :
of JAMES
byThe
Mrs.Reign
Ok eks.
Vols.I.I.1603-23
to 111. edited
impe
rial 8vo. 15s. each.
The Reign of CHARLES I. 1625-20,
edited by John Bkuck, V.P.S.A. Im
perial 8vo. 15s.
The Reigns of EDWARD
VI., MARV,
ELIZABETH,
1547-80, edited
by R.
Lemon, Esq. Imi»rial 8vo. 15s.
the Historyof
ofHistorical
England,Notes
fromrelative
the toAccession
HENRY VIII. to the Death of ANNE 1
(1509-1714), compiled by F. S. Thomas,
Esq. vols, imperial 8vo. 40s.
State Papers relating to SCOTLAND,
from the Rolen
of HENRY
VIII. to and
the
Accession
of JAMES
I. (1509-160:1),
of the Correspondence relating to MARV
QUEEN of SCOTS durimr her Captivity
inEsq.England,
edited by8vo.M.30s.J. Thokpe,
2 vols, imperial

8
Calvert. — The Wife's Manual ;
or,
Prayers,
Thoughts,
and SongsLife.
on
Several
Occasions
of a Matron's
By the Rev.
CaXvBBt.
Ornain
mented
fromW.Designs
by theM.A.
Author
the style of Queen Elicabeth's PrayerBook. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.
Catlow's Popular Conchology;
or,
ShellModern
CabinetSystem:
arranged With
accorda
ing the
to the
detailed Account of the Animals, and a
complete
Descriptive
List ofand
the Fami
lies
and Genera
of Recent
Fossil
Shells. Second Edition, improved;
with 405 Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 14s.
Cecil. — The Stud Farm; or,
Hints on BreedhiK Horses for the Turf,
the Chase,
and ofthe Race-Horses
Road. Addressed
to
Breeders
and
Hunters, Landed Proprietors, and Te
nant Farmers. By Cecil. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.
Cecil's Stable Practice ; or, Hints
onTrainingforthe Turf, the Chase, and
the
Road
; with Observations
on Racing
and
Hunting,
Wasting,
Race-Riding,
and Handicapping
: Addressed
to all
who are concerned in Racing. SteepleChaaing, and Fox-Hunting. Fcp. 8vo.
with Plate, 5s.
Chronicles and Memorials of
Great
and Ireland
the
MiddleBritain
Ages, published
bythedaring
authority
of H. M. Treasury under the Direction
of the Master of the Rolls
Capgrave's Chronicle ofEngland,edited
by the Rev. F. C. IIixokstox, M.A.
Royal 8vo. Be. 6d.
Chronieon Monasteri! do Abingdon,
edited by the Rev. J. Stkvknson, M.A.
Vol. I. royal 8vo. 6e. 6d.
Lives of Edward the Confessor, edited
by the Rev. H. R. Luakd, M.A. 8s. 6d.
Monumenta Franclscana, edited bv the
Rev. J. S. Bkkwkk, m.a. 8s. 6d.
JohannisFasciculi
Wyelif Zizanioruni
cum Tritico,Masistri
edited by
the
Rev. w. W. Shihlkt, M.A. Ss. Bd.
Stewart's Bulk of the Cronlolts of
Scotland, edited by W. B. Tpknkull,
Barrister. Vol. I. royal 8vo. 8s. 6d.
JohannisCapgiave Liber de lllustribus
Henrleis. edited by the Rev. F. C.
HinGKeTOX, M.A. Royal Svo. 8s. 6d.
EnglishTranslation ofCapgrave'sfloofc
" tiw, illustrious Henries, by the ltev.
F. C. Hingkston, M.A. 10s. fld.
Elmham's Historia de Monaster!! S.
Angtutml Cantuarensis, edited by the
v. C. Hakd wickk, M.A. 8s. fid.

Chapman.—History of Gustavus
Adolphus.
the Thirty
War up to and
the ofKing's
Death : Years'
With
gome Account of its Conclusion by the
Peace of Westphalia, in 161$. By B.
Chapman, M.A. 8vo. Plans, 12s. 6d.
Chevreul On the Harmony and
Contrast
of Colours,
and theirPainting,
Applica
tions
to the
Arts: Including
Interior
Decoration,
Tapestries, Car
pets, Mosaics, Coloured Glazing, PaperStaining,
LetterpressPrinting, Calico-Printing,
Map - Colouring,
Dress,
Landscape
and Flower-Gardening,
Ac.
&e. Translated
by Chakles Maktkl.
With 4 Plates. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.
Connolly.—History of the Boyal j
Sappers and Miners: Including the
of the
Corps in the Crimea
and
atServices
the Siege
of Scbustopol.
By T.W.J.
Cojrnolly, Quartermasterofthe Royal
Engineers. Second Edition ; with 17
coloured Plates. 2 vols. 8vo. 30s.
Conybeare and Howson's Life
and Epistles of Saint Paul : Comprising
a complete
Biographyofof his
the Apostle,
and
a Translation
Epistles
inserted in Chronological Order. Third
Edition, revised and corrected ; with [
several Mam and Woodcuts, and 4
Plates. 2vols,squarecrown8vo.31s.6d.
"«s The Original Edition, with more nu
merous 1 ilustratioin, in 2 rols. 4to. price 48s.
—mar alao be bad.
Dr. Copland's Dictionary of
Practical Medicine : Comprising Gene
ral Pathology, the Nature and Treat
menttheof Disorilers
Diseases, especially
Morbid Structures,
and
incidental
to
Climates,
to
Sex,
and numerous
to the different
Epochs of Life ; with
ap
proved Formula? of the Medicines
recommended. Now complete in3 vols.
8vo. price £5. lIs. cloth.
Bishop Cottons Instructions in
the
Doctrine
and asPractice
of Christito
anity.
Intended
an Introduction
Confirmation. 4th Edition. 18mo.2s.fld.
Cresy's Encyclopaedia of Civil
Engineering,
and Practical. Historical,
Illustrated Theoretical,
by upwards
of 3,000 Woodcuts. Second Edition,
revised; endextendedin a Supplement,
comprising
Drainage ofMetropolitanWater-Supply.
Towns, Railways, Cubical
Proportion,Screw
BrickPlies,Tubular
and Iron Construc
tion,Iron
Bridges,
Ac. svo.ess.

PUBLISHED BY LONGM1N, BROWN, AND CO.
Crosse. — Memorials, Scientific
and Literary, of Andrew Crosse, the
Electrician. Edited by Mrs. Cvosse.
Post 8vo. 9s. 6d.
Crowe.—The History of France.
By Gyke Evans Ckowe. In Five
Volumes. Vol. 1. 8vo, Its.
Cruikshank. — The Life of Sir
John FalstafT, illustrated in a Scries
of Twenty-four original Etchings by
George
Cruikshank.
Accompanied
by
an
imaginary
Biography
of the Knight,
by Rokekt B. Bkouqh. Royal 8vo.
price 12s. 6d. cloth.
Lady Cast's Invalid's Own Book :
A Collection of Recipes from •various
Books and various Countries. Second
Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d.
The Rev. Canon Bale's Domestic
Liturgy and Family Chaplain, in Two
PartsDomestic
: Pakt I. Church
Services
adapted
for
Use, with
Prayers
for
Every
Day
of
the
Week,
selected
from
the
Book
of
Common
Prayer;
Pakt
II. an appropriate Sermon for Every
Sunday in the Year. Second Edition.
Post 4to. 21s. cloth l 3is. 6d. calf ; or
£2. 10s. morocco.
{Thb
Famu.s
Chiplus,
The101.
Domessic
Litchgs,12$,
M.
D - vice.—Algiers in 1857 : Its
Accessibility, Climate, and Resources
describedInvalids
with especial
reference
English
; with details
of Reto
creation
obtainable
in
its
Neighbour
hood added for the use ot Traveller/ in
general. By the Rev. E. W, L. Dayiks,
M.A. Oxon. Post Svo. 6s.
Delabeche.—Report on the Geo
logy of Cornwall, Devon, and West
Somerset. By Sir H. T. Deladeche,
F.R.S. With Maps, Plates* and Wood
cuts. 8vo. lis.
Davy (Dr. J.)—The Angler and
his
Piscatory Colloquies
and Friend
Fllhing; or.
Excursions.
By John
Davt, M.D., F.R.S., Ac, Fcp. Svo. 6s.
By the same Author,
The Angler in the Lake District ;
or, Piscatory Colloquies and Fishing
Excursions in Westmoreland and Cum
berland. Fcp. Svo. 6s. 6d.
De la Rive's Treatise on Elec
tricity in Theory" and Practice. Trans
lated for the Author by C. V. Walkek,
F.R.S. a vols. 8vo. Woodcuts, £3. las.

Abbe7 Domenech's Missionary
Adventures in Texas and Mexico: A
Personal
Narrative
of Six Translated
Years' So
journ
In those
Regions.
from the French under the Author's
superintendence. 8vo. 10s. 6d.
The
Faith ; or,
Visit
to aEclipse
ReligiousofSceptic.
lJth aEdition.
Fcp. 8vo. as.
Defence of The Eclipse of Faith,
by its Author: Being a Rejoinder to
Professor Newman's Reply: Including
a full Examination
of thatofWriter's
Criticism
on the Character
Christ ;
and a Chapter on the Aspects and Pre
tensions
of
Modern
Deism.
Second
Edition, revised. Post 8vo. 5s. 6d.
The Englishman's Greek Con
cordance of the New Testament : Being
an
Attempt
a Verbal
between
the atGreek
and theConnexion
English !
Texts;
including
a
Concordance
to the
Proper Names, with Indexes, GreekEnglish and English-Greek. New Edi
tion, with anew Index. Royal8vo, 42s.
The Englishman's Hebrew and
Chaldee Concordance of the Old Testa
ment
: Being
an Attempt
at a and
Verbal
Connexion
between
the Original
the
English Translations - with Indexes,
aOccurrences,
List of the Proper
Names
and
their
&,c. 2 vols, roval 8vo.
£$. 13s. 6d. ; large paper, JCl. Us. 6d.
Ephemera'sHaudbookofAngling;
teaching Fly-Ashing, Trolling. ItottomFishing, History
Salmon-Fishing
: With
the
Natural
of Kiver-Fish,
and tha
best
Modes
of Catching
them. Third
Edition,
corrected
and improved;
with
Woodcuts. Fcp. Svo. 5s.
Ephemera's Book of the Salmon :
TheTheoryi
Principles, ;andLists
Practice
of
Fly-Fishing
of good
Salmon
FlicslorforSalmon
every good River
in
the
Empireits; Habits
the Natural
Historyandofthe
Salmon,
described,
the
best way of artificially Breeding It.
Fcp. 8vo. with coloured Plates, Us.
Fairbairn.—Useful Information
for Engineers
Series ofEngi
Lec
tures
delivered: Beimr
to the aWorking
neers of Yorkshire and Lancashire.
By William Faikkaien, F.R.S.,
F.O.S.Woodcuts.
Second Edition
; with
and
Crown 8vo.
l0s. Plates
6d.
Fischer. — Francis Bacon of
Vcrulam : Realistic Philosophy and its
Age.John
By Oxknfokd.
Dr. K. Fischeu.
by
Post Translated
8vo. »s.6d.
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NEW WOEKS AND NEW EDITIONS

Forester. — Rambles in the
Islands of Cornea and Sardinia : With
Notices of their History, Antiquities,
and
present With
Condition.
Tuoma8
Fokkstkk.
colonredByMap
; and
numerous Lithoirraphic and Woodcut
Illustrations
from
Drawing
made
during the Tour nv Lieut.-Col. M. A.
Blddulpb, R.A. Imperial 8vo. 28s.
G anatt.—Marvels and Mysteries
of Instinct; or. Curiosities of Animal
Life. By Geokge Gaanatt. Second
Edition, improved. Pep. 8vo.4s. 6d.
Gilbart.— A Practical Treatise
on Banking. By Jamks William;
Gilkakt.
General Manager
the
LondonF.R.S.,
and Westminister
Bank.of
Sixth Edition. 2 vols. 12iuo. 16s.
Gilbart.—logic for the Million:
aReasoning,
Familiar Exposition
of the F.R.S.
Art of
By J. W. Gilkakt,
5th Edition ; with Portrait. 12mo. 3s.6d.
Gleig.—Essays, Biographical,
Historical, and Miscellaneous, contri
buted
chiefly
to theByEdinburgh
Quarterly
Reviews.
the Rev. G.and
R.
Gleig, M.A., Chaplain-General to the
andprice
Prebendary
2Forces,
vols. 8vo.
21s. of St. Paul's.
The Poetical Works of Oliver
Goldsmith.
Editedby
Bolton
Coenet,
Esq. Illustrated
by Wood
Engravings,
from
Designs
by
Members
the
Etching Club. Square crownof 8vo.
cloth, 21s. ; morocco, £1. 16s.
Gosse.—A Naturalist's Sojourn
in Jamaics. By P. H. Gosse. Esq.
With Plates. Post 8vo. lis.
Greathed.—Letters from Delhi
duringthe
Siege.Agent.
ByH. Post
H.Gkeatuei),
Esq.,
Political
8vo.
Green.—Lives of the Princesses
of England. By Mrs. Makt Anne
Evekett Gkeen, Editor of the Letters
ofRoyal
Illustrious Complete
Ladies. With
numerousandPortraits.
in 6
vols, post 8vo. 10s. fld. each.
Greyson.—Selections from the
Correspondence
ofR. E,ofGkkyson,
Esqof
Edited by the Author
The Eclipse
Faith. New Edition. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.
Grove.—The Correlation of Phy
sical Forces. By W. R. Gkove, G.C
M.A. Third Edition. Svo. 7«.

Gnraey.—St. Louis and Henri
IV.: Being a Second Series of Histo
rical Sketches. By the Rev. John H.
Gl/snEY, M.A. Fcp. 8vo. OS.
Eveninrftecreations; or, Samples
from tlie Lecture-Room. Edited by
Rev. J. H. Gukney. Crowu 8vo. 5s.
Gwilt's Encyclopaedia of Archi
tecture, Historical, Theoretical, and
Practical.
By Wood
JosephEngravings,
Gwilt. With
more
than 1,000
from
Designs by J. S. Gwilt, 8vo. 42s.
Hare (Archdeacon).—The Life
of
Luther, in By
Forty-eight
Historical
Engravings.
Gustav
K5sio. .I
With • Explanations
by Archdeacon
Hakk auu Susannah Winkwokth. Fcp. 4to. 28s.
Harford.—Life of Micha elAngelo
Buonarroti : With Translations of
many of his Poems and letters : also
Memoirs
of Savonarola,
Raphael, and
VittoriaColouns.
ByJonNS.HABFORP,
Eso., D.C.L., F.R.S.
Second Edition,
revised; with 20 Plates. 2 vols. 8vo. 25s.
Illustrations, Architectural and
Pictorical, of the Genius of Michael
Angelo
Descriptions
of the Buonarroti.
Plates, by theWith
Commeudatore
Canina-C.
R.
CocKEbell,
Esq.,R.A.;
aiidJ.S.HABFOBD.Esq.,D.C.L.,F.R.S.
Folio, 73s. 6d. half-bound.
Harrison. — The Light of the
Forge
Sick-Bed
of
E.M.: or,ByCounsels
the Rev.from
W.theHaanison,
M.A., Domestic Chaplain to the
Duchess of Cambridge. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.
Harry Hieover's Stable Talk
and Table
Talk ; or.NewSpectacles
Young
Sportsmen.
Edition,for2
vols. 8vo. Portrait, 24s.
Harry Hieover.—The HuntingField. By Hakky Hikovke. With
Two Plates. Fcp. 8vo. 5e. half-bound.
Harry Hieover. — Practical
Horsemanship. Second Edition ; with
2 Plates. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. half-bound.
Harry Hieover.—The Pocket and
the Stud ; or, Practical Hints on the
Management of the Stable. By Ha kkv
Hieovek. Fcp. 8vo. Portrait, 5s.
Harry Hieover—The Stnd, for
Practical Punxwes and Practical Men :
Being a Guide to the Choice ofa Hor&e
for use more than for show. Fcp-
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; Hassall.—A History of the Bri
tish Freshwater Allne : Including
Descriptions ofBy the
Desmideai
and
Diatomacese.
Akthuk
Hill Hashall, M.I). 2 vols. 8vo. with 103
Plates, £1. 15s.
Hassall.—Adulterations Detect
ed ; or, Plain Instructions for the Dis
covery
of Frauds
in Food
and Medicine.
By Akthuii
Hill
Hassall,
M.D.
Lond.,
Analyst
of
7'A*
Lancet
Commission, and AuthoroftheSanitary
Reports
of that Commission published under
the tit lemay
of Food
tts Adulterations
(which
also and
be had,
in Svo. price
28s.) With £25 Illustrations, engraved
on Wood, Crown, 8vo. 17s. 6d.
Col. Hawker's Instructions to
Young Sportsmen in all that relates to
Guns ana Shooting. 10th Edition, re
vised
by the Author's
Son, Major P.
W.L.Hawkke.
With Portrait,Plates,
and Woodcuts. 8vo. 21s,
Haydn's Book of Dignities :
Containing Rolla of the Official Personaxes
of the British
Civil,
Ec
clesiastical,
Judicial,Empire,
Military,
Naval,
and
Municipal,
from
the
Earliest
Pe
riods to the Present Time. Together
with
the
Sovereigus
of
Europe,
from
the Foundation of their respective
States s the Peerage and Nobility of
Great Britain, .'v. 8vo. 25s.
' Hayward . — Biographical and
Criticalwith
Essays,
reprinted
from Re
views,
Additions
and Corrections.
By A. Havwakd, Esq., Q.C. 2 vols.
Svo. 24s.
The Heirs of Cheveleigh : A
Novel. By Gekvaisk Akkott. 3 vols,
post 8vo. 31s. 6d.
Sir John Herschel's Outlines of
revisedof
I Astronomy.
and corrected Fifth
to theEdition,
existing state
astronomical
■' and
Woodcuts.knowledge
8vo. I6s. ; with Plates
1
Sir John Herschel's Essays
from the Edinburgh and Quarterly
Revietrs, with Addresses and other
Pieces. 8vo. ISs.
Hinchliff. — Summer Months
among
the Alps:
With theHinchliff,
Ascent of
Monte Ross.
By Tnos.W.
Barrister-at-Law. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Jlints on Etiquette and the
Usages of Society : With a Glance at
Bad Habits.
(with
Additions)Newby aEdition,
Lady ofrevised
Rank,
Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d.
Holland.—Medical Notes and
Reflections. By Sir Hi:nky Holland,
M.D.,toF.U.S.,
He., laid
Physician
in Ordi
nary
the U|ueen
Prince-Consort,
Third Edition. 8vo. 18s.
Holland.—Chapters on Mental
Physiology. By sir Henky Holland,
Bart., F.K.S.,
&c. Founded
chiefly
on
Chapters
contained
in Medical
Notes
and lb-flections by the samo Author,
Second Edition. Post 8vo.8s.6d.
Hooker,—Kew Gardens ; or, a
Popular Guide to the Royal Botanic
Gardens of Kew. By Sir William
Jackson Hookek, K.H., &c„ Direc
tor. Witti many Woodcuts, ltimo, 6d.
Hooker's Museum of Economic
Botany ;andor, Remarkable
Popular GuideVegetable
to the
Useful
Products of the Museum in the Royal
Gardens of Kew. 16ino. Is,
Hooker and Arnott's British
Flora; comprising the Pluenogamous
or Flowering Plants, and the Ferns.
Seventh
Edition,
Additions
and
Corrections;
and with
numerous
Figures
illustrative
ofthe
UmbelliferousPlants,
the Composite Plants, the Grasses, ami
the Ferns. 12mo. with 12 Plates, 14s.;
with the Plates coloured, 21s.
Home's Introduction to the
Critical Study and Knowledge of the
Holy Scriptures. Tenth Edition, re
vised,
corrected,
brought
downRev.to
the present
time.andEdited
by the
T. Hakiwkll
B.D. (the
Author);
the Rov.Hohnk,
Samuel Davidson,
D.D. of the University of Halle, and
LL.D. ; and
LL.D.
WithS. 4Pkidkapx
Maps anil Tkegkllks,
22 Vignettes
and Facsimiles. 4 vols. 8vo, £3. 13s. 6d.
Home.—A Compendious Intro
duction
Study of the
Bible. B.D.
By
the
Rev.toT.theHaktwell
Hoknk,
New Edition, with Maps, Ac. 12mo. tte.
Hoskyns.—Talpa ; or, the Chro
nicles of a Clay Farm : An Agricultural
Fragment.
Chandos
HosK.Y»s,Esq.ByFourth
Edition.Wkkn
With
24 Woodcuts from Designs by Geokge
Ckuibshanjl. ltimo. 6s. tid.

NEW WOBKS AND NEW EDITIONS
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How to Nurse Sick Children : Hudson's Plain Directions for
Intendedin especially
as aforHelp
the Making Wills In conformity with the
Nurses
the Hospital
SicktoChil
With a clear Exposition of the
dren ; but containing Directions of Law:
Law
relating
to the distribution
of
service
to
all
who
have
the
charge
of
Personal
caseand
of Intes
the Young, Fep, 8vo. Is. fld.
tacy, two Estate
Forms Inofthe
Wills,
much
useful information. Fep. 8vo. 2s. 6d.
Howitt (A. M.)—An" Art-Stu Hudson's Executor's Guide.
dent in Munich. By Ahna Makt New and improved Edition; with the
Howitt. 2 vols, post 8vo. 14s.
Statutes enacted, and the Judicial
Decisions pronounced since the last
Howitt.—The Children's Year. Edition incorporated. Fep. 8vo. 6e.
By Makt Howitt. With Four Illus Humboldt's Cosmos. Translated,
trations. Square 16mo. 5s.
with the Author's authority, by Mr*.
Sakine. Vols.
and; 3s.
11.6d.l6mo.
Howitt.— Tallangetta, the Half-a-Crown
each, I.sewed
each,
;
or
in
post
8vo.
12s.
each,
cloth.
Squatter's Home : A Story of Austra cloth
III. Part
post I.8vo.2s. 12s.
6d.
cloth:
or
lian Life. By William Howitt. Vol.
in
16mo.
6d.
sewed,
3s.
6d.
2 vols, post 8vo. 18s.
cloth ; and Paf\ 11. 3s. sewed. 4s. cloth.
IV. Pakt I. post 8vo. 15s. cloth :
Howitt. — Land, Labour, and Vol.
Oold ; or, Two Years in Victoria : With l6mo. 7s. 6d. cloth.
Visit to Sydney and Van Diemen's
Aspects of Nature.
Land. By William Howitt. Second Humboldt's
Translated,
he Author's
autho
Edition. 2 vols, crown 8vo. 10s.
rity, by Mrs.with
Sasi.tne.
l6mo. price
6s. :
or in 2 vols. 3s. 6il. each, cloth; 2s. 6d.
W.Howitt'sVisits toBemarkable each,
sewed.
Places
Old Halls,ofSt
Baltle-Fields,
and
Scenes :illustrative
viking Passages
Humphreys.— Parables of Our
in
English
History
and
Poetry.
With
Lord,style
illuminated
and ornamented
in
about 80 Wood Engravings. Jv>«j Edi
the
of the Missals
of the lteuaistion. 2 vols, square crown 8vo, 25s.
sanee
by
H.
N.
Humphkeys.
Square
fep. 8vo. 21s. in massive carved covers ;
William Howitt' s Boy's Coun
or 80s. bound in morocco, by Hayday.
try Book : Being the Peal Life of a
Country
Boy,
written
by
himself;
ex
Hunt.—Researches
Light in
hibitingall tneAmusemcnts, Pleasures, its Chemical Relations;onembracing
n
and Pursuits of Children in the Coun- Consideration
of
all
the
Photographic
try. With 40 Woodcuts. Fep. 8vo. 6e. Processes. By Rokekt Hunt. F.R.S.
Second Edition, with Plate and Wood
William Howitt's Eural .Life of cuts. Svo. 10s. 6d.
England. With Woodcuts by Bewick Hutchinson. — Impressions of
and Williams. Medium 8vo. 21s.
Western Africa : With a Report on the
Peculiarities
of TradeByJ.
up T.
theHdtchisRivers in
Bight ofBiafrs.
Hue — Christianity in China, the
son,
Esq.,
British
Consul
for
the
Bteht
Tartary,
and
Thibet.
By
M.
l'Abbe"
Biafra and the Island of Fernando
Hua formerly Missionary Apostolic of
in Chins. Vols. I. and II. 8vo. 21s. : Po. Post 8vo. 8s. 6d,
and Vol. Ill 10s. 6d.
Idle.—Hints on Shooting, Fish
both on Sea
andofLand,
and
Hue. — The Chinese Empire : ining,the&c,Fresh-WTater
Lochs
Scotland:
Athrough
Sequel Tartary
to Hue and
(;abet's
Journey
Bein£
the
Experiences
of
C.Ii)ijl,
Esq.
ami Thibet, By the Fep. 6vo. 5s.
Abbe"
formerly
tolic inHue,
Chms.
SecondMissionary
Edition; Apos
with Mrs. Jameson's Legends of the
Map. 2 vols. 8vo. Sis.
Saints and Martyrs, as represented in
Art : Forming
the Fiest
Hudson and Kennedy's Ascent Christian
Sfhtks of Sacred
and Legendary
Art.
Third
Edition;
with
17
Etchings
and
of
Mont
Blanc
by
a
New
Route
and
Without Guides. Second Edition, with upwards of 180 Woodcuts. 2 vols,
square crown 8vo, 31s. 6d.
Plate and Map. Post 8vo, 5s. 6d.

PUBLISHED BY LONGMAN, BROWN, AND CO.
Mrs. Jameson's Legends of the
Monastic Orders, as represented in
Christian
Art.
the Skcokd
Skkiks
SacredForming
and
Legendary
Second ofEdition,
enlargedwithArt.11
Etchings by the Author and 88 Wood
cuts. Square crown 8vo. 28s.
Sirs. Jameson's Legends of the
Madonna, as represented in Christian
Art: FormingLegendary
the Thikd
of
Sacred
Art,Sekies
Second
Edition,and
corrected and enlarged;
with
27 Etchmgs and 165 Wood Engravings.
Square crown 8vo. 28s.
Mrs. Jameson's CommonplaceBook of Thoughts, Memories, and Fan
cies, Original
Edition,
revisedand
andSelected.
corrected Second
; with
Etchings and Woodcuts. Crown 8vo.
price 18s.
Mrs. Jameson's Two Lectures on
the Employment of Women : —
1. Sist*Rs
CmaiTT, atCatholic
and Proteskint,ofAbroad
Home.
Ed«tim,
with newandPreface.
Fcp. Second
s«o.4i.
2. The
Commcnion
of
LaBocrt:
A Secondof
Lecture
on
the
Social
Employments
Women. Fcp. 8vo. 3s.
Jaquemct's Compendium of
Chronology : Containing the most im
portant
of GeneralandHistory,
Po
litical, Dates
Ecclesiastical,
Literary,
from
of theTostWorld
to the
end ofthe
theCreation
Year 1854.
8vo. 7s.
6d.
Jaquemet's Chronology for
Schools
: Containing
most impor
tant
Dates
of Generalthe
History,
Politi
cal,
Ecclesiastical,
and
Literary,
fromof
the Creation of the World to the end
the Year 1857. Fcp. 8vo. 3s. Od.
Lord Jeffrey's Contributions to
The
A New with
Edi
tion, Edinburgh
complete inReview.
One Volume,
Portrait and Vignette. Square crown
or 30s. calf.— Or In
38vo.
vols.21s.8vo.cloth;
price 42e.
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Keith Johnston's Dictionary of
Geography,
Physical,a com
Sta
tistical, and Descriptive,
Historical : Forming
plete
General
Gazetteer
of
the
World.
Second Edition, thoroughly revised.
In 1 vol.
1,360 pages,
comprising
about
50,000ofNames
of Places,
8vo. 36s.
cloth ; oi half-bound in russia, 41s.
Kesteven. — A Manual of the
Domestic
Practice ofF.R.C.S.E.,
Medicine. &c.
By
W. B. Kbhteven,
Square post 8vo. 7s. 6d.
Eirby and Spence's Introduction
to Entomology ; or, Elements of the
Natural
HistoryofofNoxious
Insects and
: Compris
ing
an Account
Useful
Insects,
of theirHabitations,
Metamorphoses,
Food,
Stratagems,
Societies,
Motions,
Noises,
Hybernation,
Instinct,
&c. Seventh Edi(ionf with an Appen
dix relative to the Origin and Progress
of the work. Crown 8vo. 5s.
Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopaedia of
History,
Literature,
the
Arts
and Biography,
Sciences, Natural
History,
and
Manufactures.
A
Series
ofOriginal
Works by Hmixk.vt Wklteks. Com
plete in price
182 vols.
8vo.cloth
with Vignette
Titles,
£19.fcp.19s.
lettered.
The Works separately, !n single
Volumes or Sets, price 3s. 6d. each
Volume, cloth lettered.
Mrs. B. Lee's Elements of Na
tural
or, First
of
ZoologyHistory;
: Comprismg
the Principle*
Principles
Classification,
mterspersed
with amusot
ing
and
instructive
Accounts
of
the
most remarkable Animals. New Edi
tion ; Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. 7s. 6d.
The Letters of a Betrothed.
Fcp. 8vo. price 5s. cloth.
Letters to my Unknown Friends.
By a Lady,
Author
of Letters
pmess.
Fourth
Edition.
Fcp. onbvo.Hap
5s.

Bishop Jeremy Taylor's Entire Letters on Happiness, addressed
Works: With Life by Bishop I : :
a Friend. By the Author of Letters
Revised
by theof Oriel
Rev. toto my
Unknown Friends. Fcp. 8vo. 0s.
Chakles and
Paokcorrected
Edkx, Fellow
College, Oxford. Now complete in 10
vols. 8vo. 10s. 6d. each.
L.E.L. — The Poetical Works of
Letitia
EHzalwth Landou
; comprising
Kemble. — The Saxons in Eng
the
Imltrovisatrice,
the Venetian
Brace
let, the Qolden Violet, the Troubadour,
land
:
A
History
of
the
English
Com
Poetical Remains. 2 vols. K;mo.
monwealth till the Conquest. Ity J.M. and
10s. cloth ; morocco, Sis.
Kkmhlk, M.A. 2 vols. 8vo. 28s.
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NEW WORKS AND NEW EDITIONS

Dr. John Lindley's Theory and
Practice
Horticulture;
or, an
At
tempt to ofexplain
the principal
Opera
tions of Gardening upon Physiological
Grounds:
the Second Edition
the
TheoryBeing
of Horticulture,
much enof
larged; with 08 Woodcuts. 8vo. 21s,
Br. John Lindley's Introduction
to Botany. New Edition, with correc
tions and copious Additions. 2 vols.
8vo. with Platen and Woodcuts, 24s.
Linwood. — Aatnologia Oxoniensis,diversorum
8ive Florilegium
e LusibusGreeds
poeticls
Oxoniensium
et Latinis decerptnm. Curante Guliklmo Linwood, M.A. 8vo. 14s.
Lorimer's Letters to a Young
Master
Mariner
some Subjects
nected with
hisonCalling.
Pep. con
8vo.
price 5s. 6d.
Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Gar
dening : ofComprising
the Floriculture,
Theory and
Practice
Horticulture,
Aboriculture, and LandscajKMiardening. With 1,000 Woodcuts. 8vo. 50s.
Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Trees
and Shrubs, or Aboretum et Fructiceturn Britannieum abridged : Containing
the
HardyNative
Treesand
andForeign,
Shrubs ofScienti
Great
Britain,
fically
and
Popularly
Described.
about 2,000 W oodeuts. 8vo. 50s. With
Loudon's EncyclopaedIa of Agri
culture : Comprising the Theory and
Practice of the Valuation, Transfer,
Laying-out.
Improvement,
nagement
of Landed
Property,andof
andMa
the
Cultivation
and Economy
theof
Animal and Vegetable Productions of
Agriculture, With 1,100 Woodcuts.
8vo. 3is. 6d.
Loudon^sEncyclopaediaofPlants:
Comprising the Specific Character,
Description, Culture, History, Applica
tion
in the
Arts, andrespectmg
every other the
de>
slrable
Particular
Plants found
in Great Ttritain. allWith
upwards of 12,000 Woodcuts. 8vo.
price £3. I3s. 6d.
Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Cot
tage,
Farm, and
Architecture
Furniture.
NewVilla
Edition,
edited and
by
Mrs. Loudon ; with more than 2,000
Woodcuts. 8vo. 6tte.
Loudon's Hortus Britannicus ;
or. Catalogue of all the Plants found In
Great
Edition,
by
Mrs.Britain.
Loudon.New£vo.
31s.6d.corrected

Mrs. Loudon's Lady's Country
CompanionLife
- or,Rationally.
How to Enjoy
Country
Fouitha
Edition. Fcp.Sro. 5s.
Mrs. Loudon's Amateur Gar
dener'sshould
Calendar,
or Monthly
Guideintoa
what
lie avoided
and done
Garden. Second Edition, revised.
Crown 8vo. with Woodcuts, 7s. 6d.
Low's Elements of Practical
Agriculture: comprehending the Cul
tivation
of Plants,
the Husbandry
the
Annuals,
and Edition
the Ecoof;
nomyDomestic
of the Farm.
New
with"200 Woodcuts. 8vo. 21s.
Macaulay. — Speeches of the
Right Hon. Lord Macaulay. Corrected
by Himselp. 8vo. 12s.
Macaulay. — The History of
England from the Accession of James
II.
By the
Hon.Vols.
LordI. MacautjAY.
NewRight
Edition.
and
II. 8vo. 32s. ; Vols. ill. and IV. 36s.
Lord Macaulay's History of Eng
land from the Accession of James II.
New
Edition
of the
first Four
Volumes
of theOctavo
Edition,
revised
and
corrected. 7 vols, post 8vo. 6s. each.
Lord Macaulay's Critical and
Historical Essays contributed to The
Edinburgh Review. Four Editions :—
1. A3Lihkaky
vols. Svo.Edision
price 36s.tthe Eiyhth), in
2. Complete
in
One Voldmk,
withcrown
Por
traitprice
and 21s.
Vignette.
8ro.
cloth ; orSquare
30e. calf.
3. Another N«w Edition, in 3 voti. fcp.
8vo. price 21s. cloth.
4. The
crownPBorlE's
oto. priceEdition,
6s. doth. in 2 toIb.
Macaulay. — Lays of Ancient
Rome, with Ivry and the Armada. By
the
Right Hon.
Lord
Macaulay.
New
16mo.
price 4s.
6d. cloth ;
or 10s.Edition.
6d. bound
in morocco.
Lord Macaulay's Lays of Ancient
Rome.
numerous
Illustrations,
Original With
and from
the Antique,
drawn
on Wood by George Scharf, jun. Fcp.
I to. 21s. boards ; or 42s, bound in
morocco.
Mao Donald.—Poems By George
Mac Donald, Author of Within and
Without. Fcp. 8vo. 7s.

PUBLISHED BY LONGMAN, BKOWK, AND 00.
Mac Donald. — Within and
Without : A Dramatic Poem. By
Geokge Mac Donald. Fcp.8vo.4s.6u."
Mac Dougall. — The Theory of
War
Examples
from illustrated
History. by
Bynumerous
Lieutenant-Colonel
Mac
Dougall,Second
Commandant
of the
Staff College.
Edition, revised.
Post 8vo. with Plans, 10s. 6d,
Mac Dougall. — The Campaigns
of Hannibal, arranged and critically
considered, expressly for the use of Stu
dents
of MilitaryDougall,
History.Commandant
By Lieut.Col. P.L.Mac
of the StaffCollege. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.
M'Dougall. — The Eventful
VoyageofH.if.DiscoveryShip Resolute
to theFranklin
Arctic Regions
search of
Sir
John
and thein Miming
Crews
of H.M. Discovery Ships Erebus and
Terror,
1852, 1H.V;,
18&4. With
ByGEORGkF.
M'Dougall,
Master.
a coloured
Chart, Illustrations in Lithograpby,
and Woodcuts. 8vo. 21s.
Sir James Mackintosh's Miscel
laneous Works
Contri
butions
to The: Including
EdinburghhisReview.
Complete
in
One
Volume;
with
trait and Vignette. Squarecrown Por
8vo.
21s. cloth ; or 30s. bound in calf: or In
3 vols. fcp. 8vo. 21s,
Sir James Mackintosh's History
of England from the Earliest Times to
the final Establishment of the Reform
ation. 2 vols. Svo. 21s.
Maoleod.—The Elements of Po
litical
Economy.
By Hknky Dunning
Macleod,
Barrister-at-Law.
8vo. 16s.
Macleod. — The Theory and
Practice
of Banking:
With thePrices,
Ele
mentary Principles
ofCurrency,
Credit, and Exchanges. By Henky
Dunning Macleod, Barrister-at-Law.
2 vols, royal 8vo. 80s.
M'Cullocb's Dictionary, Prac
tical,
Theoretical,
and Historical,
Commerce,
and Commercial
Naviof
gation. Illustrated with Maps and
Plans. New Edition, corrected ; with
8vo. 50s. cloth; halfSupple:
russia,
M'Culloch's Did
graphical. Statistical, and .
of the various
frincipal
NaturalCountries,
Objects inPlthe World,
llustrated with Six large Maps. New
Edition, revised. 2 vols. 8vo. 63s.
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Maguire. — Rome; its Ruler
and its Institutions. By John Fkancis
Maguike, M.P. With a Portrait of
Pope Pius IX. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d.
Mrs. Marcet's Conversations on
Natural Philosophy, in which the Ele
ments of that
Science Edition,
are familiarly
ex
plained.
Thirteenth
enlarged
and corrected; with 31 Plates, Fcp.
8vo. price 10s. 6d.
Mrs. Marcet's Conversations on
Chemistry,
which
the Elements
of
that
Sciencein are
explained
and illustrated
by familiarly
Experiments.
New
Edition, improved, 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 11s.
Martineau. — Studies of Chris
tianity: A Series of Original Papers,
now brut collected, or New. By JaMBU
Maktinkau. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.
Martineau. — Endeavours after
the Christian
Life: 2Discourses.
By
James
Makttneatj,
vols, post 8vo.
price 7*. 6d. each.
Martineau. — Hymns for the
Christian Church and Home. Col
lectedandeditedbyJamesMaktinkau.
Eleventh Edition, 12mo. 3s. 6d. cloth,
or
5s. calf
Edition, 32mo. Is. 40.
cloth,
or Is.; Fifth
8d, roan,
Martineau.—Miscellanies: Com
prising Essays chiefly religious and
controversial. By James Maktineau.
Crown 8vo. 9s.
Maunder'a Scientific and Lite
rary
Treasury : A newand
andthepopular
EncyclopaediaofScience
BellesLettres
;
including
all
Branches
Science, and every subject connectedof
with Literature and Art. Fcp, 8vo. 10s.
Maunder'* Biographical Trea
sury ; oonsistinKofMemoirs, Sketches,
and
brief Notices
aboveand
12,000
Emi
nent
of AllofPeriod
Ages
Nations,
from Persons
the Earliest
of History:
Forming a complete Dictionary of Uni
versal Biography. Fcp. Svo. 10s.
Maunder's Treasury of Know
ledge,
prisingandanLibrary
Englishof Reference
Dictionary; com
and
Grammar, a Universal Gazetteer, a
Classical
Dictionary,
a Chronology,
Law Dictionary,
a Synopsis
of thea
Peerage, numerous useful Tables, &e«
Fcp. 8vo. 10s.
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Maunder's Treasury of Natural
History ; or, a Popular Dictionary of
Animated
: In which
the
Zoological Nature
Characteristics
that dis
tinguish
the
different
Classes,
Genera,
ana Species, are combined with a
variety ofinteresting Information illustrativo
the Habits,
and
General ofEconomy
of the Instincts,
Animal King
dom. With 900 Woodcuts. Fcp. 10s.
Maunder' 3 Historical Treasury ;
comprising
a GeneralHistory,
Introductory
Outline
of Universal
Ancient
and
Modern,
and a Series of Separate
Histories
of
every
principal
Nation
that exists;
their Rise,
Progress,
and
Present
Condition,
the Moral
and Social
Character of their respective Inhabi
tants, their Religion, Manners, and
Customs, &c. Fcp. 8vo. 10s.
Maunder's Treasury of Geogra
phy,
Physical,; containing
Historical,asuccinct
Descriptive,
anil Political
Ac
count
of
Every
Country
In
the World
Preceded by an Introductory
Outline;
of theInquiry
History
liar
intooftheGeography
Varieties; ofa Fami
Race
and Language exhibited by different
Nations
;
and
a
View
of
the
Relations
of Geography
to Astronomy
and the
Physical
Sciences.
Completed
by
William
Hughes.
F.R.G.S.
With10s.7
Maps and 16 Steel Plates. Fcp. 8vo.
Herivale. — A History of the
Romans
under Mkkivalk,
the Empire.H.D.,
By late
the
Rev.
Chakles
Fellow ofSt. Jolm's College, Cambridge.
8vo. with Maps.
I and II.C«esar.
comprising
Hiator?2Ss,in
theVimk.
Pull otjuliiu
SecondthpEdition,
Vol.
III.
to
the
Establishment
of
archy by Auyuitus. Second Edition the MonHi.
Voi. . IV, And V. from Au(pistusio Clauiliui,
B.C. 27 to A.D.51
32s.
from the Reign
theVol.
FullVI.of Jernialrm.
a.d. of70 Nero, a.d. 5t,16s.to
Merivale. — The Fall of the
Roman Republic: A Short, History of
l.nst Century of t lit? Commonwealth,
Ry
the ofSt.
Rev. John'sCollcse.
C. Mekivalk, Cambridge.
R. D., late
Fellow
New Edition. 12mo. 7s. fid.
Merivale i Miss i — Christian
Records: A Short History of Ai«stolic
Age. Ry A, MiiaiValE. Fcp. 8vo.
price 7s. fid.
Miles.—The Horse's Foot and
How to Keep it Sound. EiohthKdition;
with an
Appendixon
shoeing in12general,
and
Hunters
in particular.
Plates i
and 12 Woodcuts. Ry W. MiLK9,Esq.
lmiHirial 8vo. 12*. 6d.

Miles's Plain Treatise on Horse Shoeing. With Plates and Woodcut-.
Second Edition. Post 8vo. £s.
Milner's History of the Church
of
Christ.
Additions byF.R.S.
the late
Rev.
Isaac With
Milkhk,
New Edition,
revised,D.D.,
with additionalA
Notes by the Rev. T. Gkantham, B.D.
4 vols. 8vo. 52s.
James Montgomery's Poetical
Works
Edition ; Prefaces,
with the
Author's: Collective
Autobiographical
complete
in
One
Volume;
with
Portrait
and Vignette. Square crown
Svo.
10s. 6d. cloth j morocco, 21s.—Or, in 4
vols. fcp. 8vo. with Plates, Us.
Moore.—The Power of the Soul
the Rody,
consideredRyinGeohqk
relation
tooverHealth
and Morals.
Mooke, M.D. Fcp. 8vo. 6s.
Moore.—Man and his Motives.
Ry Geokge Moohk, M.D. Fcp, 8vo. 6s.
Moore.—The Use of the Body in
relation
to the Mind. By G. Mooxf,
M.D. Fcp.8to.Ss.
Moore.—Memoirs, Journal, and
Correspondence
of Hon.
Thomas
Edited by (he Right
LokdMoore.
John
Russell, M.P.
Portraits
Vignettes.
8 vols,With
post 8vo.
£4. 4e. and
Thomas Moore's Poetical Works :
Comprising
Author'sTheRecent
Intro
ductions
andtheNotes.
Tmvelter's
Edition,
crown
8vo.
with
Portrait,
12s. fid. cloth; morocco by Hayday, 21s.
—Also the Library Edition, with Por
trait
Vignet byte, Hayday,
medium 42s.—And
8vo. 21s. !
cloth;and
morocco
the Firtt collected Edition, In 10 vols.
fep.8vo.withPortraitand R>pUtes,35s. i
Moore. — Poetry and Pictures
ft om Thomas Moore : Being Selections
of
the most
popular
and admired
Moore's
Poems,
copiously
illustratedof
with
WoodbyEngravings
from highlv-fiuished
original Designs
eminent
Artists. Fcp. 4to. price 21s. cloth ;
or 42s. bound in morocco by Hayday.
Moore's 8ongs, Ballads, and
Kditioii,
inSacred
RubySongs.
Tyi'C; New
with the
Notes,printed
and a
Vignette from a Design by T. Creswick,
R.A.
32mo.
2s.
fid.
—
An
Edition
16mo. with Vignette by It. Doyle, 5s.in; i
or 12s. 6d. morocco by Hayday.

PUBLISHED BT LONGMAN, BEOWN, AND CO.
Moore's Sacred So1lgS, tte Sym
phoniesand
Accompaniments,arranged
for One or more
Voices, printed with
the Words. Imperial Hvo.
[Nearly ready.
Moore's Lalla Bookh : An Ori
ental Romance. With 13 highlyfiiushed
SteelCorbould,
Plates from
Original
Designs by
Meadows,
and
Stepnanofr,
engraved
under
the
superintendenee of the late Charles Heath.
New Edition. Square crown 8vo. 15s.
cloth ; morocco, 28s.
Moore's Lalla Kookh. New
Edition,
printed NoU?s
in Rnby
;collec
with
the
fromType
the Works,
tive Preface
edition and
of Moore's Poetical
and
from a 'Is.Design
by
Kennya Frontispiece
Meadows.
Edition
in l6mo. withM'imo.
Vignette,6,1.—An
5s. ; or
l2s. Gd. morocco by Hayday.
Moore's lalla Kookh. A New
Edition, with numerous Illustrations
from original
John
NiEL,
engravedDesigns
on Woodby by
the TenBro
thers Dalziel. Fen.[In4to.
preparation.
Moore's Irish Melodies. A New
Edition, with 13 highly-finished Steel
Plates,Artists.
from Original
by emi
nent
Square Designs
crown 8vo.
'/Is.
cloth ; or 31s. 6d. bound in morocco.
Moore's Irish Melodies, printed
in Iluby Type; with the Preface and
Notes from the collective edition of
Moore's Poetical Works, the Adver
tisements
Portrait of originally
the Author.prefixed,
32mo. and
2s. 6d.a
An Edition iulCmo. with Vignette, 5s. ;
or l2s. 6d. morocco by Hayday.
Moore's Irish Melodies. Illus
trated; with
by D.161Maclise,
Newwhole
Edi
tion
Designs,R.A.
and the
of theF. Letterpress
on Steel,
by
P. Becker. engraved
Super-royal
8vo.
3is. 6d. boards ; or JE2. 12s, 6d. morocco.
Moore's Irish Melodies, the
Music, namely, the
and
Accompaniments
by SirSymphonies
John Stevkn"son and Sir IIknky
ltisMOp,
printed
with the Words. Imperial 8vo. Ms. 6d.
cloth ; or 42s. half-bound in morocco.
The Harmonised Airs from
Moore's
as origuialW
arranged Irish
for Melodies,
Two, Three,
or Four
Voices, printed with the Words. Imp.
8vo. 15s. cloth; or 25s. half-bound m
morocco.
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Moore's National Melodies, with '
Music.
National
Airs andByotherThomas
Songs,
now first
collected.
Mooke. The
Music,withfor the
Voice
and
Pianoforte,
printed
Words.
Imp. 8vo. 81s. 6d. cloth; or 42s. half- i
bound in morocco.
Moore's Epicurean. New
Edition,
with the ofNotes
from Poetical
the Col
lective Edition
Moore's
Works',
and
a
Vignette
engraved
Wood from an original Design by on
D.
Maclike, R.A. l6mo. 5s. cloth; or
12s. 6d. morocco by Hayday.
Morell. —Elements of Psycho
logy : Pai:t I., containing the Analysis
or
the IntellectualOnePowers.
By J. D.
MoilLl,
Her Majestv'Inspectors M.A.,
of SchooU. ofPost8vo.7s.
6d.
Morning Clouds. Second and
cheaper Edition, revised throughout,
and printed in a more convenient form.
Fup. 8vo. 5s.
Morton.—The Resources of Es
tates: A Treatise on the Agricultural
Improvement
General ByManagemeut
of LandedandProperty.
Jon.v '
Lockiukt
Monton,
Civil
and
Agri
cultural Engineer; Author ofThirteen
Highland
and
Agricultural
Prize
Es
says. With 25 Lithographic Illustra
tions. Royal 8vo. 31s. 6d.
Moscley's Mechanical Principles
of Engineering and Architecture. Se
cond Edition,enlarged ; with numerous
Woodcuts. 8vo. 24s.
Memoirs and Letters of the late
Colonel
Mountain,
Aidedc-Cainp Akhink
to the Queen,
and AdjutantGeneral
of
Her
Majesty's
Forces
Indis. Edited by Mrs. Mountain.in
Second Edition, Portrait. Fep. 8vo. 6s.
Mure.—A Critical History of the
Language and William
Literature of
Ancientor
Greece.
Hull,
Caldwell. By
Vols. I. to Iil.svo.
price
30s.; Vol. IV. 15s.; and Vol. V. I6e.
Murray's Encyclopaedia of Geo
graphy,
comprising
a complete its
Descrip
tion
of the
Earth : Exhibiting
Rela
tion
to
the
Heavenly
llodies.
its
sical Structure, the Natural HistoryPhyof
each Country,
the Industry,
Com
merce,
PoliticalandInstitutions,
and Civil,
and
Social
State
ofAll
Nations.
Secoml
Edition ; with 82 Maps, and upwards of
1,000 other WoodcuU. 8vo. 6Os.
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NEW WOBKS AND NEW EDITIONS

Murray.—French Finance and
Financiers under Louis the Fifteenth.
By James Muukay. 8vo. 10s. 6d.
Neale.—The Closing Scene ; or,
and Infidelity
contracted
inChristianity
the La^t Hours
of Remarkable
Per
sons. By the Rev. Eeskink Neale,
M.A. 2 vola. fcp. 8vu. 6s. each.
Normanby (Marquis of). — A
Year of Revolution. From a Journal
kept
in Paris
in the Year 18i8the
Makquis
ov Nohhanky,
K.G. By
2 vols.
8vo. 24s.
Ogilvie.—The Master-Builder's
Plan:
or, theas Principles
Architecture
indicated inoftheOrganic
rypi
ca!
Forms
of
Animals.
Bv Gi.ouok
Ogilvik, M.D. Post 8vo. with72
Woodcuts, price 6s. 6d.
Oldacre —The Last of the Old
Squires. A Sketch. By Cedkic
Oldacke, Esq., of Sax-Normanbury.
Crown 8vo. 9s. 6d.
0 s b o r n. — Quedah ; or, Stray
Leaves
from a Journal In Malayan
Waters.
R.N., C.lt.ByCaptainShKBABDOsBORfr,
With a coloured Chart and
tinted Illustrations. Post 8vo. lOe. 6d.
Osborn.—The Discovery of the
North-West Passage by H.M.S. Tnveatigator, Captain It. M'Cluke, 1850-1854.
Edited
by Captain
Shekakd
Oskoen,
C.B. Second
Edition,
revised;
with
Portrait,
price
15s. Chart, and Illustrations. 8vo.
Professor Owen's Lectures on
the Comparative Anatomy and Physio
logy
of the Invertebrate
de
liveredatthe
RoyalCollegeAnimals,
ofSurgeons.
Second
Edition,
with
235
Woodcuts.
8vo. 21s.
Professor Owen's Lectures on
the Comparative
AnatomyAnimals,
and Phy
siology
of the Vertebrate
de
livered at the Royal College of Sunrcons
in 18tt and 1816. Vol. I. 8vo. Hs.
Memoirs of Admiral Parry, the
Arctic
Navigator.
By his Son,
the Rev.to
E. Pakky.
M.A., Domestic
Chaplain
the
Bishop
ofLondon.
Fourth
with a Portrait and coloured Edition;
Chart of
the North-West Passage. Fcp.8vo. 5s.
Pattison.— The Earth and the
Word ; or. Geology for Bible Students.
By
R. l'ATTitsoj<,
withS.coloured
Map, 3s.F.G.S.
6d. Fcp. 8vo.

Br. Pereira's Elements of Mate
ria Medica
and Therapeutics.
Edition,
enlarged
and improved TkirJ
from
the Author's Materials by A. S. Tay
lok,
M.D.,
and
G.
O.
Reks,
M.D.
Vol. I. 8vo. 2Ss. ; VoL II. Part I. 21s.;
Vol. II. Part II. 26s.
Dr. Pereira's Lectures on Polar
ised Light, together with a Lecture on
the Microscope. 2d Edition, enlarged
from
the Author's
Materials
by Rev.
B. Powell,
M.A. Fcp.
8vo. Woodcuts,
price 7s.
perry.—The Franks, from their
First Appearance in History to the
Deathy,ofBarrister-at-Law.
Kin* Pepin. By 8vo.
Waltek
Pkkk
12s.6sLC.
Peschel's Elements of Physics.
Translated from the German, with
Notes, by E. West. With Diagrams
and Woodcuts. 8 vols. fcp. 8vo. 21s.
Phillips's Elementary Introdno- j
tion to Mineralogy. A New Edition,
with extensive Alterations and Addi
tions,
Bkooke,
and W.byH.H.J.
Millek,
M.A.,F.R.S.,
F.G.S.F.G.8.;
With
numerous Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 18s.
Phillips.—A Guide to Geology.
By
Johx Phillips,
M.A.,corrected;
F.R.S.,
F.G.S..&C.
Fourth Edition,
with 4 Plates. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.
Phillips.—Figures and Descrip
tions of the PaTszo/oic Fossils of Corn
wall,
and
Westof Somerset:
ob
servedDevon,
in the
course
the
Ordnance
Geological
Survev
of that
District.
By
Johnwith
Phillips,
8vo.
60 Plates,F.R.S.,
£is. F.G.S., &c
Piesse's Art of Perfumery, and
Methods of Obtaining the Odours of
Plants ; with Instructions for the Ma
nufacture
of Petfumes
for theOdorous
Hand
kerchief,
Scented
Powders,
Vinegars,
Dentifrices,
Pomatums,
m<itiques. Perfumed Soap, Ac: andCosan
Appendix on the Colours of Flowers,
Artificial Fruit Essences, &c. Second
Edition; Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 8s. 6d.
Captain Portlock's Beport on the
Geology
of theof County
and
of Parts
Tyrone of
andLondonderry,
Fermanagh,
examined
and
described
underandtheBoard
Au
thorityofthe Master-General
of Ordnance. 8vo. with 48 Plate*, 24s.

PUBLISHED BY LOnGMAN, BROWN, AND CO.
Powell.—Essays on the Spirit of
the Inductive Philosophy, the Unity
of Worlds, ami the Philosophy of Crea
tion.
By Crown
the Rev.
Baden Powell,
M.A., &c.
Hvo.Woodcuts,
l-s.6d.
Powell.—Christianity without
Judaism : A Second Series of Essays
ou
of Worlds
and ofM.A.,&c.
Nature.
By the
the Unity
Itev. Badlx
Powell,
Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.
Pycroft.—The Collegian's Guide;
or, Recollections of College Days : Set
ting forth the Advantages and Temp
tations
By
the Rev.of aJ.University
Pyckoft,Education.
B.A. Second
Edition. Fcp. 6vo. 08.
Pycroft' 8 Course of English
Reading; or, How and What to Read :
Adapted
to every
taste and
With
Literary
Anecdotes.
Fcp.capacity.
8vo. 5s.
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Reade.—The Poetical Works of
; John
Reade.; with
NewAdditional
Edition,
revisedEdmund
and corrected
Poems, i vols. fcp. 8vo. 20s.
Rees. — Personal Narrative of
the Siege of Lucknow, from its com
mencement
to its
Campbell. By
L. E.Relief
Rkks.byoneSirofColin
the
surviving Defenders. Third Edition.
Poet Svo. price 9s. 6d,
Rich's Illustrated Companion to
the
Dictionary
and Greek
con ;Latin
Forming
a Glossary
of allLexi
the
Words representing Visible Objects
connected
with
the
Arts,
Manufactures,
and Every-Day Life of the Ancients.
With aboutPost2,000
from the
Antique,
8vo.Woodcuts
21s.

Richardson.—Fourteen Years'
Experience of Cold Water: Its Uses
and Abuses.
Captain M.6s.RlCQASDPycroft's Cricket-Field ; or, the 8on.
Post8vo,ByWoodcuts,
Science and History of the Game of
Cricket. Second Edition ; Plates and Horsemanship ; or, the Art of
Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.
and Mannging
a TJorse.
toRiding
the Guidance
of Ladies
and adapted
Gentle
Quatrefages (A. Dc).—Rambles men
on
the
Road
and
in
the Field
of
a
Naturalist
on
the
Coasts
of
France,
Instructions for Breaking-in
Colts:
Spain, and Sicily. By A. Dk QtIatkk- With
and
Young
Horses.
By
Captain
Rich7A0es, Metnh. Inst. Translated by akdsox, late of the «h Light Dragoons.
E. C. Ottk'. - vols, post 8vo. 15s.
With 5 Plates. Square crown 8vo, Us.
Raikes (C.)—Notes on the Re Household Prayers for Four
volt
In theByNorth-Western
Provinces
: With additional Prayers for
of Indis.
Chakles Raixes,
Judge Weeks
which is added
of
the
Sudder
Court,
and
lateCampCivil aSpecial
CourseOccasions.
ofScriptureToReadingfor
EvenCommissioner with Sir Colin
Day in the Year. By the Rev. J. E.
bell. 8vo. 7s. 6d.
Riddle, M.A. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.
Eaikes (T.)—Portion of the Jour Riddle's Complete Latin-English
nal
Thomas
Raikes, Remi
Esq.,
fromkept
1831 by
to IW7
: Comprising
and ofEnglish-Latin
forEdi
the
use
Colleges and Dictionary,
SchooIs. New
niscences
of
Social
and
Political
in London and Paris during that Life
pe tion, revised and corrected. 8vo. 21s.
riod. 2 vols, crown 8vo. price 12s.
Diamond Latin-English
Rarey.—A Complete Treatise on Riddle's
Dictionary.and A right
Guide to the Meaning.of
the Science of Handling, Educating, Qualitv,
and Taming all Horses; with a full Latin Classical Words.Accentuation
Royal 3ztno. *s.
and
detailed
Narrative
of
his
ExIh>rience and Practice. By John S. Riddle's Copious and Critical
Rakky, of Illustrations.
Ohio, U. S. In{Just
1 vol.
with Latin-English Lexicon, founded on the
numerous
ready.
German-Latin Dictionaries of Dr. Wil
liam Freund. Post Ito. 31s. 6d.
Dr. Reece's Medical Guide : Com
prising
Modern
Dispensa
Rose-Amateur's Guide ;
tory, anda complete
a Practical
Treatise
the Rivers's
containing ample Descriptions of all
distmguishing
Symptoms,
Causes,onPre
the
flue
leading
variety or Roses, regu
vention,
Cure,
and
Palliation
of
the
Disease* incident to the Human Frame. larly classed in their
Fami
lies ; their Historyand respeciive
Mode ofCulture.
Seventeenth Edition, corrected and en
Sixth Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 8s. 6d.
larged by Dr. H. Relce. 8vo. 12s.
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Is'EW "WORKS AND NEW EDITIONS

Dr. E. Robinson's Greek and Scoffern (Dr.)—Projectile WeaEnglish
to therevised
Greek and
Testain ponsofWar and Explosive Compounds .
ment. ALexicon
New Edition,
By
J. Scoffkkx,
M.B.in Loud.,
late
great part re-written. 8vo. 18s.
Professor
of Chemistry
the Aldersgale
College
of
Medicine.
Third
Edi
Mr. Henry Rogers's Essays se tion. Post 8vo. Woodcuts, 8s. 6d.
lected
from Contributions
to the Edin
burgh Review.
Second Edition,
with Serivenor's History of the Iron
Additions. 3 vols. ftp. 8vo. 21s.
Trade, from the Earliest Records to th*
Present Period. Svo. 10«. 6d.
Br. Roget's Thesaurus of Eng
lish
Words
and
Phrasesi
classified
and
Sir
Seaward's Narrative
arranged
so as toandfacilitate
Expres of Edward
his Shipwreck, and consequent Dis
sion of Ideas
assist the
in Literary
covery
of
certain
Islands in the Carib
Composition.
bean Ses. 2 vols, post Svo. 21s.
and
improved. Fifth
CrownEdition,
8vo. 10s. revised
6d.
Sermon in the Mount.
Ronalds's Fly-Fisher's Entomo The
Printed by C. Whittinghani, uniformly
logy: With coloured Representation with
the Thumb Bible. 6lmo. Is. 6d.
of
the
Natural
and
Artificial
Insects,
and aonfewTrout
Observations
and Fishing.
Instruc Sewell (Miss).—New Edition of
tions
and c:rayling
Fifth
; with 20 new-coloured the Tales and Stories of the Author of
Plates.Edition
8vo. 14s.
Amy Herbert, in 9 vols, crown 8vo.
price JL'1.
10s.volume,
dot it ; orseparately
each workascom
plete
in one
fol
Rowton's Debater : A Series of lows
:—
complete Debates, Outlines of Debates,
and
Questions
for
Discussion;
with
AMY HERBERT
2s. 6d.
ample llefercncos to the best Sources of GERTRUDE
2s. 6d.
Information. Fcp. 6vo. Gs.
EARL'S DAUGHTER . . 2s. 6d.
Dr. C. W. Russell's Life of Cardi- The
The
EX
PERI
ENCE
ofLIFE..
2s. 6d.
nal Mez/.ofanti : With an Introductory
3s. 6d.
Memoir of eminent Linguists, Ancient CLEVE HALL
and
Modem.
With Portrait and Fac- IVORS, or the Two Couhins 3s. 6d.
similes.
6vo, I2s.
KATHARINE ASHTON . . . . 3s. 6d.
The Saints our Example. By MARGARET PKRCIVAL ..5s. Od.
the Author of Letters to my Unknowh LANETON PARSONAGE ..4s. 6d.
Friends, &c. Fcp. 8vo. "s.
By the Mme Author, New Editions,
Scherzer.—Travels in the Free Ursula : A Tale of English
States of Central America : Nicaragua, Country Life. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 12s.
Honduras,
and San2 Salvador.
By l6s.
Dr.
Caul
Bchekzkh.
vols, post 8vo.
Readings for every Day in Lent :
Compiled from the Writings of Bishop
SchimmelPenninck (Mrs.) — Jekkhy
Tatloe. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.
Life ofMary
Anne SchimmelPenninck,
Author
of
Select
Memoirs
of
Fort
Royal
and
other
Works.
Edited
by
Readings
for a Month prepara
her relation, Chkistiana C. Haxkin. tory to Confirmation
: Compiled from
2 vols, post Svo. with Portrait, 15s,
the Works of Writers of the Karly and
of
the
English
Church.
Fcp. 8vo. 4s.
Dr. L. Schmitz's History of
Greece,
from
the
Earliest
Times
to
the
Taking of Corinth by the Romans, n.c. Bowdler's Family Shakspeare :
146,
basedFifth
upon Edition,
Bishop Thirlwall'smainly
History.
with In which jiothing is added to the Ori
Nine
new
Supplementary
on ginal Text ; but those words and ex
the Civilisation, lteligion,Chapters
Literature,
pressions
are omitted
and
Arts
of
the
Ancient
Greeks,
con
propriety
be read which
aloud. cannot
Illus
tributed by C. II. Watsof. M.A. Trin. with
trated
with
86
Woodcut
Vignettes.
Coll.
Camb.
;
also
a
Map
of
Athens
and
The
Library
Edition,
in
One
Volume,
137 Woodcuts designed by G. Scharf, medium 8vo. price 21s. ; a Pocket Edi
jun„ F.S.A. 12mo.7s.«d.
tion, in 6 vols. fcp. 8vo. price 5s. each.

PUBLISHED BY LONGMAN, BROWN, AND CO.
Sharp's New British Gazetteer,
or Topographical Dictionary of the
British Islands ami narrow Seas; Comprising
conciseSeats,
Descriptions
of about
60,000 Places,
Natural Features,
and Objects of Note, founded on the
best authorities. 2 vols. 8vo. £2. 16s.
Short Whist ; its Rise, Progress,
and Laws: With Observations to make
any
Whist-Player.
also one
the aLaws
of Piquet,Containing
Cassiuo,
EcarW,
Cribbage,
Backgammon.
By
Major A. New Edition
; with Precepts
for Tyros, by Mrs. B. Fcp. 8vo. 3s.
Sinclair. — The Journey of Life.
By Cathekine Sinclaik, Author ot
The Bueineae ofLife. Pep. 8vo. 5s.
Sir Soger De Coverley. From
the Spectator.
With Notes
Illus12
trations,
by W. Henky
Willsand; and
Wood Engravings from Designs by P. j
Tatrlek. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d. ; or 21s.
in morocco by Hayday.
The Sketches : Three Tales. By
the Authors of Amy Herbert, The Old
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